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All-race Nats will try for alliances

PETER FABRICIUS
Political Correspondent

DURBAN — The National Party is to throw open its membership to all races in a bid to form a broad-based alliance or movement with other political parties.

President de Klerk announced the historic decision at the National Party’s Natal congress yesterday.

The congress unanimously backed the decision by the NP leadership. It will now go to the other three NP provincial congresses over the next two months.

No serious opposition is expected and the first black could join the National Party before the end of the year, ending 78 years of white exclusivity.

“The National Party is saying and confirming today with this decision that racial and racial discrimination in South Africa are over for ever,” Mr de Klerk announced to applause.

It is clear that the decision to open membership was taken as a means to forming alliances than to embark on a substantial recruitment drive among blacks.

Mr de Klerk said the NP’s whites-only status was “an obstacle to forming alliances”.

Active vying for membership among parties co-operating as allies was “not appropriate” and they would have to reach an understanding on this.

It is known that possible alliance partners such as the Labour Party will not consider a partnership with the NP while it practises any discrimination.

However NP information chief Stoffel van der Merwe would give no indication yesterday of any alliance partners the NP had in mind.

All races
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Mr de Klerk said that if all provincial congresses accepted the decision, a committee would be formed to work out the details and put out feelers to alliance partners.

He hailed the decision as a “great and far-reaching step” but said it had been well thought-out.

Criticisms

He predicted a “storm” of criticism from the Conservative Party which would now claim it was the only party representing white interests.

But the only way to find peace in South Africa was by working together with those who shared the same basic values.

“The new South Africa demands that those who belong together through inner conviction, should come together,”

The NP accepted that there would be an “inevitable realignment in the party-political sphere.”

It also believed the basis for future co-operation should be laid now, or valuable opportunities would be lost.

The NP leadership had formulated several “points of departure” to be submitted to the provincial congress for ratification:

1. The National Party will work for alliances or a broad political movement which unites those who think alike in respect of common goals on the basis of shared convictions on important points.

2. The existing restrictions on membership of the National Party are in conflict with the party’s declared point of view against racial discrimination and constitute an obstacle to forming alliances.

“Therefore congress authorises the head council after consultation with the federal Council to effect the necessary amendments to the constitution and standing rules, in order to make membership of the National Party accessible to all South Africans.”

The other points of departure were that alliance partners would have to reach an understanding to avoid competition for the same members, and the NP would continue to advance the rights and interests of all communities.

It is clear that the decision to open membership was taken as a means to forming alliances than to embark on a substantial recruitment drive among blacks.

Mr de Klerk said if these points were accepted by all four congresses, the four NP provincial parties would form a committee to:

- Compile a draft manifesto as a basis for forming alliances.
- Recommend whether individuals or only political organisations should be able to join the alliance.
- Consider the role of the NP in negotiations.
- Advise on more detailed constitutional proposals.

Mr van der Merwe said that technically, a black could become leader of the NP once it was opened.

Be indicated that an NP alliance could participate both in negotiations and in a future government under a new constitution.
Mandela shuns Buthelezi

LUSAKA — African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela yesterday reiterated his refusal to meet Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi to discuss an end to factional fighting among blacks in South Africa.

"Buthelezi’s political support has been seriously eroded and we cannot meet a man who wants to see the blood of black people," Mr Mandela told reporters on arrival at Lusaka airport.

The ANC vice-president, who is due to brief a summit of the seven-nation group of Frontline states today, said the violence which has cost more than 500 lives could not be solved by one person.

"The question of a South African solution to the violence is not to be handled by an individual. We have been able to force the Government to suppress this violence," he said.

Mr Mandela has been under pressure to meet Chief Buthelezi to help resolve the escalating battle between ANC followers and Zulus of the Inkatha Freedom Party who are loyal to the Zulu leader.

Mr Mandela, who has accused South African police of fanning the violence, said Chief Buthelezi had engineered the conflict to promote his political ambitions.

"He wants to be accepted as a leader," he said.

Mr Mandela is to arrive at Jan Smuts Airport at 4.30 pm tomorrow, according to a statement by the ANC.

He is to visit the western Cape in September, on dates still to be confirmed, and will be visiting Natal on October 6, 7 and 8, where he will meet ANC members and address a public rally.

He will leave South Africa again on October 15 to visit India, Malaysia, Indonesia and Japan and will return on October 30. — Sapa-Reuters.

...while he slips off to Moscow

LONDON — Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi is on a top-secret visit to Europe and the Soviet Union.

According to sources here, Chief Buthelezi left Warsaw Thursday for Moscow, where he was due to meet government officials, among others.

Chief Buthelezi’s trip, coming just days after violent clashes between Inkatha and ANC followers is likely to rile the ANC, which has traditionally kept very close ties with Moscow.

Chief Buthelezi’s visit to the Soviet Union follows indications of a thawing in Moscow’s hostile stance towards South Africa. No details of his itinerary have been given to Inkatha offices abroad and it could not be confirmed how long Chief Buthelezi would stay in the Soviet Union.
State's call to PAC for talks dismissed

By DENNIS CRUYWAGEN
Political Staff

A SENIOR Pan Africanist Congress member has dismissed as "not serious or honest" an invitation from Constitutional Development Minister Dr Gerrit Viljoen to join constitutional talks.

The movement's general secretary, Mr Benny Alexander, said at the University of the Western Cape yesterday he did not think the country's problems would be solved in the near future.

This was because the gap between the PAC and the government was so big.

"I'm not saying people should not sit down and talk, but the issue is: Can the bottom lines be reconciled?"

The PAC stood for a constituent assembly, while government did not.

Mr Viljoen's letter, the first official contact between the state and the PAC, had to be seen in this context, he said.

"It's not anything serious and honest as far as I am concerned."

The PAC had not changed its policy on talks with the government. Acknowledging receipt of Mr Viljoen's invitation was a mere courtesy, he said.

Referred for decision

The minister was informed that the PAC as a democratic organisation had referred his letter to its membership for a decision, Mr Alexander said. The PAC's military wing and its natural allies had also been told of the contents of the letter.

He said the PAC members held by the government would no longer be called political prisoners when African National Congress activists were freed.

"If they are being held in order to force their movement to do certain things, they'll become hostages. Somebody who holds hostages is a terrorist. We don't negotiate with terrorists."

The government had made it clear that only prisoners who were ANC activists would be released, he said.

"That's unacceptable to us."

He said that Mr Barney Desai, the Western Cape co-ordinator of the PAC, had been told by the government that he should leave the country within two months.

"He's not going anywhere. They must arrest him if they want to. We don't want an amnesty as a concession."
Desai finds restrictions on return

PAC leader Mr Barney Desai, the first exile to return home in February, has been given a restricted permit to remain in South Africa until the end of October.

Mr Desai had visa restrictions placed on him when he returned to South Africa three weeks ago after a visit to Zimbabwe, he said.

Mr Desai, who is the Western Cape co-ordinator for the PAC, said yesterday he hoped the matter was a "mistake". His lawyers were seeking clarification.

There were no conditions placed when Mr Desai returned home after 27 years in exile.

A spokesman for the Department of Home Affairs in Pretoria said no record of Mr Desai had been found on the department's computer.

PAC slam SA past of colonialist genocide

JOHANNESBURG. — South Africa had suffered a national holocaust in which "the colonialist practiced genocide against us and reduced a proud and free people of Africa to servitude", Mr Barney Desai of the Pan Africanist Congress said here yesterday.

Speaking on the 10th anniversary of the Black Lawyers' Association, he said it was "fashionable nowadays for commentators and white politicians to refer only to the brutal oppression inflicted on us over the past 42 years of National Party rule".

"We hear little or nothing about the existence of the slave colony of the Cape which flourished for 150 years, nor of the next 150 years when de jure slavery was transformed into de facto slavery without even a pretence of caring for the welfare of the black wage slave," he said.

He warned the business community that "economic enterprise cannot proceed on the basis that profits can be generated without social responsibility to this nation".

— Sapa

PAC's Mokoena quits again

JOHANNESBURG. — A founding member of the PAC, and Evaton town councillor of seven years, has publicly resigned from the council for the second time and is living in his car after his house was burned down last week.

Mr Simms Griffiths Mokoena, 58, said he has had six houses, five cars and his business burned down in recent years by elements in the volatile Vaal township who are opposed to his participation in the council. — Sapa
SA ‘at risk’ of becoming like Lebanon

Pessimism because of township unrest

Weekend Argus
Foreign Service

LONDON. — The township violence of last week has enhanced fears that South Africa could become “a sort of giant Lebanon, with warring communities tearing up all the rules of civil society and reducing the land to a series of no-go areas and contested zones”.

This warning comes from former Natal Rhodes scholar Mr. R.W. Johnson in the latest issue of New Statesman and Society. Mr. Johnson is now a fellow in politics and sociology at Magdalen College, Oxford.

While he concedes that police had “frequently sided” with Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s Inkatha forces, Mr. Johnson dismisses as “ridiculous” Mrs. Winnie Mandela’s claim that they and President F.W. de Klerk’s government were behind the present unrest.

Most to lose

In fact, he adds, “he has more to lose than almost anyone from the violence, which pushes more white votes towards Treurnicht on the extreme right, and destabilises the negotiation process on which he, De Klerk, has risked everything”.

Such accusations came naturally to the ANC, since the government and the police had been the movement’s “natural enemies” down the years. “But it is extremely dangerous to fling such charges around now,” he adds.

“In the eyes of the wilder township elements, it is tantamount to saying that to kill the other side (Zulus) is to strike a blow against the hated apartheid state. The result can only be to increase the ethnic polarisation that these events have done much to strengthen.”

Mr. Johnson, author of the bestseller How Long Will South Africa Survive, says the worsening relationship between the ANC and Chief Buthelezi comes at a time when the policy differences between them have been narrowed to almost nothing.

This has cost the ANC dearly. “Despite decades of non-racial propaganda, it finds itself engaged in a neo-tribal war.” It is, he says, “the hope and probably the future of the country… but (it) is in a fair old mess”.

A lot of this is understandable, the ANC was an illegal organisation up to just six months ago. But time is lacking in a “fundamental sense”, he claims.

Larger breakdown

The fighting on the Reef is only part of a far larger breakdown, Mr. Johnson says. Youngsters who acted on the ANC slogan of the mid-1980s, “liberation now, education later”, now find they can’t get into schools, that they are unemployed for life.

“I think of them when I hear that car theft is increasing so fast that insurance premiums are doubling annually. What else can they do? And who is to blame?”

With the South African economy shrinking, the country could easily slide further toward violence and social breakdown — “but it is important to the whole world that it doesn’t”.

Within the country, the main imperative has to be some kind of rapprochement between the ANC and Chief Buthelezi, Mr. Johnson says.

“Nothing would do more to reduce ethnic strife, restore peace, help confidence and shore up the economy.”

However, such a move would afford Chief Buthelezi a role in the ANC second only to Mr. Mandela together with a huge personal power base, as well as push a lot of other ANC constituents further down the queue to make room for more Zulu office-bearers.

Such a transformation of the ANC was a tall order, “but there may be no other way to peace,” Mr. Johnson concludes. “Everything, once again, depends on what Mr. Mandela does — within a few months of his emergence from jail, he has become South Africa’s indispensable providential man.”
By MONICA GRAAFF
City Reporter

THE home of Crossroads mayor Mr. Johnson Ngobongwana was fire-bombed yesterday in a flare-up of tension between warring factions in the squatter township.

The bombing followed two sniper attacks on groups of his supporters earlier in the day and on Wednesday.

Police confiscated 19 petrol bombs found at Nkoso Primary School in the area and arrested two men.

Mr. Ngobongwana's bungalow—the only brick house in Section One, Old Crossroads—was gutted. Almost every shack within a 200-metre radius of his house has been razed by fire.

Firemen, guarded by machine-gun toting riot police, doused the blaze at a scene marked by the absence of onlookers.

An ANC flag flattered above a shack about 200 metres away belonging to a member of the rival side, led by breakaway headman Mr. Jeffrie Nongwe.

And at the Nkoso Primary School, half a kilometre from the fire, over a hundred families belonging to Mr. Ngobongwana's faction were seen clinging to high barbed wire fences surrounding the school. This has become their home since fighting flared about two weeks ago.

The residents, virtually imprisoned, looked out in anxious anticipation of another sniper attack.

They said a gunman had sent a volley of shotgun fire into the school grounds about 2am. This followed a similar attack on about 30 youths walking towards the school about 1.30am on Wednesday.

Policy confirmed both incidents, adding that special constables guarding the school had returned fire. They said these special constables, accused of supporting Mr. Nongwe's side, had been driven out of the school shortly before Mr. Ngobongwana's house was fire-bombed.

Police also reported shootouts in the area yesterday. On several occasions, they broke up barricades outside the school.

On Wednesday, police used teargas to break up a group of stone-throwers and to stop fighting between armed youths with sticks and stones.

Mr. Ngobongwana has apparently lost a fair amount of support to Mr. Nongwe in the last couple of months and many of Mr. Ngobongwana's supporters fear they will not return from the Transkei, where he has been for the past month.

A community development official operating from Mr. Ngobongwana's town committee, Mrs. Antoinette Lourens, said no teaching had taken place at the school in weeks.
Koos snubs top ANC man

BY FRANS ESTERHUYSSE
Weekend Argus
Political Correspondent

Youth leaders from 34 countries this week watched the amazing spectacle of Conservative Party politician Mr Koos van der Merwe's blunt refusal to speak to a top African National Congress official, Mr Patrick Lekota.

Mr Van der Merwe, acting in terms of his party's policy of not talking to the ANC, shook hands with Mr Lekota but would not answer a question from him at an international seminar held at the Raoul Afrikaans University.

Observers at the talks said some of the foreign visitors, in conversations afterwards, expressed shock and dismay at Mr Van der Merwe's attitude.

Mr Lekota, who later commented to Weekend Argus on the incident, said he had found Mr Van der Merwe's attitude towards him "quite hurtful".

"Strong impression"

National Party MP for Pretoria Rissik, Mr Chris Fismer, who took part in the talks, said the overall debate, excluding Mr Van der Merwe's contribution, had created a strong impression that South Africans were genuinely seeking reconciliation.

"The only exception was Koos van der Merwe. I'm convinced that the viewpoints he expressed and his behaviour made other participants shudder to think what awaited South Africa if men like him were to gain control," Mr Fismer said.

He described Mr Van der Merwe's refusal to talk to Mr Lekota as "artificial and somewhat childish".

Organisation's policy

Mr Lekota told Weekend Argus: "There was in his (Mr Van der Merwe's) demeanour something that told me that apart from our different political positions he regarded me as less than a human being.

"It may be his organisation's policy not to talk to the ANC, but the fervour and intensity of his remarks left me in no doubt that he viewed me as an enemy." The answer he gave was that the CP regularly talked to black, Indian and coloured people. The existence of 10 self-governing black states in South Africa was proof that a partition policy was successful after all.

"The ANC's artificial attempts to give the impression that the CP is isolated, with nobody to speak to, is ridiculous."

To Mr Lekota's comment that he found Mr Van der Merwe's attitude at the seminar "fairly hurtful", Mr Van der Merwe respondend that he had no control over Mr Lekota's feelings, but "we regard every other human being as being entitled to full human rights and universal suffrage, but there is no democracy if 5-million whites are juxtaposed with 35-million blacks. The whites will be victims of a tyranny of numbers."

Mr Lekota said that if Mr Van der Merwe were to become part of a government of South Africa, the country would be "headed for a major disaster."

"A CP government would be a major setback for South Africa." Mr Van der Merwe explained why the CP refused to talk to the ANC.

He said: "We don't recognise the ANC as a government-in-waiting, but merely as a political grouping with no special status but with strong terrorist and communist characteristics.

Self-determination

"Once they (the ANC) accept the right of self-determination of the white nation, the CP could possibly reconsider its stance."

At the Johannesburg seminar Mr Van der Merwe said he had agreed to participate in the proceedings on condition that he would not talk to the ANC.

This has been confirmed by the convener, Mr Stephan Botha, RAU's co-ordinator of leadership development.

He said altogether 63 people from 34 countries were attending the seminar, which would continue until Tuesday.

Participants have come from all over the world and include youth leaders from most Western countries, Eastern Europe, Asia, South America, the Near East, and South Africa itself. They are all members of the RAU body and have been selected to participate in the seminar.
NP praised for opening to all races

THE National Party's decision to open membership to all races was widely acclaimed last night — with the Conservative Party raising the only note of dissent.

The first overseas reaction was from Britain where the government quickly welcomed the move.

"We welcome it as further evidence of the National Party's commitment to end apartheid," a Foreign Office spokesman said in a brief response.

More detailed comment was not available from Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's office, or from the Foreign Office, where the Gulf crisis and efforts to get British hostages out of Iraq has dominated daily business in Whitehall for weeks.

A British Anti-Apartheid Movement spokesman commented that it was ironic that blacks would be admitted to the NP while apartheid legislation remained in place.

"It is not really the central issue — all apartheid legislation has to be abolished."

At home, favourable comment came from Democratic Party co-leader Zach de Beer who said the decision meant white racism in politics was at last on the way out.

"We the DP have had an open membership for 30 years, and so has the ANC for even longer. Inkatha's membership is open, and so forth."

"This now means that the Nats are catching up at last, and that must be good news for South Africa."

"Now the way is open for competition by all parties for the votes of all South Africans."

"I trust President de Klerk will now spell out his constitution proposals with equal clarity."

African National Congress information chief Pallo Jordan said the NP had finally caught up with the new wave of political thought in South Africa.

"Better late than never," he said.

Mr Jordan said he did not think the move would alter the character of the NP, which he claimed had always been of an Afrikaner "ethno-nationalist" nature.

He rejected the possibility of ANC members joining the NP.

"The ethno-nationalism of the NP and the Pan-Africanism of the ANC are not compatible," he said.

He could not conceive blacks belonging to any other parties, including Inkatha, joining the party.

"I'm sure there are some blacks who would join, but I can't imagine why," he said.

Conservative Party leader Andries Treurnicht said the decision meant that the CP was the only party left in Parliament fighting for the right of self-determination and had become a champion of liberty for whites, as well as other nations.

It was a tragic day, he said, as the NP had sacrificed its principles of freedom for nations and had become a practitioner of integration and political surrender.

Dr Treurnicht said the NP would not succeed in its move, but rather would further alienate whites and blacks, who valued their identity and right of self-determination.

He said the NP was completely out of touch with modern trends worldwide and that the time for unity states, which accommodated different races and nations, had passed.

The NP would not survive the upsurge of true nationalism, he added. — The Star's London Bureau and Sapa-Reuter.
Govt asks for ANC 'control' over Hani

THE Government believes the ANC will exercise "control" over militant Umkhonto we Sizwe number two Chris Hani — and enable the Government to grant him immunity from arrest so he can serve on the working group on the ANC's armed actions.

Government sources said that if the ANC offered assurances that Mr Hani would stop making militant statements, his immunity would be extended.

The ANC announced that it had appointed Mr Hani to head the working group — even though his immunity against arrest was withdrawn two weeks ago. Mr Hani has been based in the Transkei from where he has repeatedly said that the ANC would take up the armed struggle again if negotiations failed.

Government sources stressed that there was no objection in principle to Mr Hani serving on the working group — as long as he did not make statements they regard as contrary to the commitments to peace in the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

The temporary immunity granted to him this week extends from 6 am on Tuesday to 11 pm on Wednesday. The first meeting of the working group is scheduled for Thursday and Government sources said that if the necessary assurances could be given by the ANC on Tuesday or Wednesday, Mr Hani's temporary immunity could be extended.
‘Now racism’s a thing of the past’

THE National Party, by opening its ranks to non-whites, drove home the point that racism was a thing of the past in South Africa.

This was an opinion that came through from interviews conducted by Saturday Star last night. Fears were expressed that the move by the NP might be part of a plan to merge with the Inkatha Freedom Party, a former cultural movement which recently turned into a fully-fledged political party.

Walter Sisulu, leader of the ANC internally, said his organisation had a decided policy to work for a non-racial and democratic SA and all who aspired towards that goal should be encouraged.

Leader Zach de Beer who said the decision meant, white racism in politics was at last on the way out. The new NP was, he said, “a political movement of the majority and minority races.”

Mr de Beer thanked President F W de Klerk for his initiative. “It is not only a move towards harmony and peace but is also a move towards wining the support of the whole people.”

He said the decision by the NP at its Natal Congress was a progressive trend which was welcomed. Paying tribute to President F W de Klerk, Mr Sisulu said: “Mr de Klerk has shown qualities of being brave. I think he can do more.”

He said an NP—Inkatha alliance would not pose any threat to the ANC in a future SA.

Asked whether he thought there would be blacks who would join the “new” NP, Mr Sisulu said it was likely that those in the “bastards”, the Houses of Delegates and Representatives, would join.

Patrick Lephunya, publicity secretary of the Soweto Civic Association, said the announcement was “baffling”.

He, however, went on to say that the NP move was indicative of the fact that racism was a thing of the past. He said it remained to be seen whether the NP move was authentic.

Soweto civic leader Dr Nthato Motlana said: “This announcement by the President de Klerk has paved the way for a probable link-up between the NP and Inkatha, which recently re-launched as a political party.”

Asked whether he would consider joining a multiracial NP, Dr Motlana retorted: “No! No! I’m an ANC man.”
Apologise, ANC tells editor

THE ANC has demanded an apology from a newspaper editor after a “rightwing” pamphlet was distributed through his newspaper.

The move, which raised eyebrows in Press circles, followed the insertion of a pamphlet in Pietermaritzburg’s The Natal Witness on Friday. The pamphlet was issued by the pro-conscription Veterans For Victory Organisation from Houghton, Johannesburg.

Headlined “South Africa must come first”, the pamphlet criticised the ANC and MDM for “inciting masses to bloodshed and total seizure of power”, yet demanding that SADF troops should be in the frontline to maintain law and order in Natal.

“One wonders what would have happened to the lives of many, many civilians in the townships, should the ‘Troops Out’ campaign have succeeded,” the pamphlet said.

“Veterans For Victory made a plea to South Africans to allow our ‘troops’ to do their duty and so bring an end to this needless killing, in particular in Natal, so that negotiations may continue in the spirit of friendship and reconciliation.”

In a strongly worded statement the Midlands regional convenor of the ANC, Harry Gwala, called on the Witness’s editor to “explain to the public what his own stand on the matter is – and whether he is going to allow the newspaper to carry such distorted, alienating and shoddy rightwing material in the future”.

The statement said: “We demand that the editor issue a public apology to all who have been subjected to this distasteful, abhorrent as well as totally unsolicited media assault.”

He accused Veterans for Victory for having operated in support of military fascism.

“We are astonished and astounded that The Natal Witness has allowed such a dubious organisation to publicise its message of hate through its deliveries and sales.”

The editor was not available for comment yesterday.
A PEACE pact signed yesterday has ended the carnage in the killing fields of the Natal north coast.

The Lower Umfolozi Regional Peace Accord was the brainchild of the Zululand Chamber of Industries and was signed by Inkatha, the ANC, Cosatu, the mayors of Esikhaweni, Ngxelazane and Ensumeni plus security forces in the areas of Empangeni and Richards Bay, reports Sapa.

The ANC said, "Local leaders of the people feel strongly that this commitment to peace' principles will lead to real peace in the area and they believe this peace process will assist national leaders to effect broader reconciliation."

Signatories said they wished to promote the following principles:

- All people must be free to choose whether to support stayaways, boycotts or any other legitimate political activities.
- All people shall have freedom of religious choice.
- Direct or indirect intimidation is a criminal offence and every effort will be made by organisations to inform security forces of potential criminal activities.
- The practice of denigrating leaders and organisations through inflammatory and insulting rhetoric must cease.
- Mayors and their representatives will play a neutral role in ending conflict.
- Places of learning must not be disrupted by political activity.
- Problems experienced by refugees must be urgently addressed with a view to their rehabilitation and return home.
- Organisations must not abuse the youth for violent purposes.
- Dangerous weapons should not be carried in public and the possession of illegal weapons is condemned.
- Residents should be guided by local leadership and be aware of the dangers and consequences of outside forces which incite people to violence must be stamped out.

A joint peace rally will be held soon, the ANC said.
Right to differ is a ‘blessing’

IT was the height of racism to say black political division was disunity but white political division and ideology was democratic diversity, Azanian People’s Organisation president Itumeleng Mosala said on Friday.

Addressing more than 300 delegates at a dinner for the 10th anniversary conference of the Black Lawyers’ Association, Mosala said the plurality of the liberation movements within the black community was, in fact, a blessing.

Speaking on the theme “Unity in action among liberation movements”, Mosala said each of the traditions of struggle represented by the various liberation movements was a product of particular historical circumstance and marked a development of that struggle for national liberation.

There presently existed, however, a debilitating disunity among blacks.

They were waging the struggle as if no one else in the world had fought such wars before. History was not being used as a reference point.

The present crisis was a result of what he called “a dangerous theoretical Kwashiorkor” among the majority of followers of the mass movements, which had led to political intolerance.

“Ideological one-partyism is a direct offshore of this crisis in the politics of liberation,” Mosala added.

Genuine reconciliation, he said, “is about the return of the land to its rightful owners. This is about the repossession of the economy by the nation that produces the wealth of the country”.

“It is about the creation of one culture and one history by one people in one country under the same set of material conditions,” he added.

Azapo had called for a conference to discuss not only political intolerance and violence but also to map out common positions and joint strategies and it was hoped a date and venue would be announced soon. – Sapa
PAC 'should accept the invitation to join talks'

PRESIDENT Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia yesterday appealed to the PAC to consider seriously President FW de Klerk's invitation to the organisation to join the peace talks aimed at bringing about a free, democratic and non-racial South Africa.

Speaking before the start of the one-day Frontline heads of state summit in Lusaka, Kaunda said as far as the Frontline states were concerned, De Klerk had proved to be sincere and meant well when he invited the PAC to join in talks between the ANC and the South African government.

The Zambian President, who is also chairman of the seven countries forming the Frontline states, told PAC chairman Johnson Mlambo, who is representing his movement at the summit: “We hope the PAC will look at President de Klerk's invitation from the angle of the things that have been happening since the release of Mr Mandela.”

The one-day summit was called by the ANC deputy president so he could brief the seven member states – Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe – on the latest developments taking place in South Africa.

Meanwhile, Kaunda called on Inkatha leader Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi to stop what he described as wanton destruction of human life in South Africa.

The Frontline leaders said they would not recognise the Inkatha leader until he put an end to the violence sweeping Natal and black townships in South Africa.

Kaunda asked Buthelezi, whom he accused of fanning the current black-on-black violence, to “go back home to the days when he won the respect and admiration of the International community through his messages of love”

“This wanton destruction of human life by Buthelezi is uncalled for.”

The PAC has dismissed as “not serious or honest” the invitation from Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen to join constitutional talks.

General secretary Bennie Alexander said at the University of the Western Cape this week he did not think the country’s problems would be solved in the near future because the gap between the PAC and the government was so big.

“I’m not saying that people should not sit down and talk, but the issue is can the bottom lines be reconciled?” The PAC stood for a constituent assembly while the government was not in favour of one, he said. – Sapa, ANO
ANC president Mr Oliver Tambo will return to South Africa in three months for the organisation’s conference which starts in Bloemfontein on December 16, deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela disclosed at the weekend.

Addressing delegates at the 10th anniversary conference of the Black Lawyers Association after receiving an award for his contribution to the development of black lawyers in the country, Mandela said Tambo was recovering well from the effects of last year’s stroke.

Mandela said Tambo was alert and would be ready to return home by December.
ANC comes out tops in new survey

Own Correspondent
DURBAN — The ANC could expect to win a clear majority in a system of proportional representation if an election were held now, a new poll reveals.

In one of the most comprehensive polls of attitudes to the "new" South Africa since February 2, Natal University's Institute of Black Research canvassed the opinion of about 3 874 respondents from around the country.

The sample was representative of all races and regions, though skewed in favour of urban, higher-income groups.

Respondents were asked who they would vote for, who they wanted as prime minister, should the negotiating table be partitioned, and whether they supported a capitalist, socialist or communist future.

The results showed:
- The ANC enjoyed the support of 53 percent of South Africans, with the National Party enjoying the next most support at 18.8 percent and the Democratic Party next with 7.8 percent.
- Blacks, coloureds and Indians all gave significantly more support to the racially exclusive NP than to the DP. The Pan Africanist Congress showed a 2.7 percent support base.
- Inkatha and the Conservative Party each enjoyed about 1.5 percent support and the SA Communist Party 0.9 percent.

Civil resistance such as boycotts, stayaways and marches were seen as productive by only 5.9 percent, although nearly 10 percent said they would support them.

Most people (41 percent) would like to see Nelson Mandela at the first prime minister of a new SA, followed by President de Klerk (24 percent) and Chief Buthelezi, running a poor third at 2 percent.
Charge all police linked to Sebokeng shootings - ANC

By Patrick Laurence

The African National Congress has called for the prosecution of all policemen involved in the shooting of protest marchers in Sebokeng and its neighbouring townships on March 26.

It's call came yesterday in response to the findings of the Goldstone Commission released at the weekend that there was complete lack of discipline and control of the police and that the firing of live ammunition had not been ordered and was unjustified.

While Mr Justice Richard Goldstone was sharply critical of several policemen on duty at Sebokeng that day, including, and in some ways especially, the commanding officer of the police line, Captain W J du Plooy, the organisers of the march did not escape censure.

In its reaction yesterday, the ANC said: "The ANC notes the issues raised by the Goldstone report regarding organisation, co-ordination and marshalling of marches, and we strive constantly to improve our performance ..."

Mr Justice Goldstone said in his report: "The march at Sebokeng was not properly and effectively organised. Confusion helped create in the police line a nervousness and a feeling of being threatened."

Earlier in his report the judge criticised the organisers, the ANC-aligned UDF, for giving the authorities too short notice of their intention to organise the march and themselves "insufficient time to properly cancel the march."

He added: "Organisations responsible for such mass action should give serious consideration to adequate planning in organisation and control, and thus reduce the risks occasioned by confusion ..."

A summary of the main points of the ANC's reaction and, for elucidation, appropriate findings from Mr Justice Goldstone's report, are:

* The ANC did not recognise the right of the Government to prescribe the right of people to "peacefully assemble and demonstrate."

* The Goldstone Commission found that the crowd, which was 50,000-strong, was not armed with pangas and iron pipes and that, at the most, five stones had been thrown.

Disregard

* "It is clear from the commission report that all police officers, from Captain du Plooy down to the men in his command, acted in violation of standard police procedures and wilfully chose to disregard Colonel (Othniel) Mazibuko, the senior officer in the area."

* The ANC said: "It is clear that had the ANC not taken the steps it did, including the postponement of the Groote Schuur talks, an internal police inquiry would have resulted in a whitewash which would have covered up the crime committed against our people."

In his reaction to the Goldstone Commission report, Minister of Law and Order Adriaan Viljoen noted that, while some individual policemen had been criticised, "the judge voiced no essential criticism against the force as a whole, except in as much as it concerned the utilisation of special constables."
Mandela and Kaunda hit at Buthelezi

The Star’s Africa News Service

Nelson Mandela is reported to have said the ANC has no intention of meeting Chief Buthelezi as long as the Inkatha leader continues to portray himself as a leader by perpetuating violence among blacks.

Mr Mandela, the deputy president of the ANC, is reported by the Africa News Organisation (ANO) to have told reporters at Lusaka airport over the weekend that "it is dangerous to meet such a man; he wants to see bloodshed and we cannot see him".

Mr Mandela said the ending of violence could not be left to an individual and that was why the ANC was meeting the Government.

Mr Mandela and the chairman of the Pan Africanist Congress, Johnson Mlambo, met in Lusaka with leaders of the seven Frontline states to brief them on recent developments in South Africa.

The Africa News Organisation says President Kaunda of Zambia appealed to the PAC to seriously consider the South African Government's invitation for it to join the talks on a new dispensation.

However, ANO reports that PAC general secretary Benny Alexander said that Dr Gerrit Viljoen, the Minister of Constitutional Development, was "not serious or honest" when he issued the invitation to the PAC to join the talks.

At the summit the Frontline leaders reportedly said they would not recognise Chief Buthelezi until he put an end to the violence among blacks that was sweeping Natal and the Reef townships.

President Kaunda accused Chief Buthelezi of fanning the violence. He called on him to go back to the days when he had won international respect through his message of love.
ANC women to talk

Three leading African National Congress women will address "concerned women" at a luncheon organised by the National Party-aligned Sandton Women's Focus on Thursday. The speakers will be Albertina Sisulu, co-chairman of the United Democratic Front; Sister Bernadette Ncube, president of the Federation of Transvaal Women; and Gertrude Shope, a national executive committee member of the ANC. All concerned women are welcome to attend the function, which will start at noon at the Inanda Club in Forest Road, Inanda.
ANC, SACP will split, says Marxist Zim academic

HARARE. — The future breakup of the ANC-SA Communist Party (SACP) alliance has been predicted by a Zimbabwean Marxist academic, the national news agency Ziana reports.

The point was made by Mr Kempton Makamure, chairman of the the Department of Law at the University of Zimbabwe, in his paper presented at a conference on Zimbabwe's first 10 years of independence and its lessons for South Africa and Namibia.

The conference ended yesterday after South Africans, Namibians and Zimbabweans had exchanged views on their respective countries.

The paper dealt with the future of socialism in South Africa, drawing from the Zimbabwean experience.

Mr Makamure said both the ANC and the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) would, in a "post-colonial" situation, inevitably become black bourgeois parties. The alliance between the ANC and the SACP was bound to break sooner or later in post-apartheid South Africa, as the SACP would, ideologically, practically be forced to fight for the working class in the face of the inevitable growth of both the ANC and the PAC into African bourgeois parties, said Mr Makamure.

He said the two were nationalist movements "in the exact mould of Zanu-PF" in Zimbabwe. The only significant difference was that the ANC had had an historic alliance with the SACP, which alliance would wither away.

Mr Makamure said South Africa's working class, unlike its counterpart in Zimbabwe and Namibia, had been independently politically organised. He added that the struggle for socialism in a free South Africa would not bypass capitalism.

In Namibia, Swapo would continue with its character of a nationalist movement without a commitment to fundamental political change.

"The petty-bourgeois leadership of Swapo will preside over the continuity of the capitalist economy of Namibia more easily and naturally without the discomfort of Zanu-PF leadership, which has had to endure a split personality in that it espoused Marxist-Leninism but practised capitalism," said Mr Makamure. — Sapa
Assembly not the answer to power question

By WILLEM VAN VUUREN

nationwide violent contest

And, if Wosa's position is similar to that of the PAC, it means that the nationalised violence will not only occur in the absence of negotiated rules, but also in the absence of an effective government that could enforce the rules — which would spell total anarchy.

Confined role

Either the socialist left "forces through" a Constituent Assembly, as has been irresponsibly suggested by some, or they could (together with the anti-negotiation radicals of the right) increasingly find themselves forced into scavenger politics. This would confine their political role to that of feeding on popularly exploitable pact decisions.

Since their approach has so far been to try and capitalise on every pragmatic agreement and ideological risk that could be interpreted as against the (idealist) interests of the "oppressed people" or "threatened Volk", the pact partners will have to clearly spell out the principled need for pragmatic pact politics — namely, to achieve effective democratic transition.

(Professor Van Vuuren teaches at the University of the Western Cape)
Service cuts: Govt, UDF to meet

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Senior government officials will meet a UDF delegation in Pretoria today to discuss the government's announcement to cut off services to black townships presently boycotting rent payments.

Deputy Planning and Provincial Minister Mr Andro Fourie yesterday confirmed the meeting.

UDF national treasurer Mr Azhar Cachalia said in a statement on Friday the UDF was concerned the announcement to stop services to boycotting black townships would generate widespread anger in the already volatile townships.

It follows the resolution of boycotts in 18 Eastern Transvaal townships on Friday after a month of negotiations.

Residents would start paying not later than September 17 while service arrears would be frozen and rent arrears written off.

Although the Soweto People's Delegation was recommending acceptance of the agreement, chairman Mr Cyril Ramaphosa said at the weekend it would not be finalised until it had been approved by residents, and this had been made clear to the TPA.
Mandela home with message

JOHANNESBURG. — ANC leader Mr Nelson Mandela yesterday returned to South Africa unannounced after a week-long tour of four nations, including a stop in Libya.

ANC spokeswoman Ms Gill Marcus said he flew in early to avoid journalists. He had been expected in the afternoon.

Mr Mandela arrived from Zambia with a message for President F W De Klerk from the frontline states asking him to end black strife.

Mr Mandela — who attended the frontline summit after arriving from a six-day tour of Norway, Algeria, Libya and Uganda — is to personally deliver the message to Mr De Klerk.

Mr Mandela is to hold a press conference today.

In Lusaka, meanwhile, Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda chaired Saturday's meeting of leaders of Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The summit effectively blamed Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi for the recent black violence.

"Chief Buthelezi just now is creating a lot of chaos for all of us. He is leading us on a course of destruction and we are asking him to go back to where he was before and stop all this killing," Dr Kaunda said.

He also said the summit had also asked PAC chairman Mr Johnson Mlambo, who also attended, to take a special message to his organisation's president, Mr Zeph Mothopeng.

The Zambian leader would not disclose the contents of the message, but at the beginning of the summit he urged the PAC to consider the invitation by Mr De Klerk to join the negotiations on a new South Africa. — UPI and Sapa
Natal leaders sign peace accord

Own Correspondent

DURBAN. — Representatives of warring factions, as well as civic and business leaders, signed a ground-breaking agreement in Empangeni at the weekend aimed at restoring peace in northern Natal.

The organisations involved in the formulation of the peace initiative included the Natal Chamber of Industries, the ANC, Inkatha, Cosatu, the mayors of Esikhaweni, Ngwelezane and Enseneni, as well as security forces in the Empangeni/Richards Bay area.

Mr Jacob Zuma signed the agreement on behalf of the ANC, while KwaZulu Minister of the Interior Mr S Sithethe represented Inkatha.

The accord, a possible blueprint for similar agreements in other trouble spots, guarantees freedom of political association and religious choice, the support of legitimate political activity and the rejection of intimidation and violence.

The delegates also agreed to address problems being faced by refugees in the area.

Delegates at Saturday's ceremony agreed on a peace rally to convey the contents of the accord to the people.
PAC prisoners 'held hostage'

Staff Reporter

PAN AFRICANIST CONGRESS political prisoners were being kept "hostage" by the government to force the organisation to the negotiating table, according to Mr Benny Alexander, PAC national executive member.

Mr Alexander was addressing about 400 people at the Nxolo Primary School, where the Crossroads PAC branch was launched yesterday.

"One who keeps another a hostage is a terrorist, and we do not negotiate with terrorists," he said to loud applause.

He told the crowd two men were sent to the PAC on September 17 with a letter from the State President's Office inviting the PAC to talks.

The government asked that the matter be dealt with confidentially, but the national executive met last Wednesday to discuss the letter and decided there was no room for secrecy.

"The government has a two-fold conspiracy against the PAC — a conspiracy of silence, and, if that fails, a conspiracy of distortion. When they came with the conspiracy of silence they pretended the PAC did not exist . . . they later believed their own lies," he said.
Youths gag groups at mass funeral

THE mass burial of 19 unrest victims yesterday broke into chaos at different stages in Kagiso when ANC supporters wanted only speakers from the Mass Democratic Movement to address the public.

The supporters said representatives from organisations not linked to the MDM would not be tolerated.

Kagiso councillor

By SONTI MASEKO

and an Azapo speaker were prevented from addressing the mourners by youths who jeered, booed and toyi-toyied.

Azapo member Mr Dan Matsobane was stopped twice from speaking.

After Matsobane stepped down for the first time, UDF official Mr Popo Molefe pleaded with the crowd to be disciplined and be more tolerant towards the views of other organisations in the struggle.

When Matsobane tried to address the gathering the second time a rowdy group of youths started singing and others ordered him to leave.

Relatives of the 19 victims were allowed only to read obituaries.

Nearby, hostels were heavily guarded by police and SADF armoured trucks.

Senior

The funeral was attended by senior ANC members, Mr Walter Sisulu, Mr Alfred Nzo and general secretary of the South African Council of Churches the Rev Frank Chikane.

President of the South African Youth Congress Mr Peter Mokaba warned the Government in a fiery speech that the suspension of the armed struggle by the ANC did not mean the people had suspended the right to defend themselves.

He called for the youths to swell the ranks of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the ANC's military wing, and its underground structures.
Next step for 'open NP' plan

MIKE ROBERTSON

PRESIDENT FW de Klerk’s bid to open the NP’s ranks faces one of its toughest hurdles tomorrow when the traditionally conservative Free State NP starts its two-day congress.

The open membership proposal, unanimously endorsed by the Natal NP at its congress last week, will be the main item on the agenda.

If the proposal is endorsed by all four provincial congresses, the party’s head Council, in consultation with the Federal Council, will amend the NP’s constitution to allow people of all races to join the party.

NP information chief Steffen van der Merwe said at the weekend that because the Transvaal Congress was only scheduled to take place in November, the earliest it would be possible to effect the necessary amendments would be by December.

Van der Merwe said the NP had not addressed the question of recruiting black members. The main motive behind the decision to go for open membership was to allow people who supported the same principles as the NP, but were excluded from membership, to “actively pursue the principles either as members or in a broad movement”.

Asked with whom the NP would seek to pursue an alliance, Van der Merwe said the NP did not want to jump the gun. It would concentrate on defining a set of principles and then allow other parties to speak for themselves. If all four provincial congresses supported the open membership proposal it would be technically possible for a black person to become leader of the NP.

 Threat of split hangs over DP congress

THE DP’s new economic blueprint could be all that holds the party together at its national congress starting on Friday, MPs said at the weekend.

A number of DP MPs canvassed described the leadership race between co-leader Zach de Beer and chairman Tian van der Merwe as too close to call, while those venturing a prediction were divided on who would win.

Several MPs said there was a real possibility of the DP splitting at the congress, which will be attended by 750 delegates from around the country.

At the centre of the intra-party dispute is the question of the DP’s future identity and relations with the ANC in particular.

Several motions call for the party to extend its support base by marketing itself in the black community.

Differences of opinion could come out into the open during debate on a resolution from the Paarl constituency which urges the party to permit dual membership.

Resolutions 38 (from Hillbrow) and 39 (from Sandton) illustrate the diversity of opinion within the DP. The Hillbrow motion directs the party to reserve its right to criticise the ANC, while Sandton calls on the party leadership to negotiate an alliance with the ANC.

DP parliamentary caucus members clashed head-on recently after Houghton MP Tony Leon criticised the ANC and SACP at a public meeting in his constituency.

Peter Delmar

The debate over the DP’s future role will be the crucial factor deciding the outcome of the leadership vote.

Van der Merwe is expected to be supported by those favouring closer links or an alliance with the ANC and other organisations, while De Beer will be backed by those wanting the party to remain an independent, staunchly-liberal party.

MPs said they were pinning their hopes on the DP’s economic blueprint to keep the party together.

Alternative

The social market manifesto, they said, would probably be adopted with only minor adjustments and was likely to appease the DP’s left-wing elements in view of its strong emphasis on upliftment and correcting past social and economic imbalances.

By providing a viable alternative to the ANC’s “muddled” policies and the government’s new “old-style capitalist” economic thinking, which was likely to prove highly unpopular, the new manifesto could help define a new and relevant role for the party, they said.

Finance spokesman Harry Schwarz said that in addition to discussing the blueprint, the congress would be given a detailed programme spelling out how the DP would implement economic policy.
Buthelezi 'perpetuating black violence'

Argus Africa News Service

JOHANNESBURG. — Mr Nelson Mandela is reported to have said the ANC has no intention of meeting Chief Buthelezi as long as the Inkatha leader continues to portray himself as a leader by perpetuating violence among blacks.

It is reported that Mr Mandela said the ending of violence could not be left to an individual and that was why the ANC was meeting the government.

Mr Mandela and the chairman of the PAC, Mr Johnson Mlambo, met leaders of the seven frontline states to brief them on recent developments in South Africa.

The Africa News Organisation says President Kaunda of Zambia appealed to the PAC to seriously consider the South African government's invitation for it to join the talks on a new dispensation in South Africa.

Dr Kaunda, who is also chairman of the frontline group, said that as far as these states were concerned President De Klerk had proved to be a sincere man and he meant well when he invited the PAC to join in the talks with the government and the ANC.

Fanning violence

However, the news organisation reports that the PAC's secretary, Mr Benny Alexander, said that Dr Gerrit Viljoen, the Minister of Constitutional Development, was "not serious or honest" when he issued the invitation to them to join the talks. Mr Alexander said the PAC had not changed its policy on talks with the government.

No reaction was reported from Mr Mlambo to Dr Viljoen's invitation.

At the meeting the frontline leaders are reported to have said they would not recognise Chief Buthelezi until he put an end to the violence among blacks that was sweeping Natal and the Reef townships.

"President Kaunda accused Chief Buthelezi of fanning the violence and calmed on him to end it and to go back to the days when he had won the respect and admiration of the international community through his message of love.

"Recognition of him as a leader will only come as a result of good deeds and not as a man who contributed to the wanton destruction of human life," Dr Kaunda said.
 Pretoria 'targeting' Hani, says ANC

The Argus Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG. — The government is "targeting" African National Congress military chief Chris Hani, who, according to ANC spokesman Saki Macozoma, will not come to South Africa for meetings this week.

They know full well Mr Hani has not said anything different from what any other ANC member has said, but he is being targeted," Mr Macozoma said today.

He said Mr Hani was still in Transkei and would not come to South Africa for the meetings this week.

At the weekend Mr Hani rejected the 41-hour indemnity from September 4 to 8 granted by the government after requests by the ANC, which said he needed to attend the national executive committee this week.

Asked about the implications of Mr Hani's absence, Mr Macozoma said it was his attitude that the government should answer that.

"There are certain issues which cannot be discussed without Chris Hani, without his involvement. The government must be asked what would happen if he is not there."
Why fiery Cheryl prefers socialism

Political Staff
CAPE TOWN — Growing up in a poor, working class community on the Cape Flats in the 1960s helped forge the political ideals of fiery, charismatic Cheryl Carolus. She was the youngest member of the ANC negotiating team that met the Government earlier this year for the talks at Groote Schuur, and was swept to prominence in communist ranks with her elevation to the 22-person internal leadership group of the South African Communist Party.

Ms Carolus, even now, prefers not to say when exactly she joined the SACP — communists (she calls herself a socialist, a “technical” distinction) are still not entirely trusting of the political change in South Africa.

But her dedication to socialist ideals occurred by what she calls a “natural progression”.

“I have not arrived at it by intellectual debate, but because of the struggle, because I understood how the chain of oppression worked. I come from a working class community which understands the roots of poverty.”

Nor was she motivated by bitterness.

“Socialism is positive. It talks about equality and in order to succeed you do not have to trample over others. It allows human qualities to surface.”

In her teens, Cheryl Carolus temporarily rejected organised religion as a “reactionary bourgeois institution”, but returned to it later. She is an Anglican.

From the tangible sense of poverty in her childhood, Ms Carolus developed a “tangible” sense of freedom.

It means the “right of all to have a roof over their heads, the right of all children to go to bed with food in their stomachs, the right and responsibility of all adults to work... That’s what freedom means to me.”

She adds with a frown: “When you think about these things and the equality of humans is all about then I cannot see how it is possible that capitalism has the answers.”

“Capitalism is hierarchical and unequal — the chances are that if your parents are workers, you and your brothers and sisters will never be wealthy.”

She says South Africa’s five top companies control about 71 percent of the wealth.

“That’s probably about 100 white men who are virtually directing the economy.”

Not that socialism is without its, she recognises. But she does not believe the basic principles of socialism have been proved incorrect in Eastern Europe.

“There were serious problems, mainly a lack of accountability, and, as a socialist, I could not justify what happened there.”

However, before criticising communism abroad, she says, capitalists ought to look at the impact they have had in South Africa.

“Has capitalism worked here? Some of the worst apartheid laws came with capitalism, well before 1948. The Land Acts of 1913 and 1936 and the pass laws, the basis of influx control, were introduced to meet the needs of capital.”

One of the strengths of the ANC, she says, is that it provides a political home for people with wide-ranging views.

“That’s how we will have to learn to live in the future. I know there are some people in the ANC who are virulently pro-capital, but there is no animosity. We will have to take them on in debate. The question is: how will we live in South Africa if there is no tolerance?”
DENIS BECKETT

'Open' NP: wagon in front of the ox

THE National Party's flurry about opening its membership to blacks and allying with Inkatha is very fine and interesting, to be sure, but, as usual, the party is doing it the wrong way round.

The DP already tried this trick, you will recall. A few years ago -- it was still the PFP then -- there was a lot of noise about looking for black members, and now you hear a deathly silence, not entirely unrelated to the fact that the effort was a total flop.

If you cannot quite count the DP's black members on your fingers, you could probably take off your socks and have toes to spare.

You might resort to the old cliché about the DP being irrelevant and say that the Nats are the power-holders, so now this is a different deal, but even if there is something in that, it certainly does not go to the core.

Core is unchanged

The core is that there is no valid reason for the ordinary man in the street to join a party for which he cannot vote.

Yes, times have changed and the Nats have changed, but the core has not changed.

There is great excitement because the Nats are talking about "one-man-one-vote" but, then, that is what they have always talked about; they just wanted the vote to be in different places for different people.

They have now accepted that this vote is to be a South African vote for a South African parliament, but they still want one person's vote to be somehow distinguished from the next person's vote.

They still think that the idea of everybody rolling up to the same polls on the same rolls is something horrendous.

Their minds are greatly exercised in trying to find an updated alternative, and whatever vote they envisage their new-found allies casting, it is not the undiluted, undifferentiated, majority-rule vote that is the bottom line of every black political agenda.

So their grand opening-up is also going to turn out to be a damp squib, although there may well be a phase of hopeful splattering before the wick burns out.

It is not that there is a lack of so-called moderate blacks -- nearly everybody is actually moderate in the real meaning of the word -- but that the Nats are once again making it extremely difficult for moderate blacks to express themselves.

That is what the Nats have been really good at: shooting themselves in the foot. All along, they have wanted to secure a place for the whites in Africa, which is fine and well, and all along they have tried to do it through some form of political separation from the blacks, which is their equivalent of the Nongquase phenomenon of the 1850s, when the Xhosas self-destructed in the hope of getting rid of the white man.

Now they want to open the party, but hold over on the question of opening the polls. So here and there a black person will pitch up to take out his Nat membership card -- and be a fish out of water.

In most places, and particularly the urban townships, he will be perceived as a crank or a traitor; and his chances of mobilising anything like an effective constituency are closely associated with the figure 0.

For years, there have been plenty of white people, mainly located in Nat circles, who take the view that the task at hand is for the whites and the Zulus to get together and beat the daylight out of the rest. They will be fortified.

Meanwhile, and of course inflamed by recent events, there has been a rumbling animosity towards Inkatha and/or towards Zulus in general from other blacks.

That will be fortified too, and the overall result will be that the current salvageable shambles will be replaced by a greater and unsalvageable shambles.

It is almost consoling to see the Nats screwing up again, a reminder that some things stay the same in this somersaulting world, and if politics was purely the joke that it often appears to be, we could have fun watching.

Genuine alliance

But I have another agenda and I have no doubt you do, too. I want to be living here in peace, with pride, next year, in 20 years, and beyond, and regrettable though it may be, the inescapable fact is that all of us who share that aim are thoroughly dependent on the Nats getting something right.

Which they could do by putting the horse in front and the cart behind. They could sort out the polls first, and then worry about the party. They could make the polls full and free.

Then they would become the centrepiece of a genuinely moderate alliance rather than a skewed ethnic coalition, and the whites' survival, like everybody else's, at last would come to rest on a solid base, namely the aggregated diversity of millions of voters who are never going to carry the card of any political party.
Lawyers get the leaders together

Own Correspondent
The Black Lawyers Association made history at the weekend when it brought together representatives of major political forces in the black community to address its 10th anniversary conference in Johannesburg.

Delegates stood on chairs, ululated and cheered as ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, Azapo president Itumeleng Mosaia, PAC leader Barney Desai, and New Unity Movement president RO Dudley shook hands at the podium on Saturday night.

BLA chairman Keith Kunene said his organisation was happy to provide a forum for political forces within the black community to meet and share ideas.
Internal
Act 31 of 1970
detainees

THREE Black Consciousness activists who were detained by police in Potgietersrus two weeks ago, are being held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act, their attorney, Mrs Queen Vilankula, announced yesterday.

Vilankula said the three are the organiser of the Black Allied Mining and Construction Workers Union and a member of the Azanian People's Organisation, Mr Hendrick Mokgagadi of Gailethelew Township in Kimberley, Mr Sammy Maluleke and Mr Michael Mothowage, both members of the Azanian Youth Organisation in Mahwelereng Township.

The three were arrested on August 19.

Azasm slates Cosas stayaway

By MATHATHA TSEDU

THE disruption of schooling in Sehogo Township schools on Wednesday for the launch of a branch of Cosas was wrong and should never be repeated again, the Sehogo branch of Azasm said in a statement yesterday.

The statement said while Azasm, a Black Consciousness formation, welcomed the launch of the Cosas branch, which is an affiliate of the UDF, "it was wrong that teachers and pupils had to sacrifice yet another day because of the launching.

Calling on pupils to subject calls that disrupt schooling to careful scrutiny, the organisation called for pupils to return to schools and learn.

The launch of the Cosas branch took place at the local community hall. The occasion led to a stayaway from school. Officials of Cosas, Sacyco and the ANC addressed the launch.

Green light for Dollar brand

ORGANISERS of the Weekly Mail Film Festival yesterday said they had received assurances from the ANC that it supported the presence of Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand) at two music concerts staged by the festival.

The organisers were responding to media reports which quoted the SA Musicians Alliance condemning the proposed tour and charging that the cultural boycott had not ended.
SACP's political aim is to build the ANC, says senior member

Cape — denied that the SACP was opportunistically clinging to the ANC.

"People think it's opportunistical that the SACP backs the ANC... that as if at some point when the ANC was off-guard, we would stage a palace coup. That's rubbish.

"The ANC is a national liberation movement which will become a party and stand for democracy."

The SACP's mandate is to build socialism. That can occur "once there is democracy in South Africa", and a climate in which people can make free choices has been created.

The party had no ambition to "become the government", recognising that it could not "represent the masses" and at the same time meet all the demands of State.

Ms Carolus also revealed that the SACP was still emerging from its "underground" status, a legacy of the many years of repression of communists in South Africa.

"We are emerging from what was very much an underground basis, where we communicated virtually on a one-to-one basis.

"I had two contacts and each of them had two, but I didn't know who their contacts were. Even at a leadership level, you did not necessarily know other people in the party, people who literally were in the same organisation as you."

In the interview on this page, Ms Carolus explains why she became a socialist, and addresses other key issues.
Service cuts:
Govt, UDF to meet

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Senior government officials will meet a UDF delegation in Pretoria today to discuss the government’s announcement to cut off services to black townships presently boycotting rent payments.

Deputy Planning and Provincial Minister Mr Andre Fourie yesterday confirmed the meeting.

UDF national treasurer Mr Azhar Cachalia said in a statement on Friday the UDF was concerned the announcement to stop services to boycotting black townships would generate widespread anger in the already volatile townships.

It follows the resolution of boycotts in 18 Eastern Transvaal townships on Friday after a month of negotiations. Residents would start paying not later than September 17 while service arrears would be frozen and rent arrears written off.

Although the Soweto People’s Delegation was recommending acceptance of the agreement, chairmen Mr Cyril Ramaphosa said at the weekend it would not be finalised until it had been approved by residents, and this had been made clear to the TPA.
Azapo slams 'political thugs' in ANC

AZAPO yesterday accused the ANC of political thuggery after a speaker representing the organisation was shouted down while addressing mourners at the Kagiso mass funeral on Sunday.

Azapo deputy president Ndiape Mokoape, in a statement released yesterday, condemned "the unruliness of the ANC and its affiliates during the funeral."

He said Azapo speaker Dan Matsobane was "hounded and harassed" by people wearing ANC colours and SACP T-shirts when he attempted to address the large crowd from the stage.

Also, Azapo banners displayed at the funeral were "torn by knife wielding thugs," Mokoape said.

"We in Azapo are truly disgusted. Is this a glimpse of the new non-racial, democratic South Africa for which the ANC says it is working?" he asked.

Azapo was demanding that the ANC take responsibility for the incident, as well as similar incidents of intimidation at the recent Soweto funerals of activists Muntu Myeza and Tlatsi Masehaini, and "explain to our people how to interpret it," Mokoape said.

It was ironical that the ANC condemned "the intimidation of the regime while doing the same to other organisations of the oppressed."

**Shocked**

Azapo had always welcomed ANC speakers on its platforms without any difficulty. "We were shocked that the unruly element of the ANC would not even listen to the impromptu pleas of their leadership," Mokoape said.

"We are worried that there may be an un-disciplined element within the ANC who are not only creating problems for other organisations, but who may also become an uncontrollable monster for them." – Sapa.
Don't be lulled by NP promises warns BCMA

BLACK people should not let the pronouncements of the National Party lull them to sleep, the Black Consciousness Movement of Azania said from Harare yesterday.

The BCMA was reacting to media reports quoting the NP as intending to repeal the Group Areas Act, the Population Registration Act and open its membership to all races.

A BCMA spokesman said they had noted that a change in "the constitution of the traditionally racist NP" would have to be approved by the congresses of the party.

A spokesman said the State President, Mr FW de Klerk, and the NP would never liberate black people. Liberation, he said, would only come from black people's own efforts.

"Considering the fact that the NP has been the main vehicle of black people's oppression for the last 42 years, these intentions are as ironic as they are also remarkable.

"We shall only review the intensity of institutionalised racism when these intentions have been translated into action. Such action, however, will not herald liberation for the oppressed black com-

munity," he said.

The spokesman pointed out that on August 24, De Klerk told farm owners at an agricultural conference that ownership of land was not negotiable.

"The BCMA is not willing to accept as irreversible the impoverishment of black people in Azania through the continuation of the monopoly of white farm land ownership.

"All farms in Azania are on land taken by force from black people and have been and continue to be developed by black labour under slave conditions.

"The promise by De Klerk on August 24 that 'opportunity for private ownership of land' would be extended to all, means that black people will have to buy back land they never sold.

"The BCM stands for the creation of an open anti-racist society in South Africa, where one's colour, language, religion, sex, and origin will not have any political significance and political rights will be accorded to individuals, and not to groups.

"To this end, the BCM has adopted certain policies, strategies and tactics to eradicate colonialism and racism, as well as to bring about the cherished open society."
UDF in talks on services

By Musa Mapisa

The United Democratic Front held discussions with Deputy Minister of Planning Andre Fourie in Pretoria yesterday about rent and service charges boycotts in black townships.

During the talks both parties agreed that:

1. Black local authorities were economically non-viable and therefore required bridging finance. However, rent boycotts resulted in the depletion of bridging finance.
2. The principle of payment for services was accepted with regard to affordability.
3. Negotiations were to be supported in the continuing search for solutions.

Essential services such as water and sewerage would not be cut.

Actions taken by suppliers concerning the possible discontinuation of services should be reasonable and sympathetic.

It was agreed that the UDF would call a meeting of the Transvaal Civic Association and the TPA later this month to speed up negotiations on rent and services issues, taking note of the Soweto deliberations and proposals.

It was also agreed that Mr Fourie would refer the concern and request of the UDF delegation to the Government that services in the townships should not be suspended.
Mandela hints at multiparty government

By Esmaré van der Merwe, Political Reporter

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela hinted yesterday that the country's first non-racial government would consist of various political parties, even if the ANC obtained an outright majority.

He was addressing a press conference in Soweto two days after returning to South Africa from an overseas trip.

Mr Mandela said some arrangement was likely to be made after the first non-racial election "so that a new government will be representative of all political opinions in order for all people to be confident that they are adequately represented".

Asked to comment on statements by Minister of Constitutional Development and Planning Gerrit Viljoen that negotiations on a new constitution could start early next year, Mr Mandela said the ANC wanted to reach a settlement as soon as possible. Negotiations might even take place before the end of the year.

Mr Mandela said the next stage of talks between the Government and the ANC should be to determine who would draw up a new constitution. A formula needed to be found whereby the Government did not control the process of constitution-making.

Mr Mandela said he had cut short a planned 31-day holiday and returned to try to resolve the outbreak of violence on the Reef last month.

Upon his return from his intended holiday, he had been briefed about alleged police misconduct. He had subsequently telephoned Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok, who had come to Soweto that night for a meeting with the community leaders.

On Sunday, he added, he had personally phoned Mr Vlok to ensure that riot police be ordered out of funeral meetings in Kagiso.
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Azasm slams Sayco's links with whites

By NKOPANE MAKOBANE

THE South African Youth Congress has come under fire from the Azanian Students' Movement in latest round of war of words between the two camps.

Last week, Sayco challenged the Azanian Peoples' Organisation (Azapo) to say if it was still involved in the struggle against apartheid.

It said lately Azapo had not only watched political developments and popular mass actions with indifference, but had begun to actively campaign against them.

This attack followed Azapo's criticism of a "week of action" called by the National Union of South African Students (Nusas), the South African National Students' Congress (Sasco) and the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) to protest against the wave of violence in the townships.

Mr Sipho Maseko, Azasm's publicity secretary, yesterday said the kind of questions raised by Sayco to the Black Consciousness Movement could, in turn, be directed to a movement that was, "in effect, in alliance with the white minority regime".

"Our history of mass action is there for all to glean wisdom from. Our own conception of struggle in Azasm is to empower our people through community projects like the Black Students Study Projects and the Black Community programmes."

"Sayco's conception of the struggle is heavily laden with theatrical gimmicks, which help them to perform for the gallery which cares less for black lives," he said.
ANC call on role of police

THE ANC’s PWV region yesterday called on the police to get rid of the impression in black communities that the force was one of repression and to start acting in an impartial way.

The call was made in a report-back statement following a regional consultative conference on Sunday in Lenasia, south of Johannesburg.

Delegates, representing 53 recently launched ANC branches, also endorsed the ANC’s suspension of the armed struggle - "as a contribution to the negotiation and peace process" - but reiterated the right to "self-defence" had not been forfeited.

The conference paid special attention to matters affecting the growth of the ANC. These included building the ANC, recruitment and the launching of branches.

"Special attention was paid to the question of the recent violence," the ANC report-back said.

"Concern was expressed over the simplistic presentation of the conflict as 'Xhosa/Zulu' or 'black on black' violence without due attention being paid to the systematic orchestration process."

"Particular note was made of the role of police violence. The perception of our people persists that police are not a body for the maintenance of order, but a force of repression."

"A unanimous call was made for police to act in service to the community in a totally impartial way."

Reports on the Pretoria Minute were delivered to delegates and the ANC "reiterated its commitment to peace."

The conference expressed support for the appointment of Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr Chris Hani to lead the ANC working group on the suspension of the armed struggle.

It rejected, "as a violation of the Pretoria Minute", the 41-hour special indemnity, starting this week, granted to Hani.

"In the interest of the regulation and peace process, it would be inconceivable that matters arising out of the suspension of armed struggle be determined without the participation of the MK chief of staff," the region said.

It welcomed the agreement of the joint ANC-Government working group on the release of political prisoners. - Sapa.
ANC information chief Mr Pallo Jordan asks for the next question from reporters at a Press conference hosted by ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela at Funda centre in Soweto yesterday. Report on opposite page.
Govt targeting
Hani says ANC

THE Government is "targeting" ANC military chief Chris Hani, who, according to ANC spokesman Saki Macozoma would not be coming to South Africa for meetings this week.

"They know full well Hani has not said any-
thing different from what any other ANC member has said, but he is being targeted," Macozoma said yesterday.

He said Hani was still in Transkei and would not be arriving in South Africa for the meetings this week.

Hani at the weekend rejected the 41-hour indemnity from September 4 to 6 granted by the Government after requests by the ANC who said he needed to attend the national executive committee this week.

Asked about the implications of Hani’s absence, Macozoma said it was his attitude that the Government should answer that.

"There are certain issues which cannot be discussed without Chris Hani; without his involvement. The Government must be asked what would happen if he is not there."
ANC input sought on plan

GOVERNMENT's economists - the Central Economic Advisory Service - hope to consult the ANC before the release later this year of a detailed Economic Development Plan (EDP), a Finance Department source said yesterday.

Private sector economists had speculated the EDP, which had been in the making since 1987, would be shelved by simply integrating it into the programme being drawn up by Economic Co-ordination and Administration Minister Wim de Villiers. But a Finance source yesterday indicated the EDP would be released as a separate document providing a much more detailed long-term strategy for economic growth.

The release of the EDP was delayed by political reform and by de Villiers's advent in economic policy-making.

The source said it became "politically unwise" for government to release a long-term growth plan once it had emerged that dramatic changes were taking place. The political climate had made consultation with "other interest groups" essential.

While he acknowledged the free-market basis of the EDP would prove to be contentious, he believed that discussion could still yield positive results.

SA's last EDP was drafted up in 1976. Its projections were not realised because of the 1985 debt standstill and subsequent capital flight, and because of government's unwillingness to implement the right policies. The EDP projected employment growth of 2.8% a year in the decade to 1997; actual growth was less than half of that and SA lost 600 000 jobs as a result. The source said: "SA has not lacked plans and programmes to promote economic growth and job creation. What has been lacking is the will to implement them."

See Page 3
SOWETO. — Mr Nelson Mandela said yesterday formal power-sharing negotiations were likely to begin before the end of the year.

"We should try to reach a settlement as soon as possible," Mr Mandela said. He declined to predict a timetable but said: "Negotiations are likely to take place even before the end of this year.

"We have convinced the government of things we never thought they would agree to."

He added that the ANC's success so far meant there was "no reason" it could not convince the government to take the remaining steps to ending apartheid.

Following the preliminary talks Pretoria indicated formal talks could begin early next year and Constitutional Affairs Minister Mr Gerrit Viljoen said they could take two years to complete.

Meanwhile the ANC in the PWV region called on police yesterday to get rid of the impression in black communities that it is a force of repression and start acting in an impartial way.

The call was made in a report-back statement following a regional consultative conference on Sunday in Lenasia, south of Johannesburg.

— Sapa
ANC optimistic on negotiations

PETER DELMAR

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela yesterday predicted that full negotiations with government on a new constitution could start before the end of the year.

Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen said recently he was optimistic that negotiations could begin by early next year.

Sapa reports that Mandela told a news conference in Soweto that the next stage of talks would probably centre on choosing people to draw up a new constitution for SA.

ANC information chief Pallo Jordan said the ANC was anxious to "move the (negotiating) process along". However, he acknowledged that it was unlikely significant progress would be made this week on the suspension of ANC's armed struggle.

Jordan said Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani would not return to SA today to take up the 41-hour indemnity from prosecution offered to him by government. Jordan said the ANC was waiting for a response from government on its application for Hani and others to be granted unconditional indemnity.
Why an ANC racial push would benefit elite, not the poor

SIMON BARBER in Washington

The enervated creatures of racial entitlement and lack skills, education, temperament to compete in the real world. Weaned on the teat of Nationalist welfare, what kind of future does they have now that the Verwoerdian swill is drying?

"Both official and unofficial writings on preferential programmes," Sowell remarks, "tend to abound in the discussions of the rational mechanics and resource inputs of such programs, with a dearth of even total absence of data on actual outcomes."

The new SA they are to govern "non-racially," the old one was run solely for the benefit of white racists. In other words, it will be "moral". Given the economic and social havoc wrought elsewhere, the self-interested name of morality, this is not a useful distinction.

Thomas Sowell, a prominent black American scholar at Stanford's Hoover Institution, poses the following question in his new book, Preferential Policies: An International Perspective: why did the Nationalist regime find it necessary to pass so many laws binding whites to behave in a racial fashion? Surely, such behaviour would have come naturally. But, clearly, it did not. To the contrary, the state had to use every power at its disposal to ensure that whites, as well as blacks, acted counter-intuitively. That is why they were against their own best economic and political interests.

What benefit, for example, did the private sector gain from being required to employ a shrinking pool of artificially expensive white labour while at the same time being denied skilled, mobile and motivated black labour?

As for those for whom industries were nationalised, an elephantine bureaucracy established and jobs reserved, where do they stand now?

The savoy is exploiting the black inner city youth who comprise one of the company's most important markets.

Push's remedy is not only for Nike to recycle some of its profits for the benefit of ghetto teenagers - the company already does a lot of that - but that it should have more blacks in senior management positions and should award more contracts to black entrepreneurs.

"Like company affirmative action programmes," comments the "Washington Post's" highly respected black columnist, William Raspberry, this "amounts to a bait and switch game in which the inner city poor furnish the statistical base for the proposals, but the benefits go primarily to the already well-off" - in this instance, almost certainly the well-heeled cronies of the Rev Jackson.

Putting aside this factor, one of the major evils with affirmative action may, in this instance, as in so many others, is that it offers the politician an easy way of plausibly claiming he is dealing with inequalities and discrimination, eroding what is necessarily a complex and intractable set of problems.

In a sense, preferential policies are thus an elaborate con game, and a quick fix that is really just to fix at all. In the US, any attempt to address the great disparities between most whites and most blacks must start from the ground up. Of course, all race, all class, all politics must be removed but, that done, all - not just a few elites - must be given the opportunity to better themselves. They need more education, better care, decent housing and, above all, a growing economy.

Such things are difficult and long-term, but the race, class and regional politicians abhor them. They would rather pretend they can undo the past overnight. For which prejudice, everyone will sooner or later pay dearly.
SA universities should keep identities

THE ANC believed that existing universities should retain their own particular cultural identities and that Afrikaans universities should continue to teach in that language, ANC legal expert Albie Sachs said at a meeting at RAU yesterday.

Sachs said the ANC wanted Afrikaans universities "just as we want Afrikaans medium schools - not as a concession, not as a compromise, but because it corresponds with our policy of the right of all South Africans to use their (own) languages".

He said universities such as Stellenbosch and Fort Hare had developed their own different identities and cultures and the ANC did not see why these should all be the same.

However, the ANC insisted that universities should be open, not only in terms of admissions, but also in relation to the open exchange of views and debate.

PETER DELMAR

Afrikaners, he said, had previously been discriminated against and RAU was a visible symbol of affirmative action by Afrikaners to improve their educational position via a via English-speakers.

Sachs said Afrikaans would enjoy equal recognition with other languages in an ANC-drafted constitution, but should not receive preferential treatment.

**Status**

The language, he predicted, would not be kept alive through a "constitutional respirator", but because it was one of the languages of SA, spoken by millions.

In taking affirmative action, it was not necessary to deprive people, he said, adding that the status of Afrikaans did not have to be diminished.

He said members of the ANC spoke many languages and for this reason the organisation was more sensitive to the Afrikaans issue than most English-speakers.

For whites to enjoy minority protection as whites and to have special white minority votes would not be in their own interests, but would expose them to attack.

Sachs equated the Boer War commandos to the ANC's military wing Umkhonto we Sizwe and said the Boers had their own "detainees support committees" which highlighted the abuse of human rights in British concentration camps.

Afrikaner nationalism, he said, had been a force "of liberation and of freedom fighting", and added that "it would be a great disservice to this country if we were to turn our backs, let alone suppress, this great patrimony of culture, of ideas and struggle. The freedom struggle is one of the strands running through Afrikaner history."
Hani not returning for ANC meeting

Political Correspondent

Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani will not be returning from Transkei to South Africa today or tomorrow to meet the ANC national executive committee (NEC).

ANC spokesman Gill Marcus confirmed yesterday that Mr Hani would not be taking advantage of the 41-hour immunity against arrest granted him by the Government.

Ms Marcus said the NEC meeting was now off, and so was the first meeting — which Mr Hani was supposed to attend — of the joint ANC/Government working group to discuss the ANC's suspension of its armed struggle.

The ANC was involved in discussions with the Government about restoring Mr Hani's temporary immunity against arrest, she added.

The ANC last week announced that Mr Hani was to head its delegation at the working group meetings — even though the Government had withdrawn his temporary immunity against arrest.

The ANC said in a statement yesterday that it was "unthinkable" that Mr Hani, as Umkhonto chief of staff, should not attend the meeting.

"If the Government wants the Pretoria Minute to be implemented, they should allow him unrestricted access."
Govt, ANC accused of secret plan

By Peter Fabricius,
Political Correspondent

The African National Congress and the Government were today charged with having conducted secret negotiations to form a multiparty "fraternal" Cabinet.

Democratic Party co-leader Zach de Beer responded with suspicion today to remarkably similar proposals made over the last few days by Finance Minister Barend du Plessis and ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela.

He said it seemed the ANC and the Government had been holding bilateral talks about negotiations.

"It looks as though Mr de Klerk and Mr Mandela want to easily stitch the whole thing together before letting anyone else in the room," he said.

"This runs utterly against Mr de Klerk's assurance that leaders of all recognised parties would take part in negotiations."

Mr du Plessis told the National Party's Free State congress last night that the executive authority could be a "fraternal" (kollegiale) Cabinet representative of all groups represented in both Houses of the bicameral legislature.

Equal value:

One House of the legislature could be chosen on the basis of universal franchise and proportional representation, while in the other House groups would be represented as such and their minority rights would be protected.

The two Houses would be of equal value and legislation would have to be passed by both.

The Cabinet could be composed in such a way that it represented both Houses and therefore all groups in Parliament would serve in the executive. This sort of Cabinet would be an important instrument for effective minority protection.

Mr Mandela said on Monday that the first non-racial government would consist of various political parties, even if the ANC obtained an outright majority.

Some arrangement would be made "so that a new government would be representative of all political opinion in order for all people to be confident that they are adequately represented," he said.
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Talks about struggle on course – Govt

By Peter Fabricius, Political Correspondent

The Government is sure that the joint ANC-Government working group discussing the suspension of the ANC’s armed struggle will hold its first meeting tomorrow — with or without Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani.

The working group has the crucial task of defining what exactly is the practical meaning of the ANC’s agreement under the Pretoria Minute to “suspend armed actions and related activities".

Until this is done, the next stage of negotiations cannot proceed, the Government has made clear.

Police sources said they had confirmation yesterday from ANC officials on the working group that tomorrow’s meeting was on and that the rest of the ANC delegation would attend it whether or not Mr Hani did.

This contradicts an ANC statement on Monday that the meeting would not go ahead until Mr Hani had been granted unconditional immunity against arrest.

But ANC spokesman Gill Marcus yesterday said the ANC was still deciding whether or not to attend the meeting. She did not rule out the possibility of Mr Hani attending and said the problem of his immunity from arrest was still being discussed with the Government.

Police sources said there was no real need for Mr Hani to attend as he was only number two in Umkhonto we Sizwe and Umkhonto commander Joe Modise would be there.

Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee last week gave Mr Hani temporary and conditional immunity from 6 am yesterday until 11 pm tonight to attend a meeting of the ANC national executive committee.

But Ms Marcus yesterday said the meeting was not on and that Mr Hani would not be taking up the offer of immunity. He has been staying in Transkei for the past few weeks as guest of Transkei leader General Bantu Holomisa who said that, at 4 pm yesterday, Mr Hani was still in Umtata.

The delays in getting the crucial working group off the ground meant that it would probably meet almost daily until next week, police said.

Under the Pretoria Minute agreed to by the Government and the ANC on August 6, the group is supposed to report back to its principals on September 19.

Serious disagreements are certain to erupt in the working group about the ANC’s commitments, under the Pretoria Minute, about the armed struggle.

The ANC has interpreted it to mean only the suspension of armed actions and the infiltration of arms and Umkhonto cadres.

The Government is pushing for a much wider definition which includes Umkhonto training and recruiting. Police also believe the ANC has been in effect agreed to suspend its campaign of mass mobilisation because this is part of the armed struggle by its own definition.

There is also disagreement about the permanency of the ANC commitment. The Government believes that the ANC agreement under the Pretoria Minute, that “no further armed actions and related activities by the ANC and its military wing will take place”, implies a more permanent cessation of hostilities.

But ANC leaders such as Mr Hani have interpreted it very differently and have repeatedly vowed that the armed struggle will be taken up if negotiations fail. This was the reason the Government withdrew Mr Hani’s temporary immunity.
Killings: Army slated

Staff Reporters

The SA Defence Force has appointed a board of inquiry into the killing of 11 people by troops in Sebokeng yesterday amid calls for a judicial commission of inquiry.

The 11 township residents were shot dead during a confrontation between 3,000-strong crowd and a contingent of SADF troops called in for support by police.

Today both the African National Congress and the Democratic Party said a judicial inquiry must be held. A military probe would not satisfy them.

While saying today that a military board of inquiry had been appointed, a Ministry of Defence spokesman said no further statement would be issued at this stage.

Today ANC spokesman Sisa Mawunya said Nelson Mandela had called for a judicial inquiry. The SADF could not investigate itself.

DFP co-leader Zach de Beer said of the military probe:

"In the light of the recent Goldstone inquiry (which sharply criticized police for the shooting of protesters in the township earlier this year), this is simply not good enough."

"That inquiry showed beyond any doubt that at least in certain instances the security forces have acted improperly in suppressing unrest."

Reckless

"The public will expect a similar objective and authoritative inquiry into the latest episode."

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela told the ANC was outraged by the "carnage."

It was reported after he and other ANC executive members had seen some of the bodies of the people who were slain — just hours before Mr Mandela met Law and Order Minister Adrianna Vlok to discuss the shootings.

Sapa reported late last night that no statement was released after the meeting, at an undisclosed venue.

Addressing journalists after meeting a police station commander and other senior police officers, Mr Mandela placed the blame for the deaths and scenes of injuries squarely on Inkatha and the SADF, whose actions he described as reckless.

Mr Mandela, who was accompanied by ANC internal leader Walter Sisulu and secretary general Alfred Nzo, said: "We examined some of the bodies and were outraged at what we saw."

"One of the people was obviously shot in the back and his head was crushed."

"These people had been shot, hit with pangas and stabbled with a tire iron. This was a very cruel and vicious attack."

This comes after the findings of the Goldstone Commission of Inquiry and it only confirms that the conduct of the police leaves much to be desired.

"We see no reason why live bullets were used because the lives of members of the army were not threatened, " Mr Mandela said.

Today the township was calm, following 48 hours of faction fighting and the Inkatha-crowd clash which left a total of at least 40 people dead.

According to a spokesman at the Sebokeng Hospital, 135 injured people had been treated during the last two days.

Seven shooting victims were still in hospital and have been discharged.

An Inkatha leader was among 116 arrested following yesterday's shootings. Police also said he was found in possession of four AK-47 rifles, pistols and ammunition.

He will appear in the Vereeniging Magistrate's Court within 48 hours, along with the 135 injured people arrested in connection with the murder of four local residents.

The four murderers are said to have sparked the confrontation which led to SADF troops shooting dead 11 township residents among a mob outside the hostel, home to migrant Zula workers.

Threatened

On the East Rand, peace returned last night with only a few incidents of gunfire and alienation after faction fighting which left three dead on Monday.

A strong police contingent patrolled the township last night.

Troops were operating as usual this morning and travelling into the townships to fetch commuters. However, the patrol buses were still stopping on the outskirts of troubled townships.

Police spokesman Colonel Frans Malan said no more bodies or injured people have been reported, and the death toll for the Witwatersrand townships since Saturday night remained at 40.
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ANC, Govt meeting goes on

PREPARATIONS for tomorrow’s meeting of the ANC and the Government continued yesterday.

Sources said the ANC had been in contact with the Government on Tuesday, and dismissed suggestions that the meeting had been cancelled.

An ANC spokesman, Gill Marcus, was quoted on Tuesday as saying the leader of the ANC delegation, Chris Hani, chief of staff of Umkhonto we Sizwe, would not be leaving Transkei in terms of a 41-hour indemnity granted by Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee.

The sources said the working group would have an open agenda to “resolve all outstanding questions” arising from the ANC’s announcement on August 7 that it was suspending “all armed actions”.

The groups are to report back to the Government and the ANC by September 15.

The Government group will be headed by Law and Order Minister Adriano Vlok.

Observers said the fact that an ANC official said tomorrow’s meeting had been cancelled while others continued to prepare for a meeting seemed to confirm perceptions of discord in ANC ranks.

The situation is the culmination of events dating back to public statements Hani had made from Transkei.

The Government allowed his temporary indemnity from prosecution to lapse, and the ANC consequently named him as head of its working group.

Coetsee responded by granting him indemnity for an ANC National Executive Committee meeting on yesterday and today, but excluding tomorrow, the date of the working group meeting. - Sapa
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Watch out for our
SPRING PROMOTION
from Sept. 3 until Sept. 22 '90
A DEMAND for a constituent assembly is based on the assumption that the current government is illegitimate and that another government is needed.

It assumes that the constitution of the country is illegitimate and unacceptable and that it needs to be scrapped.

Thus the main reason why the settler-colonialists cannot agree to the demand for a constituent assembly as they believe themselves to be legitimate.

The current government believes that it should be recognised by the liberation movement and that the current legislative procedures should be the channel for introducing "legitimate" proposals to the illegitimate regime believes that demands should be directed at it for "dry" reasons and not to a new government.

The opportunists, petty-bourgeois leadership of a section of the national liberation movement exposes its opportunism brilliantly by both giving legitimacy to the settler-colonialists through collaboration and calling for a constituent assembly.

Proportionate

The sincere call for a constituent assembly must go hand in hand with the principle of non-collaboration. The demand is further buttressed on the assumption (not fact) that the system is undemocratic and that democracy, as normally understood, can only take place in new political dispensation under a new government.

Nobody has the right to speak on behalf of the masses unless he or she has been elected.

This too is unacceptable to the ruling class as it wants its puppets to play an important role in future on the basis of mere claims of support.

The PAC proposes that elections for a constituent assembly take place on the basis of one-person-one-vote in a unitary state on a common voters' role and to a single-tier assembly by all citizens 18 years of age and older.

There shall be 265 seats in the Constituent Assembly. Voting shall take place on the basis of proportional representation. This means that at the end of the election the total national individual votes will be counted to determine the winner.

In effect it will mean the masses will vote for an organisation and not individuals in demarcated residential areas.

The residential areas are divided and any election based on these will be racist and even if that is not the intention, this can only be avoided by proportional representation.

Seats in the constituent assembly will be allocated according to the proportional strength of the elected parties. For example, the party with 40% of the total national individual votes will get 40% of the 265 seats in the assembly. It is up to that party to decide who its representatives will be.

State power

Once seats in the assembly have been allocated proportionately, the appointment of 20 constitutional experts will take place. These will be appointed by the parties in the assembly on the basis of proportional strength. Again, for example the party with 50% of the seats will appoint 50% of the constitutional experts.

The function of the constitutional expert is to assist with the debate on the new constitution. Once the new constitution has been adopted, the term of the office of the experts will expire.

The next elections will then take place according to the new constitution and not necessarily on the basis of the first election of the constituent assembly.

The current negotiations are taking place within the context of the ideology of the ruling class. The National Party wants to "share power" with credible leaders of the oppressed. In effect this means joint government and compromise of the genuine aspirations of the dispossessed African majority. It means making ideological and other concessions to the ruling classes.

A constituent assembly is the only democratic option which would allow the liberation movement maintenance of its revolutionary ideology perspective and programme. State political power is more than just the government. It includes the security forces, prisons, laws, courts, the government and the state organs of propaganda. The constituent assembly does not immediately grant full state political power, but it places one in a position to move more swiftly towards full assumption of state political power wielded in the interest of the starving and toiling masses.

Represent masses

Current negotiations are intended to "share the government only. Full state political power is out, as is full consent of the governed. For this reason the current negotiations must be firmly rejected. The demand for a constituent assembly as the only democratic option must be promoted.

The racist South African settler ruling class has made it clear that it was against a constituent assembly. It is only the masses who can implement such an assembly in the context of struggle. The demand for constituent assembly therefore must go hand in hand with the intensification of the struggle on all fronts. The demand for a constituent assembly is further based on the recognition that there are many liberatory forces in the country and that they are entitled to promote their ideas freely, both alongside each other and competitively. When the joint effort of all liberatory forces overthrow settler-colonialism, the constituent assembly will provide the mechanism for them to work representation of the masses, either in an all-inclusive or separate capacity.

Barney Desai is Western Cape Co-ordinator of the Pan Africanist Congress.
Govt, ANC still set to meet tomorrow

The first meeting of the working committee established to resolve "outstanding questions" arising from the ANC's decision to suspend armed action is set to go ahead tomorrow in spite of the ANC's unhappiness about the non-renewal of Chris Hani's indemnity.

Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Hani's indemnity was not renewed on August 19, with those of detained executive members Mac Maharaj and Ronnie Kasrils, who is still being sought by police in connection with the Operation Vula allegations.

Confirming tomorrow's meeting was still on, an ANC source close to the working group described as "foolish" government's position on the issue.

"Tell them to let him return to participate in the process," the source said.

The ANC last week nominated Hani to lead its delegation at the working committee established in terms of the Pretoria Minute. "Our position that he must be a member of the delegation remains in place," he said.

Government appears unlikely to reverse its decision until it receives from Hani assurances that he is committed to a peaceful political process.

The working committee is required to issue its first report by September 19. Initial talks are likely to focus on the status of armed MK personnel in SA, and what is to happen to existing arms caches.
Sayco setting up links with white youth groups

THEO RAWANA

THE SA Youth Congress (Sayco) is developing relations with white youth organisations, Jeugkrig, Nusas, youth organisations of the NP and the DP, Afrikaans culture organisations "and all those who are opposed to apartheid," says publicity secretary Phakamile "Parks" Mankahla. In an interview, Mankahla said whites had suspicions and misconceptions about blacks.

"We can understand this as they come from different backgrounds. Our move to forge links has got to be taken seriously."

He said that until the youth asserted themselves and introduced a more aggressive stance in 1944, the ANC was an organisation of conservative African nationalists, relying only on talks, deputations and peaceful appeals to government. He added the importance of the youth could not be disputed as this segment of the population reflected a future SA. Through the Youth League, the "struggle" became more militant, with mass movements and boycotts, culminating in the 1962 defiance campaign, Mankahla said.

"So the importance of the youth cannot be underestimated — and organising the youth is very important in preparing for the future."

Shape

The 26-year-old Mankahla, a Port Elizabeth-born ex-Fort Hare law student, was deeply involved in student politics before joining Sayco in 1968. He said Sayco was born out of a need to give shape to the youth movement, and to bring the youth under one wing.

"With a nationwide membership of about 1 million, Sayco has been part of the mass struggle, marshalling the thousands of youths who are articulating the demands of the people."

The age limit is 35, so membership includes breadwinners, fathers and workers.

"You find Sayco involved in Cosatu's campaign against the Labour Relations Act, and in the rent and consumer boycotts." Sayco was also involved in the campaign to stop the violence in Natal and, recently, to quell the violence on the Reef.

With the country in a period of transition, Sayco was concerned that the settlement effort initiated by government and the ANC should be seen through to its logical, amicable conclusion.

But Sayco was concerned that government was not abiding by agreements to create a climate conducive to negotiation. He mentioned the activities of the police and "the soldiers".

"Coupled with this is government's arrest of ANC member Mac Maharaj, the withdrawal of indemnity to top ANC and SACP members and the attempt to divorce the ANC from the SAPC."

"You can't exclude a man like Umkhonte we Sizwe leader Chris Hani and expect the youth to have confidence in those negotiations."

"We see this as government's attempt to neutralise the ANC — to get it to compromise on some issues and reduce its standing in the eyes of the people," Mankahla said.

He rejected the notion that the violence in the townships was tribal, and said it was orchestrated by the state.

On a future constitution, Mankahla said Sayco stood for one man, one vote, which was a universal concept.

A future constitution should include affirmative action to improve the lot of blacks, address the land question, redistribution of wealth and education. "It must represent a radical transformation of the present structure," he said.
Nationalisation ideology 'a failure'

POLITICAL groups and trade unions to the left have acknowledged the failure of an ideologically motivated nationalisation policy and the need for economic growth.

According to Ahmed Jooma, author of the latest edition of Social and Economic Update, published by the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR), this follows debate sparked off by the ANC affirming its commitment to nationalisation.

The ANC envisages an economy characterised by private, state, mixed and collective property relations.

Its two basic objectives are to bring about a redistribution of wealth and ensure the economy provides for the people's needs.

Jooma's research shows the ANC would also consider areas in which to establish public corporations or to strengthen existing ones for the benefit of society.

They might also place government-appointed directors on the boards of private companies.

However, Jooma quotes SACP secretary general Joe Slovo and a member of the ANC national executive committee as saying nationalisation is not a fundamental policy of the ANC and would have to be negotiated.

PAC general secretary Benny Alexander said should his organisation come to power, it “would promote business owned individually and collectively by indigenous people”.

In a draft of its economic policy, the PAC says there is an overconcentration of capital in the hands of a few, and the economy serves a minority of the population.

Jooma also quotes former Anglo American chairman Gavin Kelly as saying he agreed a mixed economy was the way forward, and the real issue was the details of a mixed economy.
Tshwete for ANC launch

By MUSA NDWANDWE
ANC national organiser
Mr Steve Tshwete will speak at the launch of
the organisation's
Khayelitsha branches
on Sunday.

Various branches, with
more than 100 members
each, will hold a joint
launch at the Khayelitsha
rugby stadium.

"Some sections of the
township will be re-
named," said acting
branch chairperson
Yuwang Ngcuka.

The event will be marked
by cultural events such as
music, traditional dancing,
poetry and speeches.

Branches to be launched
jointly include Site B
South, Site B North, Site
C, Block D and E, Khanya
Park, Nobuhle, Mandela
Park and Green Point. The
launch starts at 9 am.
WINNIE'S JOB ON THE LINE

From MONO BADELA
JOHANNESBURG. — In the wake of mounting criticism over her controversial appointment, Winnie Mandela's job as head of social welfare in the ANC is on the line.

The organisation's national executive committee (NEC) was under pressure to reconsider her status in the movement when it met on Thursday.

A groundswell of protest from ANC branches countrywide could see the NEC reversing a decision by ANC secretary-general Alfred Noo to appoint Mrs Mandela to the social welfare desk, a source close to the ANC said.

Appointment

More than 100 branches have sent written notices to the ANC headquarter's here expressing concern at the appointment.

Sources in the ANC have disclosed that some members of the NEC have stated that the "appointment" had not been discussed at "NEC level" and that it would be subject to discussion at this week's meeting.

A delegation of social workers from ANC-aligned organisations have already lodged their objections to the appointment.

The ANC has been tight-lipped, stating only that the appointment was based on Mrs Mandela's qualifications.

A spokesperson refused to comment further on the matter.

Radiant bride waits for Mr X

A BIG traditional wedding awaits ANC commander Bongani Jonas when he is released from Robben Island. Jonas married Cynthia Pogiso, 27, (above), a friend since their teenage years, at the Pollsmoor Prison last Saturday.

Jonas, who was brought to testify at the Yangami prosecution trail at Mr X's trial sentenced to five years when he refused to give evidence, was taken to Pollsmoor for the ceremony.

Pogiso's mother was the only relative allowed to attend the wedding ceremony, officiated by Father Peter Jonas Poump of the Catholic Church.

VICTIM: Horrified Vosloorus residents discover the body of an unrest victim in a rubbish tip.

'Security force action under fire'

SECURITY force action to curb unrest situations came under fire again this week as more people died on Reef townships and heavy-handed action was taken in two Cape town townships.

The National Union of Mental Workers of South Africa (NUMSA) claimed that 19 of their members were killed in the hostel attacks on Tuesday.

The union claimed the attack was led by white men, some in SANDF uniforms, and all wearing balaclavas and alleged when workers were shot when they ran out of their rooms.

Vrededorp residents were enraged at a police raid on a high school pupils on Wednesday morning, resulting in the arrest of 19.

Community leaders in Mamelodi met with police following a raid on a squatter camp last Friday where residents alleged the police were abusive and violent.
Govt set to meet ANC minus Hani

By Peter Fabricius, Political Correspondent

The first meeting of the joint African National Congress/Government working group discussing the suspension of the ANC's armed struggle is set to go ahead today without the head of the ANC delegation, Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani.

Police sources confirmed last night that the ANC delegation would attend without Mr Hani, whom the ANC appointed to head its team.

The ANC would not comment.

Justice officials said they were not aware of any decision to extend the immunity against arrest of Mr Hani, which was due to expire last night.

Open branch

Informed sources in Umtata said last night that Mr Hani had gone to the Transkei village of Cofimvaba for several days to open an ANC branch and would not be in South Africa today.

Officials said the meeting, to be held in the Pretoria office of Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok, would most probably deal only with procedural matters and terms of reference.

Mr Vlok heads the South African Government delegation to the talks.

The talks must decide what exactly the ANC must stop doing in terms of its agreement at the Pretoria talks on August
Bringing history back to life

A history festival held in Cape Town last weekend created a new awareness of the history of the Mother City and its people and showed new and alternative methods of teaching history. GAIL REAGAN reports:

The two-day festival also attempted to expose high-school teachers to alternative teaching methods and how these can be incorporated into a new syllabus and education system.

The festival's aim was to make accessible to the public the richness of academic history research. "Historians sit on campus looking at people's history, but the people are not there; the festival wanted to change that," said Kerry Ward, a History Masters student and festival organiser.

The two-day festival was split into three parts: a Friday afternoon school programme, a cultural event and an open day.

A history festival held in Cape Town last weekend created a new awareness of the history of the Mother City and its people and showed new and alternative methods of teaching history. GAIL REAGAN reports:

The school's programme drew students and teachers from 30 schools across the Peninsula. This programme, which was largely workshop-oriented, was presented by UWC and UCT history students.

The series of workshops focusing on District Six, forced removals, and the black experience, the displacement of Africans in the early 20th century and the 1989 defiance campaign, employed a range of participatory methods such as role-play, simulation games and interviews.

One workshop, titled "Cape Town Under Our Feet," looked at a study of archaeology that covered one of Cape Town's oldest communities.

The Friday evening cultural event, held at St Francis in Langia, explored Cape Town's diverse and dynamic musical history.

Feast
Various musicians interpreted performances with talks of their roots in the local music scene. The Saturday open day at UWC was an audio-visual feast.

This included a "Walk through History" which consisted of a series of connecting rooms, each depicting a different period of Cape Town's history.

The innovative use of exhibitions, videos, recordings and newspaper clippings was an excellent and practical introduction to an alternative history methodology.

The "Walk Through History" traced Cape Town's social, economic and political roots from the 1930s.

Some of these historical gems included a profile on the Cape Town politician, Dr A Abdurrahman; a special focus on District Six and an especially interesting look at the development of informal trading (hawkers, flower-sellers) from 1980 to 1990.

Trade union stalwart Ray Alexander, introduced by history professor Colin Bandy as "the voice of Cape Town — past, present and future," captivated young and old with her personal history and how that was intricately linked with the political history of not only Cape Town, but South Africa as a whole.

The open day also explored new ways of "making" history and presenting it in an interesting and accessible way through a series of oral history sessions.

These consisted of interviews with people from sports, education, music and Robben Island who shared their experiences of life in Cape Town.

Perhaps the most interesting of these was the interview with James April and Wolfe Kedesh, two of the first Umkhonto we Sizwe members.

Amid much nostalgia, laughter and anecdotes, their conversation brought alive the birth of the armed struggle, attached a human face to leaders like Nelson Mandela and Walter Sisulu and made real the frustrations and joys of establishing the underground.

Humorous
April's incisive memories ranged from life in the early training camps to the reasons for the landmark 1969Markers Conference which attempted to introduce a more democratic relationship between the ANC and Umkhonto we Sizwe.

The more anecdotal and humorous account of Wolfe Kedesh, who had been Chief of Logistics in the ANC for about 10 years, touched on the first MK experiments with the making of explosives.

His stories of harbouring Nelson Mandela, then known as the Black Pumpernel, had the audience in fits of laughter, but also echoed the experiences of the younger generation of activists who have lived in a semi-underground manner in the last years.

Entertained
The age of the century-old oral history tradition was revived during this session. Again the audience was not only entertained, but exposed to an alternative and dynamic way of presenting our history.

André Odendaal, an historian at UWC, felt that the festival was a "resounding success."

"I think we succeeded in our attempt to show that an alternative Cape Town history exists."

"We have shown that we have to go back and reclaim our history as part of the process of understanding where we come from and where we are going to," he said.
ANC calls for show boycott

THE ANC has called for a boycott of the Lebowakgomo Show which started on Tuesday.

In a pamphlet issued by the organisation's branch in Lebowakgomo, the ANC said the show disrupted schooling, furthered the apartheid philosophy and resulted in increased crime.

The pamphlet said the ANC was not impressed by the 'opportunity allowed to the racist SADF and SAP to hold exhibitions in the show grounds to the exclusion of our army, Umkhonto we Sizwe'.

The call has drawn swift reaction from Lebowa chief minister Mr Nelson Ramodie who said in a statement that "radical organisations" would not be allowed to disrupt the show.

He said his government was no longer prepared to tolerate radicals and promised "draastic steps as prescribed in the Pretoria Minute" to maintain law and order.

The show is to be officially opened tomorrow by State President Mr FW de Klerk.

Ramodie this week also met senior members of the ANC leadership to discuss friction between himself and ANC grassroots structures in the area.

Meeting

A joint statement titled "Lebowakgomo Minute" issued after a meeting with Mr Elias Motswaledi and Mr M Mugwai, both of the ANC, who met the entire Lebowa cabinet, said the two agreed that the ANC would "translate to all its branches and zones the importance of refraining from interference in traditional leadership issues.

The ANC also undertook to:
- Ensure that its flag should not be used as an "authority to cause anarchy";
- Civic associations aligned to it would stop "demanding and intimidating people in the present government structures to disband"; and,
- The "cordial relationship between the ANC and the Lebowa cabinet should be maintained".

By MATHATHA TSEDU

Sowetan 6/7/90
'Sell-out' slur denied

THE Alexandra Civic Association has denied responsibility for a slur pamphlet distributed in the township yesterday branding members of the rival Alexandra Civic Organisation "sell-outs who are not working for our people".

ACA chairman Mr Mike Beza said the pamphlet was "obviously the work of the enemy who did not wish to see peace prevailing in the townships."
ANC, NP link, says De Beer

CHARGES surfaced yesterday that the National Party and African National Congress are together quietly preparing a future constitution for the new South Africa.

"It looks as though President De Klerk and Mr Nelson Mandela want to cosily stitch the whole thing together before they let anybody else in the room," Democratic Party co-leader Dr Zach de Beer said.

Remarks

He was linking two remarks - the first from Mandela at a news conference on Monday and the other from Finance Minister Barend du Plessis at the NP's Free State congress in Bloemsfontein on Tuesday.

De Beer expressed alarm at the simultaneous appearance of the idea.

"The statement by Mandela that there would be 'arrangements' for a multi-party government appears to have been confirmed by Du Plessis when he proposed a multi-party Cabinet representative of all groups in Parliament."

Suggested

This suggested that the Nats and the ANC had been talking bilaterally, not merely about the removal of obstacles to negotiation but about the shape of a new government.

Mandela said the first multi-racial government would consist of various political parties. Some arrangement was likely after the first non-racial election "so that a new government will be representative of all political opinion." - Sapa.
Hani refuses his indemnity

JOHANNESBURG — Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr Chris Hani yesterday refused to exercise his 41-hour indemnity to meet the ANC's national executive, but said he was optimistic that progress would be made at today's first meeting of the joint working group on the suspension of the ANC's armed struggle.

From Umtata, Mr Hani reiterated his refusal to accept the conditions of the indemnity, adding that the SAP could not be trusted not to arrest him.

The ANC chose Mr Hani to lead its delegation to the talks before the government refused to renew his indemnity from prosecution. The working group was agreed to at last month's meeting between the government and the ANC, at which the ANC announced it was suspending its armed struggle.

Today's meeting in Pretoria is expected to explore all issues relating to the suspension, as well as current unrest. The non-renewal of Mr Hani's indemnity is also likely to figure on the agenda.

Mr Hani said yesterday that he would have "loved" to attend the meeting because he regarded the suspension of the armed struggle as important.

There was no question, he said, that the working group would be unable to function without him, saying that other ANC members would be in a position to answer most of the questions raised.

It was unclear yesterday who would head the ANC delegation in his place.
Government, ANC set for clash over Hani

THE Government and the ANC are set for a major clash today over Mr Chris Hani, Commander-in-Chief of Umkhonto we Sizwe, when talks about the suspension of the armed struggle start.

The ANC has designated Hani as leader of its delegation even though his temporary indemnity ended at 11 last night.

Up to the time of going to press, the ANC still regarded Hani as the leader of the delegation that will meet the Government in Pretoria today.

The meeting will be held in the offices of Minister of Law and Order Mr Adrian Viljoen who will head the Government delegation.

The talks will be held behind closed doors but the working group’s first meeting is not expected to be much more than a getting-to-know-you session.

The group will define terms such as the armed struggle, its suspension and which groups are bound by “the ANC’s announcement on August 7 that it was suspending all armed action”.

The Government is expected to push for the inclusion of mass action and recruitment for Umkhonto we Sizwe in the concept of the armed struggle.

According to Government thinking these two aspects formed part of the ANC’s “total onslaught”.

Both sides announced their teams last week.

The ANC delegation was to be led by Hani in spite of the inclusion of Mr Joe Modise, who is
All set for clash over Hani

ANC National Executive Committee.

Hani refused to come from the Transkei to Johannesburg under the conditions set by the Government.

Delegation

The ANC delegation comprises Mr Thabo Mbeki, Mr Jacob Zuma, Mr Joe Nhlanhla, Dr Pallo Jordan, Mr Matthew Phosa and Mr Joe Modise (ex officio).

The Government's team is Vlok, Constitutional Development Deputy Minister Mr Roelf Meyer, General BJ Beukes of the Security Police, Mr Johan Geyser of the Department of Justice, Dr HP Fourie of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Mr M Spansma of the National Intelligence Service.

In terms of the Pretoria Minute the Working Group must report to their respective principals by September 15.
ANC's Hani refuses to test his indemnity

UMKHONTO we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani yesterday refused to exercise his 41-hour indemnity from prosecution to meet the ANC's national executive.

However, he said he was optimistic that progress would be made at today's first meeting of the joint working group on the suspension of the ANC's armed struggle.

In an interview from Umtata, Hani reiterated his refusal to accept the conditions attached to the indemnity, saying the SAP could not be trusted not to arrest him.

The ANC chose Hani to lead its delegation to the talks before government refused to renew his indemnity.

The working group was agreed to at last month's meeting between government and the ANC at which the ANC announced it was suspending its armed struggle.

Today's meeting in Pretoria is expected to explore issues relating to the suspension and the unrest situation.

The non-renewal of Hani's indemnity is also likely to be on the agenda.

Hani said yesterday he would have "loved" to attend the meeting because he regarded the suspension of the armed struggle as an important decision.

He expected to be briefed by the ANC's delegates and would be available to give input.

It was unclear yesterday who would head the ANC delegation in his place.

Government's decision not to renew Hani's indemnity was based on militant statements he made when setting up his base in Transkei.

However, he sounded more conciliatory yesterday, saying the time for recriminations was over. A balance had to be found between white fears and the fears and frustrations of the oppressed, he said.
Buthelezi still keen on Mandela meeting

KwaZulu Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi said yesterday he was still willing to meet ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela to discuss a joint strategy to end the township violence.

Speaking at a news conference at Jan Smuts Airport on his return from a visit to Poland, he said he was "very, very disturbed" by recent attacks on him by Mandela and other ANC figures.

Asked about a possible alliance between Inkatha and the NP, Buthelezi said he would welcome such cooperation, adding that "the more alliances we have, the more likely we as South Africans are to get our act together".

He said he had no objection to the working relationship between government and ANC which has been described as a form of alliance.

Buthelezi said he believed that a meeting between himself and Mandela would make "a major contribution to the diffusion of the violence".

He had been told that a "very important leader of the ANC" — who he declined to name — wished to meet him.

Meanwhile the ANC-aligned SA Youth Congress (Sayco) yesterday called for Buthelezi's arrest, saying he was guilty of "associating and involving himself in criminal activities which are carried out by his impi".
Great Trek.  
Great Return.  
Great Trauma

As the Pretoria Minute ticks on South Africa is faced with the return trek of anything from 30 000 to 100 000 exiles. While they and their families will rejoice a number of problems need to be faced. Where will they live, where will they work, who will foot the bill and what problems are they importing?

By MARK GEVISER

THE Mionane. The Great Trek. The Gold Rush. Forced Removals. Forced Exile. South African history has always been about huge population movements - people caught up, with their oxenwagons or mining picks, their AK47s or Australian entry visas, in stampede across colonialism's borders.

We learnt history from those inescructable maps showing thick black arrows plummeting down one coast and thin white lines sprawling up the other.

Now let's make a real map: write 1950 underneath it, take your Pocky and draw thick arrows squeezed south through Komatipoort and Belt Bridge.

Add The Great Homecoming to our veritable history of population movements, as a scattered nation reconsiders itself.

If South Africa's dock ticks in time to the Pretoria Minute, then some categories of exiles will be granted indemnity in just over three weeks, on October 1.

An African National Congress-government Working Group has also been instructed to set up a timetable for granting indemnity on an individual basis to those who are in Lusaka, Kinshasa or have charges against them. "The latest date envisaged for completion of the total task," the Minute states, "is not later than April 30, 1991."

Reverend Sid Jacob, director of refugees' ministries for the South African Council of Churches, predicts that at least 30 000 exiles will return by...
Discard your angst. Lighten up.

That's the startling message from Albie Sachs, the ANC's chief constitutional planner and author of a recent controversial paper on culture. In a public talk at Wits last week, he told the arts community that "angst and guilt and self-denial helps no one. Bring your privilege, your talents into our new society. If you have the capacity to heal, heal; to paint, paint. Your duty as a South African is to share what you have with those that don't."

He also warned against pouring castor oil down the throats of both the "haves" and the "oppressed." Most refreshingly, he punctured the egos of the, you know, radical academic chic who believe that art has to be, like, relevant to the masses.

Sachs seemed to provide some defence against looming artistic fascism. His evident humanity made the arly masochists sound shrill and mean. Perhaps the forgiving humility of this man, whose arm was blown off in an assassination attempt by SA agents in Maputo, is itself an illustration that, while protest art can voice rage during times of repression, it becomes a toneless instrument when endlessly banged.

"The slogan of yesterday, which meant so much yesterday, is boring tomorrow," Sachs says. "History means that what was right at one moment becomes wrong the next."

People will not forever be prepared to leave townships (or suburbs, he might have added) to watch plays on the wickedness of apartheid. Audiences will want plays, art and literature that speak about their lives, that criticise contemporary events. "There was beautiful poetry written during the struggle in Mozambique," said Sachs, "but after the struggle, poetry crashed, because they were publishing over and over again the poetry of the armed struggle."

Sachs wove his messages around vivid word pictures of his long years in exile in Mozambique. He told of assisting the painters of one of the first of the large murals that became a symbol of newly independent Frelimo Mozambique. He was with two artists: a Chilean woman whose brother, a member of socialist Salvador Allende's government, was hanged after the dictator Pinochet seized power; and a Mozambican, a round man who sang as he painted in his newly free country.

The Chilean woman with the sad face painted the top half of the mural, filled with rainbows, flowers and a cow; the happy Mozambican painted miserable faces and scenes of devastation. "The Chilean art was not full of guns and spears and bombs," said Sachs, "there were no signs of the face of fascism. It was warm, affirmative and glowing with landscapes and animals and bright colours."

Perhaps here another point needs to be made: art that shows devastation, misery and contorted forms is art beloved of the wealthy; buying angst, covers guilt. It is snail-on-the-razorblade art; it hovers close to the boundaries of being patronising and insulting.

Sachs struck a blow against the pseudos, too, when he said: "The least you can do if you're privileged is to enjoy it. Poor people feel it is disrespectful if you visit them when you are poorly dressed. They aspire towards wealth."

A trendy intellectual stood up and asked how the ANC law professor felt about the insidious colonialism of television in people's living rooms, enslaving their minds.

"We go to the movies," Sachs responded, "because it is enjoyable. We don't feel colonised. If it's a good picture, a good poem or good theatre you'll get the message. If you go there and have physical or moral AK-47's and won't allow something because it is racist, sexist -- then it won't work."

"Brazilian soap opera saved the Mozambicans. People were depressed, they were suffering, but in the intricacies of Brazilian soap operas they were able to escape. Are we going to have soap operas with serious, hard-working people, noble, correct, with the right message? Boring!

"People want soap operas with mystery, intrigue, drama, where the good triumph in the end. You can't round up people and push them into a gallery. One has to facilitate, not impose: when you impose, the results are feebile. When people are enthusiastic and get together because they are involved together in freedom, that's when something good emerges."

At this rate the ANC will soon be advocating a free-market economy.  

Charlene Smith
ANC failure to move faster on matching SA Police appointments to the joint monitoring group is hampering police efforts to bring peace to strife-torn areas.

"It is pointless to have a working forum that is working from only one side. If there is a problem we need to address it," Law & Order spokesman Leon Melle tells the FM. He also complains that those the ANC has nominated are not easily available. This makes it difficult for police to tackle problems quickly and after consultation.

The 96 policemen appointed by the SAP are placed across SA to make access to a joint monitoring group easy in most areas. The ANC has provided only a third of that figure.

The FM left numerous messages for the ANC to react to these allegations but no response was received.

Mr Justice Goldstone earlier this week issued his report on the March 26 Sebokeng killings. He concludes that police actions, which led to the deaths of 12 and injuries of 86, were largely unjustified; he also finds that certain standing orders were ignored and recommends that the conduct of some policemen should be considered by the attorney general. Families of the deceased and injured are putting together claims of R2m-R3m against the police.

It is clear that there will be no easing of tensions between police and the community until there are regular discussions. Mellett says this is an SAP priority.

However, the peace forum initiative (launched so promisingly in mid-August when Minister of Law & Order Adriaan Vlok flew to Soweto to meet Nelson Mandela) has still not got off the ground. It has not met since.

Not only communities feel threatened. Vlok says from January to mid-August 42 policemen (one white) died in political unstated.

THE VIOLENCE
FROM BOTH SIDES

CURRENT AFFAIRS

rest; 403 were injured; there were 1,233 attacks on patrolling policemen; the homes of 522 were attacked; and 1,805 police vehicles were damaged or destroyed.

The Goldstone Commission criticises police attitudes and procedures but also con-

Judge Goldstone...
Murder at random on Soweto's streets

Staff Reporters
The official death toll in Soweto has risen to six with additional unconfirmed killings reported since violence flared yesterday morning. Thirty people were injured, four critically.

Early today the situation in the township was quiet but tense, with police and the SADF maintaining a high profile. Soweto police spokesman, Capt. Joseph Ngobeni said.

Five people were killed last night when bands of men — one group allegedly in a minibus and others on foot — went on the rampage randomly killing residents in the street and in their houses.

One was shot dead in Naledi. Three were assaulted in the same area and ferried to the Jabulani Police Station in a private car. They were dead on arrival. A sixth man was attacked in Mahatla.

Earlier in the day a Zulu migrant worker was murdered. Two men critically injured and 14 seriously injured when renewed violence erupted between Merefa hostel dwellers and township residents.

And according to Father Emmanuel Lafont of the Catholic Church in Molemole at least four people were killed in Molemole, and the attackers destroyed a number of homes.

"Black people in blue clothing had gone on the rampage. The four I know of who died lived in the same street. An old woman was stabbed with a assagi. In other places people were shot. Then the attackers vanished in a kombi."

Fasting
He has embarked on "an indefinite" fast to protest against the on-going violence and "after appealing in vain to the police.

"It is the third time now that my own people are threatened by the hostel dwellers and police are unable to help."

Reacting to allegations by several residents, Capt. Ngobeni said he could not confirm incidents of looting, neither could he say the attackers came from Merefa Hostel.

Yesterday morning police uncovered 25 petrol bombs in a toilet near Merefa station.

Earlier, police fired teargas to disperse a mob who threw stones and petrol bombs at a police car.

The media were asked to leave the area until the unrest had died down because police believed the crowds were "showing off" for TV cameras. The violence erupted early in the morning, when, following the killing of the migrant worker, hundreds of enraged hostel dwellers gathered at the station at about 7:30 am armed with knobkerries, axes, pitchforks, pangas and other weapons to avenge his killing.

They attacked terrified commuters on their way to work.

The mob was dispersed by an SAP patrol firing teargas.

Sharpened
While the police and members of the SADF watched, some hostel dwellers with red headbands sharpened their homemade weapons on stones. Youngs erected barricades in neighbouring towns, apparently to hinder police vehicles from entering.

Residents in the area blamed Inkatha hostel dwellers for yesterday's fighting and hostel dwellers alleged that some of them were attacked after alighting from the trains at Merefa on their way to and from work.

A photographer from The Star and a photographer from a French agency were locked in the back of a police van and driven away yesterday but were later released after being threatened with arrest.

Weapons and money exchanged hands behind the Merefa hostel yesterday. This enterprising hostel dweller did a roaring trade manufacturing weapons and sharpening instruments. Police and troops were standing outside the hostel gates at the time. © Picture by Herbert Mabuza
Khala can go to conferences

By Celeste Louw

The general secretary of the Media Workers' Association of SA (Mwasa) succeeded yesterday in having his bail conditions amended to allow him to attend union conferences. He faces charges of armed robbery and attempted murder.

Sithembele Khala (32) asked permission of a Johannesburg magistrate not to report at the Jabulani police station daily in September as Mwasa was involved in negotiations in Port Elizabeth and Cape Town. Mr Khala was granted bail of R25 000 earlier this year after his arrest for allegedly robbing a branch of Nedbank in March.

According to the charge sheet, Mr Khala and a co-accused, Melchzwi Disho (34), also allegedly attempted to shoot three men.
ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela has written to US Congressman William Gray, a leading proponent of sanctions, asking him to support next month's observation mission by black business leaders to the US.

"During my visit to the US," Mandela wrote last month, "I spoke of the need for greater co-operation between black South Africans and African-Americans. One of the critical areas where this type of international co-operation is vitally important to a more democratic SA is in economics and business development."

W R Consultants head Willie Ramoshaba plans to take up to 120, mostly black, business leaders on a 18-day tour of six major US cities. So far 65 people from SA and a dozen from neighbouring countries have signed up for the trip. He is putting together an 80-page, ad-sponsored book of profiles of SA black businesses to distribute abroad and at home to government agencies, corporations and foundations.

Ramoshaba says the group is not out to bust sanctions but to get acquainted with potentially lucrative US opportunities. That's why it's called an observation—not a trade—mission.

The mission begins October 7 with a farewell dinner in Johannesburg. Mandela and US ambassador Bill Swing will be among the speakers. Companies are invited to attend the dinner.

In Chicago, mission members will have a chance to talk to executives of fast-food giant McDonald's. Mike Mohoho, who's co-ordinating the trip in the US, says McDonald's is preparing the groundwork to open franchises in SA and 15 mission members are potential franchisees.

"In Washington we will deal with policy issues and how business and government interact," Mohoho says. "The people on this trip will be expected to contribute to the debate in SA on legislation affecting business. They will come home with two bags, one full of business cards and contacts and the other full of ideas on how government and business can work together."
Low-level team is a ‘snub’ by ANC

THE African National Congress appears to have deliberately snubbed the Government by not sending its top men to the first meeting yesterday of the joint working group to work out details of the ANC’s suspension of its armed struggle.

This seems to have been a retort to the Government’s withdrawal of immunity against arrest for Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr Chris Hani, who was to have headed the ANC delegation, which prevented him attending today’s meeting.

Umkhonto we Sizwe commander Mr Joe Modise, head of international department Mr Thabo Mbeki and Mr Pallo Jordan also failed to arrive for the meeting at the offices of Law and Order Minister Adrian Vlok.

ANC sources denied the snub and said their officials had an “important meeting to attend”.

Their absence left a three-man relatively low-level ANC delegation facing the full six-man Government team.

The Government team, headed by Vlok, consisted of Deputy Constitutional Development Minister Roelf Meyer, chief director of Constitutional Development Dr Henk Faurie, Security Police deputy chief General Bob Beukes, justice department official Mr Johan Geyer and national intelligence service official Mr M Spaarwater.

The three ANC officials were Mr Matthew Phosa, Mr Joe Nhlanhla and Mr Jacob Zuma.

Police sources said the first meeting would probably define terms such as “the armed struggle” and discuss which groups the suspension of the armed struggle applied to.

There has been some controversy about whether the agreement also applies to the South African Communist Party.

The Government is expected to push for a comprehensive suspension of the armed struggle, including recruitment of Umkhonto cadres and the mass mobilisation campaign.

The ANC offers a much narrower definition which includes only the suspension of armed action and infiltration of men and arms. - Sowetan Correspondent.
What awaits the exiles who will, in the next few months, stream back into South Africa? Mark Gevisser spoke to a family which has been back from London for two years, and to an ANC official who returned from Lusaka in May.

The Setlouanes are facing with trying to reconcile a belief in African culture with the lifestyle acquired by living in Britain. "Life is so much more communal here," Chawna says. "When I was in London, we felt that we were alone. Now we feel like we are part of a wider community."

Chawna says that the Setlouanes were forced to leave their homes and live in a resettlement camp in Cape Town. They had to adapt to life in the city, which is different from life in the rural areas of South Africa.

Chawna says that the most difficult part of being back in South Africa is the lack of security. "We are constantly on guard," she says. "We have to be careful about who we trust."

Chawna is also concerned about the future of her children. "They are so young," she says. "They don't understand what is happening."

Chawna and her family are determined to stay in South Africa, but they are also looking forward to the future. "We are hopeful," Chawna says. "We believe that things will get better."
Another Great Trek—this time back home
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and then to their final destinations
within South Africa. UNHCR
would provide the returning exiles with travel
documents, would offer limited
material assistance and would, per-
haps most importantly, ensure their
safety by policing the terms of the
agreements.

Namibian officials to the NCC, have
raised the importance of involving
the UN in the repatriation process.
UNHCR Africa director, Nicolas
Szwajkow, confirmed, from Geneva,
that "we have been approached by both
the ANC and the government, and
discussions are under way."
The South Africans, however, are
reportedly sceptical at present.

"The ANC's head of
security, Vusi
Khoza, has publicly ruled out
the possibility of an JUN-administered
bush," and has said South Africans
repatriation would work differently
than the Namibian one.

Rather than all being housed to-
gether in a single location in
Namibia, South African refugees
will be allowed to join their families
as quickly as possible through pri-
mary reception centers before being
helped, by regional officials of the
NCC, to move on to their home
communitys.

"The temptation among the exiles
might be to stick together," explains
Hnique Ndou, leader of the South Afri-
can Black Social Workers' Associa-
tion (SABSA) and member of the NCC's
task force on welfare and coordina-
tion, "but it is imperative that they do
tackle the primary reception centers.
This will make it easier for them to
find jobs and housing, while it will
prevent them falling prey to crime.

The NCC has pledged to offer all
their regional centers as pri-
mary reception centers, and the NCC
is looking at using exiled political
figures to help with this task.

As in Namibia, the NCC intends
the first plane-load to be filled with
professionals—doctors, social
workers, lawyers, administrators—who
can assist with the integration of
the exiles.

"These people," says the NCC's
Meyer, "have high expectations.
They've been living for the moment
of return. But they'll be coming back
in need of housing and jobs in a country
with a severe housing crisis and un-
employment."

And, adds SABSA's Ndou, "they
will have to adjust to being treated as
secondary citizens under apartheid."

To deal with the problems of inte-
gration, the NCC has set up a task
force even the Working Group
discusses the terms of indemnity.
Already, certain major problems have
arisen: the government has indicated
that all returning exiles from other
African countries will be screened for
HIV before being allowed to
return, but the ANC and the
National Medical and Dental
Association have said this is
unacceptable.

ANC doctors have estimated
that a high percent of their mem-
bership in Afri-
ca is HIV-infected.

Education and training is another
major priority. There is a joke
that there are more South African PhDs
abroad than at home, and while it is
true that the exile community is highly
educated, there are also tens of
thousands of people, new in their late
twenties or early thirties, whose
schooling was disrupted by the Sow-
ceto uprising and who have conse-
quently been trained as soldiers. This
militarised population will have to
adjust to civilian life by training for
jobs and, psychologically, by learn-
ing to function in an open society after
a decade or more of secretive, disci-
plined life.
Cultural politics and
the return of the ANC

Differences between internal cultural structures and the returning ANC Department of Arts and Culture have been resolved with the DAC resuming its position as head of its cultural family. IVOR POWELL reports

Sama, it emerged, was planning a concert of its own, at which exiled musicians, among them Ibrahim, were scheduled to appear. Concealed as an event which would require at least R2-million in funding, the concert was to be a big bang celebration of the return of South Africa's eminent musical exiles — as well as marking the lifting of the cultural boycott.

Quite simply, Sama felt that, as the relevant musicians' alliances in relation to matters affecting the cultural boycott and the return of exiles, its thunder was being stolen by having the famous musician appear under The Weekly Mail's banner.

If Ibrahim was to return it should be under the auspices of Sama. As the body mandated by last year's DAC policy document in which the party's or the cultural boycott produced a document to relevant discipline-based organisations inside the country, Sama was technically well within its rights — whatever one might think of its motivations and modus operandi.

In the end, however, it was the DAC — now semi-formally established as a local organisation with the return of its head Barbara Masekela — who won the day.

"We still feel that Dollar Brand deserved something bigger, something which would create more of a splash," one Sama representative said. "But we understand that now decisions need to be made on a more centralised basis."

Masekela has made it clear in recent statements that the cultural boycott no longer binds South Africans. It is only applicable to foreigners wanting to perform in the country. However, in this, as in many other matters related to cultural policy decisions seem to be increasingly ad hoc, and, in the view of many local cultural organisers, increasingly difficult to keep up with.

While it is acknowledged that the return of the DAC entails that cultural policy decisions within the broad alliance will now be made by its principals, it is only the series of meetings held last week which have specifically aimed to centralise the question. No formal decisions have been taken, nor any debates emerged.

But greater clarity is unlikely to be forthcoming before the constituent Cultural Workers Congress meeting, scheduled to be held next month. At an earlier meeting in May, a National Interim Co-ordinating Committee was elected, comprising members from seven South African regions. From this committee ANC Transvaal regional official Ronnie Mabena has emerged as the key representative.

It is expected that at the CWC meeting, the Interim Cultural Desk will be formally dissolved and a National Cultural Committee set up in its place.

It is also possible that the cultural boycott will be officially lifted.

Official ANC cultural policy is to maintain MDB cultural structures as more-or-less autonomous organisations, and not to transform them into ANC structures. However, it is expected that they will owe "accountability" to the parent organisation.

Meanwhile, Cultural Desk frontman Mbuli says he will be pursuing his career as a performer and moving gradually out of the cut and thrust of cultural bureaucracy.

Mbuli said: "I am first and foremost a performer. Now that the DAC is back in place, I am at liberty to pursue my career. Soon people will be talking about the Singing Poet Mbuli."
Top ANC members skip talks

By Peter Fabricius,
Political Correspondent

The joint ANC/Government working group discussing the implementation of the suspension of the ANC armed struggle held a first "exploratory" meeting in Pretoria yesterday.

It appeared, however, that the ANC snubbed the Government by not sending its top men to the meeting.

While sources said the meeting was largely a "getting to know you" affair, the "snub" seems to have been a retort to the Government's withdrawal of immunity from arrest for Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani. He was granted temporary immunity to attend the talks but said he did not want this.

Umkhonto we Sizwe commander Joe Modise, head of international department Thabo Mbeki and Palle Jordan also failed to arrive for the meeting in the offices of Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok.

ANC sources have denied snubbing the Government and said their officials had another "important meeting to attend".

Their absence left a three-man, relatively low-level ANC delegation of Mathew Phosa, Joe Nhlanhla and Jacob Zuma facing the full Government team headed by Mr Vlok. The meeting was conducted in a fairly informal atmosphere.

The working group — which is supposed to report back to the Government and the ANC national executive by September 15 — will meet again on Tuesday.

Constitutional Development Minister Roelf Meyer, chief director of Constitutional Development Dr Henk Fourie, Security Police deputy chief General Bob Beukes, justice official Johan Geyser and national intelligence service official M Spaarwater also attended the talks.
At the top a call for peace, on the ground pleas for guns

By JO-ANNE COLLINGE

AFRICAN National Congress officials were reporting increasing demands from Reef township residents for weapons to defend themselves as ANC and government teams met in Pretoria yesterday for ceasefire talks. The ANC team that went to Pretoria for the Joint Working Group meeting on the ceasefire was only half-strength. Not only was the ANC team leader, "Unkhonto weSizwe" chief of staff Chris Hani, absent as expected, but so were MK commander Joe Modise and executive members Thabo Mbeki and Pallo Jordan.

Jacob Zuma, Joe Nhlanhla and Matthew Phosa attended for the ANC. The government, it is understood, fielded a full team under Minister of Law and Order Adriam Vlok.

Hani's absence was due to Pretoria's refusal to indemnify him from prosecution. The government has indemnified all but three members of the ANC national executive committee.

The ceasefire talks stand in stark contrast to a demand from ANC supporters for arms and protection in Reef townships where hostel-centred violence has claimed about 600 lives since July 22.

At the weekend, ANC PWV region organizer Andrew Mapheto reported to a consultative conference that "a desperate call for arms became deafening" in recent weeks as conflict moved from area to area. Unless ANC and other leadership figures "say something very specific on the question of self-defence and arms, (this message) fell on deaf ears."

He added: "Some of our comrades even became reluctant to come face to face with comrades from conflict-ridden areas. They had no answer to the demand for arms."

In terms of the Pretoria Minute, the ANC undertook to suspend all armed actions from August 6. Although the movement at all times stressed this did not preclude the right of people to defend themselves with all means at their disposal, in practice garden forks and petrol bombs have proved ineffectual against assailants with firearms.

Mapheto also commented that in the face of alleged police misconduct "all we could do was telephone their senior officers. Unfortunately, the more reports of police conduct reached us, the more we urged our people to work in consultation with them." This simply reinforced people's existing mistrust of the police, he reported.

His views were underscored yesterday by Barbara Hogan, ANC PWV office co-ordinator. "People are not saying, in fact, that the armed struggle should not be suspended. What they are saying is that 'the ANC must come and defend us'. - or else that they want to go for military training to defend themselves."

The feeling in the region was that it would not be correct in the present context to arm untrained people, even if the Pretoria Minute did not impinge on this strategy, because it could push the situation towards civil war.

The remaining, stop-gap strategy was "to start forcing the police to start doing their jobs properly, to start disarming the other side."

This meant more effective use of the police-ANC communication mechanisms set up in the Pretoria talks and depend- ed on ANC branches establishing "efficient intelligence networks" so that information could be used timely to
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Force the police to take pre-emptive action and to bring aggressors to book.

Hogan argued that the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes gave the ANC a degree of influence at senior level.

In addition, the ANC was "working at how to set up self-defence units that are not going to escalate the violence" and could act pre-emptively.

The problem, said Hogan, was that none of these measures offered immediate and tangible results. None offered outright security in the face of attack.

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela has made it clear that he perceives in the violence the hand of right-wing elements whose purpose is to derail the process of negotiation.

It is probably in the light of this perception that the Joint Working Group meeting went ahead as planned yesterday.
TALKS ON THE ARMED STRUGGLE "ON TRACK" FROM PROSECUTION

ANC spokesmen denied that their non-attendance was a deliberate snub, saying the men were "at another meeting".

The government delegation was led by Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok and included Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee and Deputy Constitutional Development Minister Roelf Meyer.

Sapa reports ANC deputy leader Nelson Mandela said last night the question of Hani’s absence from the working group was being satisfactorily addressed.
Oscar Dhloko

PAC must join the talks

The Government has taken an unprecedented step in formally inviting the Pan Africanist Congress to participate in negotiations that are about to begin. The PAC's Secretary-General, Benny Alexander, has been quick to point out the uniqueness of this development.

The Government has never made a secret of the fact that the PAC is a significant player in our politics and that it therefore deserves a place at the negotiating table. The Government-ANC Pretoria Minute does, in fact, call on all political parties to come forward and join negotiations. The Frontline States have also encouraged the PAC to participate in negotiations.

It would indeed be a great pity if the PAC ultimately rejects participation. It is a party that has made its contribution, alongside other parties, in bringing us to the present stage of the liberation struggle. It has capable and talented leaders whose contributions would undoubtedly enrich the future constitutional debate.

The PAC leadership has wisely decided that the invitation will be democratically considered by the party structures. It would have been tragic had the leadership rejected the invitation out of hand. But in debating the invitation, they should keep the following strategic considerations in mind:

Firstly, they should not put the Government in a position where it could credibly claim that the PAC excluded itself from negotiations after having been formally invited.

This is something that the Government has never done to any other liberation movement in the past. A matter of only a few months ago, the National Party leaders of the day were threatening to confiscate the passports of people who dared to visit Lusaka to talk to the ANC. There were days when a mere hint that a government official or an ordinary member of the National Party had talked to the ANC was angrily denied by the National Party.

Secondly, since the PAC believes that there are serious obstacles that still stand on the way to the negotiation table, it must find a way of discussing these obstacles with a view to ultimately removing them. We would dearly love to read the PAC version of the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

Thirdly, rightly or wrongly, I have always understood the objective of the PAC's armed struggle to be to force those who have monopolised political power to start talking about ending this monopoly. Doesn't the invitation from the Government meet this objective?

We shall all wait anxiously for the decision of the PAC and we know that it will discuss this matter with extreme perspicacity.
Worcester, a major Boland agricultural and industrial centre, has produced a unique civic liaison between a militant ANC-supporting tenants' committee and the white, self-styled "non-racial" municipality.

A "Worcester Indaba", where local civic bodies could meet to chart a just and fair future for the Breede River valley town, would be convened later this year, tenants' committee spokesman Mr Ronnie September said yesterday.

Mr September is the deputy co-ordinator of the Worcester Housing Crisis Committee (WHCC), a body representing municipal tenants in coloured housing areas, and in direct opposition to the statutory management committee.

The committee initiated a rent boycott in July and has demanded that all arrest rentals be scrapped.

Municipal officials and representatives of the WHCC met on Thursday night in ongoing discussions on demands on rent, a single municipality and disbanding the management committee.

Worcester is a National Party seat. The neighbouring black Zwelethembu township experienced sustained unrest during the 1985-86 popular uprising.

Commenting on the relationship between the municipality and WHCC, Worcester's mayor, Mr Kolle Nelson, said: "I lay great emphasis on retaining open channels of communication with all interest groups, not just the WHCC. Because this, there has been no violence. Worcester is a safe town."

The effects of the rent boycott were negligible and most arrears arose because people were unable to pay, he said.

The next meeting was scheduled for September 26. — Sapa
Indemnity granted to 29

PRETORIA Twenty-nine people received temporary immunity in terms of the Indemnity Act yesterday, according to a Government Gazette notice.


The notice was signed by President P.W. de Klerk and Foreign Affairs Minister Mr P.J. Botha.

The immunity will be valid until December 31 this year. — Baps
Winnie's job 'not on line'\(^{\text{NN}}\)

Mrs Winnie Mandela's job as head of the ANC's social welfare department is not "on the line", according to a spokesman at the ANC's Johannesburg headquarters.

The ANC has declined to comment on reports that more than 100 ANC branches have expressed concern at her appointment.

South newspaper claimed that the ANC national executive was under pressure to reconsider her status.
Hostel raiders wreak carnage in Naledi Ext

SIX people from the same family were admitted to Baragwanath Hospital after a well-planned attack on residents of Naledi Extension which left four dead and 14 injured this week.

The attack occurred while residents of the township on the west of Soweto, known as the "wild west", were watching their favourite TV2 and TV3 programmes. Agnes Thulioane (13) told how a group of seven men, allegedly hitmen from Merafe hostel, attacked her family after entering their home through the windows. She said a woman ran into their house, while the family was watching television, shouting that hostel dwellers had arrived.

The men then entered and stabbed my granny, Augustina Talibogo (55), with an "intshumeni" (a long sharp steel instrument) in the stomach.

Axe defender

"They then hit my aunt, Josephine Talibogo, who was hiding in the wardrobe, on the head with knobkerrie." She said her grandmother, Josia Talie (60), tried to defend them with an axe but the men wrestled it from her. "They then chopped him on the head. The axe stuck in his head and was removed at Baragwanath Hospital."

Lebo Molise (9) and Nahaibeng Maphalala (10) were also injured in the 7:45 pm attack. Agnes's sister, Kefuwe Thulioane (18), tried to run but was hit several times with a knobkerrie. Agnes survived the attack by crouching behind a dressing table.

The men then attacked several other houses. One man died instantly after being shot several times. Soweto police spokesman, Captain Joseph Ngobeni, confirmed that three others died on arrival at Inhlabini Police Station.

A Baragwanath Hospital spokesman said 14 people from Naledi were treated at the hospital.

Habu Maleete, whose home was also attacked, said the men were travelling in three vehicles, including a Cressida and a minibus.

It was last TV show for family of six

Phari Matlou (51) said he and a number of companions were in the street when they heard screams followed by the sound of gunshots. They ran into a nearby yard seeking shelter. Then two of his companions, Solomon Seema and Khambale Mphethele, insisted that they jump the fence to escape from the advancing mob.

Mr Matlou said that because he had an injured knee, he decided not to jump the fence but to crawl under a car parked nearby in the yard.

From under the vehicle he watched as his friends tried to jump the fence. But it was too high for them and they were caught by the advancing mob which in a frenzied attack inflicted terrible injuries on them.

Seema was killed and Mphethele injured. He is in a critical condition at Baragwanath Hospital.

Mrs Martha Seema, now a widow, told Saturday Star that she arrived at home at 9 am the next day from night duty when the news of her husband's death was broken to her. That was all she could say. She just sat there and cried.

Just opposite the Seemas' house Martha Kwaena (50) was also killed.

Only an hour later men thought to be Inkatha members stoned her house and attacked Mrs Kwaena. She was killed - stabbed to death by men who had earlier warned her daughter to avoid.

David Magano used to live in the house next door. His widow, Lydia (49), said they were watching TV when she was hit by a stone thrown through the window. They all ran to the kitchen for cover.

After entry was forced, she was stabbed with a spear below her shoulder, but managed to run to the street, she informed Saturday Star.

But her husband (33) was not so lucky - as their daughter discovered when she saw the raiders dragging his corpse away from the combi parked in their yard.
Residents relive their horror

By SOPHIE TEMA

WHEN 23 visiting Anglican bishops and other clergy met at Vosloorus Hostel this week, a blood-stained blanket, shirt, shoes and pools of dried blood in a dusty street near the hostel bore witness to the violence that erupted in the area on Monday night.

They heard about residents caught in the unprovoked violence that claimed the lives of 16 people and injured about 50 badly.

The bishops were from many parts of South Africa, Mozambique, Namibia, Lesotho and Swaziland.

Bishop Tomaz Masuluhile of Mozambique told them that the congregation of St Michael's Anglican Church in Sebokeng about similar attacks on the people of his country by Zanu PF rebels.

He said his house had been destroyed by fire during an attack and he said his colleague Bishop Darien Sogugu of Limpopo had witnessed several killings of his people.

Residents said the attack on the hostel on Monday night by Inkatha supporters was the worst since violence broke out in the area two months ago.

They said the bishops of the gruesome deaths and the agonising screams of their colleagues called for help, saying they were being attacked by Inkatha members.

Two dormitories in the hostel, Block A and Block C, were ripped apart by two blasts in which about 17 people died.

Lizzy Ntenepe had a leg damaged in the blast and it had to be amputated.

Speaking from her hospital bed, Lizzy, 18, said: "I had arrived only two days before the incident from Umtata to look for my father who lives in the hostel.

"I was asleep when I was suddenly woken up by the screams of people in the dormitory. Suddenly I felt the whole room shaking. I lost consciousness and when I came to, I found myself in hospital. My leg was severed." Lizzy said her body was also full of shotgun wounds.

Residents living near the hostel said they heard the blasts but were too scared to go out into the dark and could only helplessly peer through their windows.

Scared of people who accompanied the bishops on their tour were shocked to see dried blood on the walls where three of the dead had been lying.

Nathaniel Mzobe, who had come from Edenvale to visit her husband, also sustained injuries to her leg when the room in which she had been sleeping was rocked by a blast. Her husband escaped injury, although some of the people who slept next to him had died.

She said doctors told her they might have to amputate her left leg as it had been severely mutilated in the blast.

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, who visited the government mortuary where the bodies had been removed from the scene of the violence, described the attack on the hostel dwellers as "vicious and cruel.

At a press conference at Sebokeng on Tuesday, Mandela said he and other members of the ANC visited the mortuary to see the body of one man who had been shot in the back of the head.

Sello Tshela, who lives near the hostel, said he and his wife were woken by the blasts and two heavy blasts coming from the direction of the hostel.

"I jumped out of bed and crept up to the window. I saw people running from the hostel towards the township. They were screaming for help, saying they were being attacked by Inkatha.

"At about six o'clock I went out of my house and in the street, I saw a group of residents. We mobilised other residents and moved towards the hostel where we noticed a man known to us as the leader of the Inkatha Youth Brigade handing out guns to a group of men.

"When he saw us he drove off at high speed towards the hostel in a car that had no registration plate. When we arrived at the hostel we were shocked at the number of bodies lying strewn all over the place."

Nelson Mandela addresses an enthusiastic crowd at the Sebokeng Hostel this week.

- home and possessions after her death by MIKE MELENI
PAC at turning point?

By SHAFA'AT ALHAMD-KHAN

A NEW challenge faces PAC president Zephania Mothopeng when he turns 77 tomorrow.

Since being released from prison a year and nine months ago, the diehard Africanist faces a dramatically changed political scene.

The crucial question for him and his organisation now is whether to accept the South African government's recent invitation to join the negotiation process.

A decision on this question is eagerly awaited by all parties concerned.

Mothopeng was born near Vrede in the Free State on September 10, 1913. He became national executive member of the PAC when the nationalist organisation was formed in 1959.

He was elected president in 1986 while serving a 15-year sentence for furthering the aims of the banned organisation.

In 1988 he was freed in the wake of campaigns for his release because of his deteriorating physical condition.

Once in the political fray, he denounced negotiations as a means of solving the country's problems.

In an address last December at the launch of the Pan-Africanist Movement, he said: "Failure to understand this (international, regional and local political, economic and social) climate will result in your misreading the issues confronting the Apartheid people and resulting tactical blunders."

In an interview a few weeks later he remarked: "Negotiations mean you bargain with your opponent. As far as the PAC is concerned, the question of land is not negotiable. The land has to be restored to its rightful owners."

Asked whether he foresaw a narrowing of ideological and other differences between political organisations, he said: "The struggle for liberation has nothing to do with the narrowing or expanding of ideas. It is a question of determination on the part of the people to wage that struggle."

"When people are convinced they have been oppressed enough, they will want to free themselves."

His response to the question of negotiations has to date been uncompromising.

Some sources believe the PAC will not want to be left out in the cold and might want to plunge itself into the hitherto "unacceptable process."

For all the changes taking place and the rallying of different political factions around the negotiation table, the point for Mophopeng and the PAC might be that the "real issues" affecting the lives of millions of black South Africans have not been addressed.

Help for abused

DESPITE a financial crisis the Johannesburg Child and Welfare Society is going through, the organisation has launched a programme to help women who were abused as children.

Social workers Linda Palm and Zelda Kruger said they believed the society had specialised services which could be used to provide therapy for women who had been sexually abused as children.

The support group programme will be part of the unit that works with sexually abused children. People who wish to join the support group can call 331-0171.
Mokaba’s fighting talk not out of line

BY SEKOLA SELLO

Peter Mokaba, the 31-year-old president of the South African Youth Congress (SAYCO), has been cast in the mould of a stormy petrel in the country’s turbulent politics.

He is being labelled the second most controversial figure in the ANC after Umkhonto we Sizwe’s chief of staff Chris Hani.

And his pronouncements in recent weeks have only strengthened the image of a hardliner. At the Soweto funeral service of 11 people killed during the recent attacks on township residents, Mokaba statements were regarded as “highly inflammatory” by government spokesmen.

Mokaba threatened the armed struggle would be taken to white areas. He declared the ANC was a “government in waiting” and the suspension of the armed struggle did not mean the suspension of the right to self-defence.

Mokaba, addressing thousands of mourners at the Jabulani amphitheatre, warned the government not to “play with us, we are fighters. We are prepared to fight until the last drop of our blood”.

These statements, not dissimilar in content to those made by Hani, have led to some people claiming that SAYCO is trying to flex its muscle by making pronouncements which are likely to make the organisation sound radical.

It is said such utterances, while endearing SAYCO to the militants, could also be an embarrassment to the ANC which is engaged in talks about talks with the government.

“Nothing could be further from the truth,” says Mokaba. Every statement he has made in recent weeks is in line with ANC policy and not in conflict with the terms of both the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

Speaking to Mokaba at SAYCO offices shows a different picture of the man. Mokaba is totally committed to the ANC, body and soul. He does not seem to be swelled-headed, given his position in SAYCO.

Neither is he the demagogue he is made out to be. Most of his statements seem to be well thought out. Although his utterances may be controversial, they seem to fall well in line within the broad policies of the ANC.

Highly articulate and self-assured, Mokaba is aware of the immense power wielded by SAYCO. The organisation is reputed to have about a million members.

SAYCO is said to be courted by some hardliners within the ANC and members of the SACP. Some even claim it is the power base of Winnie Mandela. These claims are difficult to verify, but one thing is certain: With Mokaba at the helm, SAYCO will remain in the ANC’s mainstream.

Mokaba, a former computer science student at the University of the North and now studying law with Unisa, sees himself first and foremost a leader of a youth organisation.

Contrary to what many perceive of him, Mokaba is committed to political diversity. He has a healthy respect for both the PAC and AZAPO — and acknowledges their contribution to the liberation struggle. He sees them as credible anti-apartheid movements whose continued existence is politically healthy.

These are not the thoughts of a raving hardliner who sees the ANC as the only game in town.
Hero who could not be silenced

By SANDILE MEMELA and SHAFAA’ATH-AHMAD KHAN

THIS Wednesday is the 13th anniversary of the death in detention of Steve Biko.

Thirteen years later, Biko's legacy lives on amid debate about whether he would still be a black consciousness adherent.

His friend and colleague Strini Moodley told City Press that if Biko were alive today, he would still be the leader of the black consciousness movement.

"In his last interview before he died, Biko said he wanted to see the BCM included in a united opposition front. There would have been no need for him to cross the floor," said Moodley.

But some of his colleagues believe he would by now have joined the ANC.

At a symposium held in Harare in June this year, some of Biko's colleagues from the late 1960s and early 1970s argued that his legacy was not confined to any single organisation or institution.

Anglican Archbishop of Central Africa Khotso Makwaxwala, president of the US-based World Council of Churches who was chairman of the symposium, said Biko's colleagues had outgrown BC philosophy.

"They have gone to different political homes without relinquishing the BC philosophy," he said.

This argument was echoed by the ANC's cultural officer in London, writer Mongane Wally Serote. He said there was no conflict between BC philosophy and the non-racial, democratic culture of the ANC.

But Moodley maintains former BC adherents are trying to justify their betrayal of Biko's philosophy.

"If Biko were alive today, 90 percent of those who have crossed the floor would not have done so," Moodley stressed that Biko's philosophy could have stopped the outbreak of violence that has wrecked black communities.

Biko pointed to the fact black people in South Africa had to struggle for survival, and said the violence could be explained by poverty, unemployment, overcrowding, lack of schooling and migratory labour.

In Biko's words: "Township life alone makes it a miracle for anyone to live up to adulthood. There we see a situation of absolute want in which black will kill black to be able to survive.

"This is the basis of the vandalism, murder, rape and plunder that goes on while the real sources of the evil - white society - sunbaths on exclusive beaches or relax in their bourgeois homes."

He said black people had to sit as "one big unit."

"We are oppressed not as individuals, not as Zulus, Xhosas, Vendas or Indians. We are oppressed because we are black. We must use that very concept to unite ourselves and to respond as a cohesive group."

Azapo will be holding services in Biko's honour throughout the country, and a commemoration will form part of the programme at the Azanian Student Movement's congress which started at Shareworld yesterday.

Today the Kagiso branch of Azapo will hold a rally at the Roman Catholic Church at 2pm. There will be a service in QwaQwa, and other Biko services are planned for Medunsa on September 12, Alexandra on September 9 and at the Mangosuthu Technikon in Umhlazi on September 8.
TOP police and ANC officials are taking stock after a week of bloodshed that saw 11 people killed by an SAPS patrol in Sebokeng and random layoffs of blacks by mysterious gunmen.

Violence — and the danger of it spiralling out of control — dominated statements by government and ANC spokesmen.

The actions of the security forces also came under attack from the right, the left and a group of international jurists.

Among the important events:

- Police launched an investigation into allegations that a Third Force of blacks and balaclava-clad whites are fanning the township carnage with random attacks on innocent people.
- Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok warned that police will insist that any allegations of police misconduct are supported by evidence.
- ANC official Thabo Mbeki disclosed that his organisation would set up its own monitoring groups to keep a check on the security forces.
- An international commission of jurists investigating the Natal violence has come down hard on Inkatha and the security forces.

A police spokesman confirmed yesterday that allegations of a so-called Third Force operating in the townships were being investigated, but that no hard evidence had come to light.

Residents in Sebokeng on Tuesday claimed that a bloody attack on a hostel was launched by armed blacks and whites wearing balaclavas to hide their skin colour.

Eye witnesses said that the hands of some of the attackers clutching firearms were white.

Meanwhile, Mr Mbeki announced at an education forum in Cape Town that the ANC would appoint its own people to monitor security force behaviour.

**Flashpoints**

He also warned that unless the police did more to curb violence, the peace talks were at risk.

He said all police needed to do was to visit flashpoints like the hostels in Soweto, confiscate all weapons and flush out the trouble-makers.

In Johannesburg jurists released the first international study of the Natal conflict, which has claimed more than 4,000 lives in four years.

In its findings released this week, a three-man panel from the Geneva-based International Commission of Jurists recommended the appointment of a "Human Rights Verification Mission" drawn from European Community countries.

A member of the commission, Swedish attorney Christian Ahlund, said he had found the same ingredients in the Natal conflict as in the violence in San Salvador, where a United Nations-sponsored monitoring mission had worked effectively.

The jurists recommended a realignment of the police force, more police training, an end to the carrying of "cultural" weapons such as knobkerries and an end to the state of emergency in Natal.
Ominous pattern in politics

By SEKOLA SELLO

SINCE February 2 when President F W de Klerk lifted restrictions on organisations like the PAC, the ANC and the SACP – paving the way for open party-political activity – politics in the black community has been characterised by increasing intolerance and violence.

While political rivalry and even a measure of intolerance have always been part of our political scene, a more ominous pattern is now beginning to emerge.

Heckling of political rivals, denying them a platform at mass funerals of people killed in the recent upheavals, threatening rivals at schools and in the workplace and preventing them from organising are now becoming the norm.

In Kromstad members of Azapo were threatened with violence at a funeral of a police allegedly killed by police.

The incident compelled ANC internal leadership core co-ordinator Walter Sisulu to intervene directly to guarantee Azapo leaders participation in the funeral service.

In Westrand Azapo members were allegedly killed by members or supporters of charterist organisations.

In the West Rand township of Kagiso members of the PAC were also allegedly attacked by members or supporters of charterist organisations.

Last week Azapo member Daniel Matsimela was prevented from addressing the mass funeral of 26 Kagiso residents who were killed in the riot violence.

The small Eastern Cape town of Uitenhage saw serious bloodletting between ANC and PAC supporters.

An even more violent incident occurred in Diepkloof when young men, allegedly Sayco members, threatened to attack people at the vigil of Azapo leader Muntu Myeza, who died in a mysterious car accident on the outskirts of Bloemfontein.

Those young men also threatened to rape Myeza’s home. Prior to his death, Myeza had been on several occasions been

All parties vieing to capture power

ground may be different.

The misbehaviour of such elements, Jordan says, is not only condemned, but the ANC has taken disciplinary measures against the wrongdoers.

Jordan says whereas he cannot give specific examples of instances where action has been taken against such elements, the ANC has “a clean record of never promoting anyone who has been found guilty of any action that could place the movement in an embarrassing position”.

Jordan says political parties like the National Party have a track record of promoting members who are known to have been involved in activities which are not acceptable in organisations which uphold and cherish democratic values.

He says: “Think of former President P W Botha. He went on to occupy the highest position in the land and yet he was known to have been a bully-boy of the party who disrupted the opposition’s meetings. There are many other examples I could cite.”

According to Jordan, because of the “emotive” nature of politics it is not easy to discipline each and every member. He says the organisation is always trying as much as possible to see that its members behave responsibly.

“We always try to educate and teach our members to accept political pluralism. But, given that our country does not have a culture of democracy, to inculcate such values will not be easy. It will take some time.”

Voting with violence ... guns, bombs and any old sharp instrument will do as an embattled Soweto erupts.

Mokaba’s fighting talk not out of line

By SEKOLA SELLO

The current political climate is in line with ANC policy and not in conflict with the terms of both the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.
Ominous pattern is now beginning to emerge.

Here political rivals, denying them a platform at mass funerals of people killed in the recent upheavals, threatening rivals at schools and in the workplace and preventing them from organising are now becoming the norm.

In Kroonstad members of Azapo were threatened with violence at a funeral of people allegedly killed by police.

This incident compelled ANC internal leadership core co-ordinator Walter Sisulu to intervene directly to guarantee Azapo leaders participation in the funeral service.

In Westonaria Azapo members were allegedly killed by members or supporters of charterist organisations.

In the West Rand township of Kagiso members of the PAC were also allegedly attacked by members or supporters of charterist organisations.

Last week Azapo member Daniel Matsobane was prevented from addressing the mass funeral of 26 Kagiso residents who were killed in the recent violence.

The small Eastern Cape town of Uitenhage saw serious bloodletting between ANC and PAC supporters.

An even more ugly incident occurred in Diepkloof when youngsters, allegedly Saya members, threatened to attack people at the vigil of Azapo leader Muntu Myeza, who died in a mysterious car accident on the outskirts of Bientfontein.

These youngsters also threatened to raze Myeza’s home. Prior to his death, Myeza had on several occasions been vilified by some charterist members.

At a June 16 commemoration service, he was even accused of being a police informer.

There is a common thread running through all these incidents – that political rivals of the ANC and its various affiliates are on the receiving end, although Azapo and the PAC are also at each other’s throats these days.

It is against this background that many people are saying that if some elements in the ANC and its affiliates can display this type of intolerance, what hope is there the ANC will be committed to democratic ideals such as political tolerance if it comes to power?

PAC and Azapo members, particularly their youth wings, are known to be most intolerant of charterist organisations’ views, yet there is little love lost between PAC and Azapo members.

It is believed that intolerance between PAC and Azapo members led senior black consciousness members to leave or were forced to leave the National Congress of Trade Unions.

A further argument is that the ANC is intolerant because of support from its huge constituency.

If the PAC or Azapo had as large a constituency as the ANC or if the roles in talks with government were reversed, it is conceivable that the same allegations levelled at the ANC would hold true for the other parties.

ANC information chief Dr Palle Jordau reiterates the organisation’s commitment to political pluralism and democratic ideals. However, he concludes there may be some elements within ANC formations who may not adhere to the policies of his movement.

He says: “It is to be understood that politics is not all light, reason and rational. Whereas the movement may have a stated policy, the political practice of the people down there on the ground may be different.”

The misbehaviour of such elements, Jordan says, is not only condemned, but the ANC has taken disciplinary measures against the wrongdoers.

Jordan says whereas he cannot give specific examples of instances where action has been taken against such elements, the ANC has a “clean record of never promoting anyone who has been found guilty of any action that could place the movement in an embarrassing position”.

Jordan says political parties like the National Party have a track record of promoting members who are known to have been involved in activities which are not acceptable in organisations which uphold and cherish democratic values.

He says: “Think of former President PW Botha. He went on to occupy the highest position in the land and yet he was known to have been a bully-boy of the party who disrupted the opposition’s meetings. There are many other examples I could cite.”

According to Jordan, because of the “emotive” nature of politics it is not easy to discipline each and every member. He says the organisation is always trying as much as possible to see that its members behave responsibly.

“We always try to educate and teach our members to accept political pluralism. But, given that our country does not have a culture of democracy, to inculcate such values will not be easy. It will take some time.”

This point was supported Sayco president Peter Mokaba. Sayco members have been accused of being largely responsible for the disruption of meetings of political rivals, assault and killing of opponents.

Most allegations of intolerance levelled against the ANC are attributed to members of Sayco.

Mokaba says the image of Sayco as stormtroopers of the ANC and its affiliates is both wrong and misleading. He says his organisation is well-disciplined and tolerant in spite of what he sees as constant provocation by political rivals like the PAC and Azapo.

Jordan and Mokaba are critical of PAC and Azapo attacks which blame the ANC for the killings currently taking place in Soweto, the East Rand, the West Rand and the Vaal Triangle.

Says Jordan: “Statements by PAC and Azapo leadership apportion the blame equally on those who are attacked (the ANC) and the attackers.

“Those are unfortunate statements which create ill feeling among some of our members and thus lead them to act irrationally.”

Jordan says it is unfortunate PAC leadership has told the Press it would like to mediate in the conflict between Inkatha and the ANC.

He says: “The conflict on the Rand is not between Inkatha and the ANC. The PAC exists in the townships, so does Azapo. Their members have also been killed. Even politically neutral people have been killed. How can this be ANC/Inkatha conflict only?”

Although Jordan and Mokaba are holding out the olive branch to Azapo and the PAC, it is clear their attitude towards Inkatha is different.

Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s party is definitely not seen as an anti-apartheid organisation.
Mandela, Tambo to be honoured

ANC president Oliver Tambo and his deputy, Nelson Mandela, are to be awarded honorary doctorates by the University of the Western Cape.

They are the second and third members of the ANC to be awarded honorary doctorates by the university, whose rector has defined as being the "intellectual home of the left".

Reports by CP correspondents, Sapa.
Killers must be stopped, ANC warns government

The ANC's internal head Walter Sisulu said it was clear certain forces were killing black people at random.

"It seems a certain people in white kombi or kombis is involved in shooting black people. To date, such white kombis have appeared in Tembisa, Thokoza, Katlehong and Soweto. Their occupants have shot innocent people without provocation or reason," he told Sapa.

"These forces are not necessarily Inkatha. The killings are beginning to resemble the Strydom massacre. These forces must be identified and dealt with immediately before they kill more people."

Following is a dossier of the killings:

- Residents of Katlehong in the East Rand described how they were shot at by armed black men in blue uniforms, travelling in a Ford van driven by a white man.
- A group of men in a minibus left a bloody trail in Tembisa and Thokoza last weekend, killing 12 people at random.
- In Moletsane, Soweto, Catholic priest Father Emmanuel Lafont said at least four people were killed and a number of homes damaged by men travelling in a minibus.
- However, Soweto police liaison officer Captain MJ Ngobeni denied the reports of people travelling in the minibus were engaged in taxi warfare.

- In Sebokeng witnesses told how masked white men backed up vigilantes attacking the residents on Tuesday. Thirty-six people were killed.

Inkatha's Reef Youth Brigade leader Thembu Khoza was arrested in Sebokeng Hostel, allegedly heavily armed and in the company of balaclava-clad white men. Newspaper reports said seven witnesses had identified Khoza as the leader of a pre-dawn attack on residents by Inkatha "rooiboeke" and a number of white men.

Inkatha president and KwaZulu chief minister Gatsha Buthelezi denied his arrival from abroad this week that his organisation was behind the violence. "We do not have access to an armoury of AK-47s," he said.
Mokaba's fighting talk not out of line

PETER MOKABA, the 31-year-old president of the South African Youth Congress (Sayco), has been cast in the mould of a stormy petrel in the country's turbulent politics.

He is being labelled the second most controversial figure in the ANC after Umkhonto we Sizwe's chief of staff Chris Hani.

And his pronouncements in recent weeks have only strengthened the image of a hardliner. At the Soweto funeral service of 11 people killed during the recent attacks on township residents, Mokaba statements were regarded as "highly inflammatory" by government spokesmen.

Mokaba threatened the armed struggle would be taken to white areas. He declared the ANC was a "government in waiting" and the suspension of the armed struggle did not mean the suspension of the right to self-defence.

Mokaba, addressing thousands of mourners at the Jabulani amphitheatre, warned the government not to "play with us, we are fighters. We are prepared to fight until the last drop of our blood".

These statements, not dissimilar in content to those made by Hani, have led to some people claiming that Sayco is trying to flex its muscle by making pronouncements which are likely to make the organisation sound radical.

It is said such utterances, while endearing Sayco to the militants, could also be an embarrassment to the ANC which is engaged in talks about talks with the government.

"Nothing could be further from the truth," says Mokaba. Every statement he has made in recent weeks is in line with ANC policy and not in conflict with the terms of both the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

Speaking to Mokaba at Sayco offices shows a different picture of the man. Mokaba is totally committed to the ANC, body and soul. He does not seem to be swollen-headed, given his position in Sayco.

Neither is he the demagogue he is made out to be. Most of his statements seem to be well thought out. Although his utterances may be controversial, they seem to fall well in line within the broad policies of the ANC.

Highly articulate and self-assured, Mokaba is aware of the immense power wielded by Sayco. The organisation is reputed to have about a million members.

Sayco is said to be courted by some hardliners within the ANC and members of the SACP. Some even claim it is the power base of Winnie Mandela. These claims are difficult to verify, but one thing is certain: With Mokaba at the helm, Sayco will remain in the ANC's mainstream.

Mokaba, a former computer science student at the University of the North and now studying law with Unisa, sees himself first and foremost a leader of a youth organisation.

Contrary to what many perceive of him, Mokaba is committed to political diversity. He has a healthy respect for both the PAC and Azapo - and acknowledges their contribution to the liberation struggle. He sees them as credible anti-apartheid movements whose continued existence is politically healthy.

These are not the thoughts of a raving hardliner who sees the ANC as the only game in town.
Democrats adopt wait-and-see attitude

The Democratic Party sent a very clear message to the ANC from its national congress — yes, we will consider getting into bed with you sometime — but first prove your commitment to democracy.

In its choice of Zach de Beer as sole leader, in its voting on crucial resolutions about the party's future direction and in its general mood, the conservative congress expressed a decided wariness about the ANC.

There was one very telling moment when Sandton MP Dave Dalling — playing the unexpected role of ardent advocate for a pact with the ANC — said the ANC shared the DP's wish for multi-party democracy, an independent judiciary, an entrenched bill of rights and a free press.

Congress greeted these assurances — particularly the last — with derision.

Mr Dalling's resolution — calling for negotiations with the ANC and other relevant organisations aimed at forming a broad non-racial pact — threatened to be highly divisive as the liberal/conservative faction led by Yeoville MP Harry Schwarz weighed in with sharp criticism of the ANC and urged congress to back President de Klerk's reforms.

Simon's Town MP Jannie Momberg — a member of the left-wing camp — said the day with a simple amendment specifying the National Party as one of the organisations with whom the DP should investigate possible alliances.

In this form it was passed by an overwhelming majority of delegates.

The choice of Dr de Beer as leader over national chairman Tian van der Merwe — by 274 votes to 195 — further underscored the party's wait-and-see mood.

Dr de Beer had stood firmly on the platform that the DP should remain independent from the NP and ANC until they showed their true colours.

Mr van der Merwe showed a much greater inclination to cooperate with the ANC and visualised a possible merger with it in the future.

The central path of independence was also essentially followed in voting on dual membership with the ANC, another battleground between liberals and the left.

Congress decided to allow dual membership with it. Exceptions might be made for black members who faced danger in their townships if they did not join the ANC.

The sum of all these decisions was seen by some as a compromise which favours the liberals or "true-blue Progs". It did not escape the attention of the left that former Houghton MP Helen Suzman, daughter of the old Progs — arrived at the congress only on Saturday after her old fellow-Prog Dr de Beer had been elected sole leader and the pro-ANC thrust of the left had been headed off.

And for the first time since the PFP merged into the DP, Mrs Suzman made herself available for the national council — and was of course elected to it.

The apparent Prog victory caused some dissatisfaction among the non-Progs and promised speculation of resignations.

But while some might occur or might already have, it was not a case of no major defections — and certainly no splinter group had emerged.

The most notable spokesman for the left were agreed that though they had not achieved all as they would have liked, all was not lost.

Meanwhile, the congress agreed in principle on a social market economy following the West German model, a policy which while firmly based on the free market, laid great stress on development and welfare.

Mr Schwarz billed it as the answer to the ANC's policy of nationalisation and Gardens MP Ken Andrew presented a hypothetical budget based on it which purported to illustrate that it was possible to wipe out socio-economic backlogs within the constraints of the economy.

All agreed that their allegiance to the party depended upon the way Dr de Beer interpreted the resolutions.

Dr de Beer, taking his cue from the demand from the left for decisive action, received applause when he announced in his acceptance speech that he had ordered party officials to approach the ANC immediately to set an early date for recently postponed talks.

He had also ordered an approach to the Government to press for all parties to be included in constitutional negotiations as soon as possible.

And all regional levels would be ordered to send their workers out into the field to promote the grassroots contact — which the leftists regard as all-important.

In the end the congress showed the DP a little more united than many expected, eager to get out there and do something but not yet ready to take the plunge towards either the ANC or the NP.

This is understandable, perhaps, in view of the transient state of both those parties...
Reef clashes - Mandela hints at return to armed struggle

KAMPALA - Nelson Mandela has hinted that the African National Congress will return to the armed struggle if the violence sweeping South Africa's townships is not stopped by the Government.

He told a mini-summit of the Organisation of African Unity here that the peace process was in danger of being derailed by the continuing violence.

"The danger is great. We are not prepared to witness the massacre indefinitely," he said in his address to the meeting here on Saturday.

"We declared a ceasefire precisely because we wanted negotiations, and if the Government fails to respond we know exactly what to do."

Mr Mandela said the attacks on ANC supporters were part of a campaign which involved backing for Inkatha against township residents.

"You can see it is not just fighting between two political organisations," Mr Mandela told the delegates from 14 countries. "It is a matter of making it impossible for us to overthrow white supremacy. I don't want to detail the type of evidence we have, but it is sufficiently to say that two black men opened fire in a railway station and killed a number of people, and these men have not been arrested by the Government.

Defend

Mr Mandela told delegates that there was widespread demand, especially from the young, for people to be armed with guns so they could defend themselves.

"This is a demand which will be difficult to refuse when the Government fails to protect their lives," he said.

Mr Mandela warned that unless the Government stemmed inter-black violence the country would drown in blood.

Earlier, Mr Mandela accused the rival Pan Africanist Congress of refusing to work with the ANC in trying to end apartheid.

After being briefed by Mr Mandela, a statement issued by the committee of the OAU accused the South African Police of encouraging inter-black violence and said the township violence would harm the struggle against apartheid if it was allowed to continue.

The statement accused the South African Police of "encouraging and being actively involved in the violence being perpetrated by the Inkatha movement."

The meeting, chaired by Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, the current chairman of the OAU, was attended by Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda, Ethiopian President Mengistu Haile Mariam and Namibian Prime Minister Hage Geingob. - The Star's Foreign News Service, Reuter.
SA will drown in bloodbath, warns Mandela

KAMPALA: Mr Nelson Mandela warned at the weekend that unless the South African Government stemmed inter-black violence the country would drown in blood.

"We shall do everything possible within our power to avoid this," the deputy president of the African National Congress (ANC) said in Kampala.

About 600 people have died in the past month in factional fighting between supporters of the Inkatha Freedom Party and ANC sympathisers.

Mandela blamed some of the violence on state agents.

"Any political demonstration is regarded by the police and the army as a rebellion which must be put down in a brutal way."

Earlier, Mandela accused the rival Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) of refusing to work with the ANC in trying to end apartheid.

He said that after a recent world tour he had convened a meeting of all organisations to report on developments. "Everyone came with the exception of the PAC," - Sapa-Reuters
PAC still probing FW’s talks invite

THE chairman of the PAC, Mr Johnson Mlambo, says his organisation is still examining an invitation it has received from President FW de Klerk to enter exploratory talks aimed at resolving the political situation in South Africa.

He was speaking in Dar es Salaam on his return from Lusaka where he attended a summit meeting of the frontline states.

Mlambo said De Klerk’s invitation was still being discussed within the structure of the PAC, as instructed by the organisation’s president, Mr Zephania Mothopeng.

However, Mlambo reiterated the PAC’s unchanged stance on the armed struggle. He said that all external and internal pressures, including armed struggle and sanctions against South Africa, should be maintained since apartheid structures were still very strong. - Sapa
Reforms won't affect fundamentals - Azasm

THE honorary president of the Azapo-aligned Azanian Students Movement, Mr. Khotso Seatlholo, told more than 1,000 students in Johannesburg on Saturday, that black consciousness adherents acknowledged the fact that changes were taking place, but these had not affected the fundamental structure of South African society.

Seatlholo was the main speaker at the start of a two-day national congress of Azasm, which was called to discuss wide-ranging issues including a possible postponement of the black matric examinations.

"The truth is that the National Party has opened its membership for black people, but just like the DP/NP had done in the past, membership by black people is still at its minimum. In any event, a black person joining such parties will not lead to a material change in the circumstances of the millions of other black people.

"Thus, when FW de Klerk calls for talks, he has tough conditions as he knows the masses do not trust white authority in this country. De Klerk refuses to talk about those things we need to talk about such as a government that regards no colour, the return of the land, and the restructuring of the economy," said Seatlholo.

Seatlholo spent close to eight years on Robben Island after being apprehended for infiltrating the country with guerrillas of the SA Youth Revolutionary Council.

He was- with the late Tsionsi Mashinini- coordinator of the Soweto uprisings on June 16, 1976. - Sapa
Schwarz warns DP against ANC pact

THE Democratic Party should not sacrifice the principles it had supported for many years for the sake of being part of a new power structure, DP MP for Yeoville, Mr Harry Schwarz, told the party's federal congress on Friday.

Speaking on a resolution about the future course of the party, he said the question of an alliance or pact with the ANC should not be considered.

Wilderness

"I must warn that we do not at this stage of our party's history sacrifice the principles for which we have walked in the wilderness, for the sake of being winners."

Schwarz said he had known ANC deputy president, Mr Nelson Mandela, for longer than anyone present at the congress. He had been at university with Mandela and had participated in the Rivonia Trials.

"I like the man, but that does not mean I must join the ANC or form a pact with the ANC," he said. - Sapa
Violent culture of intolerance

PIETERSBURG. — The violence sweeping the black areas of the Reef is caused by "a growing culture of intolerance" resulting from a lack of political understanding among many political activists, says a leading media union representative.

Addressing a crowd of about 2,000 at the funeral of a member of the Azanian Students' Movement, near here on Saturday, Mr Mathatha Tsedu, vice-president of the Media Workers' Association of South Africa (Mwasa), said this was because politicised youths today were "more slogans than genuine political activists".

It devolved on political organisations, parents and leaders at all levels to undercut this. Instead a culture of understanding was needed - "a culture that accepts that we're a society and we cannot expect to think alike and follow one ideology". — Sapa
IT was hard for many South African policemen to adjust to the fact that the "enemy", the ANC, had been unbanned and that the organisation was now to be helped, a team of international jurists examining the Natal unrest said in Johannesburg at the weekend.

The three-man delegation suggested the police be restrained and opinions exchanged with forces overseas.

The delegation from the International Commission of Jurists spent two weeks on a fact-finding mission in South Africa.

Another of the recommendations was that the Government should make more use of Zulu speakers in the SAP and SADF.

The group, whose members have spoken to all sides involved in the conflict which has left more than 4,000 people dead, also suggested a foreign monitoring force be employed to keep the peace and record infringements.

The force could be made up of a team drawn from EEC countries or the United Nations.

One of the delegates, Briton John MacDonald, QC, said the Government ministers spoken to "seemed to be very receptive" to this idea.

Sincere

MacDonald also felt the Government was sincere in trying to find a solution to the Natal unrest.

The team, comprising MacDonald, Swedish human rights attorney Mr Christian Ahlund, and University of the Western Cape lecturer Mr Jeremy Sarkin, said it was concerned by the deprivation, squalor and misery which were features of life in black townships.

“The Government must send clear signals to people in the communities that they want a police force which has the confidence, trust and respect of all South Africans,”' the jurists said in a statement, adding that Foreign Minister Pik Botha agreed with them on this.

"Cultural weapons" should be banned the delegation added.

The group outlined areas where the Government had to act to try and end the violence.

These are:

* The "problem" of the KwaZulu Police, who are seen to be both referee and players in the situation, had to be addressed and KwaZulu citizens should be able to contact the SAP if they need help.

Resources

Police resources had to be beefed up and they had to prevent clashes and not remain on the sidelines;

* The so-called warlords must be prosecuted.

* With an increase of policemen would come an increase in prosecutions and therefore the State’s legal apparatus had to be increased; and,

* The state of emergency in Natal had to be ended.

The group said the Government and the ANC had responded positively to the jurists' investigation, while Inkatha members did not have a similar awareness of the need to discipline and control their supporters.

The jurists said it was important for a four-sided peace meeting to be held between the ANC, Inkatha, the Government and the Church to hammer out a peace agreement but "there must be some assurance that if an agreement is reached it will be carried out”.

The role of the Government and the churches in the meeting would be to provide some guarantees that the agreement is carried out.

The group’s findings are to be submitted to the ICI and foreign heads of state, the jurists said.
KAMPALA — ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela warned on Saturday that unless SA’s government took action against black-on-black violence, the whole country would be “drowned in blood”.

“We shall do everything possible within our power to avoid this,” he told an OAU meeting concentrating on southern Africa.

Mandela blamed some of the township violence on state agents and said the police and army had not been properly trained to handle demonstrations. “Any political demonstration is regarded by the police and the army as a rebellion which must be put down in a brutal way.”

Mandela said there was a widespread demand in SA for people to be armed with guns to defend themselves. “This is a demand which will be difficult to refuse when the government fails to protect their lives,” he said.

Growing violence in black townships risked derailing talks between the ANC and government on a new constitution.

Earlier, Mandela accused the PAC of refusing to work with the ANC in trying to end apartheid. “We can’t afford to quibble when the house is on fire.”

Mandela said that after a recent world tour he had convened a meeting of all organisations to report on developments.

“Everyone came, with the exception of the PAC. We have stretched out a hand of friendship to everyone. We are keen to share information, and we are even prepared to share our resources,” he said. — Sapa-Reuters.
A long, stormy marriage, but divorce unlikely

PATRICK LAURENCE talks to Pallo Jordan, the ANC's censure director of information, about the ANC's alliance with the South African Communist Party.

The alliance between the ANC and the SACP has "almost come apart" several times in its long history of more than 60 years, says Pallo Jordan, information chief of the ANC. Yet, he adds, an alliance which has survived for so long has an indubitable durability and is unlikely to break up in the near future, as predicted by some observers.

Mr Jordan is not a member of the SACP. Nor is he an "Africanist". He identifies with the Natal Lew, a movement which was launched more than 30 years ago to renovate Marxism from the influence of Stalinism. A historian by training and the author of a recent article questioning the extent to which the SACP has purged itself of Stalinism, Dr Jordan is thus in a position to make a critical but not jaundiced appraisal of the ANC-SACP alliance.

Those who see the SACP as the controlling force in the ANC which has infiltrated and taken over are "Cold War warriors" clinging to an antiquated world view. Their view assumes that ANC members who do not owe allegiance to the SACP are puppets, Dr Jordan says, adding: "I think that is demonstrably untrue. It assumes they will be unable to notice or resist the (supposed) manipulation."

He concedes, however, that the SACP-ANC alliance has evoked recurring and often fierce resistance within the ANC over a long period of time, stretching back to the presidency of Josiah Gumede. He lists some of the occasions on which the ANC was racked by tension over communism.

- In the 1950s Mr Gumede, father of United Democratic Front leader Archie Gumede, took the ANC into an alliance with communism. He was, however, "unerringly drummed out of the ANC presidency a few years later" for tarnishing the image of the ANC and for fraternising with the "murderers" of Dr Hendrikvan den Bosh.

- In the 1940s Africanists in the ANC Youth League, among them Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo, accusing communists of watering down African nationalism, called for the expulsion of communists from the ANC; their proposal was defeated and Mr Mandela and Mr Tambo later changed their views.

- In the late 1950s, Africanism surfaced again after the ANC adopted the Freedom Charter, which they saw as a means of the Youth League. It fears that the ANC, under the influence of communists, would dilute African nationalism, which they broke away in 1958 to establish the Pan Africanist Congress.

- In the mid-1970s another Africanist formation emerged, the "Group of Eight". It hoped to "cash in" on the rise of black consciousness in South Africa and was expelled from the ANC for ideological divergence.

Dr Jordan offers a critical explanation for the Afrikanist break-away which led to the PAC, the most serious of the revolts against communists. He argues that the PAC, representing the interests of richer and better educated people, had an "elitest agenda" but clothed it in the attractive colours of Africanism to make it more acceptable to the poor black community.

The focus shifts to a point of critical importance: what are the essential differences between the ANC and the SACP?

Dr Jordan replies: "The SACP pursues the interests of one particular class, the working class. It is a matter for discussion whether they do so in the best way possible. But that is their identity.

"The ANC is a very broad movement, representative of all classes among the oppressed people. It doesn't have an elitist approach. Its programme tries to address the interests of all those classes."

But there is one salient difference between the ANC and similar multi-class movements elsewhere in the world: South Africa's blacks are relatively without property because of apartheid policies; the political leanings of the majority of ANC members and supporters therefore are left of centre instead of centrist.
All-women peace conference fails

AN all-women peace conference at the weekend - which would have been the first conference at which women's organisations had met to discuss the issue of violence in Natal - collapsed this weekend after the Inkatha Women's Brigade failed to arrive and the ANC Women's League withdrew.

The conference, organised by Women for Peaceful Change Now, was held in Durban's Central Methodist Church on Saturday. Sowetan 11/9/90

Only about 100 women, instead of the hoped-for 400, turned out for the event and it was discovered that the Inkatha Women's Brigade had refused to come because of an allegedly inaccurate and confrontationist Press report on the conference.

The ANCWL withdrew their delegation after they were told by the organisers that women were there in their individual capacity and not as representatives of their organisations.

The ANCWL said in a statement afterwards that they had been invited as representatives of their organisations and were disappointed that this facet of the conference had failed to materialise. They were also disappointed that Inkatha women were absent as the conference would have been a valuable opportunity for discussion between the two organisations.

"This conference would be a futile exercise if it is only we who openly commit ourselves to peace," they said. - Sowetan Correspondent
Viljoen criticises Mandela

Political organisations, especially the African National Congress, should cease claiming total innocence for themselves and their followers, by laying all blame on their opponents or on the police, says Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen.

Dr Viljoen said in a statement yesterday the Government had noted with great concern the "highly exaggerated" statement made in Kampala by the deputy president of the ANC, Nelson Mandela, that the Government was conducting a war against his followers and that it was also systematically inciting certain people to attack and kill the ANC.

"Such charges are most unwarranted and unfounded and are calculated to increase tension and violence," Dr Viljoen said. They completely contradicted the spirit of mutual trust prevailing among the leaders involved to which the Pretoria Minute referred.

Dr Viljoen said it was time other organisations became visible in the control of their people, failing which, they might stand condemned either of condoning violence or of failing to control supporters. — Sapa.
Station panga attacks • Ambulance ‘no go’ areas

Orgy of killings continues

By Carina le Grange, Shirley Woodgate and Gien Elsas

The orgy of violence on the Reef is continuing unabated and ambulances have been withdrawn from Soweto after being stoned by mobs.

Today commuters were hacked and stabbed by panga-wielding thugs in an attack on a train between the Bramfond-
tein and Johannesburg stations.

Over 300 commuters were locked in Kalkfontein on the East Rand and 500 were locked in the Reef throughout Soweto and Pretoria have been blocked by makeshift barricades.

The Johannesburg station today, shocked commuters were greeted with pools of blood on the stairs and platforms.

Witnesses told The Star that the attack on the Soweto-Johannesburg train took place shortly after 7 am.

A gang of panga-wielding men mercilessly hacked passengers as the train pulled out of Bramfond-
tein station on its last leg into Johannesburg.

Terrorised

The body of a man who had been hacked to death and flung from the train was found under the Queen Elizabeth Bridge.

Other passengers kept the train from escaping the attack. The number of injured is not known.

Black station workers told The Star that passengers were terr-
inged every day on the trains and regarded the railway as “just not providing any security.”

Today the death toll from clashes in Soweto and on the East Rand since Friday rose to 76 — a total of 41 in Soweto and 34 on the East Rand.

A man was killed in Kalkfontein and 81 people were injured.

At the morning Sowetana streamed to work despite barricades of rocks, burnt-out cars, rub-
ble and tyres blocking roads.

Lieutenant-Colonel Thienie Hol-
gryn, spokesman for the Soweto police, said the injured was the body of a man who had been killed and set alight last night.

Colonel Holgryn said 28 patients were being treated at Baragwan-
tham Hospital for gunshot wounds.

A spokesman for the police on the East Rand, Captain van Zwiel, said Kalkfontein was quiet today after last night’s fighting which, he said, was between Zulus and Xhosas.

She said the waiting portion of the train was stoned and two people were injured.

Johannesburg Fire and Emergency Depurtm-
ty director Danny Jobert said the attack was part of a series of incidents in Soweto and Pretoria.

Ever since two ambulances were stoned and a patient being transported was attacked by a mob on August 18, we have in-
structed crews to wait for police protection if they are required in certain volatile areas.

Aggression

“Most of our staff live in the area and are very aware of the sit-
uation and the mood of the people in various sections,” he said.

On Saturday night a group of people fighting in a street in Johannes-
burg turned their aggression to ambulancemen.

Police dispersed the mob after considerable damage had been done to the vehicles’ equipment.

Late last night a Johannesburg ambulance service spokesman said they had been forbidden to send ambulances to certain parts of Soweto because the vehicles were being stoned. The areas were Na-
hal and Thlabazam, Mofakoane, Zola, Emmarentia, Maitland and Phiri.

The ambulance service was encour-
gaging callers to go to Johannesburg Fire Station to be picked up, and 38 to 49 people had been picked up this way yesterday. Some were very seriously injured.
Wealth has to be shared – Lekota

Owen Correspondent

DURBAN — If South Africa is to know lasting peace, the wealth of the country will have to be redistributed, says Patrick Lekota, the African National Congress’s convenor for southern Natal.

However, he said, this would not mean full-scale nationalisation as the ANC had never adopted pure socialism or communism as its economic policy.

Speaking during a weekend debate at Kloof High School on the redistribution of wealth, Mr Lekota said the 1913 Land Act and the 1936 Land and Trust Act had made the fair distribution of land among all South Africa’s people impossible and had resulted in 87 percent of the land being owned by a “relative handful of whites”.

Redress

He said this was clearly disproportionate and would have to be redressed, but it would not be enough simply to do away with apartheid legislation.

“South Africa’s economy is in the hands of white South Africans. We don’t necessarily think that is wrong. But we think it should be in the hands of both black and white on an equal basis, proportionately, and therefore some steps should be taken to correct it.”

Mr Lekota said that in the past people were denied opportunities simply because they were black: “Wrong things were done in the name of God.”

He cited the National Party’s plan of action with regard to poor white Afrikaners in the 1940s and 1950s as an example of how the ANC could use affirmative action to help poverty-stricken blacks obtain jobs and education.

This included job reservation and free education to help eliminate backwardness among those people.

“Those sectors of the economy which up to now have been under public control must remain under public control. Public funds must make a primary commitment to provide facilities for blacks.”

Mr Lekota said, however, that the demands on the economy to uplift the black majority were going to be much heavier than they had been on the NP Government with regard to poor whites and consequently an extended area of South African capital was needed for black upliftment.

“Black South Africans need to be made into assets of this country.”

He said a future ANC government would not want to take enormous loans from the World Bank and invest the money in non-profit-making enterprises as they had seen the disastrous results from such actions in many other African countries.

Instead, the ANC would use funds or capital from public profit-making organisations such as Iscor or the railways to fund, for example, the building of schools.

Mr Lekota said the ANC was looking at the possibilities of breaking down some of the heavily monopolised industries, such as the newspaper industry.

He also mentioned mining houses and the banks as being under the ANC’s consideration for coming under more stringent State control.

“Can we genuinely believe that blacks will always be happy on the periphery of the country’s economy?” Mr Lekota asked.

“Privatisation of organisations such as Iscor only serves to consolidate distortions in the economy. No squatters from Inanda can afford to buy shares in Iscor.”

With regard to land, Mr Lekota said a future democratic government would have to make an urgent effort to obtain land which could be made available for black housing and farming.

He said land now owned by the State could be made available for co-operative use so that unemployed people could become productive.

Vacant land owned by foreigners could also be expropriated for compensation.

Housing

Mr Lekota said that once land was occupied for housing, the Government could develop structures to help people — for example, rents could be comparable with wages earned.

He emphasised that the ANC had never adopted the policy of socialism: although the organisation believed some sectors of the economy needed to be under State control, it realised that there had to be a free private sector.

“The conditions and reality in this country must ultimately determine what we are going to do.”

He said the ANC was still forming a concrete economic policy and was open to suggestion and negotiation. “We are asking white South Africans to look at the situation in a new context; we are asking them to start with us afresh.”
Holomisa wants PAC, ANC to clear the air

TRANSKEI military leader General Bantu Holomisa has called for a meeting between the ANC and its rival PAC.

In an interview at his Umtata office, Holomisa said the two liberation movements needed to "identify areas of common interest and devise a strategy of working together".

In exile, the two organisations had moved further apart if anything, and since their February 2 unbanning, differences have at times been played out in bloody clashes.

This prompted some contact between them to try and ensure political tolerance. But as yet the ANC’s negotiations strategy has won little favour with the smaller Africanist grouping, which is currently marking itself out as a more militant option to the ANC.

Holomisa said he did not see himself facilitating contact between the two. That needed someone with more "expertise" than he had, argued the young general whose ambitions, he says, lie in upgrading his military skills.

"Currently host to ANC military chief Chris Hani, Holomisa pointed to a number of immediate steps to push negotiations forward.

Security laws had to be amended.

While Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok worked on a new image police force - putting his members in "a nice dress without always carrying rifles" would be a good starting point, he argued.

Invitation

Pretoria needed to open up negotiations to more interested parties.

"I am pleased they have sent an invitation to the PAC. But more need to be invited."

The ANC’s suspension of its armed struggle needed to be followed up by a signed ceasefire agreement with Government.

At the same time, the voice for a constituent assembly - currently an ANC demand - had to be strengthened.

Unpopular

Hani’s presence in Transkei has made the homeland even more unpopular with Pretoria, with Press reports - sourced to Government - alleging an Umkhonto we Sizwe guerilla presence within the homeland’s tiny defence force, he said.

Holomisa added his Government had enough sources of information within Transkei to know the allegation was unfounded.

The general - who reckons he has saved...
Coetsee, Mandela discuss Hani immunity

Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee and African National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela discussed the possible reinstatement of Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani's temporary immunity against arrest when they met last night at Jan Smit Airport.

Mr Coetsee said today "greater clarity might emerge today" about the position of Mr Hani, who is now believed to be in the Transkei. Mr Coetsee went to the airport to meet Mr Mandela on his return from abroad and it was confirmed today that the Hani controversy was discussed.

The disagreement over Mr Hani's immunity is apparently causing delays in the progress of the joint ANC/Government working group discussing the crucial issue of the practical implementation of the ANC's agreement to suspend hostilities.

The delay in completing the working group's report — due on Saturday — is in turn holding up further stages in negotiations.

Mr Hani is the official head of the ANC delegation to the group but missed its first meeting last week because of the Government's decision to withdraw his temporary immunity against arrest.

The group was scheduled to hold its second meeting today but this was cancelled last night, official sources said.

They said that several ANC representatives on the group would be meeting President de Klerk this afternoon and would therefore be unable to attend the meeting.

But Mr Hani's absence was also hampering the group's work. "We would like him in the group," an official said.

It is not certain if the ANC will attend another meeting unless Mr Hani is able to do so too.

It is not clear if the Government will insist on a conditional immunity against arrest for Mr Hani.

Two weeks ago — apparently also after talks between Mr Coetsee and high-level ANC officials — Mr Hani was granted a 41-hour immunity against arrest to attend a meeting of the ANC national executive committee.

The immunity was subject to strict condition that Mr Hani make no public statement or give press interviews while in South Africa.

Officials said the purpose of this concession was for the ANC to persuade Mr Hani to moderate the militant language which provoked the Government into withdrawing his immunity in the first place.

No gag

But the ANC made it clear then that it did not regard Mr Hani's statements as being out of line with ANC policy and would not gag him.

A senior ANC delegation, led by Mr Mandela, will meet President de Klerk at the Union Buildings today.
FW meets Natal delegates today

STATE President FW de Klerk will meet a delegation of political leaders from Natal in Pretoria this afternoon to discuss the issue of the ongoing violence in Natal.

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela will lead the delegation. The organisations represented will include: the ANC, Cosatu, the UDF, the SANSCO and legal representatives.

Sources said yesterday that De Klerk had been presented with comprehensive memoranda on the violence in Natal since 1987 and would be well-informed before the meeting.

It is believed that the Natal delegation will demand an independent commission of inquiry into the violence.

Issues on the agenda for discussions include the role of the KwaZulu Police and the South African Police in the violence, the continued reign of certain “warlords” and the continued state of emergency in the province.

The meeting will take place at the Union Buildings at 2pm.

The delegation will consist of the following people: ANC executive committee members Nelson Mandela, Jacob Zuma, Thabo Mbeki, John Nkosi and Getrude Shope; Cosatu representatives Jay Naidoo, Willis Mncunu and Jeffrey Vilane; and local community leaders including Harry Gwala, Sipho Gcabanise, Linda Zama, T Ngcobo, John Jeffrey, Diliza Mji, Thami Mhlopi, Blade Nzimande, S Ngubane, K. Magubane, Alec Erwin, and Thembu Nzuza.

Birthdays ‘a health risk’

VANCOUVER - Medical researchers at Foothills Hospital in Calgary have identified birthdays as an unexpected new risk to health.

They have found that:
* In psychiatric wards, nearly one out of every three patients is admitted within 30 days of celebrating a birthday;
* Twice the expected number of people are taken to hospital with heart problems within a week of their birthdays;
* Almost one in five suicides takes place within a week of a birthday.

The director of psychiatric nursing, Ms Arlene Tanney, said studies suggested that “birthday blues” frequently created new patients.

Mamelodi divorcee remanded

A 35-year-old Mamelodi man who allegedly strangled and stabbed his 10-year-old daughter to death after his divorce was finalised last week appeared briefly in the Mamelodi Magistrate’s Court yesterday.

Mr Solomon McTavish Michel Molefe, of 20623 Mamelodi East, appeared before Mr E R Humphries and was not asked to plead. The case was postponed to today.

Molefe, who is conducting his own defence, will make an application for bail when he appears in court today.

The charge sheet is not formulated yet. — Sowetan Reporter
Inkatha ANC talks called for by jurists

In the interview Mr Macdonald said:
• There was a strong need for the police to “turn over a new leaf” — and he recommended the establishment of a second police staff college, where refresher courses could be given by Australian, British or Canadian police on exchange appointment.
• That the State of Emergency in Natal should be lifted as a “clear signal” to the people on the ground “that the government is determined to change the whole climate of opinion”. He said Mr Botha indicated that the government was considering this.

Mr Macdonald said he was confident that because the violence, which has now spread to the Transvaal, originated in Natal, solving the problem there would help on the broader scale.

Mr Macdonald said his group was “left in no doubt” about the seriousness of the government’s commitment to change. He said a comprehensive report would be compiled over the next three weeks and would be submitted to President FW de Klerk, Mr Botha and Mr Vilak.
Violence: ANC 'should stop claiming innocence'

PRETORIA. — Political organisations, especially the ANC, should cease claiming total innocence for themselves and their followers and laying all blame on their opponents or on the police, Constitutional Development Minister Dr Gerrit Viljoen said yesterday.

Dr Viljoen said the government had noted with great concern the "highly exaggerated" statement made in Kampala by the deputy president of the ANC, Mr Nelson Mandela, that the government "is conducting a war against us" and that the government "is systematically inciting certain people to attack and kill the ANC".

"Such charges are most unwarranted and unfounded and are calculated to increase tension and violence."

Dr Viljoen said it completely contradiicted "the spirit of mutual trust obtaining among the leaders involved" to which the Pretoria Minute referred.

All political organisations had a duty and responsibility actively to contribute towards calming excited emotions and restoring peace and stability, Dr Viljoen added.

Mr Mandela's allegation that any political demonstration was regarded by the police and the army as "a rebellion which must be put down in a brutal way" was untrue and in conflict with the many political demonstrations that regularly took place without hindrance on the part of the security forces, Dr Viljoen said.

Dr Viljoen said it was time that other organisations became visible in their control of their people, failing which they might stand condemned either as condoning violence or not being in control of their supporters. — Sapa
Govt proposal aimed at ending trouble in Natal

PRETORIA — Government has drawn up a four-point proposal which it hopes will form the basis for discussions between the ANC and Inkatha in Maritzburg to end the violence.

Provincial Affairs Deputy Minister Tertius Delport said yesterday the proposal was a result of separate discussions held last week with members of Inkatha, the ANC and the Maritzburg Town Council.

He would be holding talks with the ANC on September 24 for a response on the proposal and he hoped Inkatha and the ANC would accept it as the basis for negotiations.

Delport said if the proposal facilitated a peaceful settlement in the Maritzburg areas of Mpmumulanga and Edendale, he hoped it would have a ripple effect on the rest of Natal.

* The four-point proposal suggests first that all parties subscribe to a code of conduct whereby the principles of mutual tolerance is accepted.

"It is important that people get away from the idea that peace can only be achieved when all opposition is destroyed," Delport said.

Secondly, government must provide some form of security to displaced people who would like to return to their original homes.

**Security**

Government would have to provide some financial assistance in the reconstruction of these communities, he said.

The parties would have to look at security measures in the affected areas and decide to what extent they needed to be increased, and what form they should take, Delport said.

Regarding financial assistance, government had made R6m available in July for the reconstruction of the Natal communities.

This money could only be used once the conflict had been solved.

The third point was that government had to make available alternative stands to those people who did not want to return to their original area. He said the department was in the process of identifying land for this purpose.

The fourth point, he said, was to find a solution to educational problems where conflicts between Inkatha and ANC supporters had arisen at school level.

Delport, who is responsible for the political co-ordination of social upliftment programmes in Natal, said the Maritzburg Town Council had expressed concern over the refugee problem in the region.

It was believed the assistance to refugees was costing the council, church and welfare groups more than R25 000 a week.
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ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela's reported claim that government was systematically inciting certain people to "kill the ANC" was unwarranted, unfounded and calculated to increase tension and violence. Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen said last night.

In a strongly worded statement, Viljoen said remarks reportedly made by Mandela at an OAU meeting in Kampala completely contradicted the Pretoria Minute which referred to "the spirit of mutual trust" existing among the leaders involved.

President F W de Klerk is likely to question Mandela on his reported statements — which include a claim that government is conducting a war against the ANC — when they meet tomorrow afternoon.

Mandela is leading an ANC/Cosatu/UDF delegation to meet De Klerk to discuss violence in Natal.

The meeting was originally scheduled for the end of last month, but was delayed.

The fact that Viljoen, government's chief negotiator, has chosen to respond to Mandela's charges is an indication of the serious nature in which the ANC is being viewed by Pretoria.

Until now De Klerk and members of his negotiating team have refrained from attacking Mandela. It has been left to Defence Minister Magnus Malan, who has not been involved in direct negotiations with the ANC, to speak on government's behalf whenever it has felt that Mandela has overstepped the mark.

Viljoen said Mandela's claims that government was conducting a war against the ANC and that "any political demonstration is regarded by the police and the army as a rebellion which must be put down in a brutal way" were plainly untrue.

Viljoen noted that many political demonstrations were taking place without hindrance by security forces.

"Mr Mandela," Viljoen said, "lays all responsibility for curbing violence on the shoulders of government. All political organisations have a duty and responsibility actively to contribute towards calming excited emotions and restoring peace and stability. The ANC and other organisations must cease claiming total innocence for themselves and their followers, and laying blame on their opponents, or the police."

Viljoen said government had thus far not hesitated to expose and act against irregular actions by security forces.

Despite the public war of words between government and the ANC, behind-the-scenes negotiations between the two are continuing and they report good progress.

The political offences working group has submitted a report which provides for the immediate administrative release of political prisoners and return of exiles (an example is those people who left the country without a passport); the release and return of categories of offenders; and referral of individual "hard cases" to a commission of experts for a decision on whether they qualify as political offenders.

The report still has to be accepted by Cabinet and the ANC national executive committee before being made public.

The working group appointed to clarify issues arising from the ANC's decision to suspend armed action is to meet again this week. Government is not reading anything sinister into the fact that two ANC representatives, in addition to Chris Hani, did not attend the first meeting of the working group last week. Both sides have described that meeting as constructive.

The group is to report by September 15. Because of the delay in beginning its work, the group is unlikely to have completed its task by then. An interim report will probably have to be submitted.
Edging towards a new SA

Amid cries of anguish, agony and anger ringing from the turbulent townships, South Africa's main political actors, President de Klerk's governing National Party and Nelson Mandela's African National Congress, have begun to etch out their negotiating positions.

They know the violence threatens a negotiated settlement, but at the same time the murderous stride underlines the importance of negotiations as the only long-term solution to the conflict.

With what may be viewed as robust optimism, the NP and the ANC have even begun to prepare for the non-racial elections — the first on a national scale in South Africa's history — which lie beyond the negotiations.

On the negotiation front, the NP has taken a tough stand on two issues: an interim government and a constituent assembly. It will countenance neither.

The latest Cabinet Minister to spell out the Government's opposition to an interim government is Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen. The present gov-

ernment will remain in control until a new constitution is agreed on, he says.

Mr de Klerk's invitation to all parties, no matter how small, to join the negotiating process pre-empted calls for a constituent assembly.

The parties he named specifically at the NP's Free State congress are interesting and instructive: the right-wing Conservative Party, the opposition parties in the coloured and Indian chambers of Parliament, the National Forum, a loose organisation of black township councillors, and Soweto's own council. They have one key feature in common: their support is minuscule.

As they are essentially conservative organisations, it is fairly certain they will support Mr de Klerk in his opposition to the notions of an interim government and a constituent assembly. But the ANC may be able to woo some of the black organisations to its side, a stratagem which it has used to deprive the Government of the assured support of tribal leaders.

The ANC is pressing hard for both an interim government and elections for a constituent assembly. They are key components of its opening position. Its commitment to them dates back the Harare Declaration of August 1989.

The OAU-endorsed declaration wants a transitional administration, not the "apartheid regime", to supervise the drafting up of a new constitution. It does not refer directly to a constituent assembly. There is, however, mention of the need to negotiate a "mechanism for drawing up a new constitution". The ANC's preference is for a constituent assembly.

If the Government succeeds in persuading the Pan-Africanist Congress to jion the negotiating table, it will have attracted another strongly anti-ANC force to the discussions. But it will have to pay a price: the PAC is adamantly committed to elections for a constituent assembly.

Dr Viljoen is wont to describe negotiations as a process of give and take.

In the past few days, Finance Minister Barend du Plessis, second-ranking NP leader after Mr de Klerk, has spoken of a post-negotiation Cabinet, being representative of all political parties in the new Parliament. Mr Mandela, too, has spoken recently of a post-negotiation government being representative of all parties.

Juxtaposition of their speeches raises the intriguing prospect that the NP and the ANC may be fairly close to agreement on what they have to give and what they can take.
ANC, Government clash over causes of ongoing violence

Peace process in the balance

By Peter Fabricius, Political Correspondent

The peace process is facing its severest challenge as the townships descend into bloody chaos while the Government and the ANC bicker about the causes.

The ANC and the Government clashed head-on again yesterday when ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela said the Government’s failure to stop the killing was threatening the peace process.

Mr Mandela urged the Government to use the full force of its security apparatus to end the violence. Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen, however, accused the ANC of inconsistency in calling for security force action on the one hand, and accusing the security forces of prejudice.

Full force

Mr Mandela said the Government “has a very strong, effective and well-equipped army and police force and can easily use it. If it does, the violence will be something of the past.”

Dr Viljoen and other Government officials shot back: “All along there has been an inconsistency in what Mr Mandela and other ANC leaders have been calling for. On the one hand they ask for the full force of the security forces to be brought to bear. On the other hand, the moment their supporters are in any way affected, those leaders say the security forces are prejudiced.

“People are being killed by the ANC and its leaders.”

President de Klerk said after meeting an ANC delegation under Mr Mandela yesterday that he would consider the suggestions made by them to end the violence in Natal. But he pointed out that a solution to the problem depended as much on political initiatives as on the steps by the Government.

He urged the ANC delegation to continue with the political initiative between itself and Inkatha.

Mr Mandela said yesterday that the ANC would do all in its power to keep the negotiations on track. But if the Government continued to “drag its feet” it would be difficult for the ANC to resist the call from its supporters for arms.

Meanwhile security sources said they believed Law and Order Minister Adriaan Viljoen would issue a statement today banning ANC involvement in the township violence.

Suggestions

The ANC published a memorandum yesterday of suggestions to end the Natal violence – which Mr Mandela said had been presented to the Government two weeks ago. It recommended that:

- The central Government should establish a central command structure in Natal and subordinate other security forces to it.
- A high-level working group should be established to help restore order.
- The security forces should remain impartial.
- Effective liaison and monitoring mechanisms should be set up between the Natal central command structure and the ANC.
- The state of emergency in Natal must go.
- The amendment of the Natal Code on Zulu Law regarding “cultural weapons” must be reversed.

Radioactivity scare in Natal

DURBAN — The possibility of a radioactive leak worried Natal North Coast residents last night after an accident in which a roller crushed an earth-measuring instrument equipped with a radioactive probe.

The accident took place at the scene of road works on the R114 near Tongaat at 6.40 pm. The area was immediately cordoned off and experts from the Atomic Energy Board advised officials on containing any possible leak. — Own Correspondent.

17 000 seals culled off Skeleton Coast

CAPE TOWN — About 17 000 seals have been culled off the Skeleton Coast nature reserve in Namibia since the season opened there last Friday, the chairman of the Seal Ac-
By Dawn Barkhuizen

"A man was lying dead in the street like a dog. His head was cracked open like an egg, he had been burnt and shot."

A little further were two bodies under a blanket. Around the corner was a woman who had been shot in the leg. Her companion was dead. Under a newspaper in a burnt-out car there was a skeleton.

"The windows in most houses were broken. The TVs and radios were gone. People were crying in the streets, some said they wanted guns. On one corner a group of kids were making petrol bombs."

An eyewitness account from Beirut.

No, from Katlehong township, East Rand, September 11 1990, 8 am.

Some call it anarchy, others say it's civil war

At least 26 people were killed when rival bands attacked one another with axes, spears and knives, hacking and stabbing victims in the township on Monday night.

The violence continued unabated yesterday when trouble erupted in a train in central Johannesburg. One man was hacked to death and several injured when men with machetes rampaged through carriages.

Chopped up

The dead man was thrown off a train. His body had been chopped up, police said. A wounded man was found shot on the train. More injured people found their own way to hospital.

In Tokoza, 300 women were marching on the police station, demanding that troops remained in the townships overnight.

In Ennerdale, drunken residents returning from a rally yesterday went on the rampage and burnt down the civic centre, gutted buildings and fought with police.

People die nightly in the townships of the West and East Rand and in Soweto. The situation is increasingly fluid and volatile, despite threats and appeals for peace from the Government, political organisations and church organisations.

The death toll has risen to an estimated 650 over the last month. It is higher than that of the 32-month old Palestinian uprising in Israel's occupied territories.

As the killing becomes more and more indiscriminate, the potential for anarchy increases, predicts Lloyd Vogelman, director of the Project for the Study of Violence at the University of the Witwatersrand.

"For every day that the killing continues, for every day that there are more victims, the potential for anarchy increases. Unless this is stemmed within the next three weeks, I believe we will be faced with full-blown anarchy reminiscent of Natal," he said.

A spokesman for the International Red Cross said that while the fighting was still localised and the townships not totally ungovernable, the situation had all the makings of a civil war.

Control

"Our workers leave the townships at night because it is too dangerous to continue working, but during the day we are still able to make contact with all the various sides. Were the situation anarchic we would not be able to do even that," SAP spokesman General Herman Stadler said. "In certain townships, people are taking the law into their own hands, but there is still control to a large extent. Even in the violence-stricken areas, people have still been going to work and doing their daily tasks."

Asked why the Government did not send in massive reinforcements, the general said: "The violence fluctuates, but is not continuous.

"One never knows where it is going to happen. If it gets worse we will send in the army, but we cannot keep a continuous large force in every area. We can only take our guidance from daily events.

"The police cannot solve the problem. We can put a fag on it, we can contain it, but the people must want to stop it. The leaders must come forward and stop it."
Violence: blacks don't know cause

Black South Africans in the main do not know the cause of the ongoing violence in the Witwatersrand area, while whites feel the conflict is largely ethnically based, according to a Human Sciences Research Council survey released yesterday.

Significantly, a slightly smaller percentage of blacks said they viewed a lack of communication and understanding among themselves as the main cause of the violence.

Asked what should be done to stop the killing, most blacks called for negotiations, while, in answer to the same question, whites said they did not know.

The survey, conducted among 845 respondents — 424 blacks and 421 whites — was carried out telephonically by the MarkData organisation of the HSRC.

The respondents all had a minimum qualification of matric and were resident in the PWV area, the Cape Peninsula, Durban and Port Elizabeth.

Of the whites, 27 percent believed the conflict stemmed from ethnic differences, "and more specifically differences between Xhosa and Zulu".

Some 25 percent of blacks said they did not know the reasons for the violence and 21 percent believed the cause to be "lack of communication and mutual understanding between the groups". — Sapa.
Students link under BC banner

A new student organisation catering for students adhering to the Black Consciousness philosophy at tertiary institutions has been formed.

The Azanian Students’ Convention (Azasco) was formed at the two-day seventh annual congress of the Azanian Students’ Movement held at Shareworld, Johannesburg, at the weekend.

It was attended by more than 1 000 delegates representing more than 80 branches countrywide.

Mr Xolani Kalaote, Azasco’s president, told a press conference in Johannesburg this week that Azasem will continue to function as another student wing of the BCM. It will mainly cater for primary and secondary pupils.

Growing

"Congress resolved that two student structures of the BCM be formed because of the growing membership. We found that Azasem, as a single structure, can no longer adequately handle membership from secondary to tertiary level," he said.

Kalaote also said the congress discussed the education crisis at length. He said from investigations conducted, it was found that there had been no effective education. It was therefore resolved that the call for the postponement of examinations be supported.

Decisive

"As a way forward, Azasco and Azasem will organise a national student consultation conference to devise a long-term programme to put a decisive stop to this crisis," he said.

The congress also noted that the additional factor which complicates the education crisis is the rising tide of violence and drug abuse within and without school premises.

Kalaote said to resolve this, Azasco will initiate an awareness campaign for health, and social groups to be involved in the identification of the related problems.

He also said they believed that to normalise black education, teachers have every right to organise for the fair treatment of their labour from the Department of Education and Training.

Failure

"The continued denial of this right by the DET and its failure to acknowledge and resolve the legitimate grievances of teachers, will worsen the education crisis as happened with the teachers’ strikes," he said.
Azapo blames Govt

AZAPO yesterday blamed the continuing internecine violence on the Government, saying it was an orchestrated campaign to destabilize the black community and create the impression they were tribal conflicts.

Azapo's publicity secretary, Mr Strini Moodley, told a Press conference in Johannesburg the violence was fuelled by elements "clearly wishing to strengthen the hand of President FW de Klerk, particularly with regard to the question of group and minority rights".

He said Azapo had evidence the violence was an orchestrated campaign by the "De Klerk regime".
Call for return to Black Consciousness

Biko’s stand could stem the bloodshed

INTERNATIONALLY recognized poet Don Mattera and I were discussing the sor- did violence in the townships and the painful litany of deaths in the newspapers every day when he shook his head and said: “I don’t think any of this would have happened if Steve Biko was alive.”

“As an important political figure in our history, Steve stood for the unity of black people and he would have seen to it that the violence among blacks did not happen and, if it did, he would have been in the front line trying to stop it.”

“Blacks in the hostels and townships are not enemies. Blacks in different political organisations should not see one another as enemies. It suits our enemy when blacks kill blacks in such large numbers.”

Biko, who assisted in formulating the Black Consciousness philosophy while a medical student at the University of Natal and who died in police custody after a slow and cruel interrogation that lasted for weeks, committed himself to the unity of the oppressed and their organisations.

Liberation

In one of his writings, he said: “Blacks are collectively discriminated against, so what could be more logical than for us to respond as a group.”

And in a television interview on the theme of organisational unity, he made a far-reaching statement by saying: “I would like to see groups like the ANC, the PAC and the Black Consciousness Movement deciding to form one liberation group.”

Biko, who was banned and restricted to King Williams Town while honorary president of the Black People’s Convention, was arrested at a roadblock with Peter Jones on August 18, 1977.

According to Jones, they were subjected to physical assaults for 24 hours a day by teams of interrogators operating on eight-hour shifts.

Their interrogators wanted them to admit to spreading pamphlets calling for revolt. Biko died on September 12 as a result of brain damage and his autopsy report also revealed that he had injuries all over his body.

When Khosela Seuthole, one of the student leaders of the 1976 revolt, was released from prison earlier this year, he said the kind of violence going on in the townships today was unthinkable in the mid-1970s “because black people stood as one”.

“We knew our enemy. We knew we were oppressed and who was oppressing us. We knew we had to stand together to overcome our common oppressor.”

About three weeks ago, the Rev Stanley Mogoba, speaking in his capacity as president of the South African Institute of Race Relations, said a return to BC was the only remedy for the current violence raking the country.

“Instead of joining together to ring the bells of freedom, too many of our countrymen are walking the lonely path of separation and the only bell they will hear is the bell for those who mourn.”

Communities

He said those who opposed BC had an obligation to suggest a remedy that had been as fully tested as had Black Consciousness.

“I can vouch for positive nationalism and Black Consciousness because I have seen it work. I have seen individuals and whole communities undergoing a metamorphosis because they have subscribed to and practised Black Consciousness.”

“It is difficult for people who have been changed by BC to be manipulated by others for selfish ends or to resort to the primitive practice of violence.”

“People must be taught to think for themselves and not be steamrolled by mass thinking and mass hysteria.”

Mogoba said his call for a return to Black Consciousness should hold no fear for whites as it was a remedial action aimed at repairing the damage in the black people’s mind and soul.

Complexes

“If anything, Black Consciousness will help them also by liberating them from complexes developed in the past, and, hopefully, also enable them to see themselves as Africans, as people of Africa, as opposed to people of Europe or some other foreign land.”

If Black Consciousness achieved the unity of black people in the 1970s by having within its structures, ANC, PAC and Unity Movement people among others, where did things go wrong? This is a question that has been fielded quite often.

Biko admired the unity of the 1970s and said the movement then and the revolt of 1976 that started in Soweto, had a “baldness, dedication, sense of purpose and clarity of analysis of the situation.” All these things are a direct result of Black Consciousness ideas among the young in Soweto and elsewhere.

“The power of a movement lies in the fact that it can change the habits of people. This change is not the result of forcing people, but of moral persuasion.”

Slogans

While each organisation chauvinistically looks after its own name, chants its own slogans and carries out independent agendas, the true liberation of this country will remain elusive.

The Government will continue calling the shots and setting the pace for components of the liberation movement to follow and make reference to when drawing up their own uncoordinated programmes.

But among true revolutionaries, there is light down the line.

And that light is that liberation organisations have to accept that there are others involved in the struggle and thrust out strategies together.

If one or more organisations are ignored in the settlement process, there is a chance that whatever agreement is reached by other parties, could be subverted.
PAC plea on violence

THE Pan Africanist Congress yesterday appealed to all people to actively and loudly abhor the wanton and senseless murders which have engulfed the Reef townships. Soweto 12/7/90.

PAC leader Mr Zeph Morhopeng said yesterday the "outrageous and inhuman violence" continued to involve mysterious elements who were killing people indiscriminately, including innocent children.

He said a similar pattern of murder was taking shape, conducted either by people who were walking or driving vehicles such as kombis, using heavy and lethal weapons in each case, suggesting the possibility that these attacks were pre-arranged and co-ordinated.

He said the solution to the violence should become the priority above other things, including negotiations.

Sowetoan Reporter.
Mandela calls on govt to use its full might

NEGOTIATIONS would be jeopardised unless full powers of state were used to stamp out the violence which had claimed the lives of more than 600 people in the past month, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela warned last night.

As he was speaking East Rand township residents were barricading roads and forming watch committees to stand guard throughout the night in case of further attacks.

Speaking at the Union Buildings after meeting President F W de Klerk, Mandela sounded the strongest warning yet that the ANC leadership was finding it difficult to resist demands from supporters for arms to protect themselves.

By yesterday 32 people had been killed in the Witwatersrand since Monday night.

At the time of going to press a gang from Vosloorus had moved into the Phola Park squatter camp in Thokoza setting fire to shacks and firing shots.

Mandela yesterday led an ANC/Cosatu/UDF delegation which discussed violence in Natal with De Klerk, Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee and Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok.

Speaking after the meeting Mandela said: "If government fails to take action and violence continues to rise and people continue in demand to be armed we will find it difficult to oppose these demands."

Government, he said, was capable of stamping out violence with its well-equipped army and police force. "I want it to use this capacity."

The ANC would do everything in its power to keep peace talks on track, but if government continued to "drag its feet", the process would be threatened.

In Johannesburg yesterday evening terrified Soweto commuters swelled taxi queues rather than board trains after violence yesterday morning. A panga-wielding mob hacked and stabbed passengers on a train travelling between Braamfontein and Johannesburg stations. One person was killed.

Commuters who had witnessed the early morning attack described how people had leapt out of the train to escape.

Mandela, a middle-aged Sowetan, said he had seen a dead body at the end of platform 1 when he came into Johannesburg station at about 7.20am yesterday.

Other commuters said they were shocked by the large pool of blood on the stairs leading from the station platform to street level.

In Katlehong and Vosloorus yesterday evening, township residents were seen barricading main access roads and back streets in a bid to slow or halt Inkatha vehicles, police and other patrolling security force vehicles.

Katlehong and Vosloorus residents said they could not sleep at night because violence always erupted then.

This morning local authorities in Vosloorus will demolish part of the Sotho hostel where Inkatha supporters gained a stronghold three weeks ago.

"There is concern among residents that the hostel dwellers are using the block as a hideout when launching attacks on them."

Mike Robertson, Tania Levy, Linden Birns and Wilson Zwane

Mandela 12/19/70

Vosloorus town council spokesman Siydweli Mofokeng said last night: "Police said 24 people had died in Katlehong, Thokoza and Vosloorus since Monday night."

Yesterday afternoon Inkatha supporting hostel inmates set upon a house opposite the Zulu quarters of Vosloorus Nguni hostel, smashing windows and setting the house on fire.

Sophie Phiri managed to escape with her life, but lost everything she owned in the blaze that swept through her house.

Ellen Phiri, Sophie's daughter, said the incident had been reported to the local police who told her "would only come out if there was a dead body involved."
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Threat to talks

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Mr. Nelson Mandela last night warned that negotiations would be jeopardised unless full powers of state were used to stamp out violence which has claimed the lives of more than 600 people in the past month.

As he was speaking people in East Rand townships, where 24 people have died since the weekend, were barricading roads and forming watch committees to stand guard throughout the night in case of further fighting.

Speaking at the Union Buildings, Mr. Mandela sounded the strongest warning yet that the ANC leadership was finding it difficult to resist demands from supporters for arms to protect themselves.

A total of 23 people have been killed on the Witwatersrand since Monday night. At the time of going to press a gang, allegedly Intenta supporters from Vosloorus, had moved into the Phola Park squatter camp in Thokoza setting fire to shack and shunting shots.

In Johannesburg yesterday evening, terrified Soweto commuters swelled taxi queues rather than board trains following violence in the morning when a panga-wielding mob hacked and stabbed passengers on a train travelling between Braamfontein and Johannesburg stations. One person was killed.

Mr. Mandela yesterday led an ANC-Co- satu-UDF delegation which discussed violence in Natal with President F. W. de Klerk, Justice Minister Mr. Robie Coetzee and Law and Order Minister Mr. Adrian Vlok.

Inevitably, the orgy of violence on the Witwatersrand also came under the spotlight.

Speaking after the meeting, Mr. Mandela said: "If the government fails to take action and violence continues to rise and people continue to demand to be armed, we will find it difficult to oppose these demands.

The government, he said, had the capacity in a well-equipped army and police force to stamp out violence. "I want them to use this capacity."

Violence, he said, was threatening the peace process. The ANC would do everything in its power to keep peace talking on track, but if the government continued to that the government was conducting a war against the ANC.

"The government cannot be allowed to talk peace and negotiation while it conducts war against the ANC."

Mr. De Klerk said in a later statement, apparently aimed at reassuring the ANC, that he had told Mr. Mandela the government was taking steps "to strengthen the maintenance of law and order". The president noted he had reiterated his commitment to the situation.

The statement from Mr. de Klerk's office added: "The president once again indicated that a solution to the problems in Natal depended as much on a political solution as on steps by the government. The delegation was urged to continue with the present political initiatives between the main parties involved.

"The president also stressed that in handling the situation in Natal it is imperative that the government be seen to act impartially towards all the parties involved in the conflict. Bearing this in mind, the recommendations made by the delegation will be considered."

At Johannesburg station last night, commuters who had witnessed the early morning attack described how people leapt out of the train to escape.

Mandla, a middle-aged Sowetoan, said he saw a man's body lying at the end of platform 1 when he came into Johannesburg station about 7.20 a.m.

Other commuters said they were shocked by a large pool of blood lying wet on the stairs leading from the Johannesburg station platform to street level. Mandla said the steps were blood leading up the stairs gave the impression the bleeding person had crawled away.

Mandla said some of his colleagues had left work at 1 p.m. to avoid travelling home in the evening.

As the sun set yesterday on Katlehong and Vosloorus, township residents were seen barricading not just main access roads but back streets too in a bid to slow down alleged Inkatha-owned vehicles, police Casspirs and other security force vehicles.

Both Katlehong and Vosloorus residents said they did not sleep and were constantly worried as violence always erupted at night in the townships.
Coetsee and Mandela meet over Hani

JUSTICE Minister Kobie Coetsee and ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela discussed the possible reinstatement of Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani's temporary immunity against arrest when they met on Monday night at Jan Smit Airport.

Coetsee said yesterday "greater clarity might emerge" about the position of Hani, who is now believed to be in the Transkei.

Coetsee went to the airport to meet Mandela on his return from abroad and it was confirmed yesterday that the Hani controversy was discussed.

The disagreement over Hani's immunity is apparently causing delays in the progress of the joint ANC/Government working group discussing the crucial issue of the practical implementation of the ANC's agreement to suspend hostilities.

The delay in completing the working group’s report - due on Saturday - is in turn holding up further stages in negotiations.

Hani is the official head of the ANC delegation to the group but missed its first meeting last week because of the Government's decision to withdraw his temporary immunity against arrest.

The group was scheduled to hold its second meeting yesterday but this was cancelled on Monday night, official sources said.

They said that several ANC representatives on the group would be meeting President de Klerk yesterday afternoon and would therefore be unable to attend the meeting.

But Hani's absence was also hampering the group's work. "We would like him in the group," an official said.

It is not certain if the ANC will attend another meeting unless Hani is able to do so too. - Sowetan Correspondent
High school renamed after Nelson Mandela

A HIGH school in Nyanga has been renamed after ANC deputy president, Nelson Mandela, and the Ministry of Education and Development Aid has given the move a thumbs up.

Mandela and the ANC have also registered their approval to Sebenza High School being named after him.

The school's new colours will be the ANC's black, green and gold. During a visit to the school, the Sowetan correspondent saw a number of students clad in ANC colours.

According to chairman of the Parents'-Teachers'-Students'-Association, Mr Pro Jack, the proposal from students had been "overwhelmingly accepted by parents in a meeting held in February".

The idea to rename the school came after the expulsion of former principal Mr H Coetzee at the beginning of the year.-- Sowetan Correspondent
AZAPO is to hold several services in the Northern Transvaal in remembrance of the death in police custody 12 years ago of Steve Bantu Biko. At Mankweng, turfloop the president of the newly launched Azanian Students Convention (Azasco), Mr Xolani Kalaote, and the honorary president of the Azanian Student Movement, Mr Kgosi Seatholo, will both address a service to start at the University Great Hall at 10am.

Seatholo and Kalaote will later travel to

Biko services to be held nationwide

By RUSSEL MOLEFE and SAPA

Seshgo for another service at the Community Hall scheduled to start at 3pm.

At Mankweng, a workshop on the relevance of black organisations in a non-racial society will begin at 2pm.

Azapo regional chairman, Mr Don Nkadineng will lead discussions.

On Friday, the president of Azapo, Professor Itumeleng Mosala will address a service at the University of the North at 7pm.

The interorganisational violence sweeping black areas in the Reef will come under spotlight at a service to be held at the Nkowanokwa community hall, near Tzaneen, at 5.30pm today. The regional coordinator of the National Council of Trade Unions and Azapo branch chairman, Mr Phosakwana Mashele, will be the main speaker.

He said the film Cry Freedom will also be shown.

At Makaraka, Sibasa, the Biko Inquest will be shown after a service which will start at the Roman Catholic Church at noon today.

Another service in honour of the late Black Consciousness leader in King William’s Town on today.

A large number of people are expected to attend the service, organised by the Eastern Cape branch of the Azapo, said regional general secretary Mr Fanenie Myaleni.

He said Azapo had declared this week “Biko Anniversary Week”.

A special workshop was arranged for tonight in Port Elizabeth to teach Azapo members, youth and women about the movement, he said.
Azapo: No talks while FW regime in power

JOHANNESBURG. — The government must realise it cannot act as chairman and participant in negotiations, Azapo said yesterday.

A spokesman said Azapo would not take part in negotiations chaired by the government "or if the De Klerk regime is still in power".

"Meaningful negotiations can only take place at a constituent assembly."

A spokesman said Azapo blamed continuing internecine violence on the government. It was an orchestrated campaign to destabilise the black community and "strengthen the hand of Mr FW de Klerk; particularly with regard to the question of group and minority rights".

Azapo was to convene a conference involving all liberation groups, including the ANC, Cosatu, PAC, and SA Communist Party. — Sapa
ANC tells Congress: Give us the $10m

Under the proposal, a copy of which has been obtained by Business Day, the US taxpayer is effectively asked to provide offices, communications, transport, salaries and operating expenses for the ANC's negotiating secretariat, plus, separately, for its Department of Legal and Constitutional Affairs (DLCA) and Women's and Youth Leagues. The negotiation office, with rent of $5 000 a month, would be staffed by 10 "specialised resource personnel", 45 research assistants, 15 typists, one computer.

WASHINGTON — The ANC has proposed that almost the entire $10m the US Congress set aside earlier this year to promote negotiations on a new constitution be forwarded to its own treasury to enable it to "harness the tremendous political support" it claims it already enjoys in SA.

Although Congress intended the money to be spent over two years on a variety of projects, the ANC wants $9,875 062 for just one year's activities, to the exclusion of all other political viewpoints.

The primary objective, it says, is to ensure that the ANC begins constitutional negotiations from "a position of proportionate equality" with government.
Hostel dweller burnt, youth (17) shot dead

By Stan Hlophe and Thabo Leshilo

A Merafe Hostel dweller died after being stoned and set alight by a group of people in Mapetla, Soweto, yesterday.

A Soweto freelance photographer, Jackson Mhlambi, said the hostel dweller was on his way to nearby shops when a mob attacked him.

"A youth was shot at his friend's home in Zola 2 by police. Residents said the youth, Mzwandile Stanley Makhubo (17), was shot by police patrolling the area."

Anna Mokoeana said she heard shots and when she went to investigate she saw the bleeding Mzwandile being chased by police.

"He dragged me by the skirt trying to shield himself from the bullets. It was too late as the police fired more rounds and Mzwandile collapsed and died in the kitchen."

His mother, Emily Makhubo, who was summoned from work, was in a state of shock. The body was removed by police four hours later.

According to Colonel Tienie Halgryn, Soweto police liaison officer, four people, one dressed in a camouflage uniform, fired shots at the Zola municipal offices.

Residents of the area put up barricades and when police arrived on the scene they threw petrol bombs and stones at the police who used teargas and birdshot to disperse the crowd.

A man died on Tuesday night when police allegedly fired on residents at the Mandela Village squatter camp in Diepkuip Zone 3.

Police said 54 people had been killed in Soweto since the weekend.
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A Maseru hostel dweller died after being stoned and set alight by a group of people in Mapetla, Soweto, yesterday.

A Soweto freelance photographer, Jackson Mhlambi, said the hostel dweller was on his way to nearby shops when a mob attacked him.

A youth was shot at his friend’s home in Zola 2 by police. Residents said the youth, Mzwandile Stanley Makhubo (17), was shot by police patrolling the area.

Anna Mokoena said she heard shots and when she went to investigate she saw the bleeding Mzwandile being chased by police.

“He dragged me by the skirt trying to shield himself from the bullets. It was too late as the police fired more rounds and Mzwandile collapsed and died in the kitchen.”

His mother, Emily Makhobo, who was summoned from work, was in a state of shock. The body was removed by police four hours later.

According to Colonel Tienie Halgryn, Soweto police liaison officer, four people, one dressed in a camouflage uniform, fired shots at the Zola municipal offices.

Residents of the area put up barricades and when police arrived on the scene they threw petrol bombs and stones at the police who used tear gas and birdshot to disperse the crowd.

A man died on Tuesday night when police allegedly fired on residents at the Mandela Village squatter camp in Deetkloof Zone 3.

Police said 54 people had been killed in Soweto since the weekend.
Kill the enemy, not Africans, says PAC

Political Reporter

The Pan Africanist Congress’s external defence department yesterday called on the ANC and Inkatha to “stop killing the African people” and join forces to destroy the SADF and SAP.

In Dar-es-Salaam, PAC political commissar Romero Daniels said the two warring groups should concentrate their powers against their common enemy, the “European colonialist forces”.

“It is high time that the army of the enemy — the South African Defence Force and South African Police — die in large numbers.”

Inkatha Freedom Party national chairman Frank Mdlalose and ANC media officer Saki Macozoma said the Reef township war was much more complicated than a conflict between the two groups.
Police hunt for random city street killers

By Guy Jepson

Four unidentified black men driving a minibus unleashed a wave of terror in central Johannesburg last night, randomly firing on commuters and pedestrians, killing three people and wounding at least eight.

Police launched an intensive manhunt but no arrests had been made by this morning.

Jacob Motsie, who was injured at the Polly Street taxi rank, described the attack to The Star while lying on his back in an ambulance, waiting to be taken to Johannesburg Hospital.

"I was waiting for a taxi to take me to Chiawelo Station. There was a big crowd of people standing here waiting," Mr Motsie said.

"Then these guys just started shooting at us. Everyone started panicking and running away."

The series of apparently motiveless attacks shocked police and emergency services personnel who followed the trail of destruction left by the gunmen who used AK-47 rifles.

Three victims were rushed to the Johannesburg Hospital, and five to Hillbrow Hospital.

More police shot dead in township

By Glen Elia
West Rand Bureau

Attacks on policemen continued in Soweto last night.

Their deaths brought the number of people killed in the township since renewed violence broke out last Thursday.

Lieutenant-Colonel Tienie Halgrin, spokesman for the Soweto police, said Constable D Z Dlamini was on duty at the Dube Railway Station at 8 pm when three men approached him.

One then pulled out a gun and shot him at point-blank range between the eyes.

One of the killers took the policeman's gun from him.

A private security guard shot and killed one of the attackers.

In another incident, municipal constable J Fokane was on duty with colleagues at the Sinoane municipal offices at about 8 pm.
Tears for the victims ... a woman mourns over the blanket-shrouded corpse of a man killed in an Inkhosa attack in Vosloorus.

By Monica Nicolse and Abel Mahlame

Relative calm returned to war-ravaged East Rand townships today following 24 hours of violence on the Reef with mobs shooting and hacking people to death, burning houses and looting.

Lieutenant-Colonel Prans Malherbe, police liaison officer for the Witwatersrand, said today the townships were reported calm but very tense.

Five bodies had been discovered in Tokozo since midnight, he said.

Last night, police liaison officer Captain Henrietta Bester said Tokoz was chaotic, with hundreds of houses petrol-bombed.

In Soweto, two policemen and a gunman were shot dead in two separate incidents last night.

In Vosloorus, where 19 people have died since yesterday, people rampaged, burning down houses and shooting and cutting people down.

A commuter train was ambushed by a group of youths between Lionel and Katleho stations and three coaches were burning last night, SpoorNet sources confirmed.

By John Miller

Fares on all South African domestic flights are to be increased by at least eight percent in the next few days — a second increase following one in April.

The latest increase comes after the rise on August 1 of 12 percent on economy fares and 17 percent on business class fares, and is a result of the crisis in the Gulf and the subsequent rise in jet fuel prices.

At a recent hastily called meeting of SAA and DCA members in Switzerland at the end of last month, the 28 members, including South African Airways, agreed to increase international air fares by between five and eight percent.

Having these proposed rises by the representatives will first have to be submitted to governments for ratification. A spokesman for the association said this normally took between 45 and 60 days.

By Stephen Davids

Environmental conditions were so severe at the present time that it was necessary to take steps to ensure the health of the people of the Townships.

In Vosloorus, Soweto, where troops and police had been called in to restore order, there were reports of looting and damage to property.

In the township of Vosloorus, 25 Zulu migrant workers were reportedly killed by police after they resisted arrest for looting.

Cancer: experts give diet warning

LONDON — For people with cancer, a high-calorie diet of potato chips and beefburgers may be more effective than vegetables and lentils, British dieticians say.

They were reacting to an earlier report that cancer is caused by a Bristol cancer centre, which included a vegetarian diet, might shorten patients' lives.

"Cancer patients wishing to follow vegetarian, vegan or macrobiotic diets should be made aware of possible nutritional inadequacies," warned the dieticians.

A cancer dietitian at the Royal Marsden Hospital in London said it was possible that people on a strict vegetarian diet might lose weight. This could complicate surgical or other therapy by increasing the chances of infection.
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‘Calm’ returns to townships after night of mob horror

By Monica Nicolson and Abel Mabelane

Relative calm returned to war-ravaged East Rand townships today following 24 hours of violence on the Reef with mobs shooting and hacking people to death, burning houses and looting.

Lieutenant-Colonel Frans Malherbe, police liaison officer for the Witwatersrand, said today the townships were reported calm but very tense.

Five bodies had been discovered in Tokoza since midnight, he said.

Last night, police liaison officer Captain Henrietta Bester said Tokoza was chaotic, with hundreds of houses petrol-bombed.

In Soweto, two policemen and a gunman were shot dead in two separate incidents last night.

In Vosloorus, where 19 people have died since yesterday, people rampaged, burning down houses and shooting and cutting people down.

A commuter train was ambushed by a group of youths between Lindela and Katlehong stations and three coaches were burning last night, Spoornet sources confirmed.

Gunman

Soweto police liaison officer Lieutenant Govindsamy Marie-muthoo said last night that two policemen on duty at Dube station were approached by a gunman who shot and killed one of them.

The second policeman and a security guard at the scene then fired shots, killing the gunman.

In a separate incident in Soweto last night gunmen shot dead one of two municipal policemen on guard at the municipal police offices.

The known breakdown of deaths in East Rand townships since yesterday morning was 29 in Tembisa, 19 in Vosloorus, nine in Tokoza and one in Katlehong.

Hostel in Tembisa early yesterday morning by a group of men.

Police reported that municipal policeman Constable L. Madadolu’s bullet-riddled body was found near the Ethaweni Hostel in Tembisa.

In Vosloorus, at least three groups of youths armed with stones and petrol bombs clashed with the police yesterday afternoon.

A Casspir was petrol-bombed by an angry crowd.

Police confiscated two AK-47 rifles, a Scorpion and a truck filled with ammunition and lethal weapons. Nine men were arrested.

A petrol-bomb factory was also discovered and destroyed.

The known breakdown of deaths in East Rand townships since yesterday morning was 29 in Tembisa, 19 in Vosloorus, nine in Tokoza and one in Katlehong.

© Township terror — Page 3.
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allegation

denied

By Julienne du Toit

The ANC has condemned the police for "uncalled for" insinuations that internal leader Walter Sisulu led police into a fatal ambush in Diepkloof Extension on Tuesday night.

It was reacting yesterday to an SAP statement that when police responded to a call by Mr Sisulu saying there were attacks in Diepkloof, they were ambushed.

Police said the report that there were attacks in the area was false, but ANC spokesman Saki Macozoma said bodies were found yesterday morning in adjoining Zone 6. He said Diepkloof residents telephoned Mr Sisulu on Tuesday night, saying they were under attack.

Mr Sisulu telephoned SAP General J Swart and asked him to send police to the area, which the general did.

Police spokesman Brigadier Vic Haynes said yesterday: "We do not at all say Mr Sisulu deliberately led the policemen into the ambush. Here a young member of the force has lost his life because of immediate reaction on a false allegation ..."

Mr Macozoma said he hoped that co-operation between the ANC and the police would not now be affected as many such incidents had been defused by Mr Sisulu calling General Swart.
Xroads conflict's old roots

By MUSA NDWANDWE

THE longstanding conflict in Old Crossroads is rapidly developing a political dimension but its roots have nothing to do with friction between political organisations.

This is the view of several leading activists in the area.

They say that rather than a battle between the PAC and ANC, the conflict can be traced to rivalry between individuals who lead their unquestioning followers into bloody confrontations.

"There is no fight between the ANC and the PAC but there is a power struggle between two former vigilante groups who started fighting long before the ANC and PAC were unbanned," said the vice-president of the Western Cape United Squatters Association, Mr Enoch Madywabe.

The conflict between rebel headman Mr Jeffry Nongwe and community councillor, Mr Johnson Ngobongwana, began last year when Nongwe defected from Ngobongwana's camp, accusing him of allegedly misappropriating public money.

Nongwe took 14 of Ngobongwana's headmen with him and there has been ongoing clashes between the two sides ever since.

Recently, the leadership of both factions have either assumed political positions or publicly embraced the ANC and PAC respectively.

Far removed from their fights as "witsdooke" against the "comrades", Nongwe has since become the chairperson of the ANC's Crossroads branch while Ngobongwana's committee members have claimed membership of the PAC.

Apart from both men's history of involvement in apartheid structures bent on destroying the very liberation movements they now represent, it is a legitimate question to ask whether the conflict would change if the two rivals were to switch allegiance to other organisations.

"One wonders how many people could actually produce their ANC or PAC membership cards on request in this township," said the ANC's Western Cape chairperson, Mr Christmas Tino.

But there is more to being a member of an organisation than carrying a card.

Throughout the township there are clear signs of political awareness and it is not easy to dispute that the masses in Old Crossroads owe their allegiances to one of the two organisations.

But this does not mean that conflict is inevitable.

Both organisations have denied the existence of friction between them.

"When the PAC launched in Crossroads recently, no violent incidents were reported. This was also the case when the ANC launched in Khayelitsha last Sunday," said Madywabe.

"If both leaders are committed to peace, as their organisations are, they must sort their differences out," he said.

This would be difficult with Ngobongwana's whereabouts unknown since he went to Ciskei, a month ago, to attend a funeral of a former committee member.

Two weeks ago, another former Crossroads councillor entered the scene.

Mr Prince Gobinge, now resident in Khayelitsha, held talks with police representatives "on behalf of the PAC". He told the police to "stop supporting the ANC".

The PAC later disassociated itself from the meeting. It said Gobinge had "no mandate" to speak on the organisation's behalf.

PAC National Executive Committee member, Ms Patricia De Lille, said Gobinge's membership had not yet been confirmed.
PAC opposes boycott

EAST LONDON.—Opposition to the current consumer boycott here has come from an unexpected quarter — an alliance of Africanist, black consciousness and sports organisations.

The organisations say the decision to launch the consumer boycott was “taken undemocratically”.

The boycott, now in its second week, has affected local trade significantly.

Mr Dave Groom, director of the local Chamber of Commerce, said it appeared to be “very effective”.

A Pan-Africanist Congress spokesperson, Sam Mgaza, has confirmed that the PAC, Azanian People’s Organisation (Azapo), National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu), the South African Council on Sport (Sacos) and the United Front of Independent Trade Unions have formed a co-ordinating committee to voice their opposition to the boycott.

A day after the boycott began, placard demonstrations calling on people to break the boycott were held in Mdantsane township near here.

Groupings in the city centre, near shop entrances calling on people not to heed the boycott.

Two days after the boycott started, the same organisations wrote a letter to the boycott co-ordinating committee requesting a meeting.

The local UDF secretary and a member of the boycott committee, Penrose Nhloni, confirmed that the letter had been received.

He said the letter had been sent to the front’s structures which would decide on a meeting.

Demonstrations against the consumer boycott have, however, in the meantime ceased.

—ELNEWS

Mancoms in crisis

The authorities are considering holding by-elections to fill vacant posts on “Coloured” Management Committees (CMC) after a wave of resignations.

Cape Provincial Administration spokesman, Mr Willem van Heerden, said there had been resignations from 39 committees, leaving vacant 109 positions out of a total of 226.

There are 212 management committees in the Cape Province.

Six people were injured in Kraaifontein last week when residents marched to the home of the local management committee chairperson as pressure mounted throughout the Cape for the resignation CMC members and community councillors.

A senior administrator for the CMC’s in Cape Town, Mr George Marx, said officially vacancies had to be filled through by-elections.

GIFT: Abdullah Ibrahim is presented with a portrait at the meeting with the officials of the Manenberg People’s Centre
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SOUTH 13/9 - 19/9/90
The African National Congress is an organisation committed to uniting all the people of South Africa in the complete liberation of the country from all forms of colonialism and apartheid. The ANC has been operating outside South Africa's borders since 1960, the administrative organs of the ANC had been operating outside South Africa's borders, but are now in the process of being established internally. As a result, a number of vacancies have arisen in the Office of the Treasurer General. Applications are invited from persons sharing the ANC's ideals, aims and objectives, and fulfilling the requirements of the individual positions detailed.

NATIONAL OFFICE POSITIONS-JOHANNESBURG CBD

Finance Department — National Accountant
The Finance Department is responsible for the maintenance of accurate accounting records. The National Accountant performs the accounting and logistical functions of the Department. The Section 6 accounting software is the core of the implementation.

* National Accountant (reporting to the Finance Manager) (Ref: A/1)
Will be responsible for the entire National Office accounting system and all National Accounts section staff. Will be required to provide regular reports and accounts to the ANC and the financial statements of the ANC are prepared on a year end basis. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. A B Comm or CIS is preferred as a minimum qualification. The position is a commercial accounting/financial position in a managerial role.

Creditors Supervisor (reporting to the National Accountant) (Ref: A/4)
Will be responsible for the maintenance of accurate accounts payable. The Supervisor oversees the accounting to creditors and the accounts payable staff. Will be required to provide regular reports and accounts to the ANC and the financial statements of the ANC are prepared on a year end basis. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. A B Comm or CIS is preferred as a minimum qualification. The position is a commercial accounting/financial position in a managerial role.

Creditors Supervisor (reporting to the National Accountant) (Ref: A/4)
Will be responsible for the maintenance of accurate accounts payable. The Supervisor oversees the accounting to creditors and the accounts payable staff. Will be required to provide regular reports and accounts to the ANC and the financial statements of the ANC are prepared on a year end basis. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. A B Comm or CIS is preferred as a minimum qualification. The position is a commercial accounting/financial position in a managerial role.

Cash Book Clerk (reporting to the National Accountant) (Ref: A/2)
Will record receipts and payments via Section 6's accounting software and maintain the ledger. Will be required to provide regular reports and accounts to the ANC and the financial statements of the ANC are prepared on a year end basis. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. A B Comm or CIS is preferred as a minimum qualification. The position is a commercial accounting/financial position in a managerial role.

Human Resources Department — Human Resource Manager (reporting to the Chief Administrator/Inofficer) (Ref: G/1)
Will be responsible for establishing a personnel and payroll system for all ANC offices, including the preparation of personnel and training records. Good managerial and interpersonal skills are required. At least five years commercial experience in an equivalent position would be essential and study towards an appropriate qualification would be an advantage.

Computer Software Support Officer (reporting to the Information Systems Manager) (Ref: E/7)
Will be responsible for: • end user training and support • the purchase, use and maintenance of the National and Regional office computers, which will include word-processing equipment, data processing and office automation hardware, • the design and development of a small systems/membership database, • the production of membership information systems, • the maintenance of the Membership database. The successful candidate will possess the following attributes: • at least three years experience in software development and support in a small systems environment, • a professional qualification would be beneficial, • knowledge of PDP 11 computers, databases, data and office automation software.

Payroll and Cashbook Clerk (reporting to the National Accountant) (Ref: A/2)
Will coordinate all National Office department petty cash flows, involving reimbursement, allocation of expenditure, data capture and reconciliation to physical documentation and general ledger balances. Debit and credit notes, invoices and other similar accounting documentation are required. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. Accounting experience up to trial balance and three years commercial experience are prerequisites.

Local Government Accountant (reporting to the Finance Manager) (Ref: A/2)
Will be responsible for the implementation of the entire local government accounting and financial systems. Will be required to provide regular reports and accounts to the ANC and the financial statements of the ANC are prepared on a year end basis. Knowledge of computerised systems is essential. A B Comm or CIS is required as a minimum qualification. The position is a commercial accounting/financial position in a managerial role.

Accommodation Officer (reporting to the Logistics Manager) (Ref: E/3)
Will be responsible for allocation, control and reservations for staff, guests and conference accommodation and logistics. Will be required to prepare budgets, arrangements for the acquisition of appropriate personal accommodation. Good interpersonal and administrative skills would be an advantage. Experience in an equivalent position would be an advantage.

Information Systems Manager (reporting to the Head of Logistics) (Ref: E/6)
Will be responsible for planning, coordinating and overseeing the acquisition and development of the ANC's information systems. The responsibility will be to prepare budgets and plans, coordinate systems specification and development and manage the acquisition and installation of appropriate hardware and software. Three years experience in an equivalent position is essential and good interpersonal and managerial skills are required. Networking, database administration and systems analysis and design experience is essential.

Logistics Department Secretaries/Typists (Ref: E/6, 9)
There are several secretarial positions available in the Logistics Department, supporting sectional heads tasked with these roles. Paralegal training will involve typing, telephone and general secretarial skills under the direction of the relevant sectional head.

Transport Administrator (reporting to the Treasurer General) (Ref: E/6)
The Transport Department, which is responsible for the administration and management of a section in the ANC's transport system. Will also have to maintain accurate records of all ANC transport. Three years' experience in a commercial accounting position would be essential.

Distribution Officer (reporting to the Logistics Director) (Ref: E/1)
Will be responsible for overhauling the promotion, sale and distribution of ANC publications via established commercial and informal routes. Managerial, organisational and interpersonal skills and experience are required and at least five years' experience in the publication distribution environment would be an advantage.

Purchasing and Contracts Officer (reporting to the Head of Logistics) (Ref: E/4)
Will be responsible for the purchase of furniture, office equipment and other property/services for the ANC. Will be required to compile, negotiate and execute purchase orders. Experience in purchasing was an advantage.

Creditors Clerk (reporting to the Creditors Supervisor) (Ref: E/4)
Will be responsible for collation, checking and capture of purchase documentation. Three years experience in a similar position will be required, and experience with reconciliation of suppliers statements would be an advantage.

Computer Hardware Support Officer (reporting to the Information Systems Manager) (Ref: E/8)
Will be responsible for: • the installation and maintenance of the office computer system and software, • networking and Software support in a small systems environment, • the administration of the computer files, • the maintenance and support of local and wide area networks.

Regional Organisers (Ref: F/1)
Will coordinate recruitment and registration of new members and the organisation as a whole. Will be required to have a minimum of an undergraduate degree or previous experience in supervision and the collection and recording of subscriptions. Successful candidates will possess the following attributes: • a proven track record of commitment to the ANC and its ideals, • fluency in local languages, • a driver's licence, • organisation and management experience in political organisation, and • good interpersonal skills. Training and computer experience would be an advantage.

Secretaries/Typists (Ref: F/4)
Will act as secretary to executive secretary to the Provincial and Regional Organisers, handling typing, telephone and face community relations, duties and appointments, and minutes of meetings. Successful candidates will be expected to possess superior skills in the areas of: • shorthand; • word processing/typing; • communication (good written and spoken English and the local language), • file and officer training. At least two years equivalent experience is essential, as is an appreciation of secretarial careers

Regional Accountants (Ref: F/3)
Will be responsible for accounting for revenue and expenditure via a cash book and submitting financial reports to the Regional Accountant at the National Office. Together with the Regional Treasurer, will meet financial control over the area, with particular emphasis on budget preparation. Good interpersonal skills are required, together with at least two years' experience in a commercial accounting position.

Salary packages are negotiable. Confidential applications giving full career particulars (CV outlining work experience, education, personal details and details of community involvement) together with a day telephone number and postal address should be sent to:

The following regional offices require staff immediately: Johannesburg, Durban, Bloemfontein, Kimbeley, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East London, Umtata, East London, Pietermaritzburg, Durban, Klerksdorp:

The Office of the Treasurer General, ANC National Office
PO BOX 61884, MARSHALLTOWN, 2107

Envelopes and applications should be marked with the respective position being applied for and its reference number.

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICA TIONS: 26 SEPTEMBER 1990.
Mandela's Cape crusade
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y YEHANNA ROSSOUW

NC deputy-president Nelson Mandela’s visit next week to his small Namaqualand town of Mier could determine the organisation’s future relations with the Labour Party. Excitement is mounting in rural towns from Mier to Plettenberg Bay as preparations are made to receive him.

Mier is on reserve land which the Labour Party has been trying to sell against the wishes of the community. "This is an area Mandela is particularly concerned about as any future relationship with the Labour Party hinges on what happens here," said ANC Western Cape interim community member, Dr Trevor Manuel.

"At our last meeting with the Labour Party they put two things on the table, to buy a classroom on the school and that they call a referendum to the people here to see what they want," he said.

Unrest

The trip has been arranged to give the NC the opportunity to understand the political dynamics of the Western Cape. Mandela will be visiting towns which recently wurden have been hit by police action, consumer and school boycotts of widespread unrest.

Although four million have been organised for the six-day trip, the emphasis will be on speaking to representatives of communities with their grievances and aspirations.

"We are not just going to speak to ANC members, we will be listening to a cross-section of every community we visit," said Mandela.

Mandela will visit towns like Ceres, Richmond, which were identified as the poorest towns in the country. He will speak to people in Athlone, Rosettenville and Bonteheuwel, where the recent rioting took its beginning.

On the north-west coast he will visit Wittering and Lambertshaven, which were visited by school boycotts in recent weeks. The trip will end on Sunday, September 23, with a reconciliation of the people in the West Coast and a rally at Atlantic.

Pullout mars launch of teachers’ body

MONTH before the launch of the mammoth South African Democratic Teachers Union (Sadtu), the Cape Peninsula branch of the Teachers Association of South Africa (Tasa) has pulled out of the National Teachers Union (NTU).

Their decision followed a report from Tasa’s national council, where a resolution was passed describing the branch’s representation at Sadtu’s launch on October 4 as 45 to four.

Representation reduced

"This decision is in direct violation of the NTU decision on regional representation," said Tasa’s general secretary, Mr Kenny Ernst.

The branch found that its national council was not competent to take such a decision which effectively reduces the branch representation in the national NTU council to nine delegates.

We condemn this apparent hypocrisy of political manipulation which, in the name of inclusion, is creating a crisis of confidence in our national executive committee," he added.

In the meantime, the Western Cape branch of the SAPU has withdrawn from the regional NTU council until its legitimate representation was restored.

Pullout mars launch of teachers’ body

BY MUSABA NDWANDWE

ASKING for directions in Cape Town’s Khayelitsha township could be a tricky business following the removing of all sections in the area.

And people seeking to keep up with these changes will have to familiarise themselves with the who’s who in the history of the ANC.

The removing took place as an estimated 8,000 people gathered to jointly launch 14 branches of the ANC at the Khayelitsha rugby stadium on Sunday.

All sections were named after veteran ANC leaders and those who died in their involvement in ANC struggles.

Legal

Jubilation marked the event attended by some of the organisation’s National Executive Committee (NEC) members, including Pali Tloelen, head of the department of publicity and information, Zola Skosby, head of the legal department and national organiser, Steve Tshwete.

"This is the first step towards implementing the first clause of the Freedom Charter, ‘The People Shall Govern’," said Khayelitsha branch spokesperson, Mr Vuyani Ngxaka.

"The feeling among the people was that official names were supplied by the regime," he said.

People have subsequently waged struggles against removals in these areas.

After winning these struggles the areas were now their permanent homes and it was only appropriate that they rename areas to names relevant to their struggles," he said.

But township officials are not likely to recognise these new sections under their administration.

They are not going to seek permission, but in quest for order, relevant authorities are to be approached by the newly-elect branch office-bearers," said Ngxaka.

A sea of black green and gold could be seen over vast swaths of land as members of the new sections, who have been removing objects from the former som khoum.

Oudtshoorn memorial

ANC regional co-ordinator Reggie September, Dr Alain Boesak and Outshoorn community leaders at the graveside of three Bhongoluthu youth leaders Patricke Madikane, Andile Majola and Festive Hanze whose tombstones were restored after being desecrated last year.
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Name dropping in Khayelitsha

Violence after shack demolitions

A group of people who gathered to watch the shack being demolished was shocked and set alight a municipal truck after the driver tried to ram them, according to witnesses.

Later at least five more trucks were set on fire and the area was looted.

A cement mixer was set on fire with three black smoke from the burning vehicles rose above the township.

 Riot police patrolled the township and looters were being fired randomly in backyards and at small crowds of people who gathered at communal taps.

The law enforcement services said the shackists had been sent by the municipality.

Bomb scare at union’s office

THE day before wage talks for the largest industry in the Western Cape were scheduled to begin, the head quarters for the South African Clothing and Textile Workers’ Union (Sacwa) offices were evacuated, after a bomb scare.

Industrial House in Salt River was evacuated for about an hour on Tucan, after an anonymous phone call to Grass root Educate which has offices in the building.

Both parties remained tightlipped after the scare.

Sacwa is demanding an across-the-board increase of R45.

Employers have not released details of their offer.
Mandela's Cape crusade

By REHANA ROSSOUW
ANC deputy-president Nelson Mandela's visit next week to the small Namakwaland town of Mier could determine the organisation's future relations with the Labour Party.

Excitement is mounting in rural towns from Mier to Flottenberg Bay as preparations are made to receive him.

Mier is on reserve land which the Labour Party has been trying to sell against the wishes of the community.

"This is an area Mandela is particularly concerned about as any future relationship with the Labour Party hinges on what happens here," said ANC Western Cape leadership committee member, Mr Trevor Manuel.

"At our last meeting with the Labour Party we put two things on the table, that they put a memorandum on the sale of the land and that they call a referendum to test the people's views on the sale."

Unrest

The trip has been arranged to give the ANC a deeper understanding of the political dynamics of the Western Cape.

Mandela will be visiting towns which in recent months have been hit by police action,蹙_servo_ and school boycotts and widespread unrest.

Although all rallies have been organised for the six-day trip, the emphasis will be on speaking to representatives of communities and to hear their grievances and aspirations.

"We are not just going to talk to ANC members, we will be talking to the cross-section of every community we visit," said Manuel.

Mandela will visit towns like Carnarvon and Richmond, which were identified as the poorest towns in the county.

He will speak to people in Ashton, Robertson and Bredasdorp, where the recent rural revolt had its beginnings.

On the north-west coast he will visit Vredenburg and Laaiplek, which has been hit by school boycotts in recent weeks.

The trip will end on Sunday, September 29, with a consultation with people on the West coast and a rally at Atlantis.

Oudtshoorn memorial

ANC regional co-ordinator Reggie September, Dr Allan Boesak and Oudtshoorn community leaders at the graveside of three Bhongolethu youth leaders Patricio Madikane, Andile Majola and Fezile Hanze whose tombstones were restored after being desecrated last year. Pic: Fane Jacobs

Name dropping in Khayelitsha

By MUSA NDWANDWE
ASKING for directions in Cape Town's Khayelitsha township could be a tricky business following the renaming of all sections in the area.

And people seeking to keep up with
township. "This is the first step towards implementing the first clause of the Freedom Charter. The People Shall Govern", said Khayelitsha branch spokesperson, Mr Yvon Ngcuka.

"The feeling among the people was found in, chanting and singing. The event was marked by cultural events including musical items by the Goodwood College Choir.

Although 14 branches were launching jointly, a single Khayelitsha zone is still to be constituted, said Ngcuka.
By MUSA NDWANDWE

ASKING for directions in Cape Town’s Khayelitsha township could be a tricky business following the renaming of all sections in the area.

And people seeking to keep up with these changes will have to familiarise themselves with who’s who in the history of the ANC.

The renaming took place as an estimated 8,000 people gathered to jointly launch 14 branches of the ANC at the Khayelitsha rugby stadium on Sunday.

All sections were named after veteran ANC leaders and those who died in their involvement in ANC struggles.

Legal

Jubilation marked the event attended by some of the organisation’s National Executive Committee (NEC) members, including Pallo Jordan, head of the department of publicity and information, Zola Skweyiya, head of the legal department and national organiser, Steve Tshwete.

“This is the first step towards implementing the first clause of the Freedom Charter, The People Shall Govern”, said Khayelitsha branch spokesperson, Mr Vuyani Ngcuka.

“The feeling among the people was that official names were supplied by the regime”, said Ngcuka.

“People have subsequently waged struggles against removals in these areas. After winning these struggles the areas were now their permanent homes and it was only appropriate that they rename areas to names relevant to their struggles”, he said.

But township officials are not likely to recognise the new names given to areas under their administration.

“We are not going to seek permission but in quest for order, relevant authorities are to be approached by the newly elected branch office-bearers”, said Ngcuka.

A sea of black, green and gold could be seen over vast strips of land as members poured in, chanting and singing.

The event was marked by cultural events including musical items by the Goodwood College Choir.

Although 14 branches were launching jointly, a single Khayelitsha zone is still to be constituted, said Ngcuka.

Areas renamed include Site C to Mxolisi Petani Square, Site B North to Victoria Mxenge Park, Site B South to Trevor Vilakazi Park, Green Point to Sibata Dalindoeybo Park, Town 2 to Griffiths Mxenge Park, Thembani/ Mbonwene areas to Sol Plaatjies Park and Blocks Z and C to Dora Tamana.

Bomb scare at union’s office

THE day before wage talks for the largest industry in the Western Cape were scheduled to begin, the headquarters for the South African Clothing and Textile Workers’ Union (Sactwu) offices were evacuated
Winnie tipped me off, says Sisulu

Political Correspondent

AFRICAN National Congress internal leader Mr Walter Sisulu disclosed today that Mrs Winnie Mandela tipped him off about a telephone call late on Tuesday night, warning of an Inkatha attack in Diepkaap township, which led to a fatal ambush on police called to the scene.

Speaking from his Soweto home, Mr Sisulu recounted events that led to his call for help to Soweto police commissioner General Johan Swart. Two patrol cars sent to Diepkaap as a result of Mr Sisulu’s call came under a hail of automatic fire. One policeman was killed and three were injured.

Mr Sisulu said: “On Tuesday evening, between 10 and 11 pm, I had a phone call from Mrs Mandela who told me she had had a panic call from Mrs Miriam Villkazi of Zone One, Diepkaap. She gave me the phone number of the person.

“I then rang General Swart. I told him my information was that Inkatha was attacking in Diepkaap and gave him the particulars. He said he would attend to it.

“On Wednesday, shortly after 7 am, General Swart rang me and told me of the ambush.

“General Swart then said there was no such person as Mrs Villkazi at the number I had given him the night before, and that the telephone number was a police number. He said he took the matter very seriously and was contemplating contacting the Minister of Police (Minister of Law and Order Mr Adrian Viljoen) about it. He asked me to provide an affidavit.”

Mr Sisulu said he then tried the number Mrs Mandela had given him.

“I found Mrs Villkazi at that number, the one said to be a police number. I then confronted General Swart with this — but he simply said he still wanted an affidavit.”

General Swart was unavailable for comment today.
FOUR policemen ambushed by unknown gunmen in Diepkloof, Soweto, were responding to an alert from ANC internal leader Mr Walter Sisulu, it emerged yesterday.

Two patrol cars were raked with automatic fire, killing one policeman and injuring three.

The patrol was sent out late on Tuesday night after Mr Sisulu had made an urgent call to Soweto police commissioner General Johan Swart saying Diepkloof residents were under attack from Inkatha members.

Last night a row was brewing between the ANC and police over the mystery caller who told Mr Sisulu of the impending "attack". "We do not at all say that Mr Sisulu deliberately led the policemen into an ambush," police spokesman Brigadier Vic Heyns said. Mr Sisulu had been asked to prepare an affidavit on the incident.

Brigadier Heyns said they were also investigating whether Mr Sisulu and the SAP had been "set up" by a third party.

The ANC said the suggestion by police that Mr Sisulu had led the SAP into an ambush was "incredible" and "unacceptable".

ANC leaders receive many calls from residents appealing for help during violence and call the police, the ANC said.

Conversation between General Swart and Mr Sisulu was one of the channels recently agreed to between the ANC and the SAP to help curb the township violence.

The row comes against a background of escalating violence on the East Rand as residents fled the war-torn area last night.

The death toll mounted to 116 dead — 71 in the East Rand alone.

In further developments yesterday:

- The government asked the international community to put pressure on Mr Nelson Mandela and Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi to join forces to end the bloodshed; and
- Hundreds of refugees poured into Nelspruit hospital to escape the violence on the East Rand.

Police said "street by street" barricades had been set up by youths and residents in Turffontein, Vosloorus and Tembisa last night as gangs were attacking each other sporadically.

In Soweto, security forces were using birdshot and teargas to disperse gangs of stone-throwing and petrol-bombing youths, a police spokesperson said.

In another shooting early yesterday morning, three hotel employees were killed and four seriously injured when a yellow minibus, which was apparently mistaken for a police vehicle, was fired on.

Police at the Protea station yesterday allowed journalists to inspect the two police cars caught in the ambush.

Both had bullet holes on the front and sides. Side windows had been smashed.

In the Diepkloof incident Constable Merle Abramowitz, 24, was hit in the leg and in both legs. An emergency operation was performed and his condition was serious.

Constable Francois Langeveldt was hit in one leg and Constable Th F. Khumalo was hit four times in his legs, knee, stomach and hand.

Constable De Wael Liebenberg, 22, died on the way to Baragwanath Hospital.

Explaining Mr Sisulu's call, the ANC said in a statement that Mr Sisulu received a telephone call at his Orlando West home telling him residents in Diepkloof were being attacked.

Mr Sisulu then called General Swart at his home and asked him to send policemen into the area.

General Swart was given a telephone number and a name of a person to contact in Diepkloof, the ANC said.

"This morning General Swart phoned Mr Sisulu and said that the police who went to Diepkloof were ambushed. He also said that the contact name given to him the previous night belongs to a person that does not exist and that the telephone number he was given is that of a policeman. After receiving this news, Mr Sisulu called the number himself and found a family at that number — not a policeman as the general had said," the ANC said.

— Own Correspondent and Sapa
Death of Steve Biko
'An immeasurable loss'

Own Correspondent

EAST LONDON. — The death of Steve Biko was an immeasurable loss and was mourned by millions throughout the world, the Eastern Cape regional secretary-treasurer of Azapo, Mr Zingisa Twalo, said here.

Speaking at a commemoration service at the University of Fort Hare marking the 13th anniversary of Biko's death in police custody, he said: "Even on his deathbed he did not waver nor falter but stood firm, refusing to back down in the face of bitter attacks from those who today, with naked hypocrisy, claim to be representing the aspirations of the black people."

Mr Twalo urged blacks to carry on the cause left behind by Biko and "consolidate the unity of the people". Mr Twalo said black consciousness was concerned with the liberation of the black poor from oppression and exploitation, and what blacks were doing was merely to respond to a situation in which they found themselves — the objects of white racism.

It had taught blacks to walk tall and look the world in the eye, and that finding their own way was an act of liberation, he said.
Xroads talks stall, leader fails to attend

By CHRIS BATEMAN

TOP riot control and security police officers alone met Old Crossroads Mayor Mr Johnson Ngxobongwana and his committee yesterday, after his rivals, Mr Jeffrey Nongwe and his committee, "failed to arrive" for a peace meeting.

The meeting at the police operational unit headquarters in Pinelands, lasted over an hour but was described later by the unit's regional chief, Brigadier Frikk Kellerman, as "not achieving much".

Before the meeting, police liaison officer Major Gys Boonzaaier said he had just visited Mr Nongwe at his Old Crossroads headquarters. Mr Nongwe had told him that he was unable to attend the peace talks because some of his committee members were "in Johannesburg".

After the police meeting, Mr Ngxobongwana repeated claims that police special constables were the major cause of ongoing violence in the squatter camp, and called on Brigadier Kellerman for their removal.

Mr Ngxobongwana claimed that the special constables were siding with Mr Nongwe, and "burning our houses and shooting our people".

'No concrete evidence'

It was put to Brigadier Kellerman by the Cape Times that a detailed list of such allegations and names of special constables had been given to the police/township liaison officer, Major Fanie Bouwer, several weeks ago.

Brigadier Kellerman said no concrete evidence of criminal acts by special constables had "come forward" from this, nor had "anything been proven".

Major Boonzaaier added that no affidavits had been made from which to begin an investigation.

"Major Bouwer is, however, investigating special constables who are allegedly members of the ANC, whose names have been given to him," he said.

Mr Ngxobongwana said his followers were afraid to give provide evidence of special constable crimes, because "they will come and kill us".

TALKS... Old Crossroads Mayor Mr Johnson Ngxobongwana with the Western Cape Police Operational Unit chief, Brigadier Frikk Kellerman, at the Pinelands police headquarters yesterday.

Picture: RICHARD BELL
Nair had heart attack in detention — SACP

JOHANNESBURG. — An ANC and SA Communist Party member, Mr Billy Nair, had a heart attack while being detained under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act, according to a SACP statement.

Mr Nair, who suffered the attack on Tuesday while in a Durban hospital where he underwent an operation to his knee, was released yesterday, senior police liaison officer Brigadier Vic Heyns has confirmed.

The SACP said it was outraged about the matter and said the government had come “within a hair’s breadth of being implicated in yet another Section 29 tragedy”.

It said it was holding the government responsible for Mr Nair’s health because it believed the “stressful conditions of indefinite detention” had contributed to the heart attack. The SACP also claimed Mr Nair had been assaulted at the start of his term in detention.

“Under the Pretoria Minute there was no reason for the continued detention of Billy Nair, just as there is no reason for the detention of Mac Maharaj and all other political detainees,” the statement said. — Sapa
HARARE - The Black Consciousness Movement of Azania yesterday called for maximum unity among anti-apartheid groups in South Africa, reports Zimbabwe's news agency Ziana.

Marking the 13th anniversary of the death of BC leader Steve Biko at police hands in 1977, the BCM said in a statement it recognised that each of the "major three components" of the liberation movement had its own history, policy, tradition and constituency.

The BCM did not name the "three components".

Unity

The movement called for unity in all areas of struggle, including unity amongst organisations on the issue of negotiations, where a set of common minimum demands had to be agreed on to prevent President FW de Klerk "from taking advantage of our disagreements".

In a reference to the violence sweeping South African townships, the BCM said the scale on which black people were murdering each other "would simply not occur" in Biko's time when black consciousness "held sway".

"Through the values of self-worth and black solidarity, Comrade Biko and his colleagues enabled the black community in Azania to respect black life and to focus their anger at the real oppressors," the group added. - Sapa
Mandela call is rejected in Cape

THE New Unity Movement has strongly disassociated itself from ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela’s call to the State to use the SADF and SAP to end the violence in the townships.

In a statement issued in the Cape yesterday, the movement said: "This call is not only politically indefensible — it is a cry of despair and an error of political judgment which can only lead to further unbridled violence and provide cover for warlords and gangsters who latch on to political revolt to pursue their own agenda of: preying upon the victims of conflict to unleash another wave of murder, pillage and terror."

Causes

The call failed to take into account the basic causes of the terrible conflict and mistakenly called for the principal organs of state violence to be used against the victims," it added.

All experience pointed to the fact that the use of the armed forces of the State had "precipitated greater and greater waves of resentment and angry revolt which turns inward upon itself and sows death and destruction in its wake". - Sapa
FOREIGN Affairs Minister Pik Botha has suggested to the UN that the international community appeal to ANC leader Nelson Mandela and KwaZulu leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi to join forces to end the bloodshed in South Africa.

In a letter handed to secretary general Javier Perez de Cuellar on Tuesday, Botha said his government had been pressing for such a meeting, because ending the violence between the ANC and Inkatha had become a major Government priority.

"Mandela claims that the ANC will not allow him to participate in such a meeting," said Botha.

He added, "I have appealed to governments through local diplomatic representatives to use their influence to bring about such a meeting but I believe it would be useful if the international community could issue a public appeal to the two leaders to join forces in putting an end to the bloodshed."

The letter was handed to De Cuellar in response to a UN debate on a UN document titled "Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences in South Africa".

Botha also objected to the UN's intervention in South Africa's internal affairs, saying it was the sole right of South Africa's leaders and people to negotiate a new constitution for the country.

He warned the hard-
ANC detainee in hospital

DURBAN. — A former exile and senior ANC and SA Communist Party executive member, Mr Mac Maharaj, was admitted to the St Aidan's Hospital here yesterday. Mr Maharaj has been in detention since July under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act in connection with the alleged SACP plot to overthrow the government.

Another report — Page 5
Mandela to go on big rural Cape tour

ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela will spend next week visiting rural areas in the Boland, Southern Cape, Karoo, the West Coast, Namaqualand and Northwest Coast — to gain a deeper understanding of the area.

Mr Trevor Manuel, the interim-convener of the ANC in the Western Cape, said the tour would give Mr Mandela an opportunity to listen to residents and community leaders.

"Mr Mandela and the ANC will emerge from next week with a better understanding of the Cape," said Mr Manuel.

Mr Mandela will visit key Boland unrest areas such as Worcester, Robertson, Ashton and Bonnievale.

"We will fly to Mier, an area Mr Mandela is deeply concerned about and which could affect any future relationships with the Labour Party," said Mr Manuel.

Rallies will be held at Bonnievale, Vredendal, Springbok, Upington and Atlantis, he said.
Ambush: Sisulu alerted police

The four SAP members ambushed by unknown gunmen in Diepkloof Extension, Soweto on Tuesday night were responding to an alert from ANC internal leader Walter Sisulu, it emerged yesterday.

One SAP member died and three were seriously injured when they went to investigate a report Sisulu made to Soweto regional commissioner Maj-Gen Johan Swart about Diepkloof squatters being ambushed by Inkatha members.

The ANC yesterday “totally rejected” what it claimed was an “SAP” insinuation that Sisulu led the police into the ambush.

However, a senior SAP spokesman emphasised yesterday that police were not pointing fingers at the 78-year-old leader.

Swart said in an interview on SATV last night it appeared that township elements had misused Sisulu.

Liaison between the two men was one of the channels recently agreed to between the ANC and the SAP to help curb the township violence.

ANC spokesman Saki Macozoma said Sisulu had been phoned by Diepkloof residents and had passed on the details to Swart. He said the relationship between the ANC and SAP was one neither side could do without.

SAP spokesman Lt-Col Tienie Haigryn said last night an earlier police statement that the men had gone out to investigate a report of AK-47 rifles being in the area was based on incomplete information.

Lt-Govindsamy Marienuthoo said yesterday after failing to find evidence of any gunmen armed with AK-47s, the policemen, in two cars, were ambushed as they drove past the squatter camp.

Const De Waal Liebenberg died and the other three were admitted to hospital. One, Const Mark Abramowit, was in a serious condition late yesterday.

Three Carlton Hotel employees were shot and killed when their assailants apparently mistook their yellow mini-bus for a police vehicle at 1.10am yesterday.
While the war in the townships goes on, so does the war of words. Is there any relationship between them?

Nelson Mandela’s reported statement in Kampala, that Pretoria is “conducting a war against us . . . systematically inciting certain people to attack and kill the ANC” was so unacceptable that Gerrit Viljoen — not, this time, Magnus Malan — was called on to answer it.

He called it an untrue statement and referred to the “many political demonstrations taking place regularly without hindrance on the part of the security forces.” Mandela was going against the spirit of the Pretoria Minute.

In this war — the verbal one — it is difficult not to see the protagonists seeking the moral high ground while actual territory is lost to forces of anarchy and mischief. If the ANC cannot arrest violence, government must be to blame; if the police and army cannot halt bloodshed, it must be because they are stretched so thin. That is the subtext of the arguments.

So the public positioning continues — mediated by the occasional summit between F W de Klerk and Mandela.

The violence would seem to have several causes, including prenegotiating political hostilities, tribalism, economic dependency and the hostel system. Whether other factors — the rightwing, Inkatha, local animosities and so on — provide the trigger, must be sorted out from the rhetoric, though, heaven knows, we have enough commissions of inquiry as it is.

What people really want to know is whether the violence will scuttle the talks, because if so, all bets are off. Indeed, when Mandela suggests that the armed struggle might be resumed if violence does not cease, the lack of forethought is alarming; that way lies civil war.

At this stage, it seems that government and the ANC are locked into a process from which they cannot extricate themselves — and that is a good thing. What is not a good thing is the growing suspicion of a “deal” which excludes other participants at a two-sided table.

If nothing of the sort exists, then it seems to us that an important way of stopping the violence would be precisely to address those issues of prenegotiating hostilities, tribalism, and so on, by putting them on the agenda for constitutional talks and bringing the talks forward.

At this stage, negotiations on the constitution are set to begin “next year.” Why not sooner? The death toll should take precedence over preconditions. That is what leadership is about.
Chiefs have role to play in new SA

By MONDLI MAKHANYA

CHIEFTAINSHIP may be one of the few institutions to be left intact as many of the “old” institutions of government crumble or are transformed into “democratic organs of people’s power”. VIC HO/29/9/90

Despite the essentially undemocratic nature of traditional leadership — it is an exclusively male domain, unelected and unaccountable, requiring the unquestioning subservience of the ruled — the liberation movements concur that it has a role to play in a “new South Africa”.

Much of this may be attributed to the role played by the anti-apartheid Congress of Traditional Leaders of South Africa (Contralela), which celebrates its third anniversary next week.

Formed in September 1987 after chiefs and people in the rural areas successfully opposed kwandebele’s independence from South Africa, Contralela has spearheaded many struggles in rural areas.

It has also been at loggerheads with the kwazulu government, where Inkatha sees Contralela as a threat to its traditional rural bases. Contralela president Mkhabela Maphumulo, who is based in Natal, has survived several attempts on his life.

Chiefs have played a role in the struggle against apartheid: the founders of the African National Congress were chiefs; Nobel peace prize winner Chief Albert Luthuli led the ANC through the 1950s and 1960s; and ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela is also a chief.

However, none of the liberation movements has a clear policy on how the maintenance of chieftainship will be reconciled with democratic accountability and the principle of non-sexism.

The ANC constitutional guidelines merely state that “the institution of hereditary rulers and chiefs shall be transformed to serve the interests of the people as a whole, in conformity with the democratic principles embodied in the constitution”.

ANC information chief Ahmed Kathrada said a new constitution would ensure that “the influence of these leaders does not infringe on the democratic rights of other citizens.”

The South Africa Communist Party, despite a stated goal of creating a classless society, also believes traditional leaders should be maintained under socialism, “as long as the relationship between the ruler and the ruled is determined by the people”.

The SACP’s Essop Pahad said the party had not developed a policy towards traditional leaders but added that male exclusivity in chieftainship was an issue that would have to be addressed along with sexism in other spheres of society.

Azanian People’s Organisation publicity secretary Strini Moodley said Azapo recognised the cultural and leadership role chiefs have played and accepted that they must continue to play this role.

“We recognise that they have arguably acted as the custodians of values and cultures in our society. We would like to see them continue playing this role in the context of a new constitution. However, we cannot allow them the political framework for purposes other than their functions.”

Inkatha representative Humphrey Ndlovu said the “changing of South Africa should not change our attitude towards amakhosi.”

“Amakhosi are treasures given to us by God, and we will always treasure and appreciate them,” he said.

Contralela national organiser Samson Ndou said there had been a misconception that chiefs were traitors — a view held mainly by urban dwellers. He conceded that the institution of chieftainship had been manipulated by successive National Party governments to serve their objectives, and said it was the duty of the “democratic movement” to change this.
NEGOTIATIONS and change are South Africa's current political buzzwords. But while the African National Congress parleys with State President FW de Klerk, and the Pan Africanist Congress and Azanian People’s Organisation protest against the talks, what do the people think?

It is this question the Institute of Black Research has attempted to address in its survey on “Negotiations and Change”, released last month.

According to the findings of the survey, in which 3725 South Africans were interviewed:

- The average South African supports negotiations above the armed struggle as a means of change.
- The ANC is the most popular organisation.
- The first president/prime minister of a new South Africa should be ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, with De Klerk as a second choice.

The opinion poll points to a majority in support of negotiations — 73 percent see it as the best means of bringing about change in South Africa, and 74 percent are for the current talks between the ANC and National Party.

Only 10 percent believe the armed struggle is the best means of bringing about change and five percent would support the armed struggle.

Survey co-ordinator Dr Saths Cooper says the people “want stability, peace and security”.

- The ANC (20.5 percent) and the National Party (12.2 percent) are identified as the most important parties to negotiations, followed by Azapo/Black Consciousness Movement (7.4 percent), the Democratic Party (7.2 percent) and the South African Congress of Trade Unions/Congress of South African Trade Unions (7.1 percent).

Research co-ordinator Professor Fatima Meer says the results indicate a dichotomy in the expectations of the enfranchised and disenfranchised, and simultaneously indicate areas of convergence among racial minorities.

Responses from “disenfranchised groups also reject protection of minorities rights, but 66 percent of whites supported socialism, while only 22 percent of white respondents favoured this economic system.

Meer says the disenfranchised and simultaneous rejection of minority rights by whites, and a single parliament in a “unitary state” converge, she says, including 81 percent of blacks.

Sixty percent of blacks, 59 percent of Indians and 57 percent of coloureds supported socialism, while only 22 percent of white respondents favoured this economic system.

The results are viewed with scepticism by some, who question its favouring of the ANC at a time when the organisation is the source of much media hype.

Respondents to the survey were given mainly open-ended questions, according to the IBR, which describes the sample as representative of the entire population by race, sex, age, religion and regional distribution.

At the same time, the IBR says, the survey is skewed in favour of the urban groups with higher incomes and higher education.

Most respondents spoke English and were between 21 and 30 years old. The largest occupational group represented in the sample was students — 27 percent — and the highest income group earned between R1 001 and R2 000.

Most workers interviewed — 71 percent — were not union members.

Cooper admits: “The sample was not corrected for actual racial population distribution in the country.”

“There is over-representation of whites, coloureds and Indians, and under-representation of blacks, compared to the actual population.”

However, this would only affect the figures by two to three percent either way, he says. De Klerk’s support would be decreased and support for ethnic bodies such as the Transvaal Indian Congress would disappear.

Surveys in general have come in for much criticism, with social scientists pointing to problem areas in research methodology and interpretation.

Debate rages around whether opinion polls should be rigorous in their statistical compilation and whether they can be extended beyond the sample questioned.

Political researcher Ivor Sarakinski says experience has shown “a range of methodical problems with such polls — people are sensitive to every influence and nuance when responding to questions”.

He also asks whether one can extrapolate from the sample: “Can you extend your results from 3 000 people to 30-million?”

Dr Saths Cooper ... People want stability, peace and security

The survey may be skewed but according to the IBR most people do not support the armed struggle.

However, they do back the ANC and Nelson Mandela.

By CASSANDRA MOODLEY
HARARE - The Black Consciousness Movement of Azania has appealed to black political organisations in South Africa to form a united front.

A statement here said each of the three major components of the liberation movement had its own history, policy, tradition and constituency.

"However the sum total of what we have in common is far greater than any differences we may have. Thus a united front on the basis of our points of agreement is both possible and crucial to our struggle at this point in history.

"The BCMA calls for unity in all areas of struggle, including unity among the organisations of the oppressed on the issue of negotiations, where a common set of minimum demands have to be agreed upon to prevent settler-colonial leader De..."

STEVE BIKO

Klerk from taking advantage of our disagreements," said the statement.

The statement was issued on the 13th anniversary of the death in detention of Steve Biko.
Wounded describe their nightmare ride into hell

Staff Reporters
Amid scenes reminiscent of field hospitals after a pitched military battle, wounded survivors of last night's "train of death" told The Star of a commuter trip that turned into a nightmare ride into hell.

At the Johannesburg, Hillbrow and South Rand hospitals scores of medical personnel battled to cope with the deluge of bloody victims. As ferry services of ambulances roared in, the wounded told of the most cold-blooded and merciless slayings yet seen on the country's transport network.

Obed Sithole of Soweto, being treated by medics for head wounds resulting from leaping out of a carriage said he heard one of the men, "hefty, middle-aged and wielding a gun", speaking in Zulu. Just before he jumped he saw the man fire a shot through a window, then ask a passenger why he had not jumped like the others.

A man in the emergency section at Hillbrow Hospital, where about 20 of the injured were taken, said passengers had been singing and praying before the violence began.

Thomas Ndumande of Soweto said he jumped when the shooting began. He injured his leg and arm. "When I heard the first shots everyone opened their eyes from praying and started screaming and running. Some jumped out of the train and others hung on outside from the doors and windows. I saw two black men, about middle-aged. One was wearing a black tracksuit with white stripes down the arms. I saw one of them stabbing a woman. They were using their pangas on anyone. I didn't think I would come out of it alive. I was very scared," Mr Ndumande said.

Another eye-witness, Sidney

Nightmare ride into hell
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Nshingila, said he had seen four black attackers between the ages of about 28 and 35. Two of them had knives, one a panga and another a pistol. They wore ordinary clothes and "just started stabbing and shooting".

At Johannesburg Hospital, Edison Tshilamali of Dobsonville, said black men who boarded at George Goch station and opened fires. "They were shooting at random, men and women. People started throwing themselves out of the windows in panic. I remember one of the men was dressed in an army outfit. He had a panga in his hand and his pockets were bulging."

Mr Tshilamali did not know how many attackers there were but enough to give him nightmares for years to come.
Steps next week to control violence — FW

Staff Reporter

Steps to bring the present violence under control would be announced next week, President de Klerk said in a midnight statement following last night's Johannesburg train carnage.

Mr de Klerk said the steps would supplement comprehensive measures already taken.

He said the "violent events of the past week, in which many people lost their lives, have brought our country to an unfortunate turning point".

"The latest wave of violence, unrest, arson and damage to property could not be tolerated in any civilised country. The offenders, whoever they may be, will be firmly dealt with.

"At the same time the Government will not allow the country to degenerate into anarchy, whatever the cost."

Mr de Klerk said he again appealed to all leaders and the public to give the Government and the security forces their full support to counter crime.

"Accusations will achieve nothing. There are forces which do not wish peaceful negotiations to succeed.

"All those desiring peace must stand together to identify and counter these forces."

He said those responsible (for the violence) were greatly mistaken if they believed the Government's search for a peaceful solution was a passport to lawlessness, unrest and murder.

"The new South Africa, which is the goal of all sincere South Africans, is being threatened by present events. The Government is determined to ensure stability and to carry out the process of renewal which has been initiated, within a safe and secure South Africa," he said.

Minister of Justice Kobie Coetsee said in Cape Town that some measures to bring the situation under control had been initiated earlier this week but details had not yet been announced. More details were expected to be announced today.

He said the Government would announce further comprehensive steps soon.

He declined to indicate what these would be, but it appeared they would include measures to expedite judicial processes, including court appearances as well as additional measures involving the police and the Defence Force.

Mr Coetsee and Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok were today conferring with top officials in Pretoria.
PAC leader spurns negotiation

Own Correspondent

DURBAN — The Pan Africanist Congress had turned down the Government's offer to it to enter the negotiating process, PAC general secretary Benny Alexander said yesterday.

Speaking at the University of Durban-Westville, he said the PAC believed it would be better to fight for a transfer of power than sell out the "exploited masses".

Flanked by two bodyguards, Mr Alexander smiled as the 500 students listening to his speech shouted repeatedly: "One settler, one bullet" and: "Serve, suffer, sacrifice".

He said the PAC wanted a socialist democracy in South Africa and believed in the creation of a single nation in South Africa.

Mr Alexander said the talk about power-sharing was a farce, as power presupposed supremacy and one could not share supremacy.

Referring to a letter from the Government to the PAC inviting the organisation to discussions leading to negotiations, he accused the Government of "trying to co-opt the PAC into their system" and said the PAC would only consider joining in elections for a constituent assembly.
26 die and 100 injured on Soweto-bound train as Reef slaughter continues.

Squatters hacked and shot, shacks demolished
50 more slaughtered in township violence

Orgy of killings continues

Station panga attacks  
Ambulance 'no go' areas

Minibus gang guns down 11 pedestrians

Police hunt for random city street killers

A week of violence ... The Star's front-page headlines on Monday (left), Tuesday (above) and yesterday (right).

The carriages of death
Death train . . . the bodies of a man and a woman lie in a railway carriage — two of the victims of yesterday's brutal rampage among passengers. © Picture by Associated Press.

Train gang may be city street killers

By Julienne du Toit, Guy Jepson, Shirley Woodgate and Carinu le Grange

The gang which carried out the slaughter of the innocents on a Soweto-bound train last night may be the same killers who ran amok in central Johannesburg on Wednesday night.

Police said today they were investigating the possibility that the gang responsible for last night's train attack also gunned down 17 people in the City on Wednesday, killing three.

There is still no apparent motive for either attack.

Last night's train carnage left at least 28 people dead and more than 100 injured when a gang armed with shotguns, pangas and knives hacked and shot their way through a crowded passenger train on its way to Soweto.

Planned

Survivors told The Star of the cold-blooded, planned slaughter which began when the killers climbed aboard at Jeppe Station. With their weapons concealed, they joined the mass of workers on their way home to Soweto.

It was 5.15 pm and the train took the "loop line", which heads through Johannesburg's eastern suburbs before turning towards Soweto. Several minutes later the train made its scheduled stop at George Goch station.

Then began the "journey of death". The 8 km of line between George Goch and Denver stations became a trail of carnage.

Patrick Makhado was sitting in the second carriage from the front of the "death train". "I saw about five people with shotguns, pistols and pangas. They just started killing everyone. Then two or three people came from the back, also with guns and pangas. They had trapped us all.

"I jumped off the train. I think I saw some of the attackers run off towards George Goch hostel."

Moving from carriage to carriage, the black attackers shot, stabbed and hacked their way through the passengers.

Some, such as Mr Makhado, jumped for their lives. Others bled on the seats.

Some were slain where they sat, or hacked as they tried to flee.

The killers shouted as they carried out the slaughter.

The nightlife evening was rent by the screams of the injured and dying in the train and along the track. It was a five-minute rampage that left 28 dead and more than 100 injured.

The driver brought the train to a stop at Denver Station.

Contrary to earlier reports, police said today a second group of killers were not waiting at Denver. The attackers used pangas and knives, with most of the victims having slash wounds or injuries from being thrown from the train.

As the train lurched to a stop, passengers fled into the night and the killers escaped.

A huge rescue operation — including helicopters, a disaster bus and virtually every available ambulance in Johannesburg — was carried out as reports of the carnage filtered in.

To the rescue . . . paramedics give emergency treatment to a victim at Denver station. © Picture by Karen Fletcher.

Are you irritated by voices that:

Mumble?
Are too Loud?
Soft?
High pitched & Squeaky?
Fast?
Slow & Monotonous?

Monique Rissen
BROADS ATLC, L.T.C.L., MMB, S.A.G.O.T

"Have you ever thought that you may be guilty of irritating others through poor voice production? Be aware of the power of the voice for successful communication."

© Picture by Associated Press.
The cold facts of Reef carnage

As township violence spirals out of control, millions of South Africans are asking: "How can the violence be stopped?"

By HELEN GRANGE

For just more than a month, black townships throughout the Reef have been racked by brutal killings, fear and tragedy.

The death count yesterday stood at more than 700—over 100 more than the final official death toll of 550 four months after the Soweto uprising of 1976.

Although township violence was escalating countrywide this year—peaking at the end of July/beginning of August with a sudden outburst of Inkatha-ANC clashes in Sebokeng and Kagiso on the West Rand—bloodshed on the Reef began in earnest when the East Rand township of Tokozwa erupted into faction war.

A Zu/ma man was found dead by police in the township on August 12. That night and the next morning, mayhem struck as hostel-dwellers and squatters from Pholoso Park engaged in battle, leaving at least 20 dead.

Police at the time described Tokozwa as "quite serious," Mini-states of emergency imposed on several townships, have since emphasized the growing weight of the problem.

On August 14, the violence had spread to the other East Rand townships of Katlehong and Vosloorus. Crossroads, a squatter camp near Katlehong was in flames and charred bodies were being removed from the gutted shack.

By this time, police were expecting an outbreak of violence in Soweto. An ominous illegal gathering outside Jabulani hostel was reported, with angry township residents seen three

Clamping down

The Government decided to impose mini-states of emergency on 19 magisterial districts affected in a massive security clampdown. Hostels were searched and weapons confiscated.

Over the weekend August 24-25, Reef townships were relatively quiet, but warnings that a resurgence of violence was not far off only increased anxiety.

On August 27, eight of the first 300 victims violence victims were buried.

On the first weekend of September, the violence had subsided. Police found 23 bodies in Tokozwa and Tembisa after occupants of a minibus drove around waving sticks and stabbing residents.

On September 4 bloody battles were fought in Sebokeng, where 36 people were killed, allegedly at the hands of the SAP. Residents were made that armed whites took part in a pre-dawn attack on a Sebokeng hostel before the police arrived.

On September 5 people were killed and injured in an attack at Jebba station in Johannesburg. It seemed a sectarian and motiveless attack on the c ...
The conflict has spread beyond ideological boundaries.
Stop making police the unrest scapegoat, says general

By SHIRLEY WOODGATE

Until the root causes of the violence are solved by those involved in the township fighting, the police cannot end the unrest.

They can merely keep the lid on the boiling pot of unrest, says SAP public relations chief Major-General Herman Stalder.

Responding to allegations of partiality, conniving and incompetence, he said that while the police could act to contain violence, the force was unable to put an end to it.

“We can only urge those who are involved to stop making the police the scapegoat for their problems and to try to solve the real issues at hand,” he added.

It would appear that double standards are being applied by our detractors.

“First the police are called on to leave the townships and police action is condemned.

“The next moment, calls are made for the full might of the security forces to be used to curb the violence.

“Should this be done, we are certain a hue and cry will be raised by the very people who have been requesting security force action.”

Reacting to what he claimed to be “the concerted, well-orchestrated propaganda onslaught” against the force, General Stalder assured the public of total impartiality in dealing with township unrest.

The attack on the SAP now appeared to be getting out of hand and a sharp increase in the sustained attack had been noticeable since August 6 this year, he said.

“We do not deny there have been isolated incidents in which individual policemen have stepped over the mark, but we neither condone nor tolerate this.

“It should be noted that this is not unique to the SAP and we believe it is also unfair for anyone to condemn the entire force for exceptions to the rule,” he said.

The spiral of violence now sweeping the country was placing an increasing burden on the resources of the SAP, and the killing of policemen had now become an almost daily occurrence.

“Despite this deteriorating situation in our own backyard, the propaganda is continuing,” he said.

“Allegations being levelled against the police are viewed in a serious light, so much so that an experienced team of detectives under the leadership of a senior general has been appointed to investigate these claims.

“The police do not want to conceal the truth and we therefore have no qualms about such an investigation.

“But at this stage, despite intensive research into various allegations, we have found no concrete confirmation to substantiate them,” the general said.

Turning to the role of the media, he said that while the press and television had a duty to inform the public, their duty also extended to acting responsibly.

“The repeated publication of unsubstantiated allegations against the SAP cannot be considered responsible and cannot be to anyone’s benefit.

“A false perception is being created which can lead to a wedge being driven between the police and the public,” he added.
ANC killers win appeal

BLOEMFONTEIN — The Appeal Court, in its first judgment in terms of amended Criminal Procedure Act provisions with regard to the death sentence, has allowed the appeal of three Umkhonto we Sizwe members against the four- way death sentence they received for four murders.

Yesterday the court substituted imprisonment of 25 years on each of the murder counts and ordered the sentences be served concurrently.

Jabu Obed Masina, Frans Ting-Ting Msango and Neo Griffith Potsane were sentenced by Mr Justice MC de Klerk on April 27 1989.

They and Joseph Makhura were also jailed for 25 years for multiple counts of attempted murder, when 17 people were injured in a limpet-mine blast at Silverton in 1985 and for a landmine explosion at Soshan-gue. Masina, Msango and Potsane were also imprisoned for 10 years (concurrent) for the attempted murder of a woman.

Mr Justice Friedman (acting judge of appeal) said that when mitigating factors were taken into account, he did not consider the death sentence appropriate. A proper sentence, in his view, would be one of 25 years' jail. Acting Chief Justice Mr Justice Joubert, Mr Justice Smalberger, Mr Justice Milne and Mr Justice Eksteen concurred.

Mr Justice Friedman said Mr Justice de Klerk had made a number of findings based on the appellants' statements and confessions. The appellants believed themselves to be soldiers, generally under the command of ANC leaders, the judge said.

They had been indoctrinated to believe that their actions and conduct were fully justified.

Mr Justice Friedman said the trial evidence did not reveal that the men were mere puppets who obeyed the orders of their superiors in the ANC without thought or question. Although they were under the general command of their leaders, they identified targets for assassination; people who, in accordance with ANC policy, would be appropriate victims.

— Sapa.
Treurnicht rejects negotiations

By Esmare de Vos
Political Reporter

The Conservative Party did not regard the National Party's reforms as irreversible and would never take part in negotiations which would reduce whites to a helpless minority in a black communist majority state, CP leader Andries Treurnicht said last night.

Speaking at the first public rally in the Parliamentary by-election campaign for the November 7 election in Randburg, Dr Treurnicht said voters would reject the "foolish" idea of a non-racial democracy which was just another name for a tyranny of numbers.

It did not make sense to invite the CP to take part in negotiations while the Government was insisting that its "detestable course" was irreversible.

Both Dr Treurnicht and the CP's candidate, Leonie Steele, conducted most of their speeches in English and appealed to English voters to back the CP on November 7. About 600 people attended the lively meeting.

Dr Treurnicht said many English-speaking voters were now turning to the CP.

"We say we will listen to you now and we will listen to you when we are in power," he said.

The CP had had discussions with several blacks leaders who wanted the party's support in their fight against the ANC and the SACP. Further talks with such leaders, whom he did not identify, would take place within the near future.

Turning to the President's visit to the United States later this month, Dr Treurnicht said Mr de Klerk should tell President Bush: "Stop blackmailing us, stop these sanctions which we regard as a form of war."

Although the international world could make life difficult for South Africa by means of sanctions, the country could become even more self-sufficient if white expertise was developed.

Ms Steele said the country was being destroyed by ethnic conflict. It was only a matter of time before whites would be caught up in the middle.

(Report by E van der Merwe, 47 Sauer Street, Johannesburg.)
A LOOK INSIDE THE ANC

In a journalistic first, the *FM* is publishing a Special Survey of the African National Congress on September 28. A complete departure from our usual concentration on business issues, the survey covers neither a company nor a sector of the economy — but a liberation movement in the painful process of adapting to political legality.

A team of writers headed by Peter Wilhelm and Amarnath Singh interviewed ANC leaders — including Nelson Mandela — for the project, which assesses the history of the movement, its role in negotiations for a new constitution, and its stance on a variety of crucial issues including the economy, sports and cultural policy.

In key areas, the ANC provided departmental panels who were questioned by *FM* specialists. A wide range of documentary evidence was consulted and memories were cast back to the Fifties and Sixties and the formation of Umkhonto we Sizwe. There were recollections of prison life and operations and linkages with other movements like PAC, NP and communists were probed.

The influence of the Communist Party on the ANC is specifically addressed — and the number and names of communists on the national executive committee is for the first time given in full.

The survey was conducted with the cooperation of the ANC but reflects solely the *FM* view of the movement, its credibility and prospects.

Much new information came to light — including Mandela's current position on socialism, the status of the sports boycott (that is, when it could be lifted) and the extent of pragmatism or otherwise on controversial economic matters such as nationalisation and fiscal policy. The initial response indicates that this could be the best-read survey ever published by the *FM* — and will remain a reference work for the future.
TRADITIONAL LEADERS

CHIEF TROUBLE

Details of the mysterious suspension of Congress of Traditional Leaders of SA (Contralesa) president Mhlubuzimba Maphumulo last month will emerge at the organisation's annual conference. There’s some doubt, however, whether the maverick tribal chief will turn up to give his side of the story.

Maphumulo, the popular tribal leader appointed first president of the rural-based, ANC-aligned movement but suspended last month at a general council meeting, seems to have gone to ground. The FM could not contact him this week.

Acting president Sango Holomisa, an Umzimkhulu advocate, regional representative of the ANC and nephew of Transkei military leader Bantu Holomisa, said Contralesa's executive committee would present a full report at the organisation's annual conference in QwaQwa on October 12 following the investigation into "serious allegations of misconduct" made against Maphumulo.

"Though suspended as president, Maphumulo is still a member of Contralesa and should, therefore, attend the conference where he will be given an opportunity to state his case," Holomisa said.

He would not detail the allegations but did confirm that, basically, Maphumulo had at times been acting "without a mandate from Contralesa."

The FM learns from reliable sources that the suspended president had apparently been travelling abroad in the name of Contralesa without first consulting the executive committee and that his attendance at executive meetings was rare.

Reports that Natal representatives of Contralesa, where Maphumulo hails from, were unhappy with the president's suspension and could even break away from the organisation were dismissed by Samson Ndou in the congress's Johannesburg office.

"We have not heard of any dissent from Natal. In fact they seem to be behind the investigation," he said.

Maphumulo, a traditional chief, though stripped of his position by KwaZulu Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi for his in-
Breyten's handful of grudges

The establishment has forgiven Breyten Breytenbach and showered him with gifts. But the prodigal son is in no hurry to forgive the establishment. 'I still hold grudges,' he growls.

IVOR POWELL talks to the CNA winner

Breyten Breytenbach is richer now by R7,500 — "it helps," — and more distinguished by yet another major award, this time the Central News Agency Literary Prize for his latest work, Memories of Snow and of Dust.

With three prize CNA literary awards already under his belt one might be forgiven for thinking the reclusive Afrikaans poet is becoming something of an institution — as far as the institutions are concerned, at least. It would be a mistake. Breytenbach has lost none of the old fire.

He casts a hooded eye around the plush carpeting, the brass, the cream-coloured furnishings, the mahogany wood, the exquisitely faked sunlight of the restaurant space. He sighs.

"How does it feel to be back in South Africa? Where we're sitting at this moment is not South Africa. It's Las Vegas. I think it's a kind of a pivot to alienate everybody as rapidly as possible."

He pauses, taking his South African head, then the writer in Breytenbach takes over.

"You know, I sit in my room upstairs and the only television going is an American network. So there I am watching Washington and it's Las Vegas and if I look out through the glass window maybe I can see in the far distance something that may look like Africa.

"But it is not only what he describes as "the absurdity of living like this when you know what is going on around you" that incurs the distinguished writer's ire.

He addresses his dailies in a more or less systematic.
Winnie in tense meeting with Thokoza police

Johannesburg — ANC welfare chief Mrs Winnie Mandela conducted a tense interview with the Thokoza police station commander in his heavily barbed-wired police building yesterday.

Outside the window lay 12 mutilated bodies, latest victims of the violence which the ANC claims is instigated by the police.

Station commander Captain S P Fumani said the bodies had been brought in during the course of the morning from Phola Park and other Thokoza areas. Phola Park squatters later gathered outside their squalid settlement with their axes and makeshift spears to listen to Mrs Mandela. "If you are attacked you have the right to defend yourselves," she said.

Earlier, she told a crowd at Natalspruit: "I am glad to see that the Minister of Police, Mr Adriaan Viljoen, has deployed troops, but evidence from residents shows that most victims were killed and wounded by police bullets."

Electricity

Her words were greeted by a roar of approval by the crowd.

The squatters say they were attacked on Wednesday night by a large group of Inkatha people from Umshiyazale.

Meanwhile, electricity was yesterday switched off as a result of the rent and service-charge boycott.

Witwatersrand Attorney-General Mr Klaus von Lieres is to make a decision "fairly soon" on whether to charge Mrs Mandela in connection with the kidnapping and murder of teenage activist Stompie Seipie.

Mr Von Lieres, who had originally delayed his decision saying he was waiting for police to reinvestigate allegations of Mrs Mandela's involvement, said he now "had all the material I asked for". — Own Correspondent and Sapa
PAC to meet on joining talks with govt

THE PAC could finalise a decision on whether to enter talks with the government when the internal and external wings of the organisation meet in Harare next week.

The Western Cape coordinator of the PAC, Mr Barney Desai, said yesterday that consultations with PAC branches about a government invitation to engage in talks about a new constitution had not yet been completed.

This was confirmed in Durban by the general secretary of the PAC, Mr Benny Alexander, who said it was "incorrect" that the PAC had accepted the government's invitation.

The organisation would consult its central committee in Harare on the government's invitation to talks.

Mr Alexander was addressing about 500 students at the University of Durban-Westville yesterday.

The students chanted "one settler, one bullet" at the meeting.

"Every time a settler is killed, an African is liberated," a student leader introducing Mr Alexander said to tumultuous applause. — Political Correspondent and Own Correspondent
Violence prompts emergency ANC session

THE ANC is to call its full national executive committee (NEC) together next week for an emergency meeting to discuss ways of ending escalating township violence, including possible mass action.

The ANC/government working group established to consider issues relating to the ANC's suspension of the armed struggle, finished an interim report yesterday.

A joint statement confirmed the two sides met in Pretoria yesterday and said the report had been finalised, but gave no further details. It is expected the report will be discussed by the leadership of both sides within the next few days.

ANC sources said a meeting of NEC members in Johannesburg yesterday received reports on the violence from a number of ANC structures and affiliated organisations in affected areas.

The NEC is expected to discuss ways in which mass action could be used to force government to use the full might of its security forces to end the violence and to stop police partiality alleged by the ANC.

Yesterday's meeting was held two days after ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela warned the township war was jeopardising negotiations and that the ANC was coming under increasing pressure to arm its supporters involved in the violence.

In terms of the Pretoria Minute the working group was to have "resolved all outstanding questions" arising out of the decision to suspend armed action and to have reported by September 15.

However, because of delays in beginning its work, government sources indicated earlier this week that the group would

ANC session

have to submit an interim report.

The first report will now be considered by Cabinet and the ANC NEC for approval. Yesterday's meeting was supposed to have taken place on Tuesday but was cancelled because two members of the ANC delegation, international department head Thabo Mbeki and intelligence chief Jacob Zuma, could not attend because they were part of an ANC/Cesata/UDF delegation that met President FW de Klerk.

Mbeki, information head Pallo Jordan and Umkhonto we Sizwe commander Joe Modise also did not attend the first meeting of the working group last Thursday. The ANC denied this was a deliberate snub of government, stating the officials had another important meeting to attend.

Law and Order spokesman Col Steve van Rooyen declined to say whether all the members of the ANC delegation attended yesterday's talks. The two parties had agreed to say nothing more than was contained in the statement, he said.
UWC accused of ‘political bias’

By BARRY STREEK
Political Staff

THE University of the Western Cape (UWC) has been accused by a member of its education faculty, Dr Y da Costa, of officially aligning itself with “a single political discourse”.

He also said the political bias of the official weekly publication UWC Bulletin was “so bad that for all intents and purposes it could be considered to be an official organ of a particular political organisation, and not of the university”.

Dr Da Costa wrote in a letter to UWC Bulletin: “The fact that this university has opted to support and give prominence to a univocal political discourse is in itself a form of ideological sectarianism which must lead, out of necessity, to the exclusion and suppression of other discourses, and to behaviour which encourages the removal of posters advertising meetings of those organisations which are not accepted or acceptable.

“Unfortunately, there is very little doubt that, for all intents and purposes, the university has officially come out in support of only one of the discourses in the broad democratic movement in this country.

“Surely part of the universality of a university, especially in this country at this time, is to allow as many discourses as possible on social change and progress to flower freely within all its structures, so that ideological battles and confrontation become part of the dialectic of social change.

“Thus, give a certain discourse the status of ‘gospel’ is to work against all this and against all that a university should encourage.

“A university should be an ideological battleground where students of different political persuasions confront each other and do battle to test their ideas against each other.

“This is growth, and it is only the element of opposition which allows for such growth,” Dr Da Costa said.

In response, UWC’s rectorate said the main thrust of Dr Da Costa’s argument was “unreservedly supported”.

“A university should allow, and in fact encourage, as many discourses as possible on social change and progress to flower freely within the institution.”

The university’s particular relationship with one component of the democratic and liberation movement was one which had developed historically out of joint struggles against apartheid.

Both the university and the democratic movement had “always understood that relationship to be one of a critical alignment from the side of the university”.

UWC’s media office said it was also “in favour of open, critical and constructive debate on campus”.
Attack not directly linked to call

By BARRY STREEK

THE fatal attack on two police patrol cars in Soweto on Tuesday night was not directly connected to a late-night phone call by the ANC's internal leader, Mr Walter Sisulu, to a police general.

The ANC said yesterday that the original source of the phone call, Mrs Miriam Vilikazi, lived in Zone One, Diepkloof, whereas the ambush, in which a policeman died and three were injured, took place in Zone Six, Diepkloof, about 6km away.

And General Herman Stadler, head of the police's public relations division, said the two police cars went to Zone One, found nothing, and then started patrolling.

They then came across a group of 200 youths whom they scattered and "after that particular action, they were attacked".

General Stadler added: "We are not accusing anyone. The point we wanted to make about that incident was that policemen went to investigate a complaint by Mr Sisulu to stop systematic violence and all of a sudden they were attacked."

The police and the ANC directly contradicted each other about the telephone number Mr Sisulu gave to the police commissioner in Soweto, General Johan Swart, in the phone call on Tuesday night.

Mr Sisulu said the number, which he himself had tested, belonged to Mrs Vilikazi in Zone One but the police said the number belonged to a member of the police's murder and robbery squad.

Mr Sisulu could not be contacted yesterday but Mr Saki Mabuzza, an ANC spokesman, said reports that Mrs Winnie Mandela had called Mr Sisulu about Mrs Vilikazi's panic about the situation in Zone One on Tuesday night and had given him Mrs Vilikazi's number accorded with what Mr Sisulu told him on Wednesday.
ANC warns govt on mass action

PETER DELMAR

THE ANC warned government yesterday that it reserved the right to resume "mass action" to secure the release of detainees and the suspension of what it called repressive laws.

A strongly worded statement accused government of "a callous disregard for the most elementary standards of human decency" by refusing to release or grant bail to disabled and ill political detainees.

The statement came after detained ANC national executive member Mac Maharaj was taken to hospital and leading Natal member Billy Nair was freed after suffering a heart attack during his detention.

The ANC said yesterday more than 100 "apartheid fighters and ANC members" were being detained under Section 29.

Meanwhile, the families of a number of Section 29 detainees have asked President F W de Klerk for a meeting next Monday.

According to a letter to De Klerk released by the ANC yesterday, the detainees' families are demanding their release, or at least that they be granted access to relatives and doctors and lawyers of their choice.
Concerned women to meet Vlok today over violence

PRETORIA. — A delegation from Women Against Repression (WAR), an alliance of women representing 22 organisations, will meet Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok today at the Union Buildings to discuss the violence in the Rand townships.

A four-person delegation yesterday delivered a memorandum from WAR to the Union Buildings expressing concern about the current violence and the urgent need for peace.

The memorandum contains affidavits pertaining to police collusion with Inkathas and 12 demands.

The delegation was received by an official from President F W de Klerk's office who assured them he would give the memorandum to Vlok and De Klerk.

A group of more than 90 women from the affiliated organisations yesterday gathered under a banner saying "WAR calls on the state to end violence" on the lawns in front of the Union Building while more than 30 policemen watched.

Women for Peace representative Liz Mundell said WAR had unsuccessfully attempted to see Vlok over the past four weeks in connection with the violence.

The organisation had then decided to gather at the Union Buildings to express their concern about the current violence.

However, WAR was informed on Wednesday that Vlok had agreed to meet them today, but they had decided to continue with their gathering and to present the memorandum to Vlok.

The demands include the establishment of an independent public judicial inquiry into the violence and into the conduct of the SAP, KwaZulu police and the SADF; the unbiased disarming of people in the townships; formal unrest monitoring committees, closure of all hostels; disbanding of hit squads and the policing of railway stations at all times.

ANC warns gov't on mass action

THE ANC warned government yesterday that it reserved the right to resume "mass action" to secure the release of detainees and the suspension of what it called repressive laws.

A strongly worded statement accused government of "a callous disregard for the most elementary standards of human decency" by refusing to release or grant bail to disabled and ill political detainees.

The statement came after detained ANC national executive member Mac Maharaj was taken to hospital and leading Natal member Billy Nair was freed after suffering a heart attack during his detention.

The ANC said yesterday more than 100 "apartheid fighters and ANC members" were being detained under Section 29.

Meanwhile, the families of a number of Section 29 detainees have asked President F W de Klerk for a meeting next Monday.

According to a letter to De Klerk released by the ANC yesterday, the detainees’ families are demanding their release, or at least that they be granted access to relatives and doctors and lawyers of their choice.
Mr de Klerk's views on a "third force" or "hidden hand".

Expanding on his views of a Renamo-style force being at work in South Africa, Mr Mandela said it was significant the the group of attackers on Thursday's Soweto-bound train did not say a word while executing more than 29 people.

"It is clear that they have considerable experience in this type of attack."

Mr Mandela yesterday told Reef township residents to defend themselves against their killers.

At a press conference in Johannesburg, a tense-looking Mr Mandela was repeatedly asked to convey a message of peace and hope to panic-stricken residents in the wake of brutal and unprovoked attacks this week.

He said President de Klerk's admission that a "hidden hand" was manipulating the bloody violence, and the fact that the ANC's national executive committee had called an urgent meeting for Tuesday to discuss ways "to stop the violence and defend our people", should inspire confidence.

Later, when asked to appeal for peace, he said: "It is not for me to appeal for peace because the violence is not caused by residents but by faceless people."

"If I have to say anything, I would say they should defend themselves."

He declined to reveal possible actions which the NEC might decide upon on Tuesday, or what he would tell his executive.

Confidentiality was an important element of any strategy.

The ANC would seriously consider the demand from its supporters that they be armed to defend themselves, he said.

If Mr de Klerk's new yet-to-be-announced measures to curb the violence were considered to be successful by the NEC, it would affect the NEC's views on whether to respond to the demand that its supporters be armed.

Asked if the ANC was considering resuming the armed struggle, Mr Mandela said: "We'll wait and see."

A man -- "sounding like a white person, deliberately trying to imitate an African accent" -- yesterday telephoned an independent radio station claiming that Thursday's train massacre had been ordered by ANC militant Chris Hani.

This was announced at a press conference yesterday by the ANC's head of information, Pallo Jordan.

Dr Jordan said the man, who had claimed to be an Umkhonto we Sizwe soldier, told Radio 702 that he and others refused to take orders from ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela and would only act on the instructions of Mr Hani, MK's chief of staff who is currently in Transkei.

Dr Jordan said the man was an imposter.

He vehemently denied that Mr Hani had issued any orders, least of all instructions that innocent people should be killed in such a brutal way.
The Zulus are coming!

FW has conceded 3rd force

- Mandela

AS more violence on trains in Johannesburg broke out yesterday, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela announced that President de Klerk had finally conceded the existence of a sinister 'third force' manipulating the Reef violence.

After urgent talks with Mr de Klerk in Pretoria, Mr Mandela told a press conference in Johannesburg that the President was now convinced that the Reef carried was no longer a clash between black and black, but that and the ANC, or Zulus and Xhosas, but that some hidden hand was at play which intended to destabilise the peace process.

Mr de Klerk had informed him of a new comprehensive plan to end the violence and track down those responsible for the carnage.

As he approved the plan and whether the ANC would co-operate in implementing the plan, he said: 'There is no question of any co-operation with regard to any measures he might take.'

It was the task of the Government, he said, 'to protect the people of this country from any further violence, and to ensure that peace and stability are restored.'

Many hurt as panic sparks train stampede

STAFF REPORTERS

FIFTEEN people — possibly victims of mass hysteria — were injured on two trains in Johannesburg yesterday in a sequel to Thursday night's Benrose station massacre.

Later last night, it could not be established whether the 15 had been flung from coaches or had jumped out in panic when fellow passengers stampeded yelling: 'The Zulus are coming!'

Less than 24 hours earlier, a rampaging mob killed 26 people and injured 169 on a Soweto-bound train. And yesterday morning three died in attacks at Soweto taxi ranks.

Police, the South African Railways Corporation and Spoornet jointly admitted last night to increase security forces and patrols on railway stations. It would be difficult to place men on each train, a policeman said.

Yesterday's incidents -- between Bramley and Mayfair stations at 2.45 pm and between Jeppe and Ellis Park stations at about 6 pm -- came within hours of an emergency meeting between ANC leader Nelson Mandela and President de Klerk to discuss the wave of violence on the Reef.

Train victim Hilton Thabele (35) who had been on train number 51 when it approached Jeppe station.

© Photograph: Sean Woods.

FIRST AID: A victim gets emergency treatment at Jeppe station yesterday.

Jews cheer Mandela

Soweto's mayor... Train drivers fear...
Jews cheer Mandela after speech at temple

HELEN GRANGE

AN address by ANC leader Nelson Mandela to the Jewish community went unhindered at Johannesburg's Temple Shalom last night — in spite of circulat- ed pamphlets expressing outrage that a "power-hungry despot" be allowed to speak at a temple.

Wearing a yarmulka, Mr. Mandela quickly addressed the issue which has led to widespread controversy among Jews — his embrace of Palestinian Liberation Organisation leader Yasser Arafat.

He told the congregation that the fact that the United Nations had on two occasions met Arafat in Geneva was indicative of the man's support.

"It is Zionism means to deny Palestinians the right to freedom and self-expression, then it must be strongly condemned. But if Zionism means freedom, liberty and the right to expression, then it is a healthy move- ment...." Peace in the Middle East depends on Palestinians and Israelis accepting each other's right to existence.

Mr. Mandela said that blacks identified strongly with Jews on the question of racial intolerance.

At the end of his address, Mr. Mandela was cheered warmly. Early yesterday, pamphlets from an organisation calling itself "People for Racial Peace and Harmony in Africa" were distributed, claiming Mr. Mandela had embarked on a wave of terror against all disagreeing blacks.

He was getting ready to "out-Nazi the old Nats" and he "kisses the cheeks of Arafat and Gadaffi", the pamphlet said. "How dare he be invited to speak in a holy place?" it added.

First Aid: A victim gets emergency treatment at Jeppe station yesterday.

Soweto's mayor willing to mediate

ABBEY MAKO

SOWETO mayor Sam Mkhwanazi said last night that ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela and Inkatha leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi meet to end township violence.

He said he wanted them to shake hands in public and said he would be prepared to mediate in any move aimed at ending the carnage.

The Five Freedoms Forum (FFF) has added its voice to the growing call for an end to the violence, saying that President de Klerk, Mr. Mandela and Chief Buthelezi should commit themselves to acting for peace.

FFF press officer Gael Neke said: "We are extremely concerned at the lack of urgency demonstrated by the three leaders who should be most concerned by the violence. They should at this time be demonstrating 'on the ground' involvement and intervention.''

Train drivers fear attacks in townships

SHARIF SINGH

Train drivers are reconsidering servicing townships after the spate of attacks on trains travelling to and from Reef townships.

Mr. Abraham Koekemoer of the South African Footplate Staff Association said drivers are in constant fear for their lives.

There is no real protection for drivers servicing the townships. The issue has been raised with Spoornet management, but no concrete steps have been taken, he said. The association was planning to meet management next week to address the situation.

Attacked

Several train drivers have been attacked and one seriously injured during the past few weeks while walking from one end of the train to the other, Mr. Koekemoer said.

A spokesman for Spoornet, Transnet's rail division, said train safety was a broad transport issue and not just the responsibility of Spoornet.

Spoornet is a subcontractor to the state-owned South African Railways Corporation. He said the Minister of Transport and Public Works, Mr. George Bartlett, was meeting the South African Police to discuss the issue.

The Death Train — No 9436

JOVIAL RANTAO

LAST night I rode the death train — the ill-fated Naledi-bound Train No 9436 on which gunmen ran amok on Thursday, killing at least 26 commuters and injuring more than 100.

My ride began at the Johannesburg station where the train, dubbed "Jiteleza" by commuters, pulled in at exactly 5 p.m.

Black train commuters, usually packed on the platforms in their hundreds during peak hour,
Zulu King blames ANC for violence

ESMARè VAN DER MERWE,

TRANSKEI President Tutu Ndamase and Zulu King Goodwill Zwelethini, accompanied by traditional chiefs and Cabinet Ministers, will tomorrow hold joint rallies on the East Rand and in Soweto in an effort to restore peace in the war-torn Reef townships.

A Transkei embassy spokesman in Pretoria said the first rally would be held at the Tokoza stadium from 10 am to noon and the second at the Orlando Stadium in Soweto from 2 pm to 5 pm.

Similar peace rallies would be held in the Vaal Triangle and on the East Rand on Monday — the first at the Sebokeng soccer field from 10 am to noon and the second in the Springs township of KwaThema from 2 pm to 5 pm.

Propaganda

The decision by Zulu and Xhosa leaders to visit the Reef was taken at a meeting in Durban late last month where the two delegations called on political parties to stop making ethnic groups the target of political propaganda and urged Zulus and Xhosas to "purge their minds and hearts of ethnic animosities".

King Zwelethini this week told a meeting of Zulu chiefs that he held the ANC and its allies — the UDF, Cosatu and the SACP — responsible for the violence which had flared in KwaZulu, Natal and the Transvaal.

Despite several attempts by KwaZulu Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi and himself to hold discussions with ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, he had up to now not had the time for such a meeting.

Therefore he and traditional leaders from Transkei and Ciskei would visit the Reef to plead for peace.

"My message will be that people should put a stop to the violence. I will even say they should not engage in counter-violence if being provoked," he said.
Govt/ANC group draw up report on armed struggle

ESMARé VAN DER MERWE,

THE joint Government/ANC working group on the suspension of the armed struggle yesterday met for the second time and drew up an interim report to meet its deadline — in accordance with the Pretoria Minute — to report by today.

In a short joint statement, the Government and the ANC confirmed that the committee had met. No details were given. Government and ANC spokesmen yesterday declined to comment or reveal the names of the group members who had attended.

Deadlock reached

On Wednesday, an ANC spokesman said no meeting had been scheduled and hinted that the committee had reached deadlock due to the complications on the granting of immunity from arrest for Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani, who plays a leading role in the committee's activities.

A Ministry of Justice spokesman yesterday re-iterated an earlier statement that a new application for Mr Hani's immunity from arrest was receiving attention.
My nightmare of hacking, screaming and death

By THABO HLATSWAYO

At about 6.30pm on Tuesday, Marinba Gardens in Vosloorus was plunged into darkness, but there's nothing sinister about this daily occurrence.

Two hours later, as I was preparing to go to bed, there was a knock on the door. A neighbour came to tell us the “Zulus” were about to attack.

I was duty-bound to join him and others to set up barricades. Sporadic machine-gun fire could be heard nearby, but this has also become a way of life in Vosloorus.

We discussed our plan in case of attack but we were helpless. None of us knew what to do. We resigned ourselves to a bloody fate.

The attack did not materialise but in the morning, people going to work were stopped at the entrance to the township because the “Zulus” were about to mount an attack. I asked myself, “How could they attack in broad daylight?”

I decided to visit a friend who owned a car to ask him to take my family to Soweto. Before I reached his place, I met fleeing youths carrying petrol bombs. They were fleing the “Zulus”.

In the ensuing chaos, I ran into the nearest house. Inside, everyone huddled in silence. A few minutes later I saw a white minibus approach from which people were firing in the direction of the fleeing youths. I was panic-stricken when I thought about my wife and 17-month-old daughter who were alone in the house. I wanted to get out and return home but was afraid to do so.

Twenty minutes passed before I could gather enough courage to go outside. I got home safely but the house was locked and there was nobody there. I heard my wife call me. She was next door.

She told me the youths I had seen were being chased by the “Zulus”. Some had jumped over our garden fence to escape.

Men chasing them wore red headbands and were armed with an assortment of pangas and spears.

Two youths were cornered just 200 metres down the road and were stabbed and hacked with pangas. I believe one was dead, the other near death. In another street, three more bodies were found – they had been shot dead.

When nightfall came, fears increased that the “Zulus” might return. But the night was peaceful. The electricity was turned on again – but no one dared switch on their lights.

The rotting victims of a rotten war

Mortuaries on the Reef were already full before this week’s surge of violence. For instance, this Germiston mortuary is overflowing and bodies have been dumped in an open backyard where they have rotted under the scorching sun. These victims of violence are mainly from the East Rand.
MANSILLA: BIJA reacts to praise from Japan, one of the world's richest nations

ANC SENDS WARP-TALK MAN TO PEACE PEACE
The ugly face of mass murder . . .

'Amen, so be it’, their last prayer

By SOPHIE TEME

"AMEN, SO BE IT" were the last words two women had been praying under at Thursday before they and 24 other passengers were massacred by a gang of armed men who entered train No 36 – better known as "Sikesezile".

The killers boarded the 5.10pm train from Johannesburg to Vosloorus at George Goch station. Witnesses said they were armed with pangas, spears and guns.

As soon as the train started moving, the gang began attacking passengers indiscriminately. Of the 26 people killed, most were women who were shot and stabbed. And, said police, of the over 100 injured, many were burnt when they jumped from the train trying to get away from the killers.

A grisly sight greeted waiting commuters when the train arrived at Denver station. Next to one of the bodies – that of a woman named Eliza – a Bible and next to another was a loaf of bread.

A Tshwane woman, Maru Thamela, said a group of women were holding a prayer meeting on the train.

"Suddenly I heard people screaming and I opened my eyes when I felt a heavy thump on my head. I fell on to another woman and others fell and they were lying on top of me."

They were screaming and crying, racing from the killers while others jumped out of the train windows.

"I then saw a man with a gun in his hand and a woman who was sitting on the seat opposite me was screaming hysterically. I was shot her. I saw blood coming from her mouth."

Another man from the gang walked up to her and stabbed her several times – until she stopped screaming.

"One of my friends whom I only know as Matloupo, died on the platform after I noticed that he had been hit, for breath and gasping.”

Elizabeth Liskie, who has a gaping wound in her forehead, said she and other female passengers were cornered by three of the killers after trying to escape.

She said she saw the three killers stab a man with what looked like a spear – before they hacked him with pangas.

Traffic police threw a cordon around the Denver station, while paramedics in a helicopter and several ambulances ferried the injured to hospital.

Train services shunned

The number of suburban train passengers dropped significantly on Friday morning on the Reef, following the second attack on peak-hour commuters in just over a week of bloody carnage on carriages and stations platforms.

Spokeswoman Japana Moeng said that on average there were 40 percent less passengers on trains running to and out of Soweto, Kabuleng, Thokoza, Vosloorus and Elandsfontein.

Moeng said another flashpoint of conflict, was not affected, said Moeng.

A just over seven days, 26 people were killed in a Soweto-bound train on Thursday night and three other people were injured at commuters at Yeppie station.

Meanwhile, the decline in train passengers is not helping diminish taxi operators.

Taxi drivers, according to a spokesman for the Southern Africa Black Taxi Association, Fanwani Shilubi, are on average losing two operating hours a day, because they fear doing business before dawn and after dusk due to the ongoing violence.

Shilubi said in some of the affected areas, taxi operators were afraid to operate altogether because of tensions between local residents and hostel dwellers.

"In several places such as Kab ALERT, Vosloorus and Thokoza, taxi drivers can only operate from the outskirts of the townships," he said. - Sapa

A mysterious "third force" at work? A commuter and a loaf of bread that never reached home.

The horror which left the country reeling with shock. # Pre Evans Mudenga

A rescue worker wheels a victim of the train massacre to a waiting ambulance at Denver station.

Martha Mhembu . . . heard people screaming as she was praying.

Nomathzuko Sxeke survived bullet wounds and a gash on her head.
A rescue worker wheels a victim of the train massacre to a waiting ambulance at Denver station.

Bodies of women—who moments earlier held a prayer meeting—litter a blood-splattered train coach after the killing spree.

Rescue workers and a victim alongside the train of death at Denver station. The killers escaped arrest. **Pic: EVANS MBOWE**
ANC has right to self-defence

THE ANC had not forfeited its right to self-defence when it suspended the armed struggle, and would not stand by and allow "our people" to be mowed down like dogs, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela told hundreds of people who packed a synagogue in Johannesburg on Friday night.

He also warned there was a "real and terrifying prospect of a full-scale civil war" breaking out.

"An offensive unprecedented in ferocity has been launched against our people," Mandela charged. "Ordinary civilians, at home, at work and in the streets are made targets of brutal and savage attacks.

"There is no doubt in my mind - and all the evidence conclusively supports this - that the police and sectors of the government are working with a variety of vigilante forces, including Inkatha."

""If the strongest measures are not taken against the perpetrators of this violence, including elements within the South African Police force, we will be forced to reconsider our present strategy," he said in reference to the ongoing killings on the Witwatersrand.

"On the eve of real negotiations, forces determined to wreck the peace process have implemented a strategy of destabilisation which has resulted in the very real and terrifying prospect of full-scale civil war breaking out."

Mandela said eye-witnesses from many townships stated "unequivocally" that whites, with their faces and hands blackened, had been part of groups of attackers recently.

"This is not a new phenomenon in Southern Africa. It has been an integral part of the destabilisation policy perpetrated against Angola and Mozambique."

Turning to the sometimes controversial issue of the ANC's policy towards Israel, and Zionism in particular, Mandela, who was invited to address Johannesburg's Jewish community, slammed inaccurate reports attributed to him in the world media.

He told about 1000 people packing the Temple Shalom in the Highlands North suburb: "If Zionism means the right of the Jewish people to live in secure boundaries, to have their own state, to contribute to world peace, and peace in the (Middle East) region, to live in a manner that affords them the right to fully express their culture, traditions and religion, then we consider Zionism a healthy movement."

However, "If Zionism means the right of Israel to seize territory and deny the Palestinian people their right of self-determination and suppress by brute force their right to self-expression, then we condemn Zionism in the strongest terms."

He added it must also be understood that the enemies of Israel were not the ANC's enemies.

"Our stand on the question of relations between Israel and the PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organisation) is that it is a matter which must be settled by peaceful methods, as is the view of the world community."

"By refusing to speak to the PLO, the Israeli government was isolating itself," Mandela added. - Sapa.
Social friction fans flames

Social friction between streetwise black youths and traditionalist Zulus is worsening the bloody struggle for political ascendancy in South Africa’s townships, say analysts.

Black groups, trying to influence negotiations on ending white rule, have ignited a powder keg of tensions between tribally minded Zulu migrant workers and township residents of all tribes used to modern big city ways.

More than 800 people have died in violence between Johannesburg’s township dwellers, often including urban Zulus, and the 125,000 migrants living in 31 men-only hostels dotted around the city.

Magazine columnist Noma-venda Mathiane, a "Zulu Soweto resident, wrote: "If the truth be known it is that many of us in Soweto — and particularly the people who speak English and have good jobs — have considered ourselves 'upper-class Zulus' and we see Inkatha as 'lower-class Zulus'."

Residents loyal to the ANC say they are fighting poorly educated but aggressive migrant workmen manipulated by the Zulu Inkatha movement of Mangosuthu Buthelezi, who, they say, is trying to shoot his way into negotiations on reform.

University of Zululand analyst Herbert Vilikazi said adult migrant workers "were turned off, puzzled and infuriated by the impatient, impetuous tactics of youth, in a manner totally outside the traditional code governing relations between young and old". — Reuters
Survivors tell of mindless killings

By ELIAS MALULEKE

SURVIVORS of the latest township massacres told this week of their narrow escapes from death. But most were mourning the loss of loved ones.

Three families were wiped out on the East Rand as the carnage entered its sixth week in Reef townships and spread to taxi ranks and suburban trains in Johannesburg.

Many others were maimed by gangs when renewed fighting erupted in Katlehong, Phola Park squatter camp in Thokoza, Vosloorus and Soweto.

In Katlehong, two families were wiped out on Monday after Kweini hostel dwellers and stormed into five sections in the township including Dikathole, Khumalo, Mosili, Mokwena and Ramokonopi, killing more than 20 people.

One survivor of the killing spree, Alpheus Hajane, 50, a self-employed motor mechanic in Mosili Section, said a Zulu impi killed his mother, 70; his wife, Leah, 48; brother Frans Hajane, 38; and 18-year-old son Johannes.

Hajane said the “chanting impi” started hacking and setting fire to cars outside the house and then stoned it, fired shots and forced their way in.

The family heard gunshots outside and a mob chanting. “My mother, wife and younger brother ran into one bedroom. I ran into the other bedroom with my two daughters and hid under the bed.”

Hajane jumped out of the bedroom window and hid in the back yard. His 16-year-old daughter Rosina said that while she was under the bed with her sister Gladys, 5, she heard her mother move to the front door and tell their attackers there were no men in the house.

“I heard shots being fired, then came screams from the bedroom as the shooting continued and at the same time other men ransacked and destroyed furniture,” said Rosina.

Not far from Hajane’s home, the sole survivor of a family of five, Sheila Monyela, 20, is grieving for her two sisters who died during the attack and her critically wounded parents are lying in Leratong Hospital.

In Vosloorus, a family of five was almost wiped out on Tuesday night when a Zulu impi charged into the Sotho section. Three members of the Segole family in Mokgako street were killed in the house and two amazingly escaped.

The attackers killed Ezekiel Segole, 50, his two sons Brian, 26, and Kelo, 22. His wife Sessy and their daughter Maria escaped by hiding in a toilet.

Grieving but lucky to be alive, Rosina and Gladys Hajane. Four of their family were killed.
Reasons for killings no longer clear

ANC is to urgently review options

By SELLO SELOLO, Political Editor

The violence sweeping through most of the country's black residential areas, particularly on the Reef, have brought the country perilously close to a civil war -- eclipsing the horror of some of the world's worst troubles.

The violence, which has taken the dimensions of Lebanon, the Argentines of the 1970s, Northern Ireland and the recent bloodletting in Lebanon -- all rolled into one.

What is frightening, is that instead of abating, the violence is getting worse.

When inter-organisational fighting started in the townships around Durban and Mthathu, the division were clear.

The emphasis was on the one hand, and the Cacosa/UDF alliance on the other. Even the causes of the conflict seemed clear enough.

This was supposed to be an ideological war, while some analysts said it was also a fight over scarce resources.

Then the fighting started on the Reef in recent weeks, first in the Vaal triangle township of Soweto, it was assumed this was a continuation of the "importation" of the ongoing fighting between the Cacosa and the Cosatu/UDF alliance.

"It was believed that leave them. "There were many solutions. While prosperous for peace seemed to be increasing, the fighting suddenly went beyond the townships. Blacks are now being attacked at railway stations in the city. They are being attacked on trains on their way home from work.

As at least 30 people have died after being attacked at the Jepps and Denelet stations. They are also being attacked at taxi ranks in town as they prepare to go home. Some taxis have been ambushed in the dead of the night.

This spate of killings in which hundreds have been killed in just two weeks -- shows the fighting is no longer tribal, ideological or even between township residents and hostel dwellers. The killings are now inflicting.

Explaining the reasons for the escalation of violence, director of the Project for the Study of Violence at Wits University, Lloyd Vogelman, said this could be a combination of several factors.

He said whereas in the past the violence seemed well-planned and well-orchestrated, today there was a "third force" emerging, made up of ultra rightists and possibly some elements within the security forces who shared their sympathies.

Vogelman said it was difficult to say some members of the security forces were involved in the killings, the fact the Law and Order Minister felt it necessary last year to make a ruling forbidding police from belonging to political organisations, showed some members could be ultra rightists.

"I don't think this ruling has eliminated such elements in the forces."

Adding a more ominous note to the latest killings, Vogelman said given the poverty in the townships, it was possible there was a "third force" to exploit the situation by "hiring black mercenaries to kill for money."

It would be naive to discount such a possibility, he said, "People in the townships are poor and brainwashed. If they can get for money, what is there to stop them from being employed to kill fellow blacks? This is a real possibility."

Vogelman said it would be in the interests of the ultra rightists to create a climate of anarchy in the country. "If there is too much violence, a President De Klerk will be forced to halt his reform initiatives. This is what the ultra rightists want. Such anarchy would also put paid to negotiations."

According to Vogelman, a climate of total anarchy could also precipitate a coup. "I am not saying this is going to happen, but a coup could be an outcome of anarchy."

Two of South Africa's leading clerics, Archibishop Desmond Tutu of the Anglican Church, and Dr. Stanley Mogoba, head of the Methodist Church, also condemned a "third force" which was fuelling trouble in the townships.

If indeed there are new mercenaries involved in the conflict, Reef townships could soon be worse than Lebanon -- where random and senseless killings are a daily occurrence.

The ANC's National Executive Committee is to hold an emergency meeting early next week to focus specifically on the prevailing violence. The NBC is also to review the prevailing situation -- and to look at strategic and tactical options in the light of current circumstances.

This terse statement does not indicate whether some of the options to be reviewed would entail pulling out of the current talks negotiations and reverting to the armed struggle.
Mandela and Buthelezi must talk

By CHARLES MOGALE

CALLS for ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela to meet Inkatha leader Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi grew this week as the death toll reached 736.

Thousands of people have been injured and homes burnt down as the level of violence reached unprecedented heights. The violence has spread into “white” areas with wanton attacks of people in trains and taxi ranks by groups of men believed to be mercenaries.

Mandela has persistently refused to meet the Zulu leader to discuss the wars between Inkatha and township residents. ANC internal leader Walter Sisulu said a meeting between the two would be tantamount to Inkatha bringing the ANC to its knees.

Buthelezi, accused of not helping the peace process by justifying the carrying of so-called traditional weapons, has said he wants to meet Mandela. He said he believed this could help the peace process.

Pik Botha said a meeting between the two men could have a positive effect on their followers. Botha was reiterating President FW de Klerk’s repeated calls to Mandela to meet Buthelezi.

In a veiled reference to the two leaders, John Allen, Press secretary to Cape Town’s Archbishop Desmond Tutu, said churchmen were giving urgent attention to a range of steps to curb the violence, “including the possibility of getting the warring parties together”.

The South African Chamber of Business (Sacob), which is meeting in Johannesburg tomorrow to discuss the violence, said it shared the view that a meeting between the two leaders would be helpful.

The call was echoed by Soweto mayor Sam Mkhwanazi.
Now outspoken rabbi dons bullet-proof vest

By MANDLA TVLAKA and FELICITY LEVINE

A LEFT-LEANING Johannesburg rabbi found himself in the centre of an uproar this week when he invited ANC leader Nelson Mandela to speak at a reform synagogue. Rabbi Ady Assabi, of the Imane-Shalom congregation, now wears a bullet-proof vest and has an armed guard looking after him after receiving 22 threatening calls in three days.

Outraged conservative Jews and other right-wingers have not only threatened to kill the rabbi, who believes Jews should be more vocal in their opposition to apartheid, but have said they will “blow up” the temple in Parktown, where his office is located.

Some members of the rabbi’s congregation have threatened to resign.

Some Jews believe Mr Mandela is an enemy of Israel and they were incensed by his expressions of solidarity with the Palestine Liberation Organisation and its leader Yasser Arafat, as well as Mr Mandela’s reported views on Zionism.

THREATENED... Rabbi Ady Assabi with guest speaker Nelson Mandela

But Rabbi Assabi says: “I am not trying to make anyone angry or cause havoc.

“As a rabbi and teacher of what Judaism stands for, I believe that if you don’t like what someone does, you do not change that by ignoring them.”

He said he had invited Mr Mandela because he and his colleagues would determine the future of South Africa.

“One is to pack and go, the other is to be totally involved in the struggle against apartheid and the third is to sit on the fence, which is totally unacceptable.”

Rabbi Assabi said he would be called for talks with the PLO 15 years ago.

“If the ANC objects to occupied territories and the fact that 1.5-million Arabs live under military rule, they have many friends in the Jewish community — including me.

“If the ANC objects to Zionism as it pertains to the aspirations of the Jewish people to have a state of their own within secure borders, then they do not have me as a friend.”
Tony follows in his dad’s footsteps

Couple re-tie knot in dusty Serowe

IN Southern Africa’s wedding of the year Anthony Khashu, son of the late Sir Seretse Khama, married his white South African wife, Margaret le Roux of Rustenburg, for the second time yesterday, in the sweltering heat of Serowe. The people of Botswana have been waiting for this wedding for years.

The couple arrived after 11am in a dusty Mercedes at the imposing stone

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela yesterday warned that if the South African Government failed to take effective steps to end the current violence in South Africa, the only defence of the people would be to take up arms.

“We are not prepared to accept and witness the death of our people while the Pretoria government is conducting war against us,” Mandela told the 4th summit of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) ad hoc committee on southern Africa.

The ANC leader blamed the South African Government for inciting members of the Inkatha Freedom Movement, faceless elements and State agencies for systematically mounting attacks and brutally killing the people of the ANC.

“Although the ANC is doing everything possible to avoid a war situation, the country will be drowned in blood if the South African Government fails to take firm action against these elements,” Mandela warned.

He said the ANC suspended the armed struggle on August 7 because the movement believed in peaceful negotiations. “We have removed obstacles to negotiations and we are working to bring peace to the country,” he said.

We’ll take up arms if government does not act – Mandela

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela yesterday warned that if the South African Government failed to take effective steps to end the current violence in South Africa, the only defence of the people would be to take up arms.

“We are not prepared to accept and witness the death of our people while the Pretoria government is conducting war against us,” Mandela told the 4th summit of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) ad hoc committee on southern Africa.

The ANC leader blamed the South African Government for inciting members of the Inkatha Freedom Movement, faceless elements and State agencies for systematically mounting attacks and brutally killing the people of the ANC.

“Although the ANC is doing everything possible to avoid a war situation, the country will be drowned in blood if the South African Government fails to take firm action against these elements,” Mandela warned.

He said the ANC suspended the armed struggle on August 7 because the movement believed in peaceful negotiations. “We have removed obstacles to negotiations and we are working to bring peace to the country,” he said.

The worst of these cold-blooded slayings was the Jeppes station shootings in which five people were killed on Thursday night. The death toll rose to six when one of the 11 victims admitted to hospital died on Friday.
ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela yesterday warned that if the South African Government failed to take effective steps to end the current violence in South Africa, the only defence of the people would be to take up arms.

"We are not prepared to accept and witness the death of our people while the Pretoria government is conducting war against us," Mandela told the fifth summit of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) ad hoc committee on southern Africa.

The ANC leader blamed the South African Government for inciting members of the Inkatha Freedom Movement, faceless elements and State agencies for systematically mounting attacks and brutally killing the people of the ANC.

"Although the ANC is doing everything possible to avoid a war situation, the country will be drowned in blood if the South African Government fails to take firm action against these elements," Mandela warned.

He said the ANC suspended the arm's truce on August 1 because the movement believed in peaceful negotiations. "We have removed obstacles to negotiations and we want a climate conducive to these negotiations."

Mandela said the ANC rejected the government's demand that all leaders in the political structures set up by the government — like homeland leaders — be involved in negotiations.

This would mean the ANC and other anti-apartheid movements would be in the minority which would only increase the problem.

The ANC leader also called on the international community to continue to isolate South Africa and to maintain economic sanctions.

This sentiment was supported by the OAU chairman, Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, who also called for sanctions until apartheid was dismantled.

Museveni said while some modest developments had taken place in South Africa, it did not mean a fundamental shift in the policy of apartheid.

He called on anti-apartheid movements inside South Africa to forge a "common strategy" in the struggle against apartheid. Inter-factional fighting "can only be ex-
70 000 at rallies hear calls for tolerance and patience

Zulu, Xhosa leaders' peace bid

By Musa Mapisa

About 70,000 people yesterday flocked to Reef peace rallies at which traditional leaders called for an end to violence and for political parties to exercise tolerance, patience and vision.

The two joint Zulu-Xhosa rallies held in Tokoza Stadium near Alberton and Jabulani Amphitheatre in Soweto were addressed by Zulu King Goodwill Zwelithini and Paramount Chief Tuto Tutu Ndanase, the Transkei President.

Thousands of Zulus with red headbands and carrying an assortment of weapons streamed through Tokoza's streets, dancing and singing on their way to the rally, while Ululating women marched the roads.

Chief Ndanase said the Tokoza rally was not a political meeting but rather an effort by traditional leaders to stop the violence by blacks against blacks.

"We are here not to say who started the violence; who is to blame and who is not guilty, but to say let there be peace among blacks," Chief Ndanase said.

He called on blacks to fight apartheid and not to allow themselves to be used by others to fight blacks. He pleaded for black people to embrace each other as brother and not to take up arms against each other. "For the sake of our children, men and women.

It would be bad if the affairs of the country were to be decided by a single political party. Chief Ndanase added. He called on the Government to ensure that people felt safe in their homes.

He condemned President F.W. de Klerk for the steps he had taken to dismantle apartheid.

King Zwelithini told the Tokoza rally: "I have come to the Reef to put an end to the killing of violence."

"I have come to tell my father's people that there will be no tolerant violence perpetrated in the name of KwaZulu," he said.

The King added that he had spoken to the people who called for the destruction of houses, as this would not solve the problem.

"The township residents have co-operated with the Natal dwellers for many years," he said.

Joint effort . . . KwaZulu's King Goodwill Zwelithini (left) and Transkei President Paramount Chief Tutu Ndanase at the rally.

He said the cause of the fighting was the political mobilisation of people for certain purposes where Natal dwellers and Isandla members were excluded but were required to conform.

The Alberton consumer boycott was an example, he said.

King Zwelithini and Paramount Chief Ndanase ended the rally by shaking hands.

At the Jabulani Amphitheatre rally, King Zwelithini and Chief Ndanase repeated the appeals for peace they had made at Tokoza.

Plea to media

The King emphasised the importance of respect for political differences. "It is wrong to launch personal attacks against leaders and promoting to blame them before the world," he said.

He appealed strongly to the media to stop reporting events in such a way that it would encourage the violence and to stop blaming only one group for the violence.

Other traditional leaders who were present were Paramount Chief Msewane of Qwabe, Chief N.J. Mahlangu of KwaNdebele, Princess Stella Sigaca, the former Transkei Prime Minister, and Prince Ngoboz, a Pan Africanist Congress member stationed in London.

Police were reported to have made peace talks between black and white groups.

When large numbers of Zulu men marched back to their homes after the peace rally.

Lieutenant Colonel Timia Haihiga, liaison officer for the Soweto police, said a Zulu man who had wandered off from his group was chased by people in the Soweto police station. He was hit on the head with a stone. He was also stabbed in the chest and seriously wounded. He is being treated at Baragwanath Hospital.

Several more incidents also occurred on the march to and from the stadium. The large police contingent present had dispersed groups before any major incidents.

A man was set on fire but rescued and taken to hospital. Two other people were taken to hospital. One was diseased and was treated by blacks. Other township residents tried to stop the confrontation, saying, "There should be peace." But the youths replied: "Those people are killing us.

They then beat up the man and someone threw a petrol bomb behind him. Two men dodged the flames. The police arrived and the youths took him away.

Colonel Hahiga said he had heard several gunshots when people left the stadium, adding: "I think they were just shooting into the air.

UK paper blames ANC

The Star Bureau

LONDON — As violence in the townships continues to shock the world, a British journalist yesterday blamed the ANC for the conflict, accusing the organisation of goading Inkatha towards violence.

In a leader page article, The Sunday Telegraph's Johannesburg correspondent, Bruce Anderson, said the ANC must bear a heavy responsibility for igniting the current violence.

Anderson claimed that for months, the ANC's young comrades have been harassing Zulu migrant workers, while ANC leaders derided Inkatha and its leader, Chief Buthelezi, claiming both to be stooges of apartheid.

"Despite mounting ANC/Inkatha tension, Nelson Mandela refused to meet Chief Buthelezi. Despite the ANC's claims to speak for all South African blacks, the ANC is a largely Xhosa organisation." Anderson described the attackers in Thursday's train massacre thus: "These are the descendants of Shaka's impis; they have lost none of their ancestors' fighting instincts. But on Thursday those instincts were degraded." He said despite its horror, the present fighting "may have beneficial results. It could lead to a more realistic appraisal of the South African situation, especially by the ANC — for it must be clear that though apartheid may have exploited tribalism, it did not invent it."
Azapo rejects invitation to negotiate

By Kaizer Nyatumba, Political Staff

The Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) today rejected the Government's invitation to enter into talks to clear the way for constitutional negotiations, saying its anti-negotiations position remained unchanged.

At the same time, it has invited all the major black organisations to a meeting in Soweto on Wednesday to seek an end to the violence.

In an interview today, Azapo publicity secretary Srim Moodley said his organisation's top leadership had seriously considered the Government's invitation to talks, but had decided to turn it down.

"Our position (on negotiations) has not changed," Mr Moodley said. "We are guided by policy decisions made at our congress (early this year). We will not participate in negotiations despite President de Klerk's invitation."

Dealing with the planned meeting on violence, Mr Moodley said: "We are hoping that the meeting will be able to appoint a co-ordinating committee which will set up joint defence structures and monitoring groups."

Azapo's move to end township violence was first announced by Azapo president Hummeteng Mosala at the organisation's national council in Soweto, Pietersburg, at the weekend. Azapo, Professor Mosala said, believed the time had come for leaders of the various factions of the black community to meet and analyse "the many facets of the recent bloody violence".

Invited to Wednesday's historic inter-organisational meeting are all the major extra-parliamentary political organisations such as the African National Congress (ANC), the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), the New Unity Movement, the Workers Organisation for Socialist Action and the two main labour federations, the Congress of South African Trade Unions and the National Council of Trade Unions.

Chief Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom Party is the only organisation with significant black support not invited. Mr Moodley said although Azapo had no problem with inviting Inkatha, it nevertheless had to be sensitive to other views.

Also invited are religious and professional bodies.

Most of the organisations, including the PAC, had already confirmed that they would be attending but although the ANC had expressed its commitment to the meeting, it had still not confirmed its attendance.
Vlok ‘averts possible large clash’ in Tokoza

By Gay Jepson

Police say that Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok and Police Commissioner Johan van der Merwe averted a possible large-scale confrontation yesterday when they addressed about 2,000 heavily armed Phola Park residents who had gathered 2 km from the Tokoza Stadium.

Inside the stadium thousands of people, the majority of them armed Inkatha supporters, were being addressed by the Zulu king, Goodwill Zwelithini Ka Bhekuzulu, and Transkei president and paramount chief, Tutor Ndamase.

Mr Vlok, General van der Merwe and Law and Order Ministry spokesman Brigadier Leon Mallett were flying over the troubled East Rand township in a police helicopter when they noticed the crowd marching on the stadium.

Mr Vlok ordered the pilot to land near the gathering, Brigadier Mallett said last night.

“We approached the crowd, who were very hostile. Mr Vlok addressed the crowd, urging them to sit down. Although the Phola Park residents refused to be disarmed, they listened attentively to Mr Vlok who urged them to wait until he could negotiate with President Ndamase, who agreed to address them,” the brigadier said.

The crowd left the area chanting “Viva Vlok, Viva SAP” said. But Sapa reports that a panga-wielding man shouted: “SAP, go away.”
Sporadic violence as Reef unrest eases

Staff Reporters

Reef townships, the scene of bloody battles last week, were relatively quiet at the weekend except for isolated incidents of violence.

A Carletonville woman was killed and her two companions were seriously injured when the police van in which they were travelling was attacked at a barricade in Soweto on Friday night.

Lieutenant-Colonel Tienie Halgryn, liaison officer for the Soweto police, said the unidentified woman and the two men had been looking for a police station in Moroka. They did not know the area and apparently lost their way.

A police van came to their assistance and the three were offered a lift to the police station. On their way to the station, they drove into a barricade which had been put across the road. The three policemen inside the van climbed out to clear the road.

Suddenly a group of people started shooting at the police van with AK-47 rifles, killing the woman and seriously injuring the two men, who were taken to Baragwanath Hospital. The policemen outside the van were not injured in the incident.

Colonel Halgryn said the charred remains of a man were found at Jabulani station at 8 am on Saturday. It appeared that the man had been murdered and set alight.

On the East Rand, two unidentified men were burnt to death when a group attacked them with petrol bombs and stones in separate incidents in Tokozoa on Saturday.

Colonel Frans Malherbe, liaison officer for the Witwatersrand, said yesterday that a man was arrested in Katlehong for being in possession of a petrol bomb.

In Edenvale, six people were injured in separate incidents of assault at the weekend, an ambulance spokesman said.

Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee announced at the weekend that more than 100 people had appeared in courts across the Reef in connection with the continuing violence.

The three men, who were travelling in a Mazda 323, were being questioned in connection with the weapons, Major Senekal said.

With the memory of Thursday's horror train attack and the ongoing violence still fresh in the mind of the public, the police described the past weekend as one of the quietest in weeks.
Sporadic violence as Reef unrest eases

Staff Reporters

Reef townships, the scene of bloody battles last week, were relatively quiet at the weekend except for isolated incidents of violence.

A Carletonville woman was killed and her two companions were seriously injured when the police van in which they were travelling was attacked at a barricade in Soweto on Friday night.

Lieutenant-Colonel Tienie Halgryn, liaison officer for the Soweto police, said the unidentified woman and the two men had been looking for a police station in Moroka. They did not know the area and apparently lost their way.

A police van came to their assistance and the three were offered a lift to the police station. On their way to the station, they drove into a barricade which had been put across the road. The three policemen inside the van climbed out to clear the road.

Suddenly a group of people started shooting at the police van with AK-47 rifles, killing the woman and seriously injuring the two men, who were taken to Baragwanath Hospital. The policemen outside the van were not injured in the incident.

Colonel Halgryn said the charred remains of a man were found at Jabulani station at 8 am on Saturday. It appeared that the man had been murdered and set alight.

On the East Rand, two unidentified men were burnt to death when a group attacked them with petrol bombs and stones in separate incidents in Tshwane on Saturday.

Colonel Frans Malherbe, liaison officer for the Witwatersrand, said yesterday that a man was arrested in Katlehong for being in possession of a petrol bomb.

In Edenvale, six people were injured in separate incidents of assault at the weekend, an ambulance spokesman said.

Justice Minister Kobie Coetzee announced at the weekend that more than 100 people had appeared in courts across the Reef in connection with the continuing violence.

Three men — found with an AK-47 assault rifle, an ammunition magazine and 30 rounds of ammunition — were arrested on Saturday night at a police roadblock near Jabulani in Soweto, Pretoria police liaison officer Major Steve Senekal said yesterday.

The men are apparently the first known suspects arrested since police on Saturday declared "Iron Fist" measures aimed at curbing the township carnage.

The three men, who were travelling in a Mazda 323, were being questioned in connection with the weapons, Major Senekal said.

With the memory of Thursday's horror train attack and the ongoing violence still fresh in the mind of the public, the police described the past weekend as one of the quietest in weeks.
FW urged to hold early conference

THE Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) urged President FW de Klerk on Saturday to hold an urgent preparatory conference of all who hoped to participate in negotiating a new South Africa.

The party also called on the Organisation of African Unity and the United Nations to demand that ANC deputy president, Nelson Mandela, meet its president, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, "for the sake of black people now being killed and maimed".

The party's central committee further warned US President George Bush and his government of the disastrous consequences if the US continued "its financial funding bias" in favour of the ANC and its SA Communist Party ally.

In politics money bought power, according to the IFP, and the prospect for a multi-party democracy - as opposed to a one-party dictatorship - was threatened as long as the world, and the US in particular, continued to regard present negotiations as only involving the National Party Government and the ANC.

The IFP called on De Klerk to recognise that "those who posture for peace but campaign for violence must be endorsed out" of the negotiating process.

Negotiations must begin with those parties who campaigned against violence and in favour of peace.

The committee also urged black South Africans to stand up and be counted in the process of establishing that the ANC's "so-called armed struggle was no more than an ANC-armed attack against black political opposition". - Sapa
THE Azanian People’s Organisation has invited the ANC and other organisations to an emergency meeting on Wednesday to discuss an end to violence.

Making the announcement at the organisation’s national council in Soshango, Pretoria, at the weekend, Azapo president Professor Itumeleng Mosala said the meeting will be held at Funda Centre in Soweto.

Mosala said: “Azapo believes the time has come for leaders of the various factions of the black community to meet and analyse the many facets of the recent bloody violence.”

The meeting will also attempt to get “a common programme to deal with each facet of the problem”.

A sociologist has been asked to prepare an analysis of the violence, which will be presented at the meeting.

Other organisations and individuals invited include: the PAC, New Unity Movement, Workers Organisation for Socialist Action, National Council of Trade Unions.

By MATHATHA TSEPU

Azapo peace bid

From Page 1


Among individuals invited are Archbishop Desmond Tutu, the Rev Stanley Magoba and newspaper editors Aggrey Kiaate (Sowetan) and Khulu Sibiya (City Press).

While individual organisations attempted to deal with the problem “this had not produced the desired result”, said Mosala.

He said churches had also intervened in specific incidents but this was not enough.

“When our leaders are seen by their followers as meeting and talking, their collective suggestions are likely to succeed where individual appeals have failed,” Mosala said.

To Page 2
Council resigns in wake of cut-offs

THE Tumahole Town Council has resigned, becoming a casualty of a four-day electricity and water cut-off by Parys Town Council.

A meeting held to end the switch-off and the two-week consumer boycott ended with a decision that the council should resign and that the Free State administrator be asked to appoint an administrator for the township.

The administrator would be informed that the Tumahole People's Delegation had demanded that arrears in respect of rents and service charges be written off.

The township's problems started last Monday when Parys Town Council switched off electricity supplies and reduced water flow by 90% because the township owed R235,000. Two days later, the water was cut off completely.

The services were restored on Thursday afternoon after a meeting between the Parys municipality, the Tumahole delegation, the Tumahole council, representatives from ESKOM, the SAP and the Free State Provincial Administration.

In a joint statement they said the Tumahole Town Council had resigned and the appointment of an administrator would be recommended.

The delegation had demanded the write-off of arrears.

It said: "The residents of Tumahole will, in the interim, pay a flat rate of R18.50 a month with immediate effect.

"It was agreed that in respect of outstanding water, electricity and sewerage accounts, R25,000 would be paid weekly by the Tumahole Town Committee, the first payment being made on September 21.

"The Parys Town Council indicated that in respect of the first payment it would be prepared to consider an extension of time up to September 28, provided that a reasonable part of the R25,000 was paid on or before September 21."

The parties agreed that a planned stayaway would be called off, and that the delegation would recommend to the boycott committee that the consumer boycott be called off.

A joint working group made up of representatives from Parys, Tumahole Civic Association and the provincial administration would be set up to investigate issues such as a new system of local government, financing and administration, standards of services and affordable service charges.

PAC firm on 'people's constitution'

CAPE TOWN — The Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) had been invited to talk to government and it might do so — but it would not budge from its demand that the people write their own constitution, senior PAC official Barney Desai said at the weekend.

Desai told a rally of about 1,000 people in Hanover Park that the PAC called for a constituent assembly as it believed the people of a country had to draw up their own constitution.

"It is not a question of writing a constitution in someone else's lavatory. If you do, the only treatment for that constitution is to pull the chain," Desai said.

Launching an attack on the ANC for taking part in negotiations with government, Desai said the PAC asked no favours from "our oppressors".

He said the militant Afrikaner chant, "One settler, one bullet", was a call for retribution for crimes against black South Africans.

Desai said the PAC stood for reconciliation, but "there can be no reconciliation between master and servant, oppressor and oppressed, unless justice is done". — Sapa.
THE Government has invited the Azanian People's Organisation to enter into exploratory talks with it to pave the way for negotiations, Azapo disclosed yesterday.

Azapo publicity and information secretary Mr Siphiwe Mthembu said the invitation came in a letter from Deputy Minister of Constitutional Planning Mr Roelf Meyer dated September 14.

Addressed to Azapo president Professor Lumeleng Mosala, the letter reads in part: "As president of Azapo you are urged to commit yourself and your organisation with the support of your members to become actively, openly and formally involved in the process of peacefully shaping the constitutional future of our country."

It asks Mosala to respond "positively as soon as possible", and says exploratory talks could begin immediately after Azapo had accepted the invitation.

Mthembu said Mosala would respond to the letter at a Press conference in Cape Town today.

Azapo has always opposed negotiations with the Government in the present climate and has stated that it should first:

- Commit itself to one-man-one-vote in a unitary state;
- Accept the concept of a constituent assembly, be prepared to relinquish power and contest the elections for an assembly as an equal partner with other groups;
- Accept land and wealth redistribution.

The Government has so far rejected these conditions, saying its legitimacy could not be questioned.
ANC in crucial meeting today

By Peter Fabricius
and Esmare van der Merwe

They said they did not believe the ANC's NEC would call off negotiations at its meeting today.

On Friday, when Mr. Mandela was asked at a press conference to convey a message of hope to panic-stricken township residents, he said the fact that the NEC had convened an emergency meeting should give hope to residents.

Mr. Mandela said the NEC would consider the people's demand that they be armed.

Government sources said they believed Mr. Mandela — and perhaps the NEC — were under tremendous pressure from certain quarters within their own ranks.

That was why he was making such contradictory statements, they said, such as his demand for the Government to use the full force of its security apparatus in the townships — and then slamming them for doing so.

"It may be that there are elements within his own ranks who have had doubts since August. They would like to push aside whatever has been agreed."

"Mandela is trying to calm them with these strong public statements."

Responding to criticism from Mr. Mandela and others about the "Iron Fist" measures to curb township violence — especially the decision to arm police vehicles with light machineguns — a source said the Government was "naturally concerned that this could lead to the perception of irresponsible action."

"But we must remember that AK-47s are also machineguns. It's a question of meeting same with same. It's not an ever-reaction."

"We are merely arming the police to meet the kind of force they could encounter."

In his tough speech to more than 2,000 people at the rally in Worcester's Boland Stadium, Mr. Mandela said: "With the violence, the struggle for peace is becoming more difficult."

It was becoming increasingly difficult to resist the demands of the people for arms to defend themselves against the "indiscriminate and orchestrated violence perpetrated by a sinister third force."

"In these circumstances it should be easy for us to walk out of the talks, but we will not, because the talks have taken place on our initiative."

"We cannot afford to be stampeded into a situation which does not suit the aspirations of our people. To abandon it now would play into the hands of the third force."

Then he added: "But all this is subject to the Government carrying out its duties. The measures they announced (Iron Fist) are just not sufficient. Almost every one we totally reject."

"If the Government does not carry out its duties, then we will have to consider ways and means of defending our people against these criminal attacks."

Cheery greeting... African National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela greets farm workers yesterday during a one-day visit to towns near Cape Town.
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Ex-MP slates Mandela, 

Times talks of ‘miracles’

The Star Bureau

LONDON — South Africa’s blacks and their leaders could have isolated any “mischievous and malicious third force” by getting together and concluding a peace treaty.

This is the view of former Labour MP Robert Kilroy-Silk who believes the solution lies to a large extent in the hands of Nelson Mandela, who “could use his undoubted authority to call for peace in the townships”.

He criticises Mr Mandela’s “consistent refusal” to call for peace in the townships and to meet Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, and asks whether the ANC leader is “fearful that his young militants will ignore him and show him up to be an empty vessel, representing no one but himself, Winnie (Mandela) and a few hardliners”.

Or is it, he adds, “that he feels that the ANC — which he is now threatening to arm — is gradually getting the upper hand?”

Mr Kilroy-Silk says the world “treats him (Mr Mandela) as a statesman. But to act like one means that he must do what’s right for all South Africans, not what is politically expedient for the ANC”.

The Times, meanwhile, says President de Klerk has had no choice but to use force to stop the “gang warfare” between Zulus and Xhosas.

To deny that the South African State, “despite its shortcomings”, is charged with the primary task of maintaining order would embrace not revolution or evolution, but anarchy.

The paper, in its second leading article yesterday, says Mr de Klerk will retain his initiative only if he can restore order in the townships without serious loss of life, and bring the Zulus into the constitutional process without alienating the ANC leadership — “a double miracle”.

“But since the preservation of a stable, though democratic and multi-racial South Africa is in the interest of the entire southern half of the continent, the lives of millions depend on his success”.

In the Daily Mail yesterday, Paul Johnson berates Britain’s “white liberals”, whom he claims are “losing control of the thugs from their beloved ANC”. He adds that the liberal message rests on the “manifest lie” that Mr Mandela speaks for all South African blacks.
The merciless orgy of violence that has erupted in certain Transvaal townships bears many of the characteristics of the 1984-85 uprisings — only it is more violent and it is killing more people.

Ironically, the massacres and mayhem have reached new levels of intensity in the immediate wake of the August 2 Pretoria Minute. In the six weeks since then, when the African National Congress (but not the Pan Africanist Congress) announced the suspension of its armed struggle, more than 760 people have lost their lives — and thousands have been severely injured.

Most of the barbaric bloodletting has been at the hands of butchering bands of thugs who have hacked, stabbed and shot their opponents with crude weapons and guns. A good deal of the violence has become increasingly indiscriminate — directed at random against innocent commuters and pedestrians.

More widely, the scale of the slaughter is beginning to jeopardize negotiations between the Government and the ANC as protagonists in trade political accusations of irresponsibility, partiality and complicity in the violence.

Behind the grisly carnage lies a cocktail of "tribal", ideological and economic factors. At one level, conflict is sparked off by mutual fears between two groupings — one apparently dominated by (mainly) Zulu supporters of Inkatha, in tandem with politically conservative hostel dwellers; the other aligned with radical urbanised residents whose loyalties lie with the ANC/SA Communist Party/United Democratic Front/Congress of South African Trade Unions alliance.

What is certain, however, is that many of those involved perceive the conflict in ethnic terms.

"We are the Zulus and we are fighting the Xhosas" — or vice versa — are refrains frequently reported by journalists. This kind of ethnic consciousness seems to be especially prevalent in the hostels which have traditionally been Inkatha strongholds.

The increasingly volatile situation has been fuelled by grim living conditions inside the burgeoning squatter camps, by a dangerous dearth of employment and education opportunities and by the militant criminality of the nothing-to-lose dispossessed as traditional patterns of civic culture and authority fragment and collapse.

Against this backdrop of political bitterness and socio-economic grievances come competing claims of complicity and bias directed at the security forces.

As with cancer, it is relatively easy to diagnose the causes but much trickier to suggest cures. There are, however, a number of specific proposals that deserve detailed consideration. Most of these relate to the role and deployment of the security forces:

- Strict adherence to the principle of minimum force. (This should not be misunderstood to mean that maximum force should never be used.) To date, riot-control techniques have often been unnecessarily heavy-handed.

- Years of political neglect have rendered the SA Police undermanned, underpaid and grossly overstretched. There is an urgent requirement, for a rapid expansion of the police — especially black police — over and above the belated measures to expand the force and improve conditions of service announced by the Government in June. This would eventually permit the SAP to focus on its primary role: tackling "ordinary" crime which is running at an all-time high.

- Consideration might also be devoted to decentralising police authority so that local communities could have a greater say regarding the role, methods and composition of these forces.

- Linked to the above points is a need for the SAP to be depoliticised and sanitised to the rights and requirements of all SA's citizens. There is an imperative for the SAP to become visibly identified with the process of reform (rather than reaction) if its name is to become synonymous with its motto: Servus et servitus (To protect and to serve).

- The creation of an entirely new paramilitary riot force, one independent of both the military and police, should be examined. Such bodies are common in the European democracies. This would enable the SAP (and the Defence Force) to cultivate an image of serving the interests of all members of the community, thus divorcing it from those duties that have given the SAP a stigma as enforcers of apartheid laws and internal order.

- In the aftermath of the Goldstone Commission, there have been fresh demands for an open inquiry into the SAP/Sebekeng shooting (which killed 11 dead) and other incidents. Unless this happens, the security forces will remain wide open to unsubstantiated allegations regarding their behaviour and discipline.

- In the above respect, a permanent judicial commission could be established to investigate the violence in a process of reconciliation announced by Frans de Klerk by an Anglican church delegation on September 10. The clerics also argued that independent monitors (including judges, lawyers and community and church leaders) accompany security forces acting in unrest situations.

- Also of crucial importance is the requirement to speed up the judicial process, so that court cases are dealt with quickly, and to implement measures which will address the material and educational grievances that lie behind so much of the turmoil. In both respects, the Government has already initiated a number of specific steps, but these will take time to percolate through the strata of bureaucratic red tape to have any effect.

- Penultimately, there is an urgent imperative for the ANC and Inkatha to co-operate in stemming the bloodshed. For this to happen, there must be a willingness on the part of all legitimate leaders to participate in a process of reconciliation and stop blaming one another and to discipline their respective constituents.

The catalyst for this should be a meeting between Mr Mandela and Chief Buthelezi — a meeting that must mark the end of provocative speeches by khaki-clad men (and women) of the radical Right and Left.

Finally, non-partisan security forces action in the townships must be immediately stepped up (at least in the short term), as now called for by the ANC. If this requires a massive show of force from the SAPD, then so be it. For unless the current levels of localised anarchy are checked and drastically reduced, many more South Africans — and especially black South Africans — will be staring a savage state of nature in the face where, in Thomas Hobbes's immortal lines, life is "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short."
By Kaizer Nyatsamba

Political Staff

The top leadership of the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) will hold “a watershed meeting” in Harare, Zimbabwe this week.

The PAC will discuss the Government’s invitation to the organisation to become involved in negotiations.

PAC adviser Dikgang Moseneke said yesterday the meeting, which starts on Thursday evening and ends on Sunday morning, would “probably be a watershed meeting” in the organisation’s history.

Philemon Tefu, PAC assistant general secretary, said the entire internal national executive committee, headed by general secretary Benny Alexander, will travel to Harare to consult with the PAC’s central committee.

PAC president Zephania Mothopeng will also attend the meeting.

PAC publicity secretary Benny Ntole said the organisation’s national congress in October would also be discussed.

For the first time since it was formed in 1959, the PAC will hold its national congress inside South Africa next month.

However, external PAC leaders will not be able to attend the congress because, unlike African National Congress leaders, they have not been granted temporary indemnity from prosecution.

In order for them to benefit from agreements reached between the Government and the African National Congress, the PAC would have to be engaged in exploratory talks with the Government.
Need for human revolution to stem racism

Red Cross saviours arrive just in time

THE secretary general of the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Mr Par Stenback, could not have sent the first mission of Redtag (Red Cross/Red Crescent Transitional Assistant Group) at a more appropriate time.

This high-powered group of eminent humanitarians associated with National Red Cross Societies of Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Santa Lucia, the United Kingdom and Sweden arrived in South Africa last weekend.

The Henri Dunant Coalition, a union of members, volunteers and employees of the South African Red Cross Society, a special interest innovative group, committed to a fully racism-free national Red Cross organisation in this country, foretold the violence presently consuming the Witwatersrand, the Vaal area, Natal and other parts of the country with no promise of abating.

Renounce

While still calling upon the present leadership of the SARCS to renounce racism and waste no time to re-dedicate themselves to the mandate and ideals of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, it makes a desperate call to all its compatriots to join together in a spirit of altruism, service and disinterestedness.

The call is for a new revolution, a human revolution. The HDC takes the arrival in the country of the first mission of Redtag to proclaim a new beginning in the humanitarian dimension of our life.

A fully racism-free SARCS, once achieved, would be a pivotal point of all South Africa's people as volunteers as well as donors, whether in organisations or as individuals in their expression of their humanity through peacemaking, rescuing the injured, burying the dead with dignity, sheltering the scattered, tracing the displaced, comforting the bereaved and giving hope to captives.

It is time now to wage peace, and the humanitarian revolution is just the way to do it.

There are worthy human rights and humanitarian associations and philanthropic societies in the nation affiliated to the African National Congress, Mass Democratic Movement, United Democratic Front, Pan Africanist Congress, Azanian People's Organisation, Black Consciousness Movement of Azania, the State etc.

The present white-dominated leadership of the SARCS ought to realise that unless the Society is open to all, and its attitude and work are guided by the seven fundamental principles of the IRRCM (humanity, impartiality, neutrality, independence, voluntary service, unity and universality), with all volunteers, black and white, deployed without discrimination and equipment and resources allocated impartially, all that they do, however "good-looking", in the violence-torn areas and other situations of suffering will amount to contemptible cashing in on the plight of the people for publicity.

That can only discredit all the good work that the Red Cross has done to save lives and alleviate human suffering since the carnage started.

It will limit the effect of its own humanitarian contribution. We need all the hands and hearts that we can get.

That is why the HDC asks the people to respect the principle of the Red Cross worn by units on the ground and give free, safe passage and assistance to all those rightfully wearing it, on humanitarian grounds - while the Redtag's "programme of transition" and other initiatives are underway to improve the SARCS.

Sprinkling

Co-opting and hand-picking a sprinkling of blacks for whites is no solution since it is now time that the SARCS must be taken over by the people on a non-racial basis and be reconstructed.

Let it be recalled once again that the SARCS, through its Namibian region, badly let down the people of that country by being unprepared and ill-constituted when pre-liberation or pre-independence heightened political activities culminated in horrific forms of inter-group or inter-party violence.

The call is for a Red Cross Society to be ready to play a major role in programmes for the repatriation of returning South African exiles.

The role of this body has al-
Thousands mob Mandela in Boland

By BROWNIE DOUGLAS

THOUSANDS of people yesterday welcomed Mr. Nelson Mandela to Boland town, where he said ANC supporters that if the government did not put an end to the violence the ANC would have to arm its people.

Mr. Mandela visited Montagu, Ashton, Robertson and Worcester and was mobbed by eager residents. In the conservative town of Worcester, however, while primary school children booted him when he drove by.

At Worcester, about 1500 people waited about two hours at Boland Park stadium to hear him speak. To cheers of "Viva ANC," Mr. Mandela said his brief visit had given him the "speed" to the "living and struggles" of the people who had had no one to listen to them.

Before addressing the Worcester rally, Mr. Mandela spoke at a leaders' meeting at the Boland College of Education in Worcester. He said the ANC was reluctant to take on any blame because it was committed to peace.

But he said the ANC would not remain passive if the government did not stop the violence. At the rally he said the national executive of the ANC would hold an emergency meeting today to consider "very carefully" the government's reaction to the "mass violence," he said.

"If we find there is no will on the part of the government to take effective steps to stop this violence then we will have to make a decision that will reverse almost everything that was done since the beginning of May this year."

"Third force"

He said the ANC was finding it difficult to carry out its program and its members were being killed by the "third force" which was orchestrating the violence he said.

"But all this is subject to the government carrying out its duties, if the government does not carry out its duties we will have to consider ways and means of defending our people against these criminal attacks."

Opening the Boland Community Centre in Ashton, which is named after Mr. Mandela and named after him, Mr. Mandela said that the ANC was strong and that there would be "freedom in the future."

"I assure you that we will see this fight through to the end and that we will win together."

Boere Pimpernel arrested in Paul Kruger St.

Joannesburg: "Boere Pimpernel" Mr. Piet "Skiet" Rudolph was arrested in Pretoria yesterday after six months on the run.

The arrest was announced by the Minister of Law and Order, Mr. Adrian Vlok, who said Mr. Rudolph was "very angry" with the police when he was arrested.

Mr. Rudolph was arrested in Paul Kruger Street about 12.30am. He was a passenger in a car driven by a white man, who was also arrested. Police are investigating charges against the man.

Police found two .38 revolvers with 11 rounds, one pistol with 32 rounds and one film "signal projector."

Mr. Rudolph, who is the deputy leader of the Boerestad Party, is being kept under strict security at the prison at Pretoria. Mr. Vlok said he would seek the release of Mr. Rudolph.

He is alleged to have been responsible for the bombings of two National Party offices in the Witwatersrand, the blast at the National Radio in Pretoria and explosions near Pretoria's offices earlier this month.

Last week Mr. Rudolph brazenly walked into the offices of the Johannesburg Sunday Star and delivered a letter. He was travelling in a green station wagon.

The Boerestad Party last night called on the government to treat Mr. Rudolph as a political prisoner.
Azapo convenes ‘peace summit’

By ANTHONY JOHNSON
and BARRY STREEK

AZAPO is convening an urgent peace summit in Johannesburg tomorrow of liberation movements, churches and other key organisations to discuss ways to end the violence “destroying the black community”.

Announcing the initiative yesterday, Azapo president Dr Humeieg Mosala also called on ANC deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela to meet Inkatha leader Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

Dr Mosala said a number of liberation movements had already “soiled their hands” by meeting homeland leaders and there was no reason why all the key players should not be included in a search for peace. “People are already dying and so they (the ANC) must talk to Gatsia (Buthelezi),” he said.

However, Dr Mosala emphasised that violence could not be resolved simply by leaders meeting and that a more comprehensive national peace initiative was needed.

Azapo believed it was well-placed to initiate such a process and had accordingly arranged tomorrow’s meeting.

Apart from Azapo, organisations that had already accepted included the Pan Africanist Congress, the New Unity Movement, the Workers’ Organisation for Socialist Action and the SA Council of Churches.

A number of newspaper editors on the Reef and religious organisations had also been invited.

Dr Mosala said he hoped Archbishop Desmond Tutu, who had also been thinking of convening such a meeting, would attend.

The PAC’s general secretary, Mr Bennie Alexander, said yesterday that his organisation hoped that violence among the “oppressed” would be resolved at the meeting.

Dr Mosala also said yesterday that Azapo would announce “very soon” its response to a government invitation to take part in exploratory talks.

He said that in its invitation the government had urged him and Azapo “to commit ourselves with the support of our members to become actively, openly and formally involved in the process of peacefully shaping the constitutional future of our country”.

He said Azapo would not respond to the government’s invitation through the media but would make its decision public once the government had been informed “in accordance with the normal rules of courtesy”.

Dr Mosala said Azapo was already at an advanced stage in canvassing its members about possible talks.

He said Azapo’s position on negotiations was that these first had to take place “among the organisations of the oppressed and exploited masses”.

There was “a real concern” that the government and the ANC might try to strike a “cosy deal” which excluded other members of the liberation movement.

Should this happen, South Africa could end up after negotiations with a type of “neo-colonial settlement”.

Azapo accordingly insisted on a consultative conference and the formation of a constituent assembly before negotiations for a new constitution took place.

“Azapo remains committed to peace,” he said.

Dr Mosala also said the ANC had finally agreed to take part in a conference with other liberation organisations before entering negotiations with the government — but no date had been set.

Mr Alexander said yesterday that the central committee meeting of the PAC’s internal and external wings in Harare on Thursday would not make a final decision on participation in exploratory talks with the government.

Such a decision would come only once the PAC’s national executive had canvassed all views, including those of PAC prisoners, he said.
ANC in crucial meeting on future of negotiations

BY MICHAEL MORRIS and PETER FABRICIOS

NEGOTIATIONS have reached a critical point and face their severest test as tension mounts between the government and the ANC over what to do to stop township violence.

But, while statements by ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela in Worcester yesterday suggested negotiations were entering a perilous phase, senior government sources today dismissed ANC threats to withdraw from the peace process as "rhetoric" intended to placate militants within the ranks.

As the government continued to flex its security muscle in line with the new iron fist strategy — which President De Klerk yesterday insisted would be applied impartially to restore peace and stability — the ANC's national executive committee went into critical talks at a secret venue in Johannesburg today to review the situation.

The meeting comes against a backdrop of increasingly aggressive rhetoric, fears of a third force brutally exploiting tension in the townships to derail negotiations, and signs of a decline in trust between the government and the ANC.

TREMENDOUS PRESSURE.

But government sources said they did not believe the African National Congress's national executive committee would call off negotiations.

They were reacting to Mr Mandela's statement in Worcester that the NEC would have to "take a decision that will reverse almost everything that has been done since May this year" if the government did not display a "willingness" to take "effective steps" to stop the township violence.

Government sources said they believed Mr Mandela — and perhaps the NEC — were under tremendous pressure from certain quarters within their own ranks.

Mandela's Boland tour — report and pictures page 5.

That was why he was making such contradictory statements, such as his demand for the government to use the full force of its security apparatus in the townships — and then slamming the government for doing so.

"It may be that there are elements within his own ranks who have had doubts since August 6. They would like to push aside whatever has been agreed. They are looking for an excuse to return to the struggle.

"Mandela is trying to calm them with these strong public statements.

"If this analysis is correct, I don't think the national executive committee will make any very different decisions today. This is mainly rhetoric.

Responding to criticism from Mr Mandela and others about the "iron fist" measures to curb the township violence — and especially the decision to arm police vehicles in the townships with light machine-guns — the source said the government was "naturally concerned that this could lead to the perception of irresponsible action."

"But we must remember that AK-47s are also machine-guns. It's a question of meeting them with same. It's not an over-reaction."

"We are merely arming the police to meet the kind of force they could encounter."

Police sources said the light machine-guns were intended to defend policemen caught in ambushes — as some were last week when they were fired on with AK-47s.

They said it was difficult for policemen to fire out of Casspir armoured vehicles with their normal weapons.

Speaking in Worcester yesterday, Mr Mandela reaffirmed the ANC's commitment to the peace process and made a plea (Turn to page 3, col 2)
Judge condemns Soweto killer 9 times

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG.—A Rand Supreme Court judge yesterday sentenced a man, who participated in “wholesale slaughter” with an accomplice he met at the home of Mrs Winnie Mandela, to death nine times.

When Mr Justice D'O Vermeulen asked Charles Bongani Zwane, 22, whether there was any reason why he should not pass the death penalty, the accused replied: “I didn’t kill anyone.” Zwane was also sentenced to an effective 23-year prison term on eight counts of attempted murder, one count of illegal possession of firearms and one count of arson.

Zwane was found guilty on September 7 of having shot five people in a shebeen in Soweto in December 1986, of killing two municipal policemen about a month later and of killing a 13-year-old girl in an attack on a home.

The judge rejected pro Deo defence counsel Mr S Jacobs’s argument that to some extent, Zwane was the victim of a disintegrating society.

The accused had come from a strict and solid family background.

Earlier during the case, the court heard evidence that Zwane was accompanied by a certain Sonwabu, whom he met at the home of Mrs Mandela.
Redistribution within companies is PAC aim

CAPE TOWN — The PAC said yesterday it would seek wealth redistribution within individual companies and consider nationalisation only where firms refused to comply.

While the organisation said it was mindful of the effects of its policy on capital investment and economic growth, it proposed higher corporate taxation as a means of redistribution. It also proposed state intervention in the business of Old Mutual and Sanlam to ensure that the life offices' policyholders' funds were used to promote transfer of wealth.

A discussion paper by Zimbabwean academic Sipho Shabalala, presented by PAC spokesman Benny Alexander at the Association of Black Accountants of Southern Africa's annual convention, said "the PAC would like to see redistribution of wealth and decision-making powers at individual company levels as being more important than nationalisation. Obviously, if some individuals choose to defy redistribution measures, such companies will be considered for nationalisation."

Redistribution criteria for companies would include: creation of funds to enable workers to acquire a substantial portion of a company's shares with voting rights; job creation and wage increases favouring black workers; establishment of training and development programmes to enhance skills and provide opportunities to improve productivity and increase the number of black workers at higher salary levels; contribution to social benefits; statutorily enforced worker involvement in financing, investment and profit distribution decisions; and direct taxation.

Companies would also be called on to contribute to small business promotion and development funds, make direct loans to the state and to provide technical services to black businessmen.

The paper said government would influence the use of Old Mutual and Sanlam policyholders' funds by directing the economic policies of the companies they controlled. They were singled out because of the economic power they wielded as managers of the bulk of the nation's savings.

If nationalisation were pursued, foreign firms would be a major target. Private shares of firms targeted for nationalisation would be transferred to the state "with or without compensation, voluntarily or involuntarily". Nationalised assets would be leased back to the private sector.

The PAC conceded that "nationalisation by itself does not achieve economic equality. It often benefits the elites and urban workers at the expense of people in the rural areas." If the PAC came to power it would reserve the right to reverse the process of privatisation.
HOT LINE: Mr Nelson Mandela takes a lunchtime call at a Worcester hotel from the Minister of Constitutional Development, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, during his whistle-stop tour of the Boland.

Mandela corrected on ‘third force’ allegations

By DENNIS CRUYWAGEN, Political Staff

MR NELSON MANDELA has been told that he misunderstood President De Klerk over the existence of a so-called “third force” behind violence and unrest in the country.

Mr Mandela was called away from lunch in Worcester yesterday to take a telephone call from Minister of Constitutional Development Dr Gerrit Viljoen, who had a message for him from Mr De Klerk.

“Do you think that under the circumstances there was a third force behind the unrest in the country?” Mr Mandela asked.

Mr Viljoen told him that there was no third force behind the unrest in the country.

“Why did you think there was a third force?” Mr Mandela asked.

Mr Viljoen told him that there was a third force and that it was being used to create violence and unrest in the country.

Mr Mandela was amazed that the government was dragging its feet in dealing with this violence and that it was only when whites were killed that they took action to stop it.

“Had it not been for the fact that two white policemen had been killed, we would never have stopped the violence. The government moved in only when the violence reached a certain level,” Mr Viljoen said.

Mr Mandela told Mr Viljoen that he had not asked the government to use an “iron fist.

“Mandela Meets Mayor: Mr Mandela greets Worcester mayor Mr Kolie Nelson before addressing a meeting at Songhe Teachers’ Training College.

Coloureds’ are also black, Mandela tells Boland crowd

By DENNIS CRUYWAGEN, Political Reporter

MR NELSON Mandela has assured coloured people that he did not exclude them when talking about blacks.

He told a meeting in the Boland town of Robertson yesterday: “When I talk about blacks, I talk about about anyone who’s not European. I’m talking about coloureds, Indians and Africans.”

Earlier on his one-day tour to the Boland, during which he travelled more than 400km, he said in the Zolani community centre which was renamed Nelson Mandela community centre yesterday that the big presence there showed that coloured and African people could work together.

He said in Afrikaans: “This is what we want in the new South Africa. I’m happy to see you sitting together even if the state does not want us to live together. We must live together. We have almost won the fight because we are working together.”

After leaving Zolani with live gifts from the community and a bouquet of flowers for his wife, Mrs Winnie Mandela, Mr Mandela paid a brief visit to Robertson and a longer one to Worcester.

Facing a cheering crowd of more than 2,000 at Boland Park stadium, Worcester, he said in Afrikaans: “When I talk about blacks I’m talking about all who are not white.”

He assured them that the struggle of the so-called coloured people was part of the broader struggle.

“We are appreciative of the sacrifices you have made. We respect you, we love you. After what I’ve seen today I’m certain that many ANC branches will be formed here.”

COLOURS ALTOFT: An ANC supporter in the crowd at Worcester’s Boland Stadium holds the movement’s flag aloft.

Pictures: LEON MÜLLER
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Mandela threat on talks is dismissed

SENIOR Government sources yesterday dismissed ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela's threats to withdraw from the peace process as "rhetoric" intended to placate militants within his ranks.

They said they did not believe the African National Congress national executive committee would call off negotiations.

They were reacting to Mandela's statement in Worcester in the Cape that the NEC would have to "take a decision that will reverse almost everything that was done since May this year".

This would happen if the Government did not display the "will" to take "emphatic steps" to stop the township violence, Mandela said.

However Mandela also said the ANC would not abandon talks, as this would play into the hands of the "third force" instigating the violence.

Government sources said they believed Mandela - and perhaps the NEC - were under tremendous pressure from certain quarters within their own ranks.

That was why he was making such contradictory statements, such as his demand for the Government to use the full force of its security apparatus in the townships - and then slamming the Government for doing so.

"It may be that there are elements within his own ranks who have had doubts since August 6. "They would like to push aside whatever has been agreed. They are looking for an excuse to return to the struggle."

"Mandela is trying to calm them with these strong public statements."

"If this analysis is correct, I don't think the national executive committee will make any very different decisions. This is mainly rhetoric." - Sowetan Correspondent.
Mine union in dispute threat

By Shareen Singh

The National Union of Mine-workers will declare a dispute with the Chamber of Mines if its draft proposal on retrenchments is not accepted by October 15, the union said yesterday.

About 4 000 miners headed by the NUM leadership and SACP and ANC leaders Joe Slovo and Pallo Jordan marched to the Chamber of Mines and Anglo American offices last Saturday to hand over the proposal.

The union plans to get a uniform retrenchment policy applicable to all affiliates and members of the Chamber of Mines.

Among the wide range of demands forwarded are that:

● A retrenchment fund be set up with contributions by mining houses, in respect of each worker, to be administered jointly by the company and the union, and payable to retrenched workers.

● The last-in-first-out principle be used when retrenching workers.

● At least four months' prior notice be given on retrenchments.
Mandela threat on talks is dismissed

SENIOR Government sources yesterday dismissed ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela's threats to withdraw from the peace process as "rhetoric" intended to placate militants within his ranks.

They said they did not believe the African National Congress national executive committee would call off negotiations.

They were reacting to Mandela's statement in Worcester in the Cape last week that the NEC would have to "take a decision that will reverse almost everything that was done since May this year".

Mandela's statement said the ANC would not abandon talks, as this would play into the hands of the "third force" instigating the violence.

Government sources said they believed Mandela - and perhaps the NEC - were under tremendous pressure from certain quarters within their own ranks.

However, Mandela also made such contradictory statements, such as his demand for the Government to use the full force of its security apparatus in the townships - and then slamming the Government for doing so.

"It may be that there are elements within his own ranks who have had doubts since August 6. "They would like to push aside whatever has been agreed. They are looking for an excuse to return to the struggle."

"Mandela is trying to calm them with these strong public statements. "If this analysis is correct, I don't think the national executive committee will make any very different decisions. This is mainly rhetoric." - Sowetan Correspondent.
Belafonte in secret South Africa visit

By KENOSI MODISANE

AMERICAN entertainer and anti-apartheid activist Harry Belafonte is in South Africa on a secret visit.

The ANC office in Johannesburg confirmed his visit but could not give details of his itinerary. "All we can say is that he had dinner with Mr and Mrs Walter Sisulu yesterday."

Attempts to trace him to a hotel in Johannesburg yesterday were unsuccessful. The receptionist said "he had left his room for an appointment in town".

Belafonte's presence in the country was exposed when he was spotted at the Market Theatre last Friday night. He managed to enter the country without the media knowing because his visit was not made public.

He has been one of the driving forces behind the cultural boycott of South Africa and his visit has come as a surprise.

The Mass Democratic Movement's Cultural Desk was also not aware of his visit to the country.

Spokesman Mzwakhe Mbuli said: "We are not aware of the visit but we have no problems with him being in the country."

It is believed Belafonte is in the country to discuss a film he is making on the life of ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela.

He is well-known for the role he played in helping exiled singers, including Miriam Makeba, Hugh Masekela, Jonas Gwangwa, Letta Mbulu and Caiphus Semenya to international stardom.

Last night it could not be established when Belafonte would leave the country for the United States.
A TOP-LEVEL meeting between Inkatha and four members of the African National Congress's national executive appointed to deal with the Natal violence will take place in Durban today.

This will be the first time that such high-ranking delegations will have met to discuss the bloodshed in the province which has left thousands of people dead.

Their discussions follow a weekend meeting between ANC and Inkatha delegates from Ndwedwe near Verulam, during which an agenda was drawn up for further joint talks on how to restore calm to the troubled area.

ANC head of intelligence, Jacob Zuma, and KwaZulu Minister of the Interior, Steven Sithole, were present at the weekend meeting, and were also an integral part of the Lower Umfolosi Peace Accord, which has gone far in keeping the peace in the Empangeni area.

Today's meeting is expected to take the question of peace "one step further."

They said the two delegations were approaching the meeting with an open agenda and a positive attitude.

The four ANC executive members due at the meeting are Jacob Zuma, Gertrude Shope, Thabo Mbeki and John Nkabinde.

The Inkatha delegates are Steven Sithole, Frank Mdialose, Musa Zondi, Denis Mdlalose, Velaphi Ndlovu and Nqobizizwe Nkolisi.
NEW YORK - The 44th General Assembly closed its final meeting on Monday with a unanimous appeal to South African authorities to suppress the violence that has killed nearly 800 blacks in the last six weeks.

The General Assembly "calls for an immediate end to violence and urges the South African authorities to take urgent action to end it, specifically by dismantling the apartheid structures as well as ensuring effective and impartial action by the security forces," said the resolution, adopted by acclamation.

The assembly "calls on all parties concerned to contribute to the establishment of a climate free of violence," the resolution said.

ANC leader Nelson Mandela said last week after meeting with President FW de Klerk that the Government thinks there is a "hidden hand" behind the clashes in black townships.

The ANC has accused the white security authorities of arming the conservative Zulu movement Inkatha, which has been battling pro-ANC youths in the black townships.

De Klerk has promised to announce a comprehensive programme in the next few days that would halt the clashes, which some people believe are being provoked by black provocateurs recruited by white extremists.

The assembly noted South Africa's progress in the last year, such as the freeing of political prisoners including Mandela, and lifting the ban on the ANC and other organisations, but said more efforts are needed toward racial harmony.

South Africa's voting rights in the 159-member General Assembly have been suspended since 1974 for its refusal to end apartheid.
ANC: No favours for Winnie

ANC secretary-general Alfred Nzo said yesterday the organisation did not seek any special treatment for Winnie Mandela and would not make any improper comment on the pending judicial process.

He was responding to Witwatersrand Attorney-General Klaus von Lieres' decision to bring charges of kidnapping and assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm against Mandela.

In his written statement, Nzo protested against what he called the "trial through the media" of Mandela.

He said the ANC objected to the "great publicity" given to allegations against her and added that "certain sections of the media have lost no opportunity to create the impression that she is guilty".

Mandela charged, and his only information was that given to him earlier by Von Lieres, he said Von Lieres said Mandela would face the same four kidnapping and four assault charges for which Mandela United Football Club coach Jerry Richardson was sentenced to eight years imprisonment.

He was sentenced to death for the murder of teenager Stompie Seipel. He was also sentenced to five years imprisonment for four kidnappings on December 29 1988, and to three years imprisonment on four counts of assault with intent.

The ANC's NEC reaffirmed its "unequivocal support for our deputy president and his family in this time of stress".

NEC members were in a meeting yesterday, unavailable to comment on whether Mandela's position as the ANC's social welfare department head would be affected by the charges. But other sources said the NEC had been hesitant in responding to protests against her appointment.

Her attorney, Ismael Ayob, said he would advise her not to make any statement until he had discussed the matter with her husband. She had not yet been
JOHANNESBURG. — Mrs Winnie Mandela is to face four charges of kidnap and assault with intent to commit grievous bodily harm, along with seven others.

Last night the ANC said it did not seek any special treatment for Mrs Mandela — but it protested against her "trial by media".

The charges, announced by Witwatersrand attorney-general Mr Klaus von Lieres yesterday, follow the abduction of four boys, including activist Stompie Sepei, from a Soweto church hostel in December 1988.

The boys were allegedly beaten at Mrs Mandela’s Soweto home. The body of Stompie, who had been stabbed, was later found.

During the alleged assault, the boys were accused of having sex with a church minister. Stompie was accused of being a police spy.

"My duty"

The decision to prosecute Mrs Mandela, wife of ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela, comes at a sensitive stage in negotiations between the government and the ANC.

The prosecution also made world headlines yesterday. In Britain the decision was the main item in television news broadcasts and also the main report in evening newspapers.

Mr Von Lieres said he had reserved his decision to prosecute Mrs Mandela until the case of Jerry Richardson, co-accused in the murder of Stompie Sepei, had been disposed of.

"That position has now been reached," Mr Von Lieres said.

His decision was based on "my understanding of the facts, the law of the land and my duty as attorney-general to uphold and apply the law to all alike", he said.

Richardson, 41, "coach" of the Mandela football club, an unofficial security body for Mrs Mandela, was sentenced to death last month for the murder of Stompie.

He was also sentenced to five years for the four kidnappings, three years on four counts of assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm, two years for a further assault on Stompie on December 31 of that year, and eight years for the attempted murder of Lerato Boere in January last year.

The attorney-general’s decision yesterday means Mrs Mandela will stand trial in the Rand Supreme Court with seven other accused who have already been charged, and who are due to appear again in the Regional Court in Soweto on September 24.

The others facing charges are Mr J. P. du Plessis, 60, Mr F. J. Smit, 25, Mr Sibanda Mahumdz, 20, Mr Xolile Mhade, 25, and three boys.

Mr Von Lieres said it had been claimed that Mrs Mandela had been unjustly victimised by being refused an opportunity to testify.

During a June visit to the US, Mrs Mandela told viewers during a popular breakfast-time television show that she "would welcome being charged with the murder of Stompie Sepei so that I can defend myself".

Police investigations had not intended to establish the facts, but to "destroy the image of the Mandela family", she said.

"If, in his judicially trained opinion, a prima facie case exists, then it is his duty to initiate a prosecution regardless of how important the accused person might be."

"An attorney-general cannot take an unnecessary political consideration as a reason for not prosecuting the accused."

Mr Von Lieres said. — OWN CORRESPONDENT, STAFF REPORTER AND SABA
ANC brass meet over govt ‘Iron Fist’ plan

JOHANNESBURG. — ANC leaders met in an urgent session yesterday to formulate their response to the government’s tough “Operation Iron Fist” security plan to stop the unrest in Witwatersrand townships.

ANC spokesman Mr. Saki Macozoma said there was “quite a significant chance” that the policy-making National Executive Committee (NEC) would suspend peace talks with the government in retaliation for the security measures.

ANC deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela hinted that the ANC would consider withdrawing from the peace process because of its dissatisfaction with Operation Iron Fist.

The ANC executive was meeting “because we find the situation intolerable”, he said.

“If we find there is no will on the part of the government to take emphatic steps to stop this violence, then we will have to take a decision that will reverse almost everything that was done since May this year,” Mr. Mandela said.

But he added that it was unlikely the talks would be called off “because we initiated them … We must hold our ground. But all this is subject to the government carrying out its duties”.

A press conference will be held today at the end of the NEC meeting, which is taking place at an undisclosed venue in Johannesburg.

Seven weeks ago and before the outbreak of the conflict which has killed up to 750 people, the ANC and the government were preparing the way to full power-sharing negotiations on ending apartheid.

During talks last Friday on the bloodshed, Mr. Mandela told President F.W. de Klerk the NEC would demand demands from township residents that they be armed to protect themselves from further attack if the government failed to take adequate security measures.

On Saturday, police announced Operation Iron Fist — a sweeping strategy to curb the township conflict with roadblocks, heavily armed patrols and barbed-wire barricades. Mr. Mandela immediately condemned the measures as excessive and to licence killing of township residents.

The ANC noted that the proposed security force action did not address the cause of the strife, which the movement claims is a shadowy “third force” manipulating clashes between migrant-worker Zulu and the predominantly Xhosa township dwellers.

Mr. de Klerk has conceded there may be hidden force, but insists the original cause is tribal conflict. He also has said the talks process may be threatened if the parties lose trust in each other. — Cape and UPI
JOHANNESBURG. — Police have arrested a man they suspect was involved in a recent assassination attempt on senior ANC official Mr Penuel Maduna.

The unidentified suspect was arrested following investigations into the gun and pangas attack on Mr Maduna, 38, in July in Soweto, police spokesman Major-General Herman Stadler said.

Mr Maduna is a member of the Joint Steering Committee formed to deal with issues related to the tentative talks between the ANC and the government.

Appearing at a news conference a day after the attack, Mr Maduna claimed it had been orchestrated by police. Police denied involvement. — Sapa
ANC funding: Lonrho mum

LONDON. — Lonrho, the multinational conglomerate, has declined to comment on reports that it is considering funding a pro-ANC daily newspaper in South Africa.

The company's press liaison head has this week declined to respond to inquiries about a report in the latest edition of Africa Confidential, in which it is claimed Lonrho is "toying with the idea" of establishing such a newspaper.

The journal says: "The demise of the Liberal Daily Mail leaves the ANC with no sympathetic daily at all."

It notes that "Lonrho has at various times owned newspapers in several African countries."

The company has also declined to comment on a claim in the same publication that it intends constructing a railway to link the Namibian rail system to that of Zambia.

Africa Confidential says "Lonrho-watchers" had detected the implementation of a strategy to "control the key communication routes of Southern Africa".
JOHANNESBURG — Black opinion has swung strongly against Inkatha leader Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi over the past few months, in the wake of blood spilt in battles with the rival African National Congress, according to a recent study.

A nationwide poll by Intergrated Marketing Research last month showed that many blacks regarded the ANC as most representative of their lot.

ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela led among the politicians making positive contributions to a future South Africa. President F.W. de Klerk came second.

The poll among 2,100 "economically active" blacks showed that 51% believed Inkatha "was making a negative contribution to the future of SA".

In a similar study in April, 18% were critical of Inkatha, IMR said yesterday.

The performance by Inkatha rivalled the extreme conservative movement AWB, which polled 53%, an 8% drop since April.

In sharp contrast, the ANC received the approval of most of the canvassed blacks, 66% believing that it was making a positive contribution to a peaceful future. However, the ANC's performance fell by 18% from its April high of 84%.

In other major findings, the survey showed that 34% of blacks believed Mr Mandela was making a positive contribution to the future South Africa.

Only 1% thought so of Chief Buthelezi and his party.

Twenty percent held a similar view of President de Klerk and 12% for the National Party.

Seventy percent said the ANC was representative of black opinion today, a sharp rise from 20% in a study conducted in January.

The rating for Mr Mandela rose from 13% in January to 44%.

"Black opinion has swung strongly against Inkatha," IMR concluded.

More than 700 people have been killed in fighting between ANC and Inkatha supporters since August 12.

Five percent thought Chief Buthelezi was representative of black opinion and 4% thought so of Inkatha.

Eleven percent regarded the Pan Africanist Congress as a positive force but 20% believed it was represented black opinion. In the January poll, 5% thought the PAC representative.
PAC peace summit hits snags

THE peace summit between the ANC, Inkatha and the PAC planned for today faltered last night with the ANC and Inkatha not participating and the PAC threatening to withdraw.

The Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) organised the talks.

The ANC, however, which said it had told Azapo last Wednesday that it could not attend because of its national executive meeting yesterday and today, did express support yesterday for all-party discussions aimed at ending the violence in the Transvaal.

The ANC also said it had no objection to Inkatha participating and pointed out that it was already involved in negotiations with Inkatha in Natal.

According to Azapo's publicity secretary, Mr Strini Moodley, Inkatha was not invited in deference to other political organisations.

The proposed summit suffered another blow last night when the PAC said it would probably withdraw from the talks.

PAC general secretary Mr Benny Alexander said a peace meeting without Inkatha and the ANC would be ridiculous, but the PAC would make a firm decision on the issue at a meeting last night.

ANC spokesman Mr Saki Macozoma said yesterday that the ANC was not opposed to such a meeting.

"We think it is a good idea. "It is our feeling that if Inkatha could make a contribution, we would have no principle objection. After all, we are talking to Inkatha in Natal."

Mr Macozoma added that some of the statements made by Azapo about the peace summit had reduced its credibility.

"It seems they are more motivated in taking potshots at the ANC."

The problems faced by Azapo included the ANC executive meeting in Johannesburg and the departure of the PAC leadership for Harare tomorrow for a central committee meeting.

However, the ANC's support in principle for the summit proposal could mean a more representative meeting at a later date.

Sapa reports that the United Democratic Front has invited its affiliates to a "general council" in Johannesburg on Saturday to discuss ways to end the violence on the Witwatersrand.

The President's Council will debate the violence in the country, and possible solutions, on Friday, the FC's secretary, Mr J Weilbach, said yesterday.
Armed policemen escort a mortuary vehicle at the Diepkloof squatter camp, where a policeman and a resident died on Tuesday night. Three other policemen were injured. Pic: JOE MOLEFE

Blacks favour talks - survey

BLACK opinion is that lack of communication and understanding among themselves is the main cause of the current unrest in the PWV area, according to a survey by the Human Sciences Research Council.

The results of the survey were announced in Pretoria yesterday. It was conducted among 845 respondents - 421 whites and 424 blacks.

Respondents had a minimum qualification of matric and lived in the PWV area, the Cape Peninsula, Durban and Port Elizabeth.

"Whites feel that the conflict is largely ethnically based and 27 percent of them believe it stems from ethnic differences and more specifically differences between Xhosas and Zulus," the HSRC said.

In all 21 percent of blacks believe the cause of unrest is lack of communication and mutual understanding between various black groups.

While unemployment and inadequate education were seen by 14 percent of the whites and 7 percent of the blacks as major contributory factors, 15 percent of blacks and 11 percent of whites saw apartheid as the cause of unrest.

The majority of respondents favoured negotiations as the best way to end the violence.
Winnie to be charged

SOWETAN Reporter
THE ANC is outraged at what it says is trial by the media of Mrs Winnie Mandela following yesterday's announcement that she would be prosecuted on charges of kidnapping and assault.

The Attorney-General of the Witwatersrand, Mr. Klaus von Lieres, pledged to prosecute Mandela on the same charges for which Jerry Richardson stood trial and was sentenced to death for the murder of 14-year-old child activist Stompie Seipei.

His office confirmed yesterday that Mandela would stand trial with seven other people who previously appeared in the Soweto Regional Court. They are to appear there again on Monday.

The seven are Miss Xoliswa Falati (26), Mr. Katiza Cebuzula (18), Miss Pomphile Falati, Mr. John Morgan, Mr. Mpho Mabedane, Mr. Thandazani Kubeka, an eight-year-old girl who had allegedly been severely assaulted by Stompie before he was taken by Richardson, is to be charged separately.

In a statement yesterday, ANC secretary general Mr. Alfred Nzo said that while the organisation did not seek any special treatment for Mandela, it had to "protest this trial through the media."

"The matter is now in the hands of the courts and as such it is not possible to say anything on the pending judicial process," Nzo said.

Spectacle

However, he said "great publicity" had been given to allegations against the wife of ANC deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela and the incidents connected with the investigation had been made "a spectacle," repeatedly aired on television and in the Press.

Von Lieres said he had reserved his decision to prosecute Mandela when the decision to prosecute Richardson was taken in September last year.

Since then it had been claimed "in various quarters that Mandela has been unjustly victimised by being refused an opportunity to defend herself," he said.

"During a recent visit to the United States, Mandela was reported in the Press as saying she 'would welcome being charged with the murder of Stompie ... to the Supreme Court and defend herself'." Von Lieres said his decision was not taken in response to these various claims or statements, true or not, but because of his understanding of the facts, the law of the land and his duty as Attorney-General to uphold and apply the law to all alike.

He said he had had the opportunity to study the matter and, after careful consideration of all the relevant facts, including possible implications beyond the normal legal ones, had taken his decision.

"Earlier this morning I conveyed my decision to Ismail Ayob, who is Mandela's attorney. Should, the necessary co-operation, as I have requested, be forthcoming, there will be no need to resort to strong measures to ensure Mandela's attendance in court," Von Lieres said.

Mrs. Mandela was not available for comment yesterday.
PAC may not attend Azapo rally
AZAPO's plans to stage a peace meeting in Soweto today suffered another blow yesterday when one of its closest allies, the PAC, said it would probably withdraw from the event because the organisers had excluded vital components.

PAC general secretary Benny Alexander said his organisation was having serious doubts concerning its participation because the ANC had withdrawn and Inkatha had not been invited.

The Azanian People's Organisation on Sunday announced its plans to stage the peace meeting to end the violence on the Witwatersrand which has claimed more than 740 lives over the past six weeks.

The ANC on Monday declared it would not participate in the meeting, saying it had not been given sufficient notice.

PETER DELMAR reports that an ANC spokesman said yesterday the organisation was unable to send a high-level delegation in view of the national executive committee, which continued its emergency meeting today.

Azapo's Strini Moodley reportedly said Inkatha had not been invited out of deference to other political organisations.

Alexander said a peace meeting without Inkatha and the ANC — the two main parties involved in the Zulu/Xhosa clashes — would be ridiculous.

The PAC and Azapo have opposed the ANC on the issue of negotiations with government. Azapo at the weekend rejected a government invitation to exploratory talks on a new constitution.

Meanwhile, the UDF has invited its affiliates to a "general council" in Johannesburg on Saturday to discuss ways to end the violence.

UDF Southern Transvaal branch secretary Ronnie Mamoepa said yesterday representatives from the ANC, Cosatu and the SACP were also expected to attend the council. — Sapa.

Maduna attack suspect held
POLICE have arrested a man they suspect was involved in a recent assassination attempt against a senior ANC official.

The unidentified suspect was arrested after investigations into a gun and panga attack on Pemuel Maduna, 38, in Soweto during July, police spokesman Maj-Gen Herman Stadler said in a statement.

Maduna was a member of the joint steering committee formed to deal with issues related to talks between the ANC and government.

Four attackers followed Maduna's car and launched the attack moments after he left a petrol station. A day later Maduna claimed the attack had been orchestrated by police. Police denied involvement.

Stadler said officers investigating the attempted murder were hunting for three other suspects. "These suspects are known robbers and they are also being sought in connection with other robbery cases," he said.

"In the light of the above, it would not be asking too much for Mr Maduna to publicly apologise for his unfounded attack on the police." Maduna had no concrete grounds on which to base his allegations of police involvement, Stadler said. — Sapa.

Politician wins lawsuit
PRETORIA — The Supreme Court has awarded R15 000 in damages to a former KwaNdebele chief minister, Majizi George Mahlangu, following publication of an article claiming he had tortured children and helped found a "murderous" organisation.

Mahlangu instituted a claim for R75 000 against CTP Limited, CTP Web Printers and Force Khabane — publisher, printer and editor of Pace magazine — after the publication of an article in the November 1998 edition of Pace magazine. — Sapa.
Azapo will talk — but there are a number of ‘ifs’

BY CASSANDRA MOODLEY

THE Azanian People’s Organisation would go to the negotiating table only if State President PW de Klerk suspended the constitution and relinquished his position so a constituent assembly could be formed.

And the organisation is only prepared to “pro-negotiate with De Klerk on the technicalities of the constituent assembly”.

“Meaningful negotiations can only take place at a constituent assembly,” said the organisation amidst rumours that an invitation from De Klerk to Azapo to attend talks was imminent. Recently a similar invitation was received by the Pan Africanist Congress.

Azapo’s position on negotiations was concluded at a central committee meeting last weekend and will be ratified at the organisation’s national council in Pietersburg tomorrow, publicity secretary Strini Moodley said this week.

Moodley outlined the mechanisms of the constituent assembly Azapo was demanding. “De Klerk must resign or his government must vote itself out of power like the communist parties in Eastern Europe did.”

Azapo also called for the suspension of the current constitution and the intervention of the United Nations to man security and policing.

According to the black consciousness organisation the UN must then “conduct a one person, one vote election on the basis of universal suffrage”.

This will determine who the parties with constituencies are and will allow each organisation to have a proportional representation of delegates on a constituent assembly.

Azapo envisages straight party representation and not regional representation. “Any party with a constituency can participate in this process.”

Azapo also accused De Klerk of carefully orchestrating the recent spate of violence, by “using police, informers, bussing in undercover agents and supplying weapons to encourage the hostel attacks”.

---
JOHANNESBURG.—The African National Congress leadership has rallied round deputy president Nelson Mandela following the dramatic announcement this week that his wife, Winnie, is to be charged with kidnapping and assault.

From MONO BADELA

The movement's National Executive Committee was in the middle of a crucial meeting when the attorney-general of the Transvaal, Mr Klaus von Lieres, announced the prosecution.

ANC sources said there was "a lot of support and sympathy for Madiba".

"There's already so much pressure on him, and this is only going to add to it," said the source.

Mrs Mandela, who is expected to appear in the Rand Supreme Court on Monday, has proved to be a dogged fighter after having to contend, for nearly half her life, with harassment and persecution.

Although much criticism has been levelled at her within the democratic movement, she has many sympathisers and supporters.

Many of them believe the charges are but another hurdle she is bound to overcome.

However, a lot of the sympathy is also for her husband. Mr Mandela on Tuesday and Wednesday concentrated on the emergency NEC meeting.

The ANC's secretary-general, Alfred Nzo later said the NEC accorded Mr Mandela and his family "unequivocal support".

Protest

Nzo said the movement did not seek any special treatment for Mrs Mandela "but we must protest against trial by media."

The charges against Mrs Mandela arise from incidents which began on December 1, 1988 when teenage activist, Mocketi "Stompie" Sepele (14), who had been living with a dozen other youths in a Methodist Church manse in Orlando West, was kidnapped and taken to Mrs Mandela's Diepkloof house.

In January last year his body was found on an open veld in Soweto.

What occurred between Christmas Day and the day of his death was the subject of a murder trial in which 42-year-old Jerry Vusi Richardson was sentenced to death last month.
Black groups urged to promote unity

IT was the duty of every black organisation to actively teach its members that as the fight against white domination continued in South Africa they should try to create democracy within themselves, the deputy editor of the Sowetan, Mr Joe Thioloe, said yesterday.

Delivering a keynote address at Saba's AGM in Sun City, Thioloe said: “We have the ANC, the PAC, Azapo, the Unity Movement, Inkatha, and a host of other organisations, each with the answer to our problems.”

Thioloe, who spoke on unity, called on the organisations to stop the “ugly bloody fights” where blacks killed each other and burnt each other's taxis and homes.

The organisations should stop quarrelling about “the strategies for grabbing the loaves from the table of the master who created apartheid”, he added.

Thioloe said black organisations should try to create a democracy within themselves.

That democracy starts with the people debating ideas and emerging with positions that benefit the nation and humanity as a whole.

“The culture of democracy needs to grow among the oppressed as they bring down the walls of apartheid.

“Without this culture, we open ourselves to manipulation by faceless third forces that have one interest only to maintain white domination and control.

“It is the duty of organisations like Saba to continue preaching among the oppressed and, ultimately, aim for national unity.”

He said unity did not mean that blacks should wear the same uniforms and recite the same grey slogans.

“It means we all need to be committed to liberation. We need to be committed to the good of the South African nation and the good of humanity.”

He said as long as one or other organisation imagined itself as the organisation to which all must belong or die, “we will continue slaughtering one another.”

A similar call was made by Saba's president, Mr James Ngcoya, who said: “We, all of us, must do everything we can to lessen tensions and settle our difference in a civilised manner. In many ways, the world's attention is on us right now - and South Africa's too. We are an example of black business managing to triumph in spite of massive obstacles.

“Let us not be seen as an example of black achievement collapsing in a time of opportunity and hope.”

Ngcoya called on the taxi industry to unite.
PAC will decide on talks role

By Kaizer Nyatumba,
The Star's Africa News Service

HARARE — The Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) is on the point of making the crucial and historic decision on whether or not to join exploratory talks with the Government.

PAC chairman Johnson Mlambo said the choice would be based on "whatever would advance the cause of liberation and relieve the plight of our people".

The PAC's external and internal wings are here for a four-day conference.

Mr Mlambo said that although any radical departure from PAC policy was unlikely, the possibility of the organisation deciding in favour of holding talks with the Government could not be ruled out.

The PAC's policies, he said, had remained "pretty much unchanged" since the organisation was formed in 1959.

However important decisions — based on events which could not have been predicted in 1959 — now had to be made.

Mr Mlambo, also asked leaders to redouble their attempts to seek an end to the terrible black-on-black violence.

He appealed to all those who had lost their relatives through the killings and "those who have lost limbs and property" not to retaliate.

Instead, he said, they should "try and turn their grief into vigorous efforts of bringing to an end the whole system of racist oppression and exploitation which is the main cause of our present sorrows".
ANC executive extends emergency talks on violence

By Esmare van der Merwe, Political Reporter

The ANC has unexpectedly extended until today an emergency meeting of its full national executive committee (NEC) to discuss complications in the peace process. The meeting in Johannesburg was called to discuss the ANC’s position following differences of opinion with the Government over the handling of the recent violence on the Reef.

Its outcome could crucially affect the negotiation process in view of the war of words between the ANC and the Government on the stringent steps — codenamed Operation Iron Fist — to curb the violence.

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela said earlier this week that if the Government did not display the will to take emphatic steps to stop the township violence, the NEC would have to “take a decision that will reverse almost everything that was done since May this year”. He also said the ANC would not abandon the peace talks.
I welcome charges, says Winnie

By Dawn Barkhuizen and
Monica Nicola

Winnie Mandela yesterday
welcomed the chance to de-

defend herself on eight
charges in connection with
the alleged abduction and
torture of four youths in
Soweto in 1988.

In her first public statement
after the announcement that
she would be charged with four
counts of kidnapping and four
counts of assault with intent to
commit grievous bodily harm,
Mrs Mandela said: "I am un-
able to comment about a case
that has not yet taken place,
since to say I welcome the de-
cision that at last I will be able
to stand a proper trial and
clear my name properly.

"Up to now I have been tried
and found guilty by the media
in South Africa, for their own
purposes."

Asked to comment further on
a trial by media she said: "I
will respond after the trial."

She was speaking after being
allowed to leave Tokoza police
station on the East Rand yest-
day.

Mrs Mandela was held for
about three hours after being
found in possession of spent
cartridges and one live car-
tridge at a S.A.P roadblock
while en route to visit refugees
at Phola Park at about 11 am.

Police public relations offi-
cer Colonel Steve van Rooyen
said Mrs Mandela had been
taken for questioning but not
arrested.

Colonel van Rooyen said it
was not unlawful to be in pos-
session of spent cartridges, but
Mrs Mandela had one live
9mm cartridge.

East Rand police spokes-
man Captain Ida van Zweel said:

"Mrs Mandela apparently
handed the shells to police at a
roadblock. There is no crime
involved."

Asked if she thought Mrs
Mandela's actions were praise-
worthy from a police point of
view, Lieutenant van Zweel
said: "Yes, I believe so."

As she left the police station,

wearing black leather, Mrs
Mandela told pressmen that
Phola Park residents had given
her the cartridges when she vi-

sited the devastated settlement
on Monday.

Evidence

She had been intending to
show them to her husband, Nel-
son Mandela, as evidence of the
shootings that took place last
week.

Police had told her that she
had no right to be in possession
of empty cartridges, she said.

She said: "Police harass-
ment has never been a suprise to
the Mandela family or to myself or
to the oppressed people of
South Africa. I know I have
personally been their barome-
ter for years and I know that
for as long as the present situ-

This is quite clear
that the dirty methods they
have been using are nowhere
near being stopped. The one
issue is coming to an end, so
they must precipitate other
issues. It is just a continuing
of what has been going on."

Mrs Mandela went on to ad-

dress some of the homeless
squatters at Phola Park. Speak-
ing Khosa, Mrs Mandela re-
ferred to their plight and bids
to evict them from the area.

Winnie makes a statement . . .
Winnie Mandela, wife of African National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela, leaves

Tokoza police station yesterday after making a statement about spent cartridges found in her car when it was stopped at a

police roadblock. Mrs Mandela later spoke to Phola Park residents.
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Blacks shift to socialism

Over the past few years, both the African National Congress and South African Communist Party have agreed that the black struggle should be conducted in two stages: first, national liberation, and second, for those who are disposed to pursue it, the socialist revolution.

This is the mainstream position of these organisations.

The implication of this two-stage approach has been that when negotiations on a post-apartheid constitution begin next year, the emphasis will be on political rather than economic structures, and the negotiations accordingly will be less obstacle-ridden.

Now academic, David Hirschmann has upset this reassuring view. Analysing in-depth interviews conducted with blacks, he concludes that resentment towards the capitalist system has been growing over the past 10 to 15 years, and that “positive interest” in socialism has shown a parallel increase.

Mr Hirschmann warns: “There are changes taking place among black South Africans which may already be altering the nature of the two-stage compromise and setting up demands on the leadership for accelerating the socialist agenda.”

Mr Hirschmann, a South African currently teaching at The American University, Washington, records his findings in the latest issue of African Affairs, journal of the Royal African Society, London.

One of the questions asked in the survey was: ‘Do you think anti-capitalist sentiment is gaining ground among black South Africans?’ Of the 90 interviewees, 64 replied yes, 16 said no, and 10 gave conditional replies. To a question put to 74 interviewees, “In your opinion are black South Africans becoming more radical?” 64 said yes, one said no, eight gave conditional replies, and replied “Don’t know”.

In total, 110 in-depth interviews were conducted. About 70 of the interviewees supported the ANC/United Democratic Front (UDF)/Charterist group, 14 the Black Consciousness/National Forum/Azanian People’s Organisation (Azapo) group, and 10 Inkatha. About 94 percent were men.

Mr Hirschmann offers an answer to the question why the failures of socialism in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and Africa have had so little effect on black thinking in South Africa.

He quotes a middle-aged priest: “Africans are becoming more socialist. We hear more and more about socialism from young people. They have become strongly anti-capitalist. This is not because of what they know of the African (continent’s) experience, but because of their own experience.”

If I interpret this comment correctly, it means the failures of socialism elsewhere have little relevance for many South African blacks at leadership, organiser and activist level. Their experience of capitalism has led them to reject the system, therefore socialism is the alternative.

Adapted

Socialism will be adapted to local conditions, and whether or not it works is a matter for future discovery.

The explanations Mr Hirschmann offers for the shift towards a more anti-capitalist and pro-socialist position among blacks are many and varied. There is anger and despair, leading to increased radicalism. There is hostility to foreign capitalist powers, particularly the United States. There has been the sustained support by the Soviet bloc of would-be socialist countries like Mozambique, Angola and Zimbabwe.

Also, says Mr Hirschmann, there is the “depth and breadth of poverty” among blacks, the increasing dramatisation of the connection between apartheid and economic exploitation, the emphasis by both the ANC and UDF on a non-racial analysis and strategy, the growing number of visible black beneficiaries of the apartheid system, demonstrating that race does not provide all the answers, and the influence of white intellectuals, particularly at universities, in trade unions and at education agencies, who have “rethought, reanalysed, rewritten and re-taught South African history and social sciences”.

Finally, Mr Hirschmann notes the enhanced leadership role of the youth and the black unions — the latter have become “the most viable and influential factor in black politics inside the country”.

He does not claim socialism is a very developed concept in opposition politics, or that it has a mass following, or that there is agreement even at the leadership level about its content, or that it is inevitable.

But he does claim that there has been a shift in opposition politics in South Africa towards socialism and “this shift has altered the debate about South Africa’s future”.
Attackers
hit top ANC
man again

By Esmare van der Merwe,
Political Reporter

Top ANC official Penuel Maduna was yesterday attacked
and seriously injured by gunmen in Soweto — for the sec-
ond time in two months.

The ANC's department of in-
formation and publicity an-
nounced yesterday that Mr Ma-
duna, a member of the joint
Government/ANC steering
committee set up after the
Grootte Schuur meeting in May,
had been attacked at the
Baragwanath bus terminus by
three men carrying hand guns.

"He was sprayed in the eyes
with a blinding fluid which has
severely injured his eyes.

"The assailants then grabbed
the car keys from him and sped
off with his car."

Mr Maduna, who was as-
saulted and shot six times in
July by a group of armed men,
was currently receiving med-
cal attention.

The matter had been report-
ed to the police.

The ANC said police had an-
nounced on Tuesday that a sus-
pect had been arrested in con-
nection with the first attack.

"It is highly unlikely that this
attack is purely coincidental.

"The entire incident smacks
of retaliation, particularly
since various radio stations in
different African languages re-
ported earlier yesterday morn-
ing that Mr Maduna had been
assassinated," the organisation
said.

Soweto police liaison officer
Tienie Halgyn could not con-
firm yesterday's attack or say
whether a suspect had been ar-
rested in connection with the
first attack.
The kinddest thing which can be said about Winnie Mandela, wife of Nelson Mandela, is that she is simply not up to the job of being married to a martyr.

For the 27 years of her husband’s imprisonment, which ended in February, Mrs Mandela was the bust of Pretoria’s fury.

She was banned, detained, and persecuted for her political beliefs.

In short, the Mother of the Nation — the title conferred on her by South African blacks — led an appallingly difficult life.

Now Mrs Mandela faces four charges of kidnapping, having been accused of involvement in the abduction of four young blacks at her home in soweto in 1968.

Many blacks, perhaps including Mr Mandela himself, will believe that this is evidence that Pretoria is back to its old tricks of victimizing the African National Congress. Some will think she has been framed.

But many others will feel that she has blamed the black nation, whether or not she is found guilty as charged.

Among activists, Mrs Mandela has long been viewed as an embarrassment. Time and again, she has taken public positions too far, to provoke ANC officials contesting her equality publicly.

Dressed in the designer battle fatigues which have become her hallmark, Mrs Mandela — who was South Africa’s first black social worker — appears more militant than the most radical ANC leaders.

She uses the sort of emotive language which most ANC officials eschew, pronouncing during the Mandela’s recent trip to New York to “return to the bush” and take up arms against the white man.

Lately, she has even tried to introduce ANC supporters to fight when other leaders were working for peace.

Activists may disdain Mrs Mandela as an irrelevance, isolated because her husband would have it otherwise.

But her comments regularly unsettle a white community already fearful for its future.

Many whites have never forgotten a speech delivered by Mrs Mandela in 1984, when she defended the practice known as necklacing, placing a burning tire around the neck of a victim as punishment for a range of perceived offenses against the anti-apartheid struggle.

But the charges Mrs Mandela now faces are of a wholly different order: she is to be prosecuted for kidnapping and assault with intent to commit grievous bodily harm.

The charges arise from the abduction of 14-year-old Siphiwe Sigole by members of Mrs Mandela’s background, the so-called Mandela United Football Club, in 1988.

Siphiwe was later found with his throat slit in a soccer ditch, Jerry Richardson, the club’s coach, was sentenced to death last month for his murder.

Mr Justice B O’Donovan, the Supreme Court judge who sentenced Richardson, found that Mrs Mandela was present for at least part of the time on December 29, 1988, when four men, including Sampie, were assaulted at her Soweto home.

The court heard from some witnesses that Mrs Mandela took part in the assaults.

Mr Justice O’Donovan said it was alleged that Mrs Mandela had punched and whipped each of the abducted youths after declaring they were not fit to be alive.

He added that the testimonies of the three men who survived corroborated each other in all material respects.

When news of Sampie and another ANC official had been assaulted, Mrs Mandela said they were outraged by her actions.

She has since been accused of steadily blackening the fold but precious few in the ANC leadership will be tempted to come to her defense now.

Now, that is, apart from her husband, who clearly adores his strikingly attractive 36-year-old wife.

Mr Mandela is said to feel deeply guilty for the troubles inflicted on Winnie because of his decision to dedicate his life to the fight against apartheid.

He has condemned Pretoria for failing to give her an opportunity to defend herself.

Now she has that chance. And the Mandela she is expected to stand firmly at her side while she does so. — Financial Times News Service.

Appallingly difficult life...
Thousands off work to attend mass funeral

By Shareen Singh and Brendan Templeton

Thousands of workers from Soweto stayed at home today to attend a mass funeral for victims of the recent violence.

The stayaway was called by the Soweto Civic Association, Sayco, Cosas, Cosatu and the Federation of Transvaal Women to bury 12 people killed in the township during the past few weeks.

Impartial

Three demands were put forward by the organisations:

● The demolishing of the hostel system and creation of proper housing.

● The police and the army must be impartial.

● Warlords must be arrested and charged.

The organisations called on the youth and students to act with responsibility and exercise discipline.

No incidents of violence were reported this morning. A police spokesman said the effect of the stayaway was minimal but transport companies operating in townships reported a significant reduction in passengers.

Putco was operating normal services, but buses were half empty, a company spokesman said.

The South African Black Taxi Association (Sabta) said most taxis were not operating in Soweto as drivers responded to the call for a stayaway.

A few taxi drivers went into the townships at their own risk, a Sabta spokesman said.

There were long queues at taxi ranks and most people went back home after waiting for about two hours, he said.

Spoornet management said they were trying to assess the extent of the stayaway at the time of going to press.
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Bid for black unity

THE Azanian People’s Organisation (Azapo) is hosting a consultative conference aimed at reaching consensus between liberation organisations on key political issues.

In an interview this week, Azapo national president, Dr Itsumeng Motsho, called for unity among political organisations.

Motsho outlined Azapo’s response to a government invitation to his organisation to participate in exploratory talks.

He said Azapo was committed to resolving the conflict in South Africa through peaceful means. Underlying this commitment was an acceptance that negotiations was a correct tactic.

Dictated

However, they believed that the terms of the present negotiations between the government and the ANC were being dictated by President F.W. de Klerk.

Unlike the ANC, Azapo has not placed preconditions on negotiations, but believes the government must remove apartheid to make the negotiations work.

“Negotiations or liberation movements automatically qualify to have a mandate from the people of South Africa to discuss their future.”

Azapo called for a Constituent Assembly where representatives would be elected on the basis of one-vote-one-person.

“The democratic process is important to ensure peace and make the negotiations genuine and meaningful.”

Motsho criticized the talks between the ANC and the government, saying it isolated people from participating.

Respect

“Azapo has great respect for other liberation movements and has kept talks with the ANC, PAC, Non-European Unity Movement and the South African Council of Churches on the violence,” Motsho said.

“That is why we insist that the country needs a consultative conference in the future, so we can unite our ranks and agree on issues we have in common.”

“A key issue at the conference would be our approach to drafting a new constitution for our country. “Of course we won’t try to agree on the details of every issue but there are broad issues like the land and the economy, for instance, where we can all agree.”

Motsho said there was already agreement by some liberation organisations that the consultative conference should take place, but because of the violence sweeping the country, it was impractical that it happened soon.

Organisations had to decide what key issues should be discussed at the conference.

Motsho said he would write a formal letter to the government outlining Azapo’s response to the invitation.

Common approach

A STRATEGY on local government and planning is expected to emerge from a consultative conference organised by the African National Congress and the Centre for Development Studies (CDS) next month.

The conference, from October 5 to 7, is a culmination of workshops held on local government in the Western Cape, Eastern Cape and Transvaal.

It is intended to bring to bear a common approach on all policy aspects of local government and planning that will assist the needs of communities based on local and regional differences.

Last Sunday, members of the Civic Associations of Southern Transvaal (CAS) held a two-day workshop in preparation for the conference.

They agreed that the re-structuring of local government in South Africa would require the dismantling of all apartheid-era local authorities.
ANC to put talks 'on hold'

JOHANNESBURG. — The ANC is expected to declare a moratorium on talks with the government until the violence sweeping the country is brought to an end.

This is the response expected from an emergency ANC national executive committee meeting held over three days this week to discuss the continuing Reef violence which so far claimed about 800 lives.

It is unlikely that the ANC will reverse their August 6 decision to suspend the armed struggle.

The NEC did, however, discuss a request by members for the provision of arms so that they could defend themselves against attacks by Inkatha.

A source close to the ANC said the NEC had considered "very carefully" whether to go ahead with the peace process which had started in Cape Town in May.

During his trip to the Boland on Monday, ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela hinted that the ANC would consider withdrawing from the peace process because of its dissatisfaction with Operation "Iron Fist".

However, it has since become evident that the movement is unlikely to pull out of the talks it initiated.
Call for political tolerance

By SY MAKARINGE
AN emergency meeting initiated by the Azanian Peoples Organisation yesterday called for political tolerance in the black community to end the countrywide violence.

The meeting, attended by more than 80 delegates from at least 20 organisations and liberation movements, also recommended that truces between warring organisations be established and solidarity promoted.

The African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, major players in South African politics, did not attend.

The Inkatha Freedom Party was not invited.

Azapo president Professor Itumeleng Mosola said the ANC had sent a message saying it could not attend the conference as it had prior commitments.

It, however, supported the move.

Organisations represented at the conference included the New Unity Movement, the Workers Organisation for Socialist Action, the National Council of Trade Unions, the South African Council of Churches and the South African Catholic Bishops' Conference.

In a statement released at the meeting, the organisations resolved to broaden further consultations by including organisations that were not represented at yesterday's conference.

Participants also asked Azapo to convene another meeting within two weeks.
ANC fails to show up at peace talks

JOHANNESBURG. — The peace meeting called in Soweto yesterday by Azapo to halt the violence in the Witwatersrand ended without the African National Congress appearing, although the convenors had said in the morning they would be present.

Inkatha was not invited and the Pan Africanist Congress was not represented officially.

At a press conference late in the afternoon, Azapo president Professor Neneleeng Mosala said that the more than 80 delegates, representing over 25 political, church and trade union organisations, had decided to meet again within the next two weeks.

Every effort would be made to broaden representation to include other organisations not present at yesterday's meeting, Professor Mosala said, referring to the ANC and PAC.

Asked if Inkatha would be invited he said the convening committee would make a decision after consulting with other organisations. "This is a very sensitive issue," he said.

Yesterday's meeting made some general recommendations aimed at stemming the violence. These included:

- Working to encourage the fundamental need for political tolerance in the black community;
- Calling to (political) movements and organisations to establish immediate truces;
- Encouraging a code of conduct between organisations and groups in the community; and
- Challenging everyone to identify the "murderous agents provocateurs" and find a way of disallowing space for them to function in the black community.

Yesterday's meeting also identified several causes of the violence. These included:

- Underhand tactics intended, inter alia, to buy time for apartheid; and
- A calculated strategy to derail the liberation struggle. — Sapa
MOST Soweto residents last night dismissed the drastic seven-hour curfew, to be introduced on Tuesday, as an unnecessary measure which would interfere with their social lives.

However, there were those who felt the curfew, which is part of the SAP's Operation Iron Fist to curb the township violence, was needed and would save lives in the troubled townships.

The Government announced that from Tuesday a curfew confining residents to their homes between 9 pm and 4 am would take effect.

Miss Hazel Tshabala of Pinville scoffed at the curfew: "Just when the violence has subsided the police implement their barbaric measures. It took more than 900 deaths to make them take steps."

TJ Mokoena, a teacher from Meadowlands, said he wanted the violence to stop whether the Government introduces Iron Fist or other tough measures: "If it goes unchecked it will mean total destruction, not only for the politicians, but for us all."

Joyce Moloi said the permits which people were supposed to carry after 9 pm did not accommodate residents who would be attending night vigils in the township.

Jacob Tshabangu, a Katlehong schoolteacher, was among the few who favoured the curfew. "I’ve lost a brother during the violence. I know the curfew will disrupt the social lives of many people but at least a few precious lives will be saved."

A Volokos resident who chose to remain unanimous said: "I know that people will go out and criticise Iron Fist. But before it was introduced no one, not even the ANC, took steps to ensure people's safety."

Said Herman More of Dube: "The only thing I want to say about Operation Iron Fist is that it will keep everyone indoors, thereby saving our lives."

A Soweto resident whose house neighbours a hostel last night telephoned Saturday Star to appeal for a curfew in his area.

Reluctant to reveal his name in fear for his safety, the man said: "Our area has been one of the worst hit. We are terrified. Surely we should have a curfew here. We want anything to stop this terrible violence."

JOVIANT RANTAO
British press applauds Mandela prosecution

Own Correspondent

LONDON. — There was saturation coverage of the decision to prosecute Mrs Winnie Mandela in the British press yesterday, with the trial being seen as potentially as sensational as the trial of her husband, ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela, in 1963.

The general consensus, even among newspapers normally supportive of the ANC, was that the decision to prosecute Mrs Mandela was a good one.

The Daily Telegraph, which led with the story, said the move would "undoubtedly lead to one of the most sensational trials in South Africa's history, perhaps even rivalling the Rivonia trial in 1963, at which her husband, Mr Nelson Mandela ... was sentenced to life imprisonment."

But, it said, while the trial may equal the drama of her husband's, there the similarity could end. "Mrs Mandela will enter court as an already-shunned heroine, the former 'Mother of the Nation' whose conceit, stubbornness and unpredictability have lost her an army of admirers."

The left-wing Guardian said in its front-page story the ANC would "greet the state's decision ... with some relief, based on the hope that it will end the long-running controversy, whatever the outcome."

Severely critical of Mrs Mandela was the Independent, who observed that the MDM "found (her) guilty of the Stompie affair long before yesterday."

The article recalled a statement made by UDF acting general secretary Mr Murphy Morobe in February last year, in which he ascribed the conflict generated in Soweto to "the reign of terror" conducted by the Mandela United football team.

The statement had added that the MDM was "outraged at Mrs Mandela's complicity in the recent abductions and assault of Stompie Moeketsi Sepei". Mrs Mandela's prosecution was "a hard lesson that no democratic movement can place itself above the simple rules of law", the Evening Standard said.

After describing the case which led to the conviction for murder of Jerry Richardson and the evidence that Mrs Mandela had taken part in the beatings, it added: "Only the blindest supporter of Mrs Mandela could believe that the charges against her are politically motivated."

The Sun didn't mince words: "To her neighbours and opponents in Soweto there is a darker, sinister side to Winnie Mandela, that is every bit as savage as the regime she seeks to topple."

According to Sapa, the Daily Express carried an inside article entitled "Mandela myth facing its greatest trial", which concluded: "Destiny in Africa never comes cheap. Most bets must now be off while South African justice pits itself against the romance of the continent's greatest love story."
Winnie Mandela not held - police

MRS Winnie Mandela, wife of ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela, yesterday handed spent AK-47 rifle shells to police at a roadblock in Tokoza, police said.

East Rand police spokesman Captain Ida van Zweel scoffed at ANC claims that Mandela was arrested at the police roadblock for the illegal possession of the shells.

"Mrs Mandela apparently picked up the shells while visiting Phola Park squatter camp, which borders Tokoza."

"She was stopped at a police roadblock where she handed them to a policeman. There is no crime involved," Van Zweel said.

Praiseworthy

Asked if she thought Mandela's actions were praiseworthy from a police point of view, Van Zweel said: "Yes, I believe so."

Mandela made headlines around the world on Tuesday when Transvaal Attorney-General Mr Klaus von Lieres announced that she was to be charged with kidnapping and assault in connection with the abduction and torture of four youths in Soweto in 1988.

One of the youths, child activist Stompie Seipie, was killed during or after the torture session, which took place at Mandela's Soweto home.

An ANC spokesman said Mandela was arrested after the shells were handed to her by Tokoza residents.

"She managed to contact us to say she had been arrested and was being held at Tokoza Police Station," the spokesman said.

Van Zweel rejected the allegations and journalists at Tokoza confirmed that she had left the police station unescorted. Sope.
Call for political tolerance

By SY MAKARINGE

AN emergency meeting initiated by the Azanian Peoples Organisation yesterday called for political tolerance in the black community to end the countrywide violence.

The meeting, attended by more than 80 delegates from at least 20 organisations and liberation movements, also recommended that races between warring organisations be established and solidarity promoted.

The African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, major players in South African politics, did not attend.

The Inkatha Freedom Party was not invited.

Azapo, president of the National Council of Trade Unions, the South African Council of Churches and the South African Catholic Bishops' Conference.

In a statement released at the meeting, the organisations resolved to broaden further consultations by including organisations that were not represented at yesterday's conference.

Participants also asked Azapo to convene another meeting within two weeks.
Voices of dissent echo within ANC over Winnie saga

By CASSANDRA MOOGLY

PRESSURE on the African National Congress is mounting on two fronts over the role of Winnie Mandela: internal opposition is growing to her appointment as head of the organisation's Social Welfare Department, and she now faces prosecution.

The ANC deputy president's wife was charged on eight counts this week — four of assault to do grievous bodily harm and four of abduction, related to the case of murdered teenage activist Stompie Seipio and three other youths.

More than 100 branches in the Johannesburg region have sent letters to the ANC protesting Mandela's appointment, and Western Cape branches are said to be considering similar action.

Sources have said that she was nominated for the position by ANC secretary general Alfred Nzo, who declined to comment after the National Executive Committee meeting this week on whether her position was being reassessed.

"While it is understood that the ANC is still setting up structures and a top-down approach may be inevitable at this point, the Winnie issue is a sensitive one," said a Johannesburg branch member, explaining that their objection was because of the "Stompie saga hanging over her".

"It was also felt that for a long time she had acted outside the discipline of any organisation — irresponsibly," he said.

Another senior member of the Orlando West branch in which Mandela is active said: "I don't know why the ANC is not heeding the voices of dissatisfaction. I don't know what they are doing."

"She was not elected democratically, and now she is wearing her name."

A delegation of ANC-supporting social workers also approached the organisation's leadership a few weeks ago protesting the fact that Mandela had not practised in the profession for years and pointing to the threat of prosecution.

Nelson Mandela, however, seems to be supportive of his wife. During the trial of Stompie's murderer Jerry Richardson, he said his wife was being besmirched by a case in which she was not the accused and so had no opportunity to defend herself.

Meanwhile, the director for the Centre for Applied Legal Studies, John Duquard, indicated that the Minister of Justice has the power, under South African legislation, to direct the attorney-general's decision this week to charge Mandela. According to section 3(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act, the minister may reverse decisions of the attorney-general.

An interesting development in the Winnie saga was the news that her legal representative would be Ismail Ayob. Two years ago Ayob, who is her husband's attorney, ceased to represent her because she often refused his advice.

Krish Naidoo took over as her attorney until February 1989 when revelations about the Stompie saga climaxed.

Ayob confirmed this week that he would be acting for Winnie Mandela but would not comment further. Both lawyers were frequently mentioned in the Richardson trial. According to evidence, Ayob had gone to Winnie's house saying he was instructed by Nelson Mandela to fetch the abducted youth — but Richardson refused to release them.
ANC holds its first conference in thirty years

By GAYE DAVIS, Cape Town.

FIREWORKS are expected at this month's Western Cape regional conference of the African National Congress—the first ANC conference to take place within the country's borders since 1959.

At least 400 delegates are expected to attend the two-day gathering at the Peninsula Technikon in Bellville on September 29 and 30, the first of a series of regional conferences planned in the build-up to the ANC's national conference on December 16.

Conference co-ordinator Johnny Issel said there had been "tremendous complaints" about "a lack of democracy" within interim ANC structures.

"People feel they are not being adequately consulted or represented. There have also been complaints from the rural areas for a long time that they're getting a raw deal. We're expecting fireworks," he said.

Proposals to be tabled at the conference aimed at providing for "the fullest democracy" within ANC structures and correcting an urban bias which disadvantaged rural areas.

Part of the problem was that "a draft constitution due to be ratified at the national conference."

One of the proposals involved amending the constitution to provide for an expanded regional executive and other structural changes.

The present system of branches being organised into zones had caused problems. The proposal suggested dividing the region into sub-regions which crossed the lines of class and colour. Each sub-region would be represented on an expanded regional executive, Issel said.

So far 69 branches have been launched in the Western Cape, with a membership said to be 27,000. One of the largest branches is that in Crossroads.
Out to war, call. Before you go to war, call me. I don't understand realpolitik. This is not a part of it. I have a covenant, not with princes, nor with governments, nor with political parties, nor with God. I have a covenant with all of humanity to be given to humanity to be shared by all the basis and foundation of everything.
ANC indaba on economy

Sowetan Correspondent

About 55 African National Congress economists will meet in Harare next weekend to discuss proposals which will enable the organisation to formulate a draft economic policy.

The ANC's department of information and publicity announced yesterday that the meeting of the organisation's department of economy and planning would also consider ways of restructuring the DEP to enable it to meet new demands placed on it.

The meeting, from September 27 to 29, would be a sequel to a meeting by the ANC and Cosatu on the economy held in Harare in May.

The ANC/Cosatu proposals would be considered at next weekend's meeting, as well as a proposal to establish an Institute of Economic Analysis in South Africa which could assist the ANC and the DEP to formulate and evaluate its economic policy.

"The outcome of the ANC/Cosatu meeting in May and other fresh input will, it is hoped, lead to the development of a draft economic policy document," the ANC said.

This draft document would be sent to the NEC and grassroots ANC structures for discussion and comment.

Responses would be sent to the organisation's national congress in December, at which a final policy document would be drawn up.

The Harare meeting would be addressed by the head of the ANC's department of information and publicity, Mr Pallo Jordan, on behalf of the NEC. - Sowetan Correspondent.
Mandela's whirlwind visit averts revolt in the Boland

BY GAYE DAVIS

If African National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela had failed to make it to the Western Cape this week, a Boland revolt of a different sort may have ensued. In fact, he almost didn't come — but "forceful" representations, particularly from Worcester, ensured that he shook off a whirlwind, one-day tour into his schedule on Monday, ANC officials confirmed this week.

In Ashton's tiny township of Zolani, for example, where intensive preparations went into Mandela's reception, cancellation would have led to disaster.

As it was, a lengthy programme had to be compressed into a brief, though still dignified ceremony during which Mandela unveiled a plaque renaming the township's community hall after him. Zolani and Ashton's young comrades spent four days decorating the hall, getting the plaque made, training marshals and painting banners and posters — labouring all the while amidst persistent rumours that his visit had been called off.

It was a moment they had been waiting for ever since Mandela's release in February.

There was little anti-climax when it came, for at least he was there, wearing a blue suit and a broad smile, to receive the carefully wrapped gifts and specially ordered bouquet of flowers "for Winnie".

Mandela's messianic appeal carried the day among the thousands of people who thronged to see and hear him as he moved, in quick succession, from Bonnievale to Zolani, then on to Robertson and Worcester. At each step Mandela apologised for the change in his programme and promised he would return.

Most would have accepted his excuse that "the violence which has claimed almost 1000 lives in the Transvaal" meant he had to postpone the pleasure. But the Worcester activist who asked darkly why, in that case, he had been able to travel to Norway when the violence was already under way, reflected the perception that once again, the rural areas had been shunted to the bottom of the list of priorities.

In Robertson, people waited for an hour and a half before the motorcade surged into town, hooters blaring.

Many failed even to catch a glimpse of him as he was hustled through a side

door into an overflowing hall — the same hall where, a few short months ago, police injured some 180 people airing grievances at a civic meeting.

Scheduled to address a rally in Worcester at 3pm, Mandela arrived on the podium to screams of adulation at 6pm, after a lengthy meeting with local leaders. Despite leaden skies and a chilly wind, the 2500-strong crowd had waited — with a marshall expectantly scanning the road leading to the stadium with binoculars.

He paid tribute to the battles waged in the Boland, addressed the need to organise farm-workers and end their exploitation, and moved on to the "brutal and senseless killings" ravaging the country.

The ANC's demand was for peace, Mandela told the crowd, yet the violence gripping the townships — orchestrated by a sinister third force, a la Renamo — was bringing a daily stream of people to ANC offices "demanding arms".

Such attacks made it easy for the ANC to "walk out of the talks", it had initiated in its search for a peaceful solution. But to abandon the talks now would be to play into the hands of that third force, Mandela said. It depended, however, on the government "playing its part".

In his speech, Mandela tried to set the record straight over his apparently contradictory remarks about the government's Operation Iron Fist. SABC-TV news this week ran footage in which he called, in one segment, for the government to make use of its "highly skilled and professional" army and police force — and in another, condemned it for issuing its security forces with a "licence to kill our people".

Mandela said he had never asked, during his recent meeting with State President F W de Klerk, precisely what the "strong and comprehensive" measures were that the government intended taking — "and he never explained them to me". The impression created — that he had called for Operation Iron Fist and that the measures "had been discussed point-by-point" — was incorrect.

In asking the government to "use its capacity" to stop the violence, he meant it should "weed out bad elements in its own security forces" before using them to maintain law and order, he said.
Mandela warns as Soweto mourns

By Helen Grange

Soweto came to a near standstill yesterday to attend what may have been the country's biggest funeral in decades.

Well over 50,000 people gathered inside and outside the Jabulani amphitheatre to mourn the death of 12 of the people killed during the six weeks of bloodshed that has racked Reef townships.

Many relatives collapsed with grief during the ceremony. The crowd sang and waved ANC and SACP flags while a police helicopter circled above.

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, who made a surprise appearance at the funeral service, arrived to a rousing welcome.

He was accompanied by ANC internal leader Walter Sisulu, Umkhonto we Sizwe commander Joe Modise, and Jackie Selebi, a youth leader and member of the ANC's national executive committee (NEC).

He told the hushed gathering that there was a growing demand from the people to be armed. He said the ANC regarded the demand as reasonable and the organisation would in future find it difficult to refuse.

"We are facing a bleak future and security forces are going to continue to shoot our people. "We warn the State President and the Government that, if they continue to drag their feet and listen only to the point of view of whites and do not listen to us, they have a tragedy coming in this country."

Mr Mandela said the ANC would appeal to its members for discipline.

He had been asked by the press to appeal for peace and to ask his followers to stop fighting.

Father Emmanuel Lafont, who has been fasting for nearly two weeks, told the gathering that a new climate of reflection and understanding had come about in Soweto since last Thursday.

"Our people are more conscious, organised and less fearful. God has given us new strength, wisdom and unity. "We must organise and plan in advance. We must create defensive mechanisms to defend ourselves and our organisations at all levels - in the streets, stations, on trains and in shops," he said.

Soweto residents, some holding their fists high and others supplying water to exhausted people going on foot, lined the streets as the procession moved slowly to Avalon cemetery.

The dead were finally buried late in the afternoon as relatives wept at their gravesides.
LONDON — A leading member of the ANC has warned that any political settlement would not survive “unless it is underwritten by a similar transformation of the quality of the material life, especially of the black majority”.

Director of international affairs Thabo Mbeki yesterday addressed a conference of 150 business people from Europe and South Africa on the ANC’s economic views.

Mr Mbeki said that despite the recent violence, the ANC still believed it was possible to reach a negotiated settlement with the Government.

He said the ANC would seek “sustained economic growth and an equitable distribution of wealth, leading to a rising standard of living for all”.

Any attempt to generate economic growth and development would have to include accelerated education and training, especially for blacks.

The private sector, said Mr Mbeki, had a “central and critical role” in the mixed economy envisaged by the ANC.
By Monica Nicolson

Police have good reason to suspect that many of the recent murders involving gunmen in minibuses are linked.

A pattern is emerging where men armed with AK-47s randomly roam the busy streets in a white minibus before picking out crowded gathering-points to gun down people.

CID chief Lieutenant General Alberto Conradie confirmed in a statement on Wednesday that the fatal shooting of three men and the death of a shopkeeper, Maria de Abresus, were linked.

In both incidents, the victims were shot by gunmen in a white minibus travelling down Nugjet Street, central Johannesburg, in the early evening of September 12.

Other similar shootings include various incidents where men in minibuses have driven through Tembisa, Tokoza, Katshong and Soweto, firing random shots at passersby.

Police have pieced together the sequence of similar brutal shootings.

On September 6, six people were killed in Soweto by gunfire in a minibus. Hours later, six more people were killed at Jeppe station.

Two men died on September 12 when gunmen opened fire on a taxi rank on the corner of Polly and Anderson streets in central Johannesburg. Their vehicle was then seen travelling to Wolhuter Street and the men shot a man dead outside the Wolhuter men's hostel in Jeppetown.

Many people, including Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela and ANC internal leader Walter Sisulu, believe these mindless murders of innocent people by mobile hit squads point to a sinister plot by well-organised and organised gangs.

Police liaison officer Colonel Frans Malherbe strongly denied that the shootings were well orchestrated or carefully planned.

He described the murderers as "a bunch of disorganised cowards shooting at very easy targets. It's just madness. Anyone can drive around the crowded streets mowing down innocent bystanders by shooting out of minibus windows with deadly rifles."

---

'Strain security not sufficient'

By Thabo Lesilo

Security arrangements to protect train commuters on the Reef in the wake of recent attacks in which they have been shot, stabbed and hurled from moving coaches still leaves much to be desired, according to a survey by The Star.

A train trip by The Star this week revealed that the only place at which Soweto commuters feel relatively safe was at stations such as Inhlanzane, Merafe and Ikwetso, where there is a visible presence of armed guards.

A spokesman for Spoornet said there was security on trains, but referred The Star to the police for specifics.

Witwatersrand police liaison officer Colonel Frans Malherbe said police were patrolling the trains but he would not elaborate.

Passengers are warned to look out for a new breed of train crooks taking advantage of commuters' fears in the wake of recent attacks.

Sources say they trick commuters into jumping off trains, leaving their parcels, by shouting "Luthuli is attacking". They then steal the goods.

---

Anglicans pray at Jeppie Station

Staff Reporter

A group of about 50 Anglican parishioners and clerics, including the Bishop of Johannesburg, the Right Rev Duncan Buchanan, prayed at Jeppe Station last night.
Anglicans pray at Jeppe Station

A group of about 50 Anglican parishioners and clerics, including the Bishop of Johannesburg, the Right Rev Duncan Buchanan, prayed at Jeppe Station last night.

They prayed for an end to violence and for peace in the country, “at the scene of the start of the merciless killings”, said Mr Buchanan.

The prayer meeting, organised by the priest of Belgravia parish, the Reverend Andrew Dorchin, was prohibited by the acting chief magistrate on Wednesday.

Mr Buchanan told the police that they would only pray for five minutes and the meeting would be very “low-key”, and police gave their consent for it to go ahead.

Three truckloads of soldiers left the scene only minutes before the meeting started.

“Take from this country the need for bloodshed. Purge this place of the murder and evil, and claim it for Yourself,” prayed Mr Buchanan.
Boost for peace hopes

Buthelezi: my friend: Mandela

By Andrew Walker and Shirley Woodgate

ANC deputy leader Nelson Mandela today expressed his friendship for Inkatha's Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

This raised hopes for a formal ending to the KwaZulu township war, which has claimed more than 700 lives in the past six weeks, an end to the conflict — and peace between the ANC and Inkatha.

Senior Government sources today welcomed the ANC decision to talk to the Inkatha leader to try to stop the township killing, and said this was what the Government had been urging for some time.

Indebted

Mr Mandela's show of public sympathy with Chief Buthelezi, made on television this morning, followed last night's statement by the ANC's National Executive Committee (NEC) stating the organisation had resolved to meet Chief Buthelezi as well as officials of other homelands.

Mr Mandela said today he was strongly in favour of talks with Chief Buthelezi.

"He was, and remains, my friend because of the tremendous support which he gave me in prison, demanding my release and that of my comrades, taking the view that he would not negotiate with the Government until the political prisoners had been freed."

"I remain indebted to him for his friendship and support," said Mr Mandela.

He added that the NEC aimed to call a three-day conference of all anti-apartheid forces as they were determined to "negotiate and assert".

In its statement last night the NEC, after a three-day special meeting called to discuss the violence which was threatening the negotiation process with the Government, said a meeting of all homeland leaders would be convened "to devise a joint strategy for ending the violence and seeking measures to prevent any future outbreak.

The ANC in cooperation with its allies will, at the earliest possible date, also call a conference of the broadest spectrum of anti-apartheid and democratic forces with a view to discussing a common strategy to combat the forces of destabilisation and violence.

"In order that they can mount effective defence, the extended NEC (the meeting included Cosatu and United Democratic Front representatives as well as regional ANC officials) encourages all our people in the areas affected by vigilante violence to organise themselves for the purposes of self-defence."

The NEC welcomed "the successful exploratory meeting" between ANC and Inkatha officials in Durban on Wednesday.
A few days later he was aflame

By Glon Elban.
West Rand Bureau

A Soweto man, who told The Star he was upset by the attitudes of some church leaders who visited black townships last week, was the same man who appeared in photographs days later being hacked, stabbed and burnt alive.

Last week The Star conducted an interview with Linder Thabealala, who was upset by the action of church and other leaders after a visit to the area by church dignitaries.

A few days later South Afri-
ca was shocked by pictures of Mr Thabealala being attacked, stabbed and set alight.

Mr Thabealala had described himself in the interview as an apolitical resident who just wanted fairness and a chance to get on with his life in peace.

His brother said he was ter-
rified at the way Mr Thabea-
lala had died as he had not been involved in any unrest.

Mr Thabealala was an eye-
witness during a visit by church leaders in Soweto last Tuesday.

He told The Star: "I am upset and terrified by what I experienced and now wonder if our leaders, church and otherwise, really do want to find a solution to our crises or if they are just pawns dancing to the tune de-
manded by their particular au-
dorities at any given time."

"I was there when the arrest

in Soweto started. I read vari-
ous articles and letters and saw television interviews in which different parties and organiza-
tions were held responsible for the unrest in Soweto.

"After it was announced in the media last week that the SAP was put in charge of the unrest areas, there was suddenly an increase in violence in these areas all over the Wit-
watersrand. In the meantime the Minister of Law and Order held discussions with several church leaders in Soweto. After this, more accusations were flung at the feet of the SAP."

"The police in Soweto have undertaken several projects to help the community — from soup for the pensioners on pen-
sion day to the starting of a band for the youth. These are all projects aimed at improving the quality of our lives and they show me that the police are serious about their tasks and re-
sponsibilities," he said.

"Our State President jumped
the queue and took the initia-
te by visiting Soweto. He was
open and honest during discus-
sions and admitted that the
only force able to stop the dis-
order and install law and order
was the police. Despite his visit, the unrest continued.

"I regard myself as an im-
partial resident and I, and
many others, agree that the
senseless murder of an inno-
cent Zulu man who was on his
way to work last Thursday was
the cause of the violence.

"Suddenly the residents liv-
ing in the western areas of the
township grabbed the oppor-
tunity and made the police the scapegoats for the violence.

"Church leaders climbed on
the bandwagon and tried to def-
end what leaders like Nelson
Mandela, Sisulu and others
were saying by carrying out 'Christian' visits to the area.

"Yesterday the Reverend
Frank Chakesa and his follow-
ing visited the township. They
went to the Tladi squatter
camp without the SAP. Then
the belligerent reverend wan-
ted to visit the Merade hotel.

"The police were asked to
meet them on the way as they
feared it was unsafe to go there
without police protection. Two
unarmed police officers accom-
paied the reverend through
the hotel. I was there.

"Rev Chakesa prayed for the
hostel residents and moved
across the road where he spoke
to a group of youths. They
asked him questions, especially
concerning the police.

"The reverend actually re-
plied fairly positively concern-
ing his police escort and the po-
lace role in the township. He
thanked the police in front of us
for escorting him at the hotel
and on his way to and from the
hotel.

"Less than a half an hour
later, and the reverend, his
following and I went to the
same church where the morn-
ing's activities had started.

"Several speakers addressed
the dignitaries and church rep-
resentatives. They slated the
police and instigated they were
the scum of the earth. And
without a word of contradiction
the reverend, who had asked
the police to protect him,
agreed, through his silence, with
what the speakers were saying.

"Where and how must we
find a solution to the problems
facing the new South Africa if
we cannot even open our eyes
and see what is happening be-
fore our eyes? We must learn to
stand by our convictions and at
least give credit where credit is
due," Mr Thabealala concluded.
ANC agrees to meet Buthelezi

The African National Congress last night said it would convene a meeting of all homeland leaders, including KwaZulu Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi, to devise a joint strategy for ending the violence.

The African National Congress said yesterday members of its executive committee agreed to meet Zulu Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi following a bloody six-week township war.

A spokesman said the ANC agreed on the move after a three-day emergency session.

Deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela probably would attend the talks, but it would not be the one-on-one encounter that Buthelezi, head of the Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom Party, has demanded.

"In order to get to the root causes of the violence and to secure peace, the (ANC) resolved to convene a meeting with all homeland leaders, including Chief Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi, to devise a joint strategy for ending the violence," the ANC said in a statement.

-Supa-Netter.
“A man may be one of integrity, despite the mistakes he makes.” — Nelson Mandela, speaking at an ANC press conference last week, said of State President F W de Klerk. The words might just as easily be applied to Mandela — and, increasingly, questions are being asked about his political grip.

There is little doubt, if media conferences are anything to go by, that the ANC deputy president needs a hearing aid. He strains to hear questions and often it is apparent that either he has not properly heard or not grasped a question.

Despite his assertions that he lives in a township and speaks to his people all the time, Mandela does not always seem to relate to them. To a question about what assurances he could give township residents who live in fear in their homes and travel in fear on trains and buses, Mandela said people would be reassured to know that the ANC national executive committee would be meeting next Tuesday. How this was supposed to reassure people is hard to imagine.

Perhaps Mandela is suffering from a syndrome not unknown among leaders (Winston Churchill was a good example): the great man’s followers become so paralysed by awe of him that they feel unable to contradict him and fail to keep him in touch with reality.

Mandela has also been inconsistent. Early in September, he called for government to use the “very strong, effective and well-equipped army and police force... if it does, the violence will be something of the past.” Now that government is doing exactly that, he has roundly condemned the new measures.

Mandela and De Klerk have agreed that much of the violence has been orchestrated by “highly professional killers, people who are highly trained.” What is also needed, then, is criminal investigations into who these silent, organised killers are. Mandela sees hints of Renamo-type operations, but has also been suspicious that extreme right-wing elements may have been involved in incidents such as the Jeppe train massacre, with a view to making negotiations impossible.

Meanwhile, the new measures appear to have put a lid on the violence and whatever Mandela says, the ordinary citizen will be grateful for that. However, there is a grave danger that calls for more guns (whether for police or ANC supporters) will only worsen the violence.

This is why it is difficult to understand Mandela’s statements that “the demand from the people that they should arms themselves is a reasonable one” and that “there is no point in calling for peace in the townships because violence is caused by faceless elements. If I said anything to the people, it would be that they should defend themselves.”

Township residents armed to the teeth and police bristling with machine guns is not a recipe for peace. Care should be taken on both sides, in word and deed, to avoid inflaming the position on the ground. We could do with less talk from Mandela about arming ordinary citizens — and no more pointed political statements from police officers.

All variations of anarchy have to be brought under control. The ANC and Cosatu must abandon the stayaway as a method of protest. It achieves nothing and has a serious effect on productivity, earnings, jobs and — most destructive — schooling. Surely a more original and constructive approach is possible? Rents must be paid, rates must be paid; residents must be encouraged not only to pay for what they have but to work as communities to uplift townships. And govern
Before you go out to war, call out for peace

RABBI ADI ASSABI caused a stir by inviting Nelson Mandela to speak at Temple Shalom. But perhaps even more controversial was the rabbi's own argument about the relationship between Judaism and Zionism. This is an edited version of his opening address.

ANC leader
Nelson Mandela

understand its true meaning. Anyone who is an anti-semite is anti-mankind. Anyone who is an anti-semite has no right to exist, because he doesn’t allow other to exist. Anyone who is an anti-semite doesn’t understand what Judaism and the semitic people gave to this world.

An anti-Zionist is not necessarily an anti-semit. For Zionism is this great ideology of salvation. Zionism is the implementation of a downtrodden people seeking their self-determination in their own homeland. Zionism is an ideology which in essence is pure. Zionism is one of the arms — and not the only arm — of Judaism.

But my friends, there is a major difference between what an ideology teaches and what those who act upon it and in its name do.

Judaism teaches one thing: Jews do another.

Zionism teaches one thing: Zionists do another.

We as Jews are concerned about the fate of Jews anywhere in the world, and we must be concerned about the oppressed anywhere in the world. We as Jews must believe that Israel is our true homeland — but do we have to agree with every Tom, Dick and Henry who happens to have a portfolio in the government?

The Zionist world with all its love for Zion is split down the middle, between those who agree with the current policies of the government and those who don’t.

Am I an anti-Zionist? I don’t agree with the policies of the government of the state of Israel. I don’t believe in occupation. I don’t believe in implementing the absolute justice that we were taught in the Torah in our everyday life.

I don’t believe that political expediency can change ideology. Call me naive. Call me out of this world. Say to me that I don’t understand real-politics. If this is real-politics then I want no part of it.

I have a covenant, not with prime ministers and governments; I have a covenant with God. I have a covenant, not with political parties and organizations; I have a covenant with the history of the Jewish people.

I am the son of Auschwitz and Dachau. I feel the suffering and pain of everyone and anyone who is oppressed, and if anyone ever suggests to me that my government must be wrong or right and I must support it all times. I will tell him: that price I have paid already. No government is absolutely right. No one in the political game has the absolute truth.

A government is something we create to serve our purposes, and in a democratic society a government will represent our values. And our values come from one place only — the absolute, unquestionable word of God.

It is my conviction and I hope that you will hear it in a minute, that Mr Mandela, who in his lifetime has experienced a great part of Jewish history, cannot be labeled an anti-semite, and cannot be labeled an anti-Zionist.

I believe that our emotionalism and hysteria is to be replaced by extending a hand of peace, of understanding, of love, of participation. This world can only be saved by peace.

As dozens and, God forbid, hundreds are being killed by day, let us not raise a finger and accuse before we stand in their place. Let us be compassionate in our judgment. Let us be open to understanding that there may be other points of view, and let us remember that even if we decide to go out to war, whoever the enemy is, the Torah says: before you go out to war, call out for peace.

I call on all Jews in this country and around the world to become less political and more Jewish, to understand that our survival is at stake, to understand that we owe something to our past and that we have a vision of our destiny. And I call upon the government of the state of Israel to surpass itself, to extend a warm invitation to Mr Mandela to see what those who came out of Auschwitz managed to build and create for the glory of all of us.
PAC may vote either way on peace talks

HARARE - There was an equal chance of the Pan Africanist Congress deciding either for or against exploratory talks with President F W de Klerk's Government, said the organisation's chairman, Johnson Mlambo.

Mlambo and some of the PAC's externally-based central executive committee arrived on Tuesday for the four-day conference between its external and internal leadership.

The organisation will discuss De Klerk's invitation, the widespread violence in South African townships and the PAC's national congress in October.

Mlambo said although a radical departure from PAC policy was unlikely, the possibility of the organisation deciding in favour of holding talks with the Government could not be ruled out.

Mlambo said the PAC would be prepared to sit at the same negotiation table with anybody who had been democratically elected into a constituent assembly, including Inkatha Freedom Party's Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi. What the organisation vehemently rejected was "the idea of a pre-pact table" around which De Klerk had guaranteed the presence of Buthelezi and other homeland leaders.

- Sovietan Africa News Service
SUPPORT... Mr Nelson Mandela with his wife Winnie and Mrs Albertina Sisulu at the Soweto funeral yesterday.

Mandela: I'll back Winnie

LONDON. — Mr Nelson Mandela yesterday pledged his wife Winnie "support and security" as she faces charges of abduction and assault.

Asked whether he thought there were any political motives in the charges, he said: "This is a matter which is now in the hands of the courts and it would be improper for me to comment."

"My wife has been true and loyal to me during the long time I was in prison. While I was in prison, I was not able to give her the support and security which she is entitled to."

"Now that I'm free, I am in a position to offer her that support and security."
ANC man's home raided

JOHANNESBURG. — The Dobsonville, Soweto, home of the ANC's spokesman on environmental matters, Mr Japhta Lekgetho, was raided in the early hours of yesterday by 10 men claiming to be policemen.

However, Captain Joseph Ngobeni at the SAP headquarters at Protea in Soweto said yesterday that he did not know anything about the raid.

According to Mrs Lekgetho, the "policemen" were uniformed and armed. — Sapa
ANC talks on
Opens way for Buthelezi meeting

Own Correspondent

Johannesburg. — The African National Congress is to call an urgent meeting with all homeland leaders, including KwaZulu Chief Minister and Inkatha leader Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

A spokesman said last night that the ANC agreed on the move after a three-hour emergency session of its national executive committee.

Deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela "probably" would attend the meeting, leaving the way clear for the long-awaited meeting between the two leaders.

"In order to get to the root causes of the violence and to secure peace, the ANC resolved to convene a meeting with all homeland leaders, including Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi to devise a joint strategy for ending the violence," the ANC said in a statement.

His 'friend'

On British breakfast television yesterday, Nelson Mandela revealed that his "friend" Chief Buthelezi was an "old friend" and still "very close." He said the ANC had been consulted on the war in Angola and agreed to support a "political solution" for the conflict.

Negotiations

Mr. Mandela also said negotiations with the government remained on track for the time being.

The ANC's national executive committee (NEC) met on Sunday to consider the situation in Soweto and the surrounding areas.

De Klerk leaves tomorrow for talks with Bush

Own Correspondent

 Pretoria. — President F.W. de Klerk flies out of Jan Smuts Airport tomorrow night for his historic talks in Washington with President George Bush.

The talks are the first between a South African and American head of state since Winfield Marshall, an ANC leader, helped to draft the United Nations Charter in San Francisco in 1945.

Mr. de Klerk is understood to be reluctant to be out of South Africa for too long because of the current wave of violence and the visit is confined to two working days, during which he will also meet top press representatives and businessmen.

He will be interviewed on two major television networks. More than 700 guests are expected for the address on the National Press Club in Washington.

After landing at Andrews Air Force Base on Sunday morning Mr. de Klerk will be greeted by the Department of State and the US President, who will host a banquet in his honor.

He will lay a wreath on the tomb of the Unknown Soldier at the National Cemetery on Monday morning before going on to the White House and taking part in a banquet in the Oval Office.

This is to be followed by a working lunch with Mr. Bush and a meeting with President de Klerk at the White House.

BLONDE HIT ... Beauty queen Miss Nicola Rötter, 22, brooked into Cape Town on the Blue Train yesterday to start her holiday, she won for being crowned Miss Johannesburg 1980 in August. Namibian-born Miss Rötter is the first Southern Cross Queen for 1981.
ANC, business clash over unrest

Own Correspondent

LONDON. — There were sharp exchanges between ANC, government and business delegates yesterday attending a high-powered international business conference here, where discussion was dominated by the ongoing violence in South Africa.

The conference, attended by more than 150 delegates including a large contingent of South African businessmen, was closed to the media.

For the first time in London, a government minister, Finance Minister Mr Barend du Plessis, and an ANC representative, foreign-affairs secretary Mr Thabo Mbeki, spoke at the same venue.

Conference organiser Mr Graham Hatton, a former South African, said the latest outbreak of violence had been “the main topic of the conference, where we had sharp, acute exchanges of views — from the ANC’s side, from the government’s side, from the business side — to try to establish really what is at the root of it”.

He said entrepreneurs would wait for the violence to settle. “Once it does, then I’m sure confidence in the country is going to start growing again.”

American delegates were “talking about preparing for investment in the country — but obviously they can’t do so while sanctions are there”.

Mr Mbeki put across the ANC’s concern that “forces that are opposed to this particular process leading to change are responsible for the violence — they have stoked it up, they have organised it and orchestrated it”.

“And we expect the government to take action to ensure that the culprits are caught, to make sure that the violence doesn’t spread.”

He added: “Peace and stability in South Africa really has to be a consequence of the ending of apartheid.”

In his speech, Mr Mbeki went over much of the economic and political ground covered by other ANC leaders in recent months, such as an assurance to the private sector that it had a “central and critical role to play in the mixed economy” and would obtain a fair return on capital.

He also committed himself to a degree of state intervention in education, housing, health and social welfare.
ANC warns on State's aim to disarm blacks

ANC deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela yesterday said the measures implemented by the Government to quell the violence was aimed at disarming the liberation movement and black people while arming whites.

Mandela was speaking to more than 15,000 people at the service for 12 unrest victims at the Jabulani Amphitheatre.

The service was attended by an ANC delegation including Mr. Walter Sisulu, national executive committee member Mr. Jackie Selebi and Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr. Joe Modise.

Soweto police spokesman Captain Joseph Ngobeni said no incidents were reported and the funeral service went on smoothly.

Except for the ANC, the service was dominated by priests, who in the words of one of them, gave "theological reflections on the orchestration of violence".

By DON SEOKANE and Sowetan Correspondent

The people who were buried yesterday were:

- Benny and Martin Maboa of Tladi Camp
- Abram Mlangeni and Benjamin Ramatlhadi, also of Tladi Camp
- Mapule Motshwana of Orlando East
- Sabata Makhanya of Mofolo South
- Mickey Nyeshe of Naledi
- Solomon Seema of Naledi Extension
- Elias Theola of Mapetla
- Lessy Tshosane of Moletsane

Local ANC official, Mr. Elliot Sogoni expressed concern over the delay in post-mortems conducted on the bodies.

The people to be buried are Ntshelela Zwane, Buti Seleke, Nantu Chauke, Evaton Mathaka, Sibho Mabhe, Vusi Shabangu, Amos Gama, Alfred Zulu, Amstrong Tsoko and Mbele Usosojane.

Sogoni said 22 of the 89 hostel residents living at a local hall would be integrated into the community and the rest, who were unemployed, would be sent to the bantustans.

Twelve victims of the recent violence in Reef townships were given a mass burial in Soweto yesterday after a service attended by thousands of mourners at Jabulani Amphitheatre. Pic. Reuters
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After 11 years of silence: ANC and Inkatha talk

By CARMEL RICKARD - DURBAN 24/1-27/1/1990

ELEVEN years of official silence between the African National Congress and Inkatha were broken this week when high-ranking delegates of the two organisations met in Durban for talks.

About 4,000 people are estimated to have died in violence throughout Natal between supporters of the ANC and supporters of Inkatha.

But political considerations have prevented leaders of the two sides talking to each other — until Wednesday night.

In what could be a significant breakthrough, seven top officials from Inkatha and six of the ANC’s national executive committee had talks which ended shortly before midnight.

The NEC delegates to the talks flew from Johannesburg to Durban for the historic discussions at the end of the second day of this week’s ANC summit.

The agreed statement noted the talks were the first between such high-ranking officials of the two organisations since a meeting in London in 1979.
ANC 'caught with its pants down' on exiles

By MARK GEVISSEE

A CRISIS is looming in the Transkei where, according to church officials, hundreds of African National Congress exiles have returned without warning, and many more are expected.

Hlopho Bam, SA Council of Churches deputy secretary general in charge of repatriation, organised a high-level delegation of the National Co-ordinating Committee to visit the region this week because, she says, "we have been caught with our pants down".

According to the Reverend Gibson Ludidi of the Transkei Council of Churches (TCC), "there are probably already 300 exiles in the Transkei, and there has been no formal structure to receive them".

Social workers and health workers in the Transkei and Johannesburg have expressed discontent with the ANC for not giving them adequate warning but, says Jackie Selebi, the ANC National Executive Committee member in charge of repatriation, he knows of no more than 15 members who have returned to the region. "We haven't given anyone permission to go to the Transkei."

The TCC reports, however, that many exiles who have arrived at the council's offices looking for support say they were given the go-ahead by the ANC.

Sources say that because Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hunt is based temporarily in the Transkei, there has been a build-up there of MK cadres. ANC Transkei interim Regional Committee member Zola Dabula says there are three categories of exile returning to the region at present: MK cadres, ANC Head Office employees based in Johannesburg visiting family, and rank-and-file members who are back permanently.

Because many ANC members in exile are supported entirely by the movement, they arrive at the ANC offices in Umtata expecting not only assistance, but money as well. "They receive stipends from the movement's outside and it hasn't been explained to them clearly enough that they will no longer be getting these."
Give talks a chance, PAC urged

Harare — The Pan African Congress (PAC) should give talks a chance in South Africa and only pull out of them once the National Party government had proved itself untrustworthy, a senior PAC official was told here.

The PAC’s Harare deputy representative, Mr Ramoti Maphai, had accompanied me to the Zimbabwean Ministry of Information, Posts and Telecommunications to get accreditation to cover the PAC’s four-day consultative conference here when he was given the generous advice.

“You must talk to President De Klerk,” the Zimbabwean government’s public relations officer, Mar-
Inkatha, ANC to discuss Buthelezi, Mandela summit

A high-level meeting between Inkatha and the ANC next week will discuss the mooted summit between ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela and Inkatha leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

The two organisations met in Durban on Wednesday night and agreed to meet again next week to discuss "grave, vital and urgent" issues.

The ANC's delegation included five national executive committee members while the Inkatha central committee delegation included three KwaZulu ministers and one deputy minister.

A joint statement described the meeting — the first at such a high level in more than a decade — as "historical".

Sources said next week's meeting would consider whether the meeting between Buthelezi and Mandela should take place.

The ANC has repeatedly declined to take up Inkatha's appeals for a meeting between the two leaders to address the violence between their supporters.

Yesterday's statement said the matters discussed were mostly exploratory, adding that "each party sought to understand the other party's stance while explaining its own.

"Naturally, the issue of violence in Natal and elsewhere in the country was on top of the agenda and reports of the various local initiatives to defuse it came under the spotlight".
ANC to meet homeland leaders on violence

THE ANC has resolved to call an urgent meeting with all homeland leaders including KwaZulu Chief Minister and Inkatha leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

The organisation’s full national executive committee (NEC) ended an extraordinary three-day meeting in Johannesburg yesterday by repeating the ANC view that recent township violence was threatening the negotiation process, and resolved to seek a “summit” with government.

It wanted to discuss “profound anxieties regarding the future and integrity of the peace process”.

A statement issued last night encouraged ANC supporters to organise themselves for self-defence, and accused President F W de Klerk of bad faith over the recently announced “Iron Fist” measures to curb the unrest in which more than 750 people have died.

The statement said the meeting with homeland leaders would be held to get to the root causes of the violence and to devise a joint strategy to end it.

The ANC and its allies would also call a conference of all democratic forces to seek a common strategy on ending violence.

Representatives of Cosatu, the UDF and all ANC regions attended the meeting.

The statement said the meeting was called to review the ANC’s “strategic and tactical perspectives” in view of the unrest.

It accused government of adopting a “two-track policy”. While accepting the need for negotiations, government had devised strategies to weaken the ANC and other democratic formations.

Government’s attitude towards the violence was “laissez faire” in that it hoped this would generate a climate of insecurity and fear which would make a “decisive majority of our people more amenable to an authoritarian regime”.

The NEC warned government that it would be responsible for derailing the peace process unless it took appropriate measures to apprehend and prosecute those responsible for the violence.

The “Iron Fist” measures announced by the SAP last weekend were unanimously rejected. The NEC believed they were designed to reintroduce a state of emergency. De Klerk was accused of “bad faith” and of undermining the work of the joint ANC-government working group which was considering issues relating to the ANC’s suspension of the armed struggle.

One of the group’s tasks was to consider the question of arms in the possession of ANC cadres.

“The State President has deliberately undermined this working group by preemptively criminalising the possession of such weapons.”

“We cannot but interpret this as a measure directed against the ANC and its underground military structures. It does nothing to build mutual confidence between the ANC and the government.”

Earlier yesterday, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela said trained ANC cadres would form defence units to protect people in townships.

WILSON ZWANE reports that when addressing a packed Jabulani Amphitheatre in Soweto at the funeral of 12 unrest victims, Mandela said it would be hard to

---

ANC blow to Page 2

ANC is opposing ANC supporters’ demands for arms.

“We are not going to arm everyone who wants to be armed. We have an army of trained people which will form defence units,” he said.

His statements at the funeral came after de Klerk’s announcement on Wednesday that government would refuse special negotiations with any organisation about the retention of arms.

Law and Order Ministry spokesman Brig Leon Molleb said last night there was only one police force and anyone who broke the law had to expect prosecution.

“People wanting to join the police reserve are welcome to do this. They are also welcome to join neighbourhood watches. But vigilantes are vigilantes whether they are from the left or the right, and this is in direct contradiction of the law,” he said.

Comment: Page 8
‘My friend Buthelezi’

peace hopes rise

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — ANC deputy leader Nelson Mandela today expressed his “friendship” for Inkatha Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, bringing new hopes for peace between the rival organisations.

Hopes for a formal ending to the Reef township war — at present in an impromptu lull after more than 700 lives were lost in the last six weeks — and an end to the Natal conflict were given a boost today by Mr Mandela’s expression of friendship with Chief Buthelezi.

The ANC statement’s show of public sympathy with Chief Buthelezi, made on television this morning, followed last night’s statement by the ANC’s National Executive Committee (NEC) stating the organisation had resolved to meet the Inkatha Freedom Party leader Chief Buthelezi and officials of other homelands.

Mr Mandela said today he was strongly in favour of talks with Chief Buthelezi.

“He was and remains my friend because of the tremendous support which he gave me in prison, demanding my release and that of my comrades, taking the view that he would not negotiate with the Government until the political prisoners had been freed,” said Mr Mandela.

He added that the NEC aimed to call a three-day conference of all anti-apartheid forces as they were determined to root out unrest.

In its statement last night the NEC, after a three-day special meeting called to discuss the violence which was threatening the negotiation process with the government, said a meeting of all homeland leaders would be convened “to devise a joint strategy for ending the violence and measures to prevent any future outbreaks.”

“The ANC, in cooperation with its allies will, at the earliest possible date, also call a conference of the broadest spectrum of anti-apartheid and democratic forces with a view to discussing a common strategy to combat the forces of destabilisation and violence.

“Organise yourselves”

In order that they can mount effective defence, the extended NEC (the meeting included Coasts and United Democratic Front representatives as well as regional ANC officials) encourages all our people in the areas affected by vigilante violence to organise themselves for the purposes of self-defence.”

The NEC welcomed the “successful exploratory meeting” between ANC and Inkatha officials in Durban on Wednesday.

Government sources today welcomed the ANC’s decision to meet Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi to try to end the township warfare and said this was what the government had been urging for days. 

See pages 4 and 8.
ANC economists

21/6/90 (101)
to draft policy

Political Reporter

About 55 ANC economists will meet in Harare next weekend to discuss proposals for formulating a draft economic policy for South Africa.

The ANC's department of information and publicity said yesterday the meeting of the organisation's department of economy and planning would also consider ways of restructuring the department to enable it to meet new demands placed on it.
ANC indaba on economy

Sowetan Correspondent

ABOUT 55 African National Congress economists will meet in Harare next weekend to discuss proposals which will enable the organisation to formulate a draft economic policy.

The ANC's department of information and publicity announced yesterday that the meeting of the organisation's department of economy and planning would also consider ways of restructuring the DEP to enable it to meet new demands placed on it.

The meeting, from September 27 to 29, would be a sequel to a meeting by the ANC and Cosatu on the economy held in Harare in May.

The ANC/Cosatu proposals would be considered at next weekend's meeting, as well as a proposal to establish an institute of economic analysis in South Africa which could assist the ANC and the DEP to formulate and evaluate its economic policy.

"The outcome of the ANC/Cosatu meeting in May and other fresh input will, it is hoped, lead to the development of a draft economic policy document," the ANC said.

This draft document would be sent to the NEC and grassroots ANC structures for discussion and comment.

Responses would be sent to the organisation's national congress in December, at which a final policy document would be drawn up.

The Harare meeting would be addressed by the head of the ANC's department of information and publicity, Mr Pallo Jordan, on behalf of the NEC. - Sowetan Correspondent.
Peace summit snags as main players stay away

By SEKOLA SELLO
Political Editor

THE mini peace summit convened by the Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) in Soweto this week to address the countrywide violence in black residential areas took off like a lead balloon.

Two of the major factors in the violence – the ANC and the Inkatha Freedom Party – did not take part in the talks, which involved several political organisations, trade unions, church organisations and prominent black individuals.

One observer at the meeting likened the absence of both the ANC and Inkatha to a wedding taking place without the bride and bridegroom.

While the ANC sent an apology for failing to attend, ostensibly because the meeting coincided with the organisation's emergency National Executive Committee indaba, Inkatha was excluded from these initial talks because, in the words of Azapo president Dr Itumeleng Jerry Mosala, their inclusion at this stage was "a sensitive issue".

The meeting made a number of recommendations and resolutions aimed at stemming the tide of violence which in a matter of weeks has claimed about 800 lives on the Reef. Among these was the need for political tolerance in the black community and a call to movements and organisations to establish immediate truces.

It was also resolved, as a long-term measure, to broaden this week's consultation to include other organisations. This is interpreted as indicating Inkatha could be included in future talks. Asked

Azapo president Dr Itumeleng Jerry Mosala ... What is wrong with meeting Buthelezi?

about this possibility, Mosala said it has not been decided whether to include or exclude Inkatha.

However, it is known that Azapo is in favour of Inkatha being involved in peace talks. Even a few days prior to the mini peace summit, Mosala stated on SATV that Inkatha's president, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, was "no worse a homeland leader than Transkei's General Bantu Holomisa". He charged that if some liberation movements – an oblique reference to the ANC – could "soil their hands by meeting Transkei's leader, what is wrong in meeting Buthelezi?"

The Azapo initiative, hailed by many as a bold move to bring together various black organisations, even if Inkatha was excluded, held the promise that if the ideologically disparate factions could get together to form a working relationship, then prospects of peace are nearer.

But the absence of the ANC has put a damper on this. The fact one of the ANC's powerful allies, the Congress of South African Trade Unions, also did not attend, further diminishes the possibility of the Azapo initiative achieving the desired results.

The PAC, which had earlier accepted the invitation to take part in the talks, did not attend and the reasons for their absence were not given.

However, it is believed the PAC decided at the eleventh hour not to attend because of the feeling that it would not serve any purpose if the ANC and Inkatha, the two organisations they see as being primarily involved in the current violence, did not attend.

Despite the setback caused by the absence of the PAC, ANC, Cosatu and Inkatha, the convenors are far from disappointed and are going ahead with the peace initiatives. A similar meeting is planned for within 14 days.
Azapo rejects FW's package for future

AZAPO will not enter negotiations with the South African Government unless it is through a constituent assembly, according to Azapo's national publicity secretary, Mr Strini Moodley.

Addressing an Institute for a Democratic Alternative for South Africa luncheon in Durban on Wednesday, Moodley said that his organisation rejected the notion of negotiation in current circumstances.

"We do not believe that the present package offered by the De Klerk regime comes close to what we understand as negotiations," he said.

"If it is a peaceful resolution of the conflict in this country that (President) De Klerk is asking for, then we agree with him because we also seek a peaceful resolution to the conflict," Moodley said.

"However, to be able to resolve this conflict we need to search for a democratic model through which peaceful transformation and a constitutional settlement can take place."

"That, as far as Azapo is concerned, can take place only through the constituent assembly," Moodley said. Sovietan Correspondent.
PAC poised to accept Govt's offer of talks

STAFF REPORTERS

SOUTH Africa's second oldest liberation movement, the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), is expected to announce tomorrow its acceptance of President de Klerk's invitation to participate in exploratory talks with the Government.

Top PAC officials in Harare this week concocted at length behind closed doors over the Government's three-week-old invitation to enter exploratory talks with a view to clearing the way for real negotiations early next year.

But while progress towards peace seems imminent on one front, it is stalling precariously on another. The October peace talks between Nelson Mandela and Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi hung in the balance last night after the KwaZulu leader's insistence that he attend as president of the Inkatha Freedom Party - not as a homeland leader.

This follows an invitation from the ANC deputy-president to Chief Buthelezi to attend a meeting between the ANC and South African homeland leaders.

The invitation came after worldwide pressure on Mr Mandela to meet Chief Buthelezi. Mr Mandela has been avoiding such a meeting for several months.

Chief Buthelezi yesterday insisted on a meeting between himself and Mr Mandela as the respective leaders of the two main organisations involved in the violence.

He would, he said, have to "explore" whether the ANC's invitation to him as one of a group of homel
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The police, the security establishment and white farmers, believe that the township violence is fuelled by economic and political factors. John CARLIN finds envy and resentment behind the bloodshed.
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ANC sees curfew as licence to hunt people

THE African National Congress last night rejected out of hand the impending curfew slapped on strife-torn Witwatersrand, saying it gave police "licence to hunt people as if they are game".

The measure, announced by Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok yesterday, is part of "Operation Iron Fist", the police effort to stop township violence.

The ANC said the steps met with mixed reaction from township residents.

The Democratic Party's spokesman on law and order, Denis Worrall, welcomed the measures, saying drastic steps were required to rectify a drastic situation. "While a curfew limits the movement of law-abiding citizens, it is a measure to keep the instigators off the streets," he said.

Violence subsided markedly this week following joint appeals for peace by King Goodwill Zwelithini and Paramount Chief Nkosi Mzukulu and President Nelson Mandela, the Transvaal ANC's leader, last Sunday.

The new Iron Fist regulations — to be imposed in Vosloorus, Tshwane, Kedibeng, Soweto, Meadowlands, Diepkloof and Dobsonville — restrict residents to their homes from 9 pm to 4 am on Tuesday.

Employees can be exempted if they can prove proof of their employer that the curfew will interfere with their work. However, police may arrest people without a warrant and detain them for 12 hours to verify that statement.

Anyone found guilty of breaking the curfew may face a maximum fine of R1 000 or six months imprisonment.

"In a strongly worded statement, the ANC said. The 12-hour detention without trial on mere suspicion of opinion of a police officer is a return to the most barbaric form of repression. The curfew will have the effect of lessening the capacity of the people to hold meetings, build organisations and defend themselves from vigilantes. It gives licence to the police to hunt people as if they are game." Mr. Vlok said.

The curfew was not "aimed at the perpetrators of violence, but at the community as a whole", the ANC said.

"We would not be surprised if the result of these measures is the outbreak of large-scale vigilante attacks on communities that we experienced at the beginning of the violence in the Transvaal." Soweto community leader Sister Bernadette Ncube said. "This is like carrying a load over again. Just imagine the potential harassment".

Soweto teacher, Mr. T.J. Mokoena, said: "I just want it (the violence) to stop. Whether the Government introduced Iron Fist or any other tough measure, it must be stopped."

In Vosloorus, women living in houses neighboring a hostel welcomed the curfew if it would "cool down the horrible violence".

Soweto telecommunications technician Muix Shongwe said the curfew was unreasonable and would not stop violence. "The police won't stop the violence with this curfew. They can only worsen their poor relationship with township residents," he said.

A National Union of Mineworkers spokesman, Jerry Mjatjatjela said thousands of workers would be affected by the "recipes for disaster" that amounted to "a serious violation of basic human rights."

National Taverners' Association chairman, Lucky Mokhetsi said while a curfew might assist in curbing violence, it would badly affect township business. "It will kill the shebees, which represent 70 percent of the liquor industry and 90 percent of township trading," he said.

Addressing a plenary session of the President's Council yesterday, Mr. Vlok said that from June 1 to September 19 this year, 110 incidents of terrorism occurred. Of these, 82 attacks were committed by suspected radical leftists and 28 by rightists. This was a sharp increase compared with the 77 incidents which occurred between January 1 and May 31 this year.
DR Allan Boesak, whose personal life was left in tatters because of his romantic involvement with television personality Elna Botha and his separation from his wife Dorothy, has started his political comeback.

His status as a key figure in the liberation struggle was endorsed by Mr Nelson Mandela at a rally in Worcester this week.

Mr Mandela named the United Democratic Front patron as one of the Western Cape activists who had played a prominent role in the fight for freedom.

Earlier, at lunch, Dr Boesak sat at the head of the table with Mr Mandela.

“He spoke to me as if I belonged there. There was no feeling of strangeness. We spoke about a number things in a natural way,” Dr Boesak said.

The enthusiastic reception Dr Boesak got when he introduced Mr Mandela at Songhe College, Worcester, earlier in the day certainly did not escape the ANC leader’s attention.

Neither, for that matter, did the chants of “Boesak, Boesak”.

ANC invitation

Dr Boesak said in an interview that the Worcester ANC branch had invited him to introduce Mr Mandela.

“I was not surprised by the invitation. I’ve been asked on a number of occasions to speak at ANC meetings. I have not been able to do this on all occasions.

“What is surprising is that this is Mandela. He’s obviously a great leader of the movement and it seems as if people in Worcester wanted to make a point.

“The chants of “Boesak, Boesak” — heard so often in the past but seldom these days — were wonderful, said the former moderator of the NG Sedingkerk.

“It was quite an emotional moment for me because it was a reaffirmation of who you really are, of the people’s acceptance and love. Since my personal crisis I have been absolutely amazed at the way people continue to encourage me and assure me that they love me.

“But still that was on a personal level. Monday’s reception was on a political level. This was a political affirmation. It’s hard to explain how I felt, but it was a good feeling. If the people want you this much you really have no right to sit back and moan and feel sorry for yourself. You have to go out there and do whatever you can to continue the work.

“There is a need for our people to understand exactly what these slogans are that we have been shouting so long. What do we really mean about non-racialism and how does one make that a reality in the day-to-day political life and the policies of a political party?”

A year ago he was one of the key figures in the defiance campaign. But he has taken a back seat since the release from prison of ANC stalwarts such as Mr Walter Sisulu last year and Mr Mandela in February.

Has he been hurt by people’s treatment of him?

“It is so obvious that people have noticed I had been discarded. It still does not make sense to me. It hurts very much. I despise self-pity, and you’ll never find me sitting in a corner crying about yesterday’s spilt milk. But there is no denying the fact that when I became aware of what was happening I was hurt. After all for the last 15 years of my life I have done nothing but fight this battle with my people.”

On the other hand interim leaders had always said they would stand aside once political leaders had been freed from jail or returned from exile.

“This is not too much of a problem and we have to give the people the opportunity to get to know these leaders. They also need to have the chance to get to know people.

Waning euphoria

“But then it seems to me that the people have a democratic right to decide who their leaders are. We are entering a period in South Africa where the euphoria of having our leaders back home is waning. People want a clear democratic debate on the direction of the movement, how to approach important issues such as negotiations and a new constitution and how to solve the country’s numerous problems.”

Democracy, as always, is close to his heart.

But he has gained the impression that organisations are often intolerant of the individual’s right to question decisions.

“When you as an individual use your democratic right to question this decision, they call you disloyal or undisciplined. This right is something precious. We have fought for it, gone to jail, and were teargassed. I’m not prepared to give it up.

Or people have fought so hard for this right and giving it up now would be a disaster. When I go out to speak, I tell people what I hope we’ll have: a truly democratic, nonracial country.”
ANC: Defend yourselves!

By SOPHIE TEMBA

RESIDENTS must defend themselves against elements that stir up violence in the townships and kill innocent people, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela said this week.

Mandela was speaking at Soweto's Jabulani amphitheatre where a service was held for the mass burial of 12 people killed in the recent violence.

More than 15 000 people attended the service.

Other members in the ANC delegation were Walter Sisulu, Rev Frank Chikane, NEC member Jack Selebi and MK commander Joe Modise.

Mandela expressed his sympathy for the bereaved families and said their sacrifices were not in vain.

He said measures implemented by the government to quell the violence were actually aimed at disarming the liberation movements and black people, while whites were being armed.

Those buried on Thursday were Abram Mlangeni, Benjie and Martin Maboa, Mapile Motswana, Benjamin Ramotiotlo, Sabata Mkhanya, Mickey Nyaite, Solomon Seema, Elias Theola, Lesly Mosetlebe, David Motsumi and Benjamin Khanye.

Pamphlets distributed outside the stadium called for the dismantling of the hostel system, impartiality of the police and army, and the arrest and prosecution of warlords.
Inkatha steps in to block Kagiso hostel demolition

By ELIAS MALULEKE

INKATHA is seeking an urgent interdict against the Kagiso Council over its move to demolish a hostel to make way for family units.

Deputy mayor MI Sengoera said the council had been prevented from demolishing the hostel by the interdict notice issued by lawyers acting for Inkatha leader Themba Khoza.

The council decided on the demolition last month following violence between residents and Inkatha supporters in hostels.

Sengoera said the notice was issued early this month when the council was due to demolish the hostel. Khoza has since been arrested under Section 29.

"Most of the legally registered hostel tenants had already left and were staying at the Durban Deep mine hostel near Roodepoort when Inkatha lawyers issued the notice to restrain the council. At the moment the hostel is occupied by unemployed illegal squatters," Sengoera said.

He said while the council was negotiating with Inkatha lawyers, the government had been drawn into the issue and was discussing its implications with the ANC and Inkatha.

"We will wait for the final decision from the government but will continue upgrading the Extension 10 hostel into family units because the project was started before the violence," he added.

In the East Rand townships of Thokoza, Katlehong and Yosiorus steps have already been taken to demolish the hostels and the issue is being tabled in the Tembisa and Daveyton council meetings this month.

Thokoza town clerk HA Combrinck said most hostels were beyond repair following attacks during the unrest and only three remained standing.
Boesak now looks set for political comeback

CP Correspondent

ALLAN BOESAK, forced to resign recently from several positions in the Dutch Reformed Mission Church, is convinced he is on the way back as a political leader.

The UDF patron's stature was confirmed by ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela during his whistle-stop tour of the Western Cape on Monday.

Speaking in Worcester, Mandela said Boesak had been a key figure in the liberation struggle.

Earlier, Boesak joined Mandela and community leaders at lunch in a Worcester hotel.

"He spoke to me as if I belonged there. We were not strangers and spoke about a number of things in a natural way," Boesak said.

Boesak had invited him to introduce Mandela before at Songwe Teachers' Training College, where he delivered a speech.

"I was not surprised by the invitation. I've been asked on a number of occasions to speak at ANC meetings. I have not been able to do this on all occasions."

Boesak was one of the leading figures in last year's defiance campaign, but he suffered a blow recently after reports that he was romantically involved with television personality Elza Botha.

The reports led to the breakdown of his marriage and his resignation as moderator of the Mission Church and president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.

But chants of "Boesak, Boesak" met him before he introduced Mandela.

"It was an emotional moment for me because it was a re-affirmation of who you really are, of the people's acceptance and love. Even since my personal crisis I have been absolutely amazed by the way people continue to encourage and assure me."

"The difference is that that was on a personal level... Monday's reception was on a political level. This was a political affirmation. It's hard to explain how I felt. But it was a good feeling."

"If the people want you this much you really have no right to sit back and feel sorry for yourself. You have to go out there and do whatever you can to continue the work."

Since the release from prison of leaders such as Nelson Mandela, Boesak seems to have been discarded by the mass democratic movement.

"It hurts very much, but I despise self-pity. You'll never find me sitting in a corner crying about yesterday's spilled milk. But there is no denying that when I became aware of what was happening I was hurt. After all, for the last 15 years of my life I have done nothing but fight this battle with my people."

On the other hand, interim internal leaders have always said they would stand aside once political leaders had been freed from jail or had returned from exile.

"This is not too much of a problem and we have to give the people the opportunity to get to know these leaders. They also need the chance get to know people."

"But then it seems to me that the people have a right to decide who their leaders are. We are entering a period in South Africa where the euphoria of having our leaders back home is waning."

"People want a clear democratic debate on the direction of the movement, how to approach important issues such as negotiations and a new constitution and how to solve the country's many problems."
PAC ponders vexed issue of participation in talks

By SEKOLA Sello 23/1/90

THE government’s decision to invite the PAC to enter negotiations, or more specifically the talks about talks, has placed the movement in a dilemma.

Since PAC president Zeph Mothopeng announced a few weeks ago that the government had officially invited them to participate, there has been great speculation about whether the movement will accept.

To take part or not is the million-dollar question which must be exercising the minds of the PAC leadership, both internal and external, during their crucial talks this week in Harare, Zimbabwe.

If the PAC accepts the invitation, what does it hope to achieve? But if the organization rejects the invitation outright or with certain conditions, does it not risk being marginalised?

Hopes that the PAC may change its hardline stand were given added impetus following last week’s reports attributed to the organisation’s secretary of Foreign Affairs, Gora Ebrahim, who allegedly said they were ready to enter negotiations.

Earlier this week another PAC leader, advocate Dikgang Mosenke, said the Harare talks were a “watershed”. This was interpreted as indicating the organisation was about to shift from its previous stance.

But while the statement attributed to Ebrahim and that made by Mosenke fuelled speculation that the government was about to break the deadlock between itself and the PAC, another member of the organisation put a damper on such expectations.

PAC secretary general Benny Alexander attempted to play down the importance of the Harare talks, particularly on the issue of negotiations. He said the meeting in Harare was part of “an ongoing consultation” between the internal and external leaderships.

Alexander emphasised that, contrary to some expectations, the Harare meeting will not take a decision on whether to talk to the government or not. He says the internal leadership will “solicit the opinion” of the external leadership on the talks about talks.

Alexander further cast doubt on the authenticity of the statement attributed to Ebrahim. He admitted he did not know the source of the statement, which was reported in a Johannesburg morning newspaper.

According to Alexander, the official policy of the PAC is clear on negotiations.

“We are not taking part. If a major statement of this nature (the one attributed to Ebrahim) had been made last week at the UN, it would have been made by the organisation’s chairman Johnson Mlambo.”

The advocates of non-participation may have a stronger case at the moment. The ANC, which is still engaged in ongoing talks with the government, has been strongly criticised for conceding too much during the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes, while the government yielded little.

Apart from the ANC, there are others joining the queue to enter the talks. Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s Inkatha has stated it is ready to negotiate with Pretoria. Democratic Party leader Zach de Beer has also made it known that he will approach the government to include his party in the talks.

The PAC would find its only fellow traveller being Azapo, which has already rejected the government’s invitation outright.

The government, given the attractions (not too many) of participating and the disadvantages (too numerous) of staying out, the PAC is in an unenviable position. The Harare meeting will test the leadership to the full.

Once more State President FW de Klerk has seized the initiative and created problems in the ranks of his opponents.

If the PAC rejects the talks, their followers will demand to be given a clear direction to follow – and not just rhetoric. Similarly, if they enter the talks, they need to come with convincing evidence that this will be in the interests of their followers. These are not easy choices.
Boesak now looks set for political comeback

CP Correspondent

ALLAN BOESAK, forced to resign recently from several positions in the Dutch Reformed Mission Church, is convinced he is on the way back as a political leader.

The UDF patron's stature was confirmed by ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela during his whistle-stop tour of the Western Cape on Monday.

Speaking in Worcester, Mandela said Boesak had been a key figure in the liberation struggle.

Earlier, Boesak joined Mandela and community leaders at lunch in a Worcester hotel.

"He spoke to me as if I belonged there. We were not strangers and spoke about a number of things in a natural way."

Boesak said the Worcester ANC branch had invited him to introduce Mandela before a meeting of teachers at Songwe Teachers' Training College, where he delivered a speech.

"I was not surprised by the invitation. I've been asked on a number of occasions to speak at ANC meetings. I have not been able to do this on all occasions."

Boesak was one of the leading figures in last year's defiance campaign, but he suffered a blow recently when reports that he was romantically involved with television personality Elma Botha.

The reports led to the breakdown of his marriage and his resignation as moderator of the Mission Church and president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.

But chants of "Boesak, Boesak" met him before he introduced Mandela.

"It was an emotional moment for me because it was a re-affirmation of who you really are, of the people's acceptance and love. Ever since my personal crisis I have been absolutely amazed by the way people continue to encourage and assure me."

"The difference is that that was on a personal level ... Monday's reception was on a political level. This was a political affirmation. It's hard to explain how I felt. But it was a good feeling."

"If the people want you this much you really have no right to sit back and feel sorry for yourself. You have to go out there and do whatever you can to continue the work."

Since the release from prison of leaders such as Nelson Mandela, Boesak seems to have been discarded by the mass democratic movement.

"It hurts very much, but I despise self-pity. You'll never find me sitting in a corner crying about yesterday's split milk. But there is no denying that when I became aware of what was happening I was hurt. After all, for the last 15 years of my life I have done nothing but fight this battle with my people."

On the other hand, interim internal leaders have always said they would stand aside once political leaders had been freed from jail or had returned from exile.

"This is not too much of a problem and we have to give the people the opportunity to get to know these leaders. They also need the chance to get to know people."

"But then it seems to me that the people have a right to decide who their leaders are. We are entering a period in South Africa where the euphoria of having our leaders back home is waning."

"People want a clear democratic debate on the direction of the movement, how to approach important issues such as negotiations and a new constitution and how to solve the country's many problems."
Accord for rent boycott agreement

THE signing of an accord to ratify an agreement ending the rent-and-service-charges boycott will take place in Soweto tomorrow.

The accord will include the writing-off of arrears, the establishment of a metropolitan chamber to investigate the setting of regional, non-racial and democratic approaches, the creation of the Greater Soweto People's Trust and the creation of a joint technical committee in which the Johannesburg City Council will be invited to take part.

Third force’ ANC dissidents – Vlok

ALTHOUGH the matter was “still being investigated”, it had been argued that the so-called third force in the violence might be a dissident group within the ANC, Law and Order Minister Adrian Vlok said on Friday.

Addressing the NP-dominated President's Council, Vlok said the “most worrying” aspect was that the moderate faction of the ANC leadership apparently did not know about this as it had “lost control of the militant youth who were in favour of this dissident faction”.

However, he said police had so far found no proof of the existence of the so-called third force.

Reports by CP Staff, CP Correspondents and Sapa.
ANC's secret Zulu talks

By MANDLA TYALA

A TOP ANC man secretly met Kwazulu leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi two weeks ago to discuss a summit meeting aimed at ending the Reef violence.

ANC intelligence chief Jacob Zuma - the most prominent Zulu on the organisation's national executive committee - met Mr Buthelezi on September 7.

The summit meeting, scheduled for October 5, was announced by ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela this week after a three-day meeting of the NEC.

The summit meeting also will be attended by other leaders of the six non-independent homelands.

The behind-the-scenes approach was made at a time when the ANC was refusing to allow Mr Mandela to meet one-on-one with Mr Buthelezi to discuss the Inkatha-ANC conflict which has claimed thousands of lives.

It has yet to be decided where the summit meeting will be held.

The ANC, anxious to deflect mounting criticism of its decision not to meet Mr Buthelezi, has decided to include the Zulu leader in ongoing consultations with other homeland leaders.

Other leaders expected to attend are Nelson Ramonikile of Lebowa, James Mahlangu of KwaNdebele, Enos Mabuza of KwaNdebele, Hudson Ntsaniwi of Gazankulu and Kenneth Mopeli of Qwaqwa.

To soften the impact of the about-turn on supporters who have been told to isolate Mr Buthelezi, Mr Mandela reminded a TV audience that the Inkatha leader was not only a friend of his but had also stuck up for him while he was in jail.

But Mr Buthelezi, who says his invitation to the summit was telephoned to him by Mr Mandela, is still insisting on a one-to-one meeting with the ANC leader.

Invited in his capacity as leader of the Kwazulu legislature, he said on Friday he welcomed the change of heart on the part of the ANC, but would attend the meeting as president of Inkatha.

"I will go as president of Inkatha to deliver a message which will highlight the fact that the ongoing dialogue that there has been between Dr Mandela and other leaders of other regions has resulted in no effective steps to reduce violence and is unlikely to succeed in any such endeavour because.

"First of all, Dr Mandela and I must get together as respective leaders of the two dominant black political organisations involved in the violence.

"Then, secondly, my message to that meeting would be that meetings about peace must, as I have constantly said in the past, actually involve the leaders of our two organisations in the areas where violence has erupted.

"Peace moves must be on the ground, among the people who are involved in violence. Peace moves cannot successfully take place in rarified committees that talk about political principles," he said.

Mr Buthelezi also noted that the ANC had not announced in its press statement that there were ongoing discussions about peace between the Inkatha Freedom Party's top leadership and members of the ANC's NEC.

Milestone

He cited a meeting held in Durban on Wednesday between top-level delegations from the two organisations.

The Zuma/Buthelezi talks were a "milestone" for the ANC peace drive, he said.

On behalf of the ANC, Mr Zuma signed a record of the discussions and promised to convey its recommendations to the NEC.

"The ANC will be holding a conference of all democratic forces to formulate a strategy to end the violence. No date has been set yet."
Fragile peace bid for the head of the rocks

By SEKOLA SELLO and SAPA

THE fragile peace efforts initiated by the ANC this week appear to be heading for the rocks amid fears that the violence—which has already claimed 700 lives on the Reef—could resume.

The ANC this week announced it would meet KwaZulu's Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi and other homeland leaders on October 5.

But a major obstacle likely to torpedo the talks is Buthelezi's insistence that he meet the ANC as leader of the Inkatha Freedom Party and not as Chief Minister of KwaZulu.

The ANC, on the other hand, seems to be digging in its heels, saying Buthelezi goes to the talks as Chief Minister of KwaZulu—just like the other invited homeland leaders.

The ANC's Gill Marcus yesterday told City Press that, "the stand of the ANC on Buthelezi's invitation is clear—he comes as stated in the invitation and so far there is no change on this position."

In another development yesterday, which further threatens the prospects of Buthelezi and the ANC edging closer to each other, the caucus of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly (KLA) endorsed Buthelezi's proposal that the ANC review its position and invite him as leader of Inkatha.

Soon after receiving the invitation on Thursday night to join other homeland leaders "to get to the root causes of the recent violence and devise means to end it", the KwaZulu leader voiced doubts about the motives behind the invitation.

He said he would have to "explore whether or not the invitation to attend a meeting as one of a group of the leaders of the self-governing states...is a continuing attempt to deny me my prime political identity as president of the Inkatha Freedom Party."

The ANC proposal for a meeting with Buthelezi and other homeland leaders was made this week after the organisation's National Executive Committee met in extended session over three days to discuss the violence on the Reef and in Natal.

The trading of accusations by both Inkatha and the ANC further complicates any chance of the two parties breaking the current stalemate and making it possible for Mandela and Buthelezi to meet personally (which is Inkatha's demand) and hopefully end the slaughter in the townships.

Meanwhile, acting State President Dr Gerrit Viljoen has reiterated the government's commitment to the negotiation process.

Speaking soon after the departure of President FW de Klerk to the US, Viljoen said the government remained committed to the negotiation process, no matter what other parties decided. This is seen as a reference to the ANC's threats that they may review their position on negotiations if Pretoria did not curb the violence.

Viljoen said the government was surprised that the ANC should question its good faith.
Let's take an adult view of the violence

The spectre of ethnicity has again reared its head and hundreds of innocent lives have been lost, and hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of hearts have been left bitter and aching. The violence has spread outside Natal and enemies of majority rule, both internal and external, are fully involved in trying to defeat the liberation of the African masas. The diabolical forces of violence and evil are dutifully at their posts, wrecking havoc for freedom, peace, fraternity and democracy.

What is lacking now? It is the positive forces of good, responsible, humane concern, and political and moral boldness on the part of the political leadership of the African people. The ANC, PAC, AZAPO and Inkatha must pull their forces together, and not allow the external and internal forces to divide and conquer.

It is that ordinary men and women should assume responsibility for initiating efforts to put this fire out and save our liberation struggle. Their role is to be guiding and warming that struggle. Now, what should be done?

**Cease**

First, we need to create a movement or spirit of reconciliation within the African community. We should stop asking what you were yesterday, or last week, or last year. The immediate need is to create political brotherhood and sisterhood among all the political movements.

Second — in the spirit of the recent peace agreement between the ANC and Inkatha, at Ezemvelo — the ANC’s decision to meet homeland leaders — verbal assaults of one organisation by another, in African political life, must temporarily cease.

Inkatha must stop blaming the ANC for making the country “unravellable” and the ANC must stop accusing Inkatha of being used by white right-wingers.

Third, we must try, by all means, to reestablish ordinary African men and women in place of filter marches by white extremists in the foreground.

Let us recreate the old situation — in the ANC and PAC, for example, before these organisations were banned — when the majority of people in meetings were ordinary, medium sized and honest. When youth wings of the organisations did not have prestigious leading status equal to the adult wings in an alliance; when the front rows and stages were not filled by toy-carrying youths.

The banning of the ANC and PAC, the imprisonment of countless political activists and the flight into exile of many others, brought about the silence of African political life similar to the silence of grave-yards.

**Powerful**

It is then that the youth’s anomalous, abnormal and big influence in the liberation politics of this country begins, it distorted and skewed the proper balance between the role and influence of the youth, on one hand, and of African adults, on the other hand.

We are still paying a deadly price for that distortion. All reports on the violence in African political life, so far, show that the most common and frequent perpetrators of violence and intolerance are youths. The style, impartiality and subjectivity of the youth still have predominant influence in the choice of tactics of our liberation movements.

Here lie the roots of the tension and conflicts between Buthelezi and the other liberation movements in the African community.

We must realise that the most powerful and reliable arm of our struggle is that of the millions of ordinary, adult African men and women — and two-thirds of these people are semi-literate and illiterate. Our struggle is still very much an elitist struggle, dominated by the youth. We cannot win our struggle without getting down to these millions of people, urban and rural, without establishing the closest ties with them, without getting back to grassroots African people who are truly the main carrier and engine of our struggle.

We must imbue young activists and the youth in general, with respect for the adult.

**Herbert W Vilakazi**

is Professor of Sociology at the University of Zululand.
T is imperative to reflect on the solutions we should embark on now that the situation in our townships has stabilised somewhat – after unprecedented violence claimed more than 240 lives leaving thousands injured and many homeless.

The Azanian People's Organisation, concerned about the lack of initiative from those directly involved with the violence, set the ball rolling this week by calling for an emergency peace summit.

The response was poor. The ANC said they had prior commitments. The PAC did not see any need to attend if the ANC was absent, and Inkatha, the focal point, was not even invited.

Undaunted by this hiccup, Azapo is planning another summit in two weeks' time. On that occasion they hope all parties will attend, including Inkatha.

Judging by the latest developments, this summit may also hit a snag. After a three-day meeting last week, the ANC announced their own plans.

They are exploring the possibility of inviting homeland leaders – and Inkatha – to a peace meeting.

Is Nelson Mandela's hard of friendship to Mangosuthu Buthelezi a sign of better things to come – or is it simply another political ploy?

It is difficult to say. But one thing that is unfolding, is that extra-parliamentary organisations have come to realise the importance of Buthelezi's Inkatha as a necessary player if peace is to be attained.

But one has to give credit to Azapo for their courage and commitment. They have at least showed concern about the need to resolve our complex situation. Despite their limited resources, they were able to get 82 delegates to the meeting.

People were able to speak freely about the need for discipline, especially among our youth. The focus was not only on the causes of violence, as delegates also discussed how these problems could be solved.

I was impressed by the secretary of the South African Council of Churches, Rev Frank Chikane, who spoke at length about the lack of discipline and leadership among our youth.

Rev Chikane was with the church leaders who went to speak to hostel dwellers during the height of unrest. His first-hand encounter with violence placed him in a better position to give a clear analysis of what happened.

Rev Chikane is presently investigating allegations of a "third force". I'm sure all of us are waiting for the outcome.

Whatever decision the ANC is likely to take following the now strained relationship with government, it should filter down to the ground level. Uncertainty about the future is the cause of restlessnes.

That goes for Azapo, the PAC and Inkatha as well. Their leaders cannot take decisions without the support of their constituencies.

President FW de Klerk's reform policies are also hitting a wall, because he too has not explained fully to his constituency the path he has taken. His people, especially in the platteland, accuse him of selling whites down the road.

With the government now flexing its muscles, black political organisations, more than ever before, need to form a unifying front.

What a pleasure it would be to hear leaders of the ANC, PAC, Azapo and Inkatha speaking with one voice – the voice of all the people.
SOME call it the calm before the storm and others believe the thorny transitional period — which was to be expected anyway — has finally come and gone.

The police strongly believe the situation is now under control since the introduction of the Iron Fist measures. Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok said residents had called, saying they could sleep peacefully for the first time in weeks.

Whatever the contradictions, it is a big relief to most that the situation in our areas is finally back to normal. What remains to be done by the community is to pick up the pieces and rebuild our lost pride.

We should not wait until the curfew is lifted before we embark on a programme of action. While the possibility of another violent flare-up cannot be ruled out because the main causes have not been addressed, the time has come to seek unity in action.

We are already seeing signs pointing towards this elusive goal. Political foes, who in the past would not even be seen to be talking to each other, are today brave enough to appear together on public platforms.

A few weeks ago, at a private function held at advocate Dikgang Moseneke’s Pretoria house, PAC general secretary Benny Alexander came face-to-face for the first time with ANC foreign affairs director Thabo Mbeki.

These two powerful politicians had never met before. It took Moseneke to bring them together. After friendly exchanges they both realised what kept them apart in the first place was sheer political idiocy.

The second largest trade union federation, Naatu, this week had both ANC general secretary Alfred Nzo and Alexander as guest speakers. Although not aligned to any political movement, Naatu is known for its strong leanings towards Africanism. It was a commendable step indeed for Naatu to invite both the ANC and the PAC to their congress.

The meeting which will take place this Thursday between the ANC and homeland leaders is another sign of maturity among our people.

Through exchanges and discussions we will be able to see our way through. Calling other people collaborators and sellouts, as was the case with homeland leaders and councillors, is not the solution and no strategy for unity.

I bet whatever negative thoughts Benny and Thabo had about each other do not exist any longer. But had the two appeared on a debate in front of the cameras, they would have torn each other to pieces trying to score political points.

That time will come. But for now, let us iron out our differences in private and also encourage our followers that to differ on strategy does not necessarily mean we are enemies.

Father Mlungisi Ntsele, head of the South African Council of Churches' hunger and relief department, is concerned about the mass paupers' burials given to our people.

A number of bodies which remain unclaimed in government mortuaries will also be given paupers' burials.

Ntsele believes the black community should avert further paupers' burials by community-based action.

Here are some of Ntsele's proposals:

- An ad hoc committee must be formed to bring local congregations together;
- These congregations must adopt a body or bodies for a decent funeral; and
- Any donations towards the burials or assistance for orphans would be put in trust.

This is precisely what I mean by unity in action.

Unconfirmed figures revealed that there are more than 80 unclaimed bodies at Diepkloof mortuary and more than 300 at Germiston. It is therefore important for the black community to look seriously into Ntsele's proposal.

Our culture demands we bury our dead in a decent manner.
ANC congress set

By NORMAN WEST

The historic first regional congress of the ANC since its unbanning on February 2 will take place in Cape Town next weekend.

The Western Cape Region Congress will pave the way for the national congress, scheduled for Bloemfontein on December 16.

One of the convenors of next weekend's congress, Johnny Issel, announced yesterday that the keynote speaker would be Thomas Nkobi, the ANC's treasurer-general.

He said various reports on a programme of rural action are expected to produce lengthy debates.

The ANC is clearly planning to improve its image and consolidate its presence in rural areas and "dorps"—the traditional stamping ground of the Labour Party.

Part of the ANC's land and housing programme is a campaign calling for the resignation of "coloured" management committees and "black" community councils.
Still friends

MOVES to end the rivalry between the ANC and Inkatha gained fresh momentum on Friday when Mr Nelson Mandela said he would hold a meeting with Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, saying the KwaZulu leader was his personal friend.

**Sowetan 24/9/90**

"He was one of those who demanded my release. And he took the position that he would not negotiate with the Government until political prisoners were freed.

"I remain indebted to him because of our friendship and the support that he has given to me," Mandela said in an interview with SABC TV.

*Sapa*
MRS Winnie Mandela, wife of ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela, will today face four counts of kidnap and four charges of assault when she appears with seven others at the Soweto Regional Court.

The Attorney-General of the Witwatersrand, Mr Klaus von Lieres, SC, announced last week that she will stand trial with seven other accused who have already been charged.

The charges, four of kidnapping and four of assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm, are similar to those faced by the convicted former coach of Mandela United Mr Jerry Richardson although Mrs Mandela has not been charged with murder. - Sowetan Reporter
Mandela will go to East next month

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, who returned to South Africa last weekend after a brief overseas trip, will leave the country again next month for a two-week visit to the East.

The ANC announced that Mandela will visit India, Malaysia, Indonesia and Japan from October 15 to 30.

His trip to the Western Cape, scheduled for last week, was postponed to later this month.

The ANC announced that Mandela would visit the Natal region from October 6 to 8 to meet "comrades for consultation".

He will address a public rally in the region on October 8.

Mandela's recent trip to Norway, Libya and Algeria caused much criticism, also within ANC circles, from people who believed he should have stayed home to solve the Natal anti-Reef township violence. - Sapa

Nelson Mandela seen with admirers. This may be the scene when he jets out to the East next month.
Mandela warns: Operation Iron Fist will fail on Reef

ANC deputy leader Nelson Mandela warned yesterday that the Government's Operation Iron Fist could fail to stop violence on the Witwatersrand.

Mr Mandela said the fighting between Inkatha and ANC supporters was not yet over, despite the apparent calm prevailing in the townships in the past week.

"We suspect it is the calm before the storm," he told about 800 people at the launch of a new ANC branch at KwaThe-
PAC still undecided on invitation to join talks

By Kalzer Nyatumba,
The Star's Africa News Service

HARARE — The Pan Africanist Congress leadership has failed to reach "a firm decision" on the SA Government's invitation to take part in exploratory talks, but the Black Consciousness Movement of Azania (BCMA) has decided to urge the Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) to accept.

The PAC has referred the issue back to its structures for "exhaustive" discussions.

This emerged yesterday after a three-day meeting involving the externally based central committee and the internal national executive committee.

At a press conference yesterday, PAC vice-president Clarence Makwethu read a statement saying the PAC had discussed President de Klerk's invitation and would respond to it "after all structures have reported back".

Also present were representatives of foreign governments such as the Soviet Union and Japan. They later expressed disappointment at the PAC's apparent inability to reach a decision.

At the opening of the talks on Friday, PAC president Zephania Mothopeng threatened to resign as leader of the organisation if it did not take a decision to which it would be committed.

In its first response, the Government said it was "encouraging, meaningful and positive" that the PAC was still considering the possibility of entering into negotiations, reports Peter Fabricius, The Star's Political Correspondent.

Dr Gerrit Viljoen, Constitutional Development Minister, said "It would certainly promote the seeking of peaceful solutions if all players had their heads in the scrum rather than nit-picking from the sidelines."

PAC conference ends in stalemate — Page 11.
PAC shelves decision over talks with State

HARARE - The Pan Africanist Congress yesterday announced it had postponed its decision on whether to join the negotiations already in progress between the South African Government and the ANC.

The organisation made the announcement after a three-day consultation in Harare between the external and internal leaderships of the PAC.

Among those at the meeting were stalwarts Mr AP Mda and Mr ZB Molete, who flew in from Lesotho.

PAC vice-president Mr Clarence Makwetu told journalists that as the matter was being discussed by the party's grassroots structures inside South Africa, a solid decision could only be taken at the organisation's national conference in November.

However, there was a possibility that the decision would be made before the national conference if the responses being received showed a unanimous inclination.

He added that the PAC remained "committed to realising national liberation and self-determination, employing all methods of struggle, including armed struggle".

Commenting on a letter from President FW de Klerk to the PAC inviting the organisation to join the negotiations, Makwetu said the letter was being discussed in all PAC structures.

"The PAC's response will be given to the regime after the structures have reported back," he said.

On the return of exiles, Makwetu said there should be unconditional return of all political exiles. - Sapa.
ANC forming its own army, says Winnie

WELKOM. — On the eve of her highly publicised trial on charges of kidnapping and assault, Mrs Winnie Mandela told an enthusiastic crowd that the ANC was still committed to the armed struggle.

Mrs Mandela was speaking at the launch of a new ANC branch in this Free State mining town which has the world's largest goldfield.

There was hope that conflict could be resolved through dialogue, she said, but that hope was tempered by the reality that the negotiation process might not work.

"It is for that reason we have not abandoned, but suspended, the armed struggle."

The suspension of the armed struggle meant cadres were confined to base, but the ANC had not promised to discontinue training Umkhonto we Sizwe members.

"Recruiting for MK continues, all those activities must continue. The ranks of MK must be swollen."

Mrs Mandela said the ANC was preparing its own army for a future South Africa.

"We are doing the same as the South African Defence Force — this must not be interpreted to mean this undermines the letter of the Pretoria Minute, it does not do so."

She said there could be no justice without equality.

"To talk of justice in the present set-up is a symptom of blindness to the reality of apartheid."

"The price of peace is high, it will be earned through the blood of our people."

Mrs Mandela was introduced to the singing and clapping crowd as the first black social welfare worker in South Africa. "She is a people's social worker," the speaker said. — Sapa
Race labels in reverse
will not change past

From WILLEM STEEN-KAMP (Oranjezicht):
MR Barney Desai's reply to my September 11 letter on the subject of what he terms "settler-colonialists" proves little except that he is either rather fuzzy on the definition of this category of human being or guilty of some terminological inexactitude. He explains exactly what "settler-colonialists" are, namely whites who oppressed "the African" — meaning, as far as I can see, any person who was not white in the period under review.

Now, while I am the last person to deny historical injustices, I must take issue with his reasons for including me in the "settler-colonialist" category.

Namely I have a white skin in spite of what might be buzzing around in my genes, and live in a white genteel world. I find his definition rather thin. One might even say it smacks of lynching! In fact, it is about as logical a view as that of a white racist who would condemn a man because his skin is black and he lives in a black ghetto area.

I could show him indisputable documentary proof that one of my ancestors openly protested to a government representative about the shooting of Bushmen in the last century, which I, assume, would lessen my inherited settler-colonialist taint.

I could offer proof that another ancestor's faithful service in the Boer war ended in a bloody Khoi, proving that the matter is hardly as simple as Mr Desai seems to think.

But I really think that this would distract our attention from the matter in hand: the use of racist appellations.

And a good way to start would be to stop singling out the Bushmen and other Africans as the enemy. We are moving away from racial labels; applying them in the future will not change the past.

What is PAC doing for the struggle?

From T GINYIBHULU (Guguletu):
MR DESAI distances himself from the PAC statement of May 30 because it was made "on one settler's behalf!". But what is the official PAC stance on this slogan? Mr Desai has gone on record as saying that by talking to the government the ANC is selling its soul. When he and the PAC were in exile what were they doing for the struggle? What are they doing now to make the government heed their demands for a constituent assembly?

Where did the PAC wage their struggle and where are they fighting now?

I am asking all these questions because nowhere have I seen in our townships or anywhere else a PAC or any other struggles waged by the PAC and I have not heard of a single "settler" dying from PAC bullets.

As I am concerned I am not the PAC but the UDF, Cosatu and the ANC which are busy organising the masses in their struggles for houses, jobs, better wages. I have never heard or seen a campaign for houses, for example, waged by the PAC in the Western Cape.
PAC not yet ready to join talks with govt

Own Correspondent

HARARE. — After three days of discussions, the 40 members of the Pan Africanist Congress national executive and central committee yesterday deferred a decision on President F W de Klerk's invitation to join talks on South Africa's future.

The organisation hoped instead that a verdict will have come from its "grassroots" by November, when it plans its first national conference inside the country since its banning three decades ago.

PAC vice-president Mr Clarence Makwetu told a press conference at the conclusion of the Harare consultative meeting that there was also no firm response to Mr Nelson Mandela's appeal for a dialogue to end differences dating from the 1961 split.

The briefing was given, significantly, by the PAC's diplomatic vice-president, wearing a dapper three-piece suit, rather than its tough-talking septuagenarian president, Mr Zephania Mothopeng.

On unity with the ANC, Mr Makwetu regretted that Mr Mandela and Chief Gatsha Buthelezi had failed to respond to Mr Mothopeng's attempt to convene a meeting to end the current wave of violence in the country. Mr Mothopeng had received no response to the letters he sent several weeks ago, said Mr Makwetu.

Mr Makwetu said that in debating Mr De Klerk's invitation to participate in talks alongside the ANC, the Harare consultative meeting "appreciated that the letter was being democratically discussed in all PAC structures".
Mandela praises ‘good friend’ FW

Own Correspondent

LONDON. — ANC leader Mr Nelson Mandela yesterday praised his “good friend” President F W De Klerk, but also accused him of not being frank about problems within the government.

Mr Mandela made the accusation in a lengthy interview with former Rand Daily Mail editor, Mr Allister Sparks, published in the Observer newspaper under the headline: “De Klerk: ‘Man of integrity’ beset with liars”.

The ANC deputy president also claimed the decision to charge his wife, Winnie, was taken to placate the right-wing after the arrest of Piet “Skiet” Rudolph.

Speaking with great admiration for Mr De Klerk, Mr Mandela did however indicate he felt he was being “let down” by him.

“I still regard him as a man of integrity, and I think he feels the same way about me. We have developed enormous respect for each other.”
PAC’s position on talks ‘encouraging’

Political Staff

JOHANNESBURG. — The government finds it “encouraging, meaningful and positive” that the PAC is still considering the possibility of entering into negotiations.

Dr Gerrit Viljoen, acting State President and Constitutional Development Minister, said so today in reaction to a statement by the PAC from Harare yesterday that it would probably make a decision in November whether or not to take part in negotiations.

The government wrote to the PAC more than two weeks ago to invite it to join negotiations. Asked if he was optimistic that the PAC would join the talks, Dr Viljoen said today the government meant the invitation to be taken seriously. The PAC had been invited because the government felt the negotiation conference should be as broad as possible and because it had detected “a new accent in their rhetoric”.

“It would certainly promote the seeking of peaceful solutions if all players had their heads in the scrum rather than nit-picking from the sidelines.”

PAC deputy chairman Mr Clarence Makwetu said in Harare that the question of negotiations would be discussed again by the PAC at its national congress in November.

Senior PAC sources indicated earlier that the PAC would not enter talks with the government about non-negotiables such as the repeal of remaining apartheid legislation, or the release of political prisoners.

It would not abandon the armed struggle, but would consider concluding a mutually-binding ceasefire.

Dr Viljoen also reacted to suggestions that negotiations with the ANC were bogged down, a perception created largely by the lack of progress by the joint working group on the “cessation” of the ANC’s armed struggle.

Dr Viljoen said recently that negotiations could not proceed until the working group had finished its work.

Today he said that the working group was progressing “much more slowly than we expected”.

ARCUS 24/9/90
GOVERNMENT negotiators have bluntly told the ANC and other organisations to "get their act together" and exert greater discipline over elements in their ranks who seem to be opposed to negotiations.

Minister of Constitutional Development, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, revealed last night that leaders of the ANC and others that they will have to get their act together. They must ensure that they can exercise effective control and discipline over their members.

"They cannot make agreements on violence and give undertakings on the armed struggle if they are not in a position to apply them in a disciplined way," he said.

He also delivered a strong counter-attack to ANC claims that the police were partial, or were responsible for the violence, and that the Government was acting only because two white policemen had been killed.

In a speech devoted to outlining the Government's approach to negotiations - to which, he argued, there was no reasonable alternative - Dr Viljoen stressed the importance of making the process as accessible as possible and explained the National Party's opposition to the concept of a constituent assembly and an interim government, and its conviction that non-discriminatory minority rights were an essential ingredient of the new constitution were to be a workable and acceptable instrument of State.
'Iron Fist' is slated

AFRICAN National Congress leader Nelson Mandela warned yesterday that the Government's "Operation Iron Fist" could fail to stop the violence on the Witwatersrand and suggested the security measures were introduced mainly for the benefit of President F W de Klerk's visit to the United States.

The ANC deputy president said the fighting between Inkatha and ANC supporters was not over yet despite the apparent calm in the townships in the past week.

"We suspect it is the calm before the storm," he told about 800 people at the launch of a new ANC branch in KwaThema.

"They (Government) pretend De Klerk has put an end to the violence. That is not true," he added.

Mandela also warned the ANC would be forced to pull out of the negotiations if the Government continued to apply double standards, referring to the "soft" way in which white right-wingers were handled while black protestors were deterred with force.

In the same speech he said the ANC and the Government were compelled under the present circumstances and conditions to negotiate a peaceful settlement "though thick and thin". They (the ANC and the Government) were the two main political players in the country and there would be peace only while they talked to each other, he added.

"Only when the ANC and the Government are talking to each other will we have peace in this country," he said. "We are compelled to work together through thick and thin," he added.

The ANC leader said "Iron Fist" would not work to end the violence. The fighting should only stop when the security forces, whom he again accused of siding with Inkatha, laid down their arms.

"We hope the Government will come to its senses to solve the violence not through Iron Fist, but by putting their arms away," Mandela stressed.

Curfew

He said he feared many people would be killed in their homes and on the trains while the curfew and other measures were in place.

He reiterated the security measures had been implemented to appease white "views only after two white policemen were killed. He added the so-called "Third Force" responsible for the violence had gone underground "for the benefit of De Klerk".

Sapa
THE Government finds it "encouraging, meaningful and positive" that the PAC is still considering the possibility of entering into negotiations.

Dr Gerrit Viljoen, acting State President and Constitutional Development Minister, said so yesterday in reaction to a statement by the PAC from Harare on Sunday that it would probably make a decision in November whether or not to participate in negotiations.

The Government wrote to the PAC more than two weeks ago to invite it to join negotiations.

Serious

Asked if he was optimistic that the PAC would join the talks, Viljoen said yesterday the Government meant the invitation to be taken seriously. The PAC had been invited, because the Government felt the negotiation conference should be as broad as possible and because it had detected "a new accent in their rhetoric".

PAC deputy chairman Clarence Makwetu said in Harare that the question of negotiations would be decided by PAC members at its national congress in November.

Senior PAC sources indicated earlier that the PAC would not enter talks with the Government about non-negotiables such as the repeal of remaining apartheid legislation, or the release of political prisoners.

Denial

Viljoen also reacted to suggestions that negotiations with the ANC were bogged down, a perception created largely by the lack of real progress by the joint working group on the ANC's armed struggle.

Viljoen denied that last week's anti-weapons measures had bypassed or pre-empted the working group's functions. He said these measures were of far wider effect than the ANC's weapons and applied also to other organisations whose weapons contributed to the violence.

Overall violence had been identified by both the Government and the ANC as a factor which was delaying and might imperil the negotiations.

Sowetan Correspondent.
Double vision over disorder

The horrific violence on the Witwatersrand has produced a deep gloom with respect to the prospects for a negotiated settlement in South Africa. Among whites there is clearly a sense of outrage that the ANC leadership refuses to help bring about the violence and accept responsibility for restoring stability in the townships.

The question is increasingly being asked whether much purpose can be served in bringing such an organisation into government as a coalition partner.

Facts within the ex-liberation movements see the violence quite differently. A long and sordid history of police and army dirty tricks both in South Africa and neighbouring countries has created a reflex reaction in which all unexplained political mayhem is attributed to security agents.

Unfortunately, these blacks ask, of entering into negotiations with a state whose police force is still so unprofessional and so openly biased in its conduct.

As they are, the recent events on the Witwatersrand serve a useful purpose in that they expose a major misconception about the current political scene. Much of the euphoria surrounding the February 2 speech and the meetings between the Government and the ANC was based on the mistaken assumption that politics is all about leaders who hammer out a deal between them on the highest level and who then proceed to sell it to their followers on the local level (or stuff it down their throats).

The opposite is true. The current political confusion exists at the highest level and even the most important leaders within the ANC and NP are at loggerheads over the terms of the negotiations.

The ANC, on the other hand, has been driven by their own dynamics and a lack of co-ordination of their leadership. The ANC too has faced a totally unrealistic conception of what leaders in government could accomplish. They fully believed the police could be disciplined immediately and the whites would change their ways by the power of the state.

By now the public should realise the folly of depending on leaders to shape orderly constituencies quickly out of South Africa's distorted political form. The daunting difficulties of bringing about some political cohesion are compounded by the fundamental differences existing between the NP and ANC leaders and within the camps of the major movements.

While Government spokesmen now talk of the language of liberal democracy, the lack of meaningful progress is not only with a movement which has organised itself properly, but with the ability to check any major changes which go against its will. However, for the NP, the problem at the moment is to draw the ANC into negotiations and forms of joint rule.

The ANC, on the other hand, will resist carrying the responsibility of government until it knows that the process of transferring power to the majority is irreversible.

There is wisdom in the saying of Disraeli that there is nothing as ridiculous as a statesman in a hurry.

In an important article in an American publication of the Journal of Democracy, Alfred Stepan argues that democracy opposition movements which are engaged against an authoritarian regime must perform the following tasks if they want to retain their cohesion and achieve victory:

- Resist integration into the regime, guard zones of autonomy against its dispute its legitimacy, raise the costs of authoritarian rule, and create a credible democratic alternative.

- This seems to be the agenda of some of the most influential voices in the ANC. Their influence shows in the ANC's refusal to support steps to restore order, its blaming of faceless elements in the security forces and Inkatha, and its continued demands for a constituent assembly.

- Can negotiations then ever be got back on track? Two things are necessary. First, the NP leadership and President De Klerk in particular will have to reconsider their intention of putting for a negotiated settlement as quickly as possible.

- There is wisdom in the saying of Disraeli that there is nothing as ridiculous as a statesman in a hurry.

From the Government point of view, it would be far better to negotiate with the ANC which has organised itself properly, which has some consensus on the level of both leadership and following, and has a way to restore peace in South Africa, and has the ability to make deals stick.

For the foreseeable future, the ANC will lack this as a statesman in a hurry.

In the second place both the Government and the major opposition movements should investigate the desirability of an informal negotiating forum which should precede the actual negotiations. Something along these lines has been proposed locally by Professor Nie Olivier of the Democratic Party and in the United States by Harvard's Roger Fisher in an article on how to reach a settlement with Saddam Hussein.

As Fisher describes it, the objective should be to establish a private dialogue to clarify mutual legitimate interests, to generate options and to explore possibilities. At the early stages of this activity, known as Track Two Diplomacy, the talks should be done by middle-level people, well informed of the positions of the movements to which they are aligned, with no authority to make commitments. The experience is that because of their limited authority, they have an added incentive opportunity to be creative.

Only if such a committee establishes the existence of a sufficient common ground — and a lot of people are beginning to doubt this — can there be talk of actual negotiations and a committee of wise men acting as chairmen. After the recent events on the Witwatersrand, we know it will take much longer than we had thought to find the road to peace in South Africa.

Widespread and recurrent violence are always a major setback for the prospects of democracy. All the major parties now need to concentrate their minds on the question of how much of the disorder — and their failure to address it — will cost them in domestic and international support. Only once there is a perception of rising costs, will the major parties engage in serious talks.
Winnie’s trial date set for February 4

By Helen Grange

Winnie Mandela — "accused number eight" — arrived at Soweto’s Protea Magistrate’s Court yesterday amid a thronging, chanting crowd.

Her trial — with seven co-accused also charged with eight counts of kidnapping and assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm — was postponed to February 4 at her lawyer’s request.

Radiant in a navy blue matching skirt and jacket, Mrs Mandela arrived at exactly 9 am with her husband, ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela.

As relatives and journalists piled into the courtroom, supporters dressed in ANC colours waited patiently outside. Scores of policemen kept watch over proceedings.

After legal argument between the prosecutor, Chris van Vuuren, and Mrs Mandela’s attorney, Ismail Ayob, over a trial date in the Rand Supreme Court, the magistrate, T F Veldman, decided to grant Mr Ayob’s request.

The trial date of October 30, suggested by the Attorney-General of the Witwatersrand local division, was inopportune, Mr Ayob submitted, as Mrs Mandela would not have sufficient time to prepare her case.

Secondly, Mrs Mandela’s counsel, understood to be George Bizos SC, was not available for this date.
Mortuary like scene from a horror movie

By Thabo Leshilo

The Sepedi saying that a human being is not like a dog whose body can just be thrown away to rot, might as well be amended, a visit to the Government Mortuary in Diepkloof, Soweto revealed yesterday.

The bodies of many victims of the recent Reef conflict, which have been kept at the mortuary, end up being buried as paupers.

When The Star visited Diepkloof yesterday, more than a 100 people from Tembisa, Vosloorus, Katlehong and Tokozla had come in an attempt to identify their relatives and prevent paupers' funerals.

Joyce Mhatha (42) had come all the way from Empangeni, Natal, to identify her son, Siphiwe Ishmael Mhatha (20).

Siphiwe went missing after he and fellow hostel dwellers went out during a fight with Tokozla residents.

Although his death has not been confirmed, Mrs Mhatha harboured no illusions that her son was still alive.

She has been visiting the mortuary since last Monday and has seen dozens of bodies — but none was that of her son.

She said that although the trips were costing her a fortune, she was prepared to pay until her son's corpse had been found and buried decently.

The mortuary storeroom looked like a scene from a horror movie yesterday.

Bodies were lying on the floor, one on top of the other.

Most had turned black from decomposition. Many had gaping hack wounds and gouged-out eyes, making identification difficult.
Winnie 'may quit if und guilty' 

By Chris Whittfield
The Star Bureau
LONDON — Nelson Mandela told British television viewers last night that his wife, Winnie, would resign from her position as head of the ANC's department of welfare if found guilty of the charges against her in court.

He also suggested that some of Mrs Mandela's recent controversial statements might have arisen from a misunderstanding of decisions by the ANC's national executive, but he said he was to blame for this.

Mr Mandela was being interviewed by David Dimbleby for BBC's "Panorama" programme. Mr de Klerk was also interviewed for the same broadcast.

Dimbleby asked Mr Mandela whether he thought it was correct to appoint Mrs Mandela to the ANC post at a time when she was facing charges of kidnapping and assault.

He defended the decision, saying she was not proved guilty, and added: "If my wife is found guilty I am sure she will be the first to say: 'In the light of the decision of the court I can no longer hold this position'."

Dimbleby asked if statements made by his wife about the suspension of the armed struggle represented the ANC view. Mr Mandela said they might have arisen from a failure to understand certain decisions by the national executive.

Implications

"People outside the national executive do not find it as easy to understand the decisions as we do."

Dimbleby asked whether this included his wife. "Yes, of course, because she is outside the national executive."

He added, however, that he sometimes failed "to do what I should", which was "coming back home and explaining to my wife the decision we have taken and its implications."

Mr Mandela, discussing the violence in the black townships, said the ANC had reason to believe groups were paid to "commit these massacres ... this was an independent force which was carrying out certain objectives, and orchestrated by certain people".

He repeated threats to lift the suspension of the armed struggle if the Government failed to suppress the township violence.

Mr de Klerk told Dimbleby the recent violence had stemmed from "a positioning for power within the black community."

He said, however, that massacres on trains and shootings from minibuses were "different", and "a form of terrorism."

He said the motives of such attacks was "to upset the psychological atmosphere, to create a general atmosphere of uncertainty and fear."

Mr Mandela's case postponed

— Page 6.
Secret paper on economy moots ANC policy shift

THE ANC's latest — and still secret — economic policy document contains a marked shift away from the ideology of a central statist approach, and emphasises the importance of creating growth through investment.

ANC economics and planning department deputy head Tito Mboweni said yesterday the latest "draft discussion document" had been discussed at a meeting of 50 ANC economists and members in Harare at the weekend.

The document, which he described as "very perceptive", still has to be submitted to the ANC's national executive committee (NEC) before being made public and will be further debated by all ANC regions and branches.

Mboweni said the word nationalisation was mentioned only once, in relation to public utilities which had been or might be privatised by the state. These, he said, would be subject to "immediate re-nationalisation" by an ANC government.

Although unwilling to discuss specifics of the draft, Mboweni said the latest document attempted to steer clear of economic jargon.

He indicated the Harare meeting felt the ANC's previous economics position paper over-emphasised the state's role in the economy, and that a balance had to be found between the roles of the public and private sectors.

The recognition that growth should be encouraged through investment and not just through redistribution represented a "new direction in our thinking", Mboweni said, adding that the state would retain an important role in influencing private sector investment.

He said the document recognised the important role the private sector would play in a post-apartheid economy.

The Harare meeting also proposed the establishment of an ANC institute of economic policy.

The unit would co-ordinate an evolving programme of economic policy research as well as conducting research and publishing it.

Mboweni acknowledged it was "highly unusual for a liberation movement to establish such an institute", but said this was needed because of the organisation's exclusion from most economic and political research in SA.

He said he envisaged the institute — which still had to be approved by the NEC — being staffed by a director and at least eight research fellows. Salaries would be comparable with those offered at universities, he said.

The ANC's Thabo Mbeki chats to Frankel Kruger Vinderine chairman Leslie Frankel during a visit to the JSE by ANC representatives yesterday.

JSE 'paper-chase' fails to impress politicos

CHARLOTTE MATHEWS and ZILLA EFRAT

AN ANC delegation ventured into the heart of SA capitalism yesterday but was not taken with "the paper chase" on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.

ANC international affairs director Thabo Mbeki, his deputy Stanley Mabizela, deputy economics head Tito Mboweni and Cosatu assistant general secretary Sydney Masumadi visited the JSE at the invitation of stockbrokers Frankel Kruger Vinderine (FKV).

FKV MD Sidney Frankel said there had been a strong and sometimes heated exchange of views. After lunch with representatives of institutions and FKV clients, the delegation wandered down to the trading floor.

A whirl in the gold price came at an opportune moment, boosting share prices and providing some action on what had been a deadly dull floor.

Mboweni said the ANC saw the JSE as a place where paper money chased paper money instead of being used for productive activity such as manufacturing.

"The JSE plays a useful role in showing the level of productivity of the large corporations. But the final emphasis must be putting money into actual production," Mbeweni said.

Frankel said the invitation was aimed at cross-pollination of thought. FKV would invite anyone who would play an important role in the new SA to meet its clients. In June FKV invited National Union of Mineworkers general secretary Cyril Ramaphosa.

While Ramaphosa found the JSE visit "mind-boggling", it did not convert him to capitalism.
ANC’s plan for better schools

Own Correspondent

APARTHEID education has eroded the learning culture in South Africa, creating a bitter and deeply alienated youth, according to Mr John Samuel, director of the South African Council of Higher Education (Sacoh).

Mr Samuel, who has been appointed head of the ANC’s education department from next year, was giving the opening address at the IGS-sponsored Schools for the Future conference at the University of Cape Town.

Delegates

About 350 delegates representing 50 schools, universities, training colleges, education departments and major educational organisations like the National Education Co-Ordinating Committee (NECC) attended the weekend conference.

Mr Samuel said South Africans had witnessed the most devastating effects of the apartheid education system over the past 15 years.

The most immediate and challenging task of building a new education system was to rebuild and revitalise the learning culture.

Anguish

"The legacy of apartheid confronts us on a daily basis. We see it in the pain and anguish of parents; in the anger, frustration and suffering of the students; in the deep disillusionment of teachers and in the despair of our societies," he said.

A secondary consequence of the erosion of the learning culture had been the alienation of the community from education.

"Parents and teachers have been excluded and denied their involvement with education."

Campaigns

A climate of learning had to be encouraged and developed, and educational campaigns like the NECC's "Back to School" move had to be supported and spread, Dr Samuel argued.

It was also clear that the State had to provide for a new educational system.

"Only a strong intervention by the State can redress the imbalances, redistribute resources and develop national guidelines for a democratic education system."

But this strong central role in educational provision should not extend to educational control.

"The State must support and create an enabling political environment to encourage the development of democratic education in South Africa," he said.
Vlok details insurgents' arrests

BELFAST — No one, including the ANC, could give any reasons for resuming in violence as government was dismantling apartheid and people were now able to call each other "comrades". Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok said at a public meeting in this Transvaal town last night.

At a public meeting, Vlok said police had evidence of ANC contraventions of the Pretoria Minute.

He cited 37 incidents of terror since the August 6 signing of the Pretoria Minute in which the ANC agreed to suspend the armed struggle.

He also said nine of 40 externally trained ANC insurgents arrested since February 3, when the ANC was unbanned, had been caught after August 6.

He said the latest incident occurred on September 14 and 15 when two foreign-trained ANC members were arrested in Natal.

These people had admitted they had orders to recruit people in SA to undergo training so violent measures could be adopted if negotiations broke down and also to increase the violence in Natal.

Vlok gave his assurance that the police would track and catch perpetrators of violence: "Nothing they plan or do will remain a secret to the police," he said.

He called on the ANC to accept its responsibility and control unruly members.

He also called on the organisation to stop calling for a show of force by the authorities and then complain about it when this took place.

"We will take whatever steps necessary to maintain order and to make the country safe for all people."

Government was dismantling apartheid, people could gather freely, intimidation was unnecessary and communism was dying in the rest of the world, but the ANC/ SACP alliance wanted to bring it to SA and it was for these reasons no one had to resort to violence. — Sapa.
PAC says its army is involved in Reef war

GUERRILLAS of the Pan Africanist Congress’s military wing, the African People’s Liberation Army, have been involved in the recent wave of violence which claimed more than 800 lives in townships on the Reef, according to PAC defence secretary Mr Sabelo Phama.

In an interview with the Sowetan in Harare, Zimbabwe, on Sunday after the PAC’s three-day consultative conference, Phama said there was a direct involvement of APLA forces in the recent violence on the Reef.

However, Phama said APLA’s targets in the violence were not ordinary township residents, but “the police, soldiers and enemy agents who are in the first line of our operations”.

“Our involvement in what has been going on in the townships, it must be clear, is not an anti-negotiations position. It is not our intention to use APLA forces to stop the talks between the Government and the ANC,” he said.

Phama said the PAC believed “in a people’s war which is meant to increase our people’s fighting capacity”.

Wave of violence in Reef townships cause worry to mothers

Women call for peace

BLACK women have a major role to play in bringing about political change and peace among the warring groups in the troubled townships in South Africa.

They have reached a crucial stage in the liberation struggle against apartheid that their voices must be heard calling for peace, unity and safety among their communities.

The message came from marketing administrator of the National Black Consumers Union Mrs Cynthia Chabeli in an address to the wives of the South African Black Taxi Association at Sabsa's annual meeting.

Peace call

Chabeli said the present violence that had claimed the lives of more than 700 people was disturbing to "mothers who must pull up their socks and help make peace" with the perpetrators.

She said that for far too long black consumers had been intimidated, too apathetic and ignorant of their right to fight back.

"However, things are changing and people are learning to stand up and be heard and black women are no exception," Chabeli said.

The NBCU, which is an affiliate of Fabcos, was formed from representatives of various women's organisations who came together and identified the need for a single, unified organisation representing black consumers.

Roll

Chabeli said: "The role of our organisation is to educate and protect black consumers, especially mothers who most of the time do the buying for their families.

"We are teaching the people how to avoid the pitfalls of signing contracts without realising what they are committing themselves to. We also train women how to shop wisely, how to stop being easy targets for unscrupulous traders and how to resist unfair price increases."

For that reason, the NBCU had introduced a "smart card" for members to buy at a discount from various retail, furniture and other businesses.

From its inception the NBCU had recognised that the values, principles and standards underlying the universal policy of the free enterprise system had been sacrificed because of the discriminatory laws of apartheid, she said.

She attacked apartheid as the system which had worked to the detriment and retarded development of the more than 22 million black people in South Africa.

Discounts

Her association had refused to recognise any sectarian or ideological divisions in the black community.

The marketing director of NBCU, Mr Johnny Dhlala, said the smart card would entitle members to get discounts of between 10 to 62 percent on certain goods.

They were negotiating the discount benefits with major stores.
Azayo congress will focus on violence

BY RUSSEL MOLEFE

THE interminable violence wracking the black community will be high on the agenda at the national congress of the Azanian Youth Organisation to be held at Soweto, Pietermaritzburg, at the weekend.

Announcing this, the organisation's publicity secretary, Mr Mbulelo Ketye, said the black nation was experiencing the worst setbacks in the liberation struggle since the wars of resistance began years ago.

He said the unbanning of organisations by State President FW de Klerk on February 2 and the lifting of restrictions on several leaders caused more divisions among the major liberation movements than ever before.

"We witnessed a drive of supremacy and domination escalating in an unprecedented scale. We therefore strongly feel that this issue needs to be addressed genuinely and strive to enhance black solidarity as we witnessed in the 70s," Ketye said.

He added that the congress whose theme is "Fighters arise and seize the time for a socialist Azania" will deliberate on all issues with this background in mind.
Concern over talks

THE South African Youth Congress is concerned that the Chief Minister of KwaZulu and leader of Inkatha, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, may not attend the meeting of black leaders set up by the ANC.

It is scheduled for October 5 and follows a telephone call to Buthelezi from ANC deputy president Mr. Nelson Mandela last Thursday.

Sayco welcomed the ANC's decision to hold discussions with the leaders of self-governing homelands "to devise a joint strategy to end the violence and pre-empt further outbreaks of such violence". - Sowetan Correspondent
Slabbert pleads for an SA Untag

How can one expect post-apartheid South Africa to become a non-partisan polity? Ideological executive director Dr Van Zyl Slabbert (right) professes a domestic equivalent of Untag.

In the South African context, you have to develop a domestic equivalent of Untag because we certainly haven't got international agents that can provide us with that.

The overriding question now, however, was: How do you develop a domestic equivalent of Untag in a situation where we've come out of polarised confrontation between the different groups that are opposing each other?

"What of course, has happened," said Slabbert, "was that at the end of the 1980s, we reached a state of deadlock - the country was at a standstill and we couldn't move.

"Now, with this movement to a negotiated transition, you suddenly have a situation where the government or the role of the government has opened up political space and said to people that they want to negotiate."

"But you can't just ignore the past," Slabbert stressed.

I draw a very clear distinction between what I call constitutional and unconstitutional agents of violence.

"Constitutional agents of violence in any country will be the defence force, the police, the judiciary. They are constitutionally legalised to be instruments of violence. In the South African sense, we have a crisis of constitutional legitimacy. That crisis relates also to the agents of violence - the SAP and the SADF."

But they were faced with the impossible task of coming from a past that had been polarised politically, and now had to present themselves as non-partisan agents of violence. It was precisely that dilemma which had to be solved.

"Exactly the same way you can't say that MK, vigilantes, widowhood, APLA, the PAC military wing, have no past. They also bring their past into this process of untagging. They are unconstitutional agents of violence - they haven't got the legitimacy of the system."

The biggest dilemma facing South Africa in the immediate future was how to marginalise what Dr Slabbert called "rogue violence" and reach a new situation of stability where all parties recognise that those who are responsible for stability must be able to maintain law and order.

While the ANC had accused elements within the SAP and SADF of destabilising the peace process, senior members of the Government - last week it was Minister of Constitutional Development Dr Gerrit Viljoen and Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vlok - maintained there were elements in the ANC intent on destabilisation.

"Against the already very volatile situation, these different agents of violence - whether constitutional or unconstitutional - do not trust one another, and that aggravates the situation."

What was immediately necessary was for the different parties to agree on how they were to create a situation of non-partisan stability.

"In other words, how do you sort out those people who are responsible for maintaining law and order?" Dr Slabbert said.

It doesn't help to blame one another. It doesn't help to question one another's motives or intentions, because the more you do that, the more you simply highlight the instability to agree on what kind of stability there must be."

"And if you can't agree on that, then it's just self-defeating to think you can seriously begin to discuss how to develop a new constitution or a new civil service, or how to negotiate anything in the economy or housing, or education."

"If the major players avoid coming to terms with this crisis, it has the potential for derailing the discussion."

"Let me put it to you quite bluntly: Last year this time a young constable in the SAP could more or less be sure of promotion if he killed MK chief of staff Chris Hani on sight. Now it is expected of him to protect Hani when he comes for talks at the Pretoria Union Buildings or Parliament in Cape Town."

Suspicion

"Last year this time a young cadre within the ANC's resistance movement (MK) would be expected to kill agents of the SAP and the SADF. It was deliberate policy."

"Now it's expected of him to calm down and wait or people to negotiate transition."

"So, you have a history of suspicion. You have a history of mistrust. You have a history of deliberate hostile action towards one another. You can't pretend that that has suddenly evaporated, because you've suddenly discovered the word 'negotiation'," he said.

The problem had to be addressed immediately, he said. You have to get the public to talk about the fact that we have to resolve these hostile attitudes to one another. Let us agree how to solve that, and then move ahead." - Sapa.
Govt hopes to talk to a weakened ANC - Lekota

WASHINGTON — It was unfortunate that President Bush had made the observation that President de Klerk’s reforms were irreversible when the negotiations in South Africa were in the balance, Patrick Lekota of the ANC said here yesterday.

Mr Lekota, in the US for a conference, told a news briefing at the National Press Club in Washington that recent actions by the South African Government had indicated it wanted to negotiate with a weakened ANC. The Government had been content to allow the violence in the country to continue unchecked because it intimidated ANC supporters and undermined their confidence in the movement.

He said it was true that violence had subsided in the country in recent days, but this could be only in order to allow Mr de Klerk to have a successful US visit.

“We remain certain the assault on the ANC will continue,” he said.

Mr Lekota said that in many parts of Natal ANC members were too scared to carry their party membership cards or to wear T-shirts which identified them with Nelson Mandela or the movement.

He said the ANC did not object to Mr de Klerk’s visit to the US. It hoped the US authorities would impress upon the President the need to act in good faith.

If the situation in South Africa did not improve, he added, the ANC would have to consider whether it should take the responsibility of defending its members in their communities.

This would be a serious development as it could derail the process of negotiation.

If the ANC felt there was inadequate pressure on Pretoria it might be obliged to revert to the armed struggle, he warned. One could therefore argue that sanctions were good for the De Klerk government in that they added pressure for a peaceful settlement in South Africa.
‘PAC involved in violence’

By Kaizer Nyatumbi

Guerillas of the Pan African Congress’s military wing, the African People’s Liberation Army (Apla), have been involved in the recent violence on the Reef, according to PAC defence secretary Sabelo Phama.

In an interview with The Star in Harare, after the PAC’s three-day consultative conference at the weekend, Mr Phama said there was a direct involvement of Apla forces in the recent violence.

However, he said Apla’s targets were not township residents, but “the police, soldiers and enemy agents who are in the first line of our operations”.

“Our involvement in what has been going on in the townships is not an anti-negotiations position.”

Mr Phama said the PAC intended to intensify its armed struggle until a ceasefire had been signed between the Government and the PAC.

In a separate interview, PAC administrative secretary Joe Mkhwanazi appealed to the international community to understand the organisation’s decision to defer its response to the Government’s talks invitation until it had been discussed by all its structures.
Time now to get the smaller players around the table

MIKE ROBERTSON

The other major black political organisation, the PAC, after upping tentative overtures towards government, has now put off a decision to enable it to consult its membership. Given the demand for government capitulation before negotiations, Viljoen is perhaps correct in interpreting this as a positive move. It is difficult, however, to take seriously an accusation whose leader Zeph Mothopeng talks as he did at the weekend of "delivering the last blow to overweening white domination" and of the PAC winning "reap the benefits".

Confidence in negotiations has been severely shaken but De Klerk is right when he points out that despite the violence, more progress than could have been hoped for a year ago has been achieved.

Mandela still maintains that there will be peace only while the main political players - government and the ANC - talk to each other. That takes us back to August 6. It is hard to experience has shown that this is not enough.

The political process has to be broadened and broadened quickly. That means compromising on issues such as a constitutional amendment which is about to be made. A sensible compromise being floated by some in government entails the basic principles of a new constitutional being worked out in negotiations in which all parties are a participant. Then only are elections held with those elected empowered to fill in the details.

Given that all major parties except the PAC and CP have committed themselves to a negotiated settlement, it would help too if leaders started considering the future of all South Africans as the interests of their supporters when engaging in public debate.

Throughout the violence, government/ANC political offences and "armed action" working groups have continued, KwaZulu being represented in negotiations. He is both KwaZulu-Chief Minister and Inkatha leader is also engaged in serious talks with the ANC. This is a sign that he is increasingly involved in broader negotiations. If he really believes in a high-profile meeting between himself and Mandela will contribute towards ending violence, why not?
Zach puts education for masses high on his list

A SOUND education with a greater emphasis on technical education and training for the masses was needed for the creation of a climate conducive to free enterprise and growth, DP leader Zach de Beer said in Johannesburg last night.

Addressing the Islamic Business Chamber, De Beer said SA would need to rely more on manufacturing — particularly for export — for future growth, as the gold mining industry was on the wane and agriculture would always be limited by poor soils and inadequate rain.

"First and foremost, manufacture demands an educated work force, and I need not tell this audience how far behind we are in this regard."

"Secondly, it demands excellent worker-manager relationships; and this presents an especially difficult challenge in SA."

"Thirdly, government must play the role of an expert coach while strictly refraining from taking part in the actual game; and this will demand from the future SA government behaviour quite different from that of its predecessors," De Beer said.

Long-term prospects for growth in SA depended on the way in which resources, human and material, were developed and deployed.

At the top of long-term requirements was a sound education for the masses, with the balance tilted more towards technical education and training than hitherto, said De Beer.

Next were housing and services planned and designed to provide a decent, secure quality of life.

"Third, an outward orientation in all that we do: free markets, minimum tariff protection; thorough market research to seek opportunities for exports; and intelligent international representation on the business as well as the political level."

"Above all, a unity of national purpose: the understanding that we are one nation and that we shall sink or swim together," De Beer said.

HARARE — The PAC was castigated by Zimbabwe's semi-official national daily newspaper The Herald yesterday for failing to take up President F W de Klerk's invitation to negotia- tions on SA's future.

At a weekend meeting in Harare, the PAC central committee and national executive deferred a decision on De Klerk's invitation until November, when it hopes to have the opinions of the organisation's members at its first national conference to be held in SA since it was banned in 1961.

President Robert Mugabe's ruling Zanu (PF) party has close and long-standing ties with the PAC and Senior Political Affairs Minister Didymus Mutasa caused a diplomatic sensa-

PAC is given some confusing advice

Commonwealth experts to probe needs of new SA

LONDON — The Commonwealth has set up an expert group to study the needs of post-apartheid SA, says Commonwealth secretary-general Chief Emeaka Anyaoku.

The group, announced yesterday, will identify priorities for advanced education and work experience, says the Commonwealth. It will also recommend future actions for the Commonwealth and suggest ways of getting greater support from the Commonwealth and the international community.

The first meeting is scheduled for November in London. An interim report will be made in December, while the final report is expected to be presented to Commonwealth heads of government at their summit in Zimbabwe in mid-1991.

The Expert Group on Human Resource Development for a Post-Apartheid SA is chaired by John Harker, vice-chairman of the SA Education Trust Fund, the Canadian branch of the Commonwealth-wide "Skills for SA," network, and will have two SA members.

The expert group was suggested by the Canadian government at the meeting of the Commonwealth committee of foreign ministers on southern Africa in Nigeria in May.

The group was endorsed by ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela, who was present at the meeting; the Commonwealth said.

The invitation, the PAC now did not seem to know what to do with it. But apparently contradicting its advice to the PAC, The Herald also suggested: "The PAC can afford to procrastinate and watch the possibly devastating effects of the ANC's hurried agreement to 'suspend' the armed struggle."
Bush is jumping the gun - ANC

The ANC, which maintained that all forms of pressure on Pretoria had to be maintained until it declared political changes irreversible, took exception to Bush's statement.

ANC spokesman Gill Marcus said anyone in South Africa knew that the changes which had so far taken place were not irreversible. Apartheid was still alive and there was a long way to go before it was completely eradicated.

"So we would say President Bush's statement was jumping the gun a little bit and is therefore premature."

"The peace process in South Africa is now at a delicate stage that is presently being threatened. All pressures on South Africa should be maintained," Marcus said.
Mandela takes blame for Winnie's 'slip-ups'

LONDON - ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela said on British television on Monday night he was to blame for some of the contentious statements made by his wife, Winnie, because he had neglected to properly explain to her decisions of the organisation's leadership.

He was asked by David Dimbleby of the BBC's Panorama programme if she was speaking with an authentic ANC voice when she, for example, threatened to go back to the bush and fight the white man.

Not easy

Mandela replied that when the ANC's National Executive Committee took decisions, it was not easy to explain these in such a way that everybody attached the same interpretation to them as committee members, who had taken part in the discussions beforehand.

"People outside the NEC do not find it so easy to understand the decisions as we do...yes, including my wife."

"Sometimes myself, I do not do what I should be doing, of coming back home and explaining to my wife very carefully the decisions we have taken and the implications."

Proud

Mandela reiterated he was very proud of his wife and would stand by her during her coming trial.

On her controversial position as ANC welfare chief, he said although the mass media had already found his wife guilty, she was innocent until proven guilty in court.

If she was found guilty, which he doubted, he was sure she would be the first one to suggest she step down from office.

"We, as a family, have no doubt in the innocence of my wife." - Sapa.
PAC's young blood will debate stand on talks

BY SY MAKARINGE

THE PAC's stance on negotiations is to come under sharp focus when the Witwatersrand region of the (***) Africanist Students Organisation - its student wing - holds its annual congress at the Soweto campus of Vista University on Saturday.

The debate comes a few days after the PAC leadership failed to reach a "firm decision" in Harare on the Government's invitation to take part in exploratory talks.

The organisation instead referred the issue back to its structures, of which Paso is one, for "exhaustive" discussions.

The organisation also decided to postpone the issue until its national congress in November.

Mr Mandla Matiko, organiser of the Wits region of Paso, yesterday confirmed that the invitation by Dr Gerrit Vrijoen, Minister of Constitutional Development and Planning, would be one of the major issues to be discussed at the congress.

Matiko said PAC's position on negotiations was clear, but agreed that it would be up to the membership to decide on a new position. He, however, pointed out that this was unlikely.

National congress

National congress

Saturday's congress is in preparation for Paso's two-day national congress to be held in the Free State on October 6 and October 7 where the matter is expected to be pursued further.

Matiko said Paso's Witwatersand regional congress would also debate at length the current education crisis and the anti-graduation campaign. He said students from a wide range of political persuasions were free to attend.

The meeting starts at 9am.
Klaaste's idea starts to grow branches

AT the launch banquet of Nation Building in 1988, Aggrey Klaaste referred to the almost endless cycle of violence that was tearing communities and families apart throughout the country.

Sharpville in 1960, the 1976 riots in Soweto and the outbreak of violence in September 1984 were "terrible explosions," which planted the germ of an idea in Klaaste's mind.

"Blacks lost many things. Worst of all, we lost the innocence of our children," he said in his speech.

He said then that there was a silent preparation by blacks for the next inevitable explosion and that somebody had to do something to stop the madness.

Carnage

And the next explosion took place on the Reef two weeks ago. Klaaste said the outbreak of violence was the...
DP MP's wife joins the ANC

The Argus Correspondent
and Political Correspondent

MRS Zelda Dalling, wife of Democratic Party MP for Sandton Mr David Dalling, has joined the ANC — and her husband issued the cheque for her R12 membership fee.

Mrs Dalling’s dual membership of the ANC and the DP, which is not permitted by the DP, came to light yesterday when someone claiming to be an employee of First National Bank in Sandton sent a copy of the cheque to The Star in Johannesburg.

Mrs Dalling and her husband today dismissed her ANC membership as “a storm in a very small teacup”.

Mr Dalling said: “Zelda’s membership of the ANC was never a secret, but I am naturally unhappy that it should become public in this sensational way.

“It is not of any great moment. It is not an issue in regard to my membership of the DP. It has no effect on that at all.”

Mrs Dalling said: “I joined the ANC when it was unbanned and never thought there would be a problem belonging to the DP and the ANC until the DP national congress two weeks ago.

“I will now write to my MP, Rupert Lorimer, and resign from the party.”

No Cheque Book

Mrs Dalling said her husband issued the cheque because she did not have a cheque book.

Mr Dalling was one of the DP members who argued strongly at the congress in favour of joint strategies with the ANC.

After a heated debate, the constitution was amended to terminate automatically the membership of any DP member who joined another party or organisation without the approval of its national council.

Approval was given only in exceptional circumstances.

The origin of the copy of the cheque sent to The Star is a mystery. The Dallings believe the cheque was intercepted before it reached the bank.

Mrs Dalling said: “We firmly believe it did not come from the bank. The cheque has not gone through the bank yet, it has not even been deposited by the ANC.”

An FNB spokesman confirmed it could not have been handed in to the bank because it did not have a bank stamp.
IN PAKISTAN, which I have been visiting, former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto is being accused by the interim Prime Minister, Murtaza Jatoi, of engaging in an Indian conspiracy against Pakistan. Bhutto has meanwhile accused a minister in Jato's Cabinet of being a spy in the employ of the Indian secret service.

Reading through a respectable Pakistani daily yesterday, I found the word "conspiracy" or variations of it 70 times. In the east conspiracy theories abound. For most Pakistanis it's the Jews and/or the Hindus. The problem can range from the dismissal of Bhutto's government to a woman's inability to conceive, the answer is guaranteed to remain the same.

The former premier said: "The dismissal of my government is the result of a conspiracy against the people of Pakistan... Our problem has never been one of incompetence, but one of overcompensation."

The truth is, of course, that Bhutto has blown it. Ethnic violence in her home province, Sind, reached its peak when a Hindu was murdered. The government's inability to prevent violence resulted in the death of several people. Bhutto's party, the Awami National Party, was called a "hooligan mob" by the media, while the government was criticized for its ineffectiveness.

The Left in Pakistan feels betrayed by Bhutto's inaction, her willingness to succumb to the interest of feudal landlords and her persecution of dissent in politics. (Her mother became President of Pakistan in 1978.)

Feminists in Pakistan feel betrayed by their betrayal of their hopes. They failed to redefine the role of women in society. One of the anti-social laws (as well as Islamic Sharia) was un-changed. However, the PPP under the leadership of Benazir Bhutto and Fauzia Vanji tried to impose a permanent ban on all forms of violence against women.

The sense of betrayal experienced by the Left is widespread and private. Bhutto's fall from power is denounced as part of a conspiracy. The Left, of course, is too sophisticated to blame the Hindus and the Jews. They blame the Zionists and the imperialists.

And what a welcome proof it was when, just three days after Benazir's fall, the government decided to dispatch 3,000 troops to support the imperialist invasion of the Gulf. "We cannot criticize Bhutto openly," the article goes. "We have an election to fight and we are doing so against an array of feudal lords and obscurantist politicians on the one hand and on the other hand the state is being reconstituted by the Americans."

Concern

We must close ranks and, besides, consider the compromise when he/she is down and out. As for never having cried... before she was elected, well, we had a struggle to wage against former President Zia ul Haq's martial law regime and they had made it difficult for us.

A similar kind of logic— if it can be described as such— that, for conspiracy theories spawn their own discourse beyond the pale of logic — I suspect, impresses many members and supporters of the ANC in the wake of the state's decision to charge Winnie Mandela with assault and aiding a hippie.

All of us have known for a long time that Winnie Mandela was "blowing it." Concern was expressed privately about her numerous indiscretions and several times prominent clergy were dispatched to have a word with her. Publicly, not a word was uttered until the State, through the defense, threatened to blow our world apart.

The state's decision will no doubt be seen to be conspiratorial. I do not wish to exclude that possibility. (The CIA is real. The Zionist lobby is immense, powerful, and imperial. If important to imperialism, there was a subsistence focus in Desmond's garden. Antoinette, a former resident, was murdered and Comrade Albie did get his arm blown off."

What I am, however, concerned about is what this knee-jerk resort to conspiracy theories do to us as people and to the cause of truth.

Disgusting idea

Rallying to the defense of someone to contain political damage is forgivable if it is accompanied by determined efforts to correct that person's indiscretions— something clearly not done in Winnie Mandela's case (I also insist on talking about political indiscretions for she is only now being charged with a criminal offense). One gets the impression that people hoped her indiscretions would disappear after the release of her spouse or, alternatively, that he would tame her — a disgusting idea for all genuinely progressive people.

What does it do to Winnie Mandela as a person when she can no longer be criticised for public indiscretions in public? What does it do to Nelson Mandela as a person when I cannot voice ethnic violence about his red Mercedes in public? What does it do to a woman who have to contain my truth — and as I see it to contain political damage? It stems from a culture of deception, self-delusion and the kind that destroys the dreams of millions of Muslims at the time of Pakistan's founding, millions of Pakistanis in Eastern Europe and is now threatening to destroy our own dreams.

Death sentence

I for one do not believe that it is a state or right-wing conspiracy to prosecute Mrs. Mandela. That, however, is not the point. The point is that a man, like freedom, is not on trial. If, however, its potential to be abused cannot become a person as illusory and tyranny.

One truth that we must recognize is that Stompe's death was essentially criminal and that little protest was raised when Jerry Richardson was charged with his murder and sentenced to death. Protecting now when the wife of an editor is being charged with assisting in that crime is going to be reflected in our hypocrisy and cynicism, and that is the worst kind.

Respect for Winnie Mandela as a person who also implies respect for her as an individual capable of acting on her own and assuming responsibility for her actions. I, for one, refuse to believe that a woman must bury her identity under the name of husband on marriage — even if her husband is a designated figure as Nelson Mandela.
SACP role in ANC cohesion

Political Staff

THERE were indications that the ANC leadership with its moderate views would lose between two and three million radicalised young people without the South African Communist Party and its radical political views, two Potchefstroom University academics have concluded.

They also said it looked as though the Democratic Party would lose its constituency to the National Party or the ANC and that it was "probable" that Inkatha would enter into an alliance with the NP.

The two academics, Dr Theo Venter, deputy director of the Institute of Futures Research, and Professor Lou van Wyk of the Department of Economics at Potchefstroom, expressed these views in a briefing sheet for the stockbroking firm Davis Borkum Hare.

Although the ANC had placed a hold on violence in the Pretoria Minute, questions remained as to its capacity to enforce this decision on its membership.

"The SACP remains an enigma within the ANC and there are considerable indicators that without the SACP and its radical political views, the current ANC leadership, with its more moderate attitudes, would lose between 2m and 3m radical youths.

"Cosatu forms an important element of the ANC strategy, but among Cosatu leadership, questions remain uncertain about the political leadership of the ANC."

Dr Venter and Prof Van Wyk said the left-wing Africanist group, which included the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), the Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) and the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu) were marginalised by the ANC and UDF and as a result considerable tension existed.

"The PAC can be regarded as a growing force, so continued political violence and terror can be expected from its armed wing, the Azanian People's Liberation Army."
ANC in commitment to Budget restraints

Greta Steyn

THE ANC had noted the destabilising effect of excessive state spending in redistributing wealth in other countries and would realise the limitations of the Budget, economist Foad Cassim said yesterday.

Cassim, who delivered a speech on ANC economic policy without mentioning the word “nationalisation”, told an Institute of Directors’ conference in Johannesburg yesterday the ANC wanted to avoid large Budget deficits.

An ANC government would break from the present practice of using loans to finance current spending and would strive for redistribution without inflation.

The state Budget was, however, a major instrument for redistribution and savings from eliminating racially discriminatory structures would be used to this end.

An ANC government would consult the private sector first before dismantling major conglomerates, he said.

But it would not “shirk its responsibility” to reduce “the extreme centralisation” of economic power in SA. If no co-operation on the issue was forthcoming from business, the ANC would go ahead with dismantling major conglomerates.

“Conglomerate structure is detrimental to the achievement of balanced economic growth. A democratic government would be obliged to address the issue of extreme centralisation of economic power.”

See Pages 3 and 8
Opium of the People?

MR Joe Slovo, general secretary of the South Africa Communist Party, will be one of the speakers at a conference on religion and society to be held at the University of the Western Cape.

The conference, with the theme “Religion: Opium of the People?”, will take place in lecture theatre S1 on Friday October 5 and Saturday October 6.

Ms Cheryl Carolus of the ANC and Mr M Mbandazayo of the PAC will also deliver speeches.

Perspectives of Islam, Hinduism and Christianity on the subject will also be aired.

Ms Denise Ackermann from the University of the Western Cape will speak on “Religion: Opium for Women?”
ANC, Inkatha agree on unrest monitoring

DURBAN — Peace in Natal took a further step forward last night when senior members of the ANC and the Inkatha Freedom Party agreed on joint unrest monitoring and visits to strife-torn areas “in the near future”.

Dr Frank Mdalose, KwaZulu Minister of Health, revealed late last night that “some people” had been appointed to investigate all aspects of joint monitoring projects.

He was speaking after the second session of top-level peace talks between the ANC and Inkatha in Durban last night. They first met at a secret meeting in the city last week as part of their attempts to bring peace to Natal.

The delegations said a very good spirit had prevailed.

In a joint statement issued after the meeting, the delegations said they believed it was vital that they continued to meet and to agree on practical steps to end the violence, not only in Natal but elsewhere in the country.

They welcomed the reduction in the level of violence “achieved through local initiatives and the intervention by His Majesty the King of the Zulus and the President of the Transkei”, and said they would encourage similar initiatives in all affected areas.

“Meeting agreed that at its next session it would consider any additional steps it should take to ensure the involvement in the search for peace of as many of their respective members as possible,” the statement said.
Process of change not yet irreversible, says Mbeki

The process of change in South Africa was not yet irreversible, ANC International Affairs head Thabo Mbeki said in Pretoria yesterday.

Speaking at the University of Pretoria at the invitation of the Centre for Human Rights Studies and the National Association of Democratic Lawyers, Mr Mbeki said sanctions should not yet be dropped.

"Sanctions have been an important element in bringing us to where we are now," he said.

"I won't contest that President de Klerk is irreversibly committed to change. This does not mean the process itself is irreversible."

Mr Mbeki said that many things, including the recent violence, could derail the process.

The violence was not erupting spontaneously, Mr Mbeki said, adding this was not idle speculation but a reflection of information the ANC had received.

He said the "Iron Fist" measures aimed at stopping the violence were misdirected. "It is aimed at ordinary people. It is not ordinary people initiating the violence."

Mr Mbeki said the ANC was committed to finding a negotiated settlement. "The first thing to decide is a set of constitutional principles which will provide the framework for a new constitution."

He said it was also essential to discuss the economy.

"There is an enormous amount of poverty in the country. It is useless to deliver one man, one vote if you can't deliver at least one meal per day per person."

> "A political solution must include an economic one."

Before the meeting, about 30 right-wing students burnt the ANC flag outside the venue where Mr Mbeki was due to speak.

Wielding tyres, described by one student as the "toys of the ANC", the Vierkler flag-waving students burnt two ANC flags while singing, "The Song of Young South Africa."

After his address, six of the protesters presented a petition to Mr Mbeki condemning the ANC. Mr Mbeki remained silent while the students read out a statement.

Afterwards, he accepted the petition with a smile and shook hands with each of the students. Only one student refused to shake his hand. — Sapa.
ANC and Inkatha in peace pact

TOP-LEVEL talks between the ANC and Inkatha have ended in an historic peace initiative which could end the carnage in Natal and Transvaal. (27/9 - 3/10/90)

Leaders of the two organisations left a four-hour meeting in Durban on Wednesday, optimistic that progress has been made to stop the bloodshed which has claimed thousands of lives in the past few years.

In an interview after the meeting, held at the offices of the Inkatha Institute for Research, Inkatha Central Committee chairperson Dr Frank Mdlalose told journalists: “We are making headway. We have already appointed some people to look into the aspect of joint monitoring.”

Mdlalose refused to disclose further details.

The ANC delegation was led by John Nkadimeng and included intelligence chief Jacob Zuma, director of international affairs Thabo Mbeki, treasurer-general Thomas Nkobi, security chief Joe Nhlanhla, NEC member Gerrude Shope and publicity officer Joel Neshitzenze.

Also in the eight-person Inkatha delegation were KwaZulu Minister of Interior Steven Sithebe, and Inkatha Youth Brigade chairperson Musa Zondi.

The meeting was a sequel to a meeting held by the two parties last week.

High-level discussions between ANC and Inkatha were last held in London in 1979.

In a joint statement, the two parties said, at the next meeting on October 15, they would consider additional steps "to ensure the involvement in the search for peace of as many of the respective members as possible".
ANC on future economy

From MONO BADELA
Johannesburg. — A draft document which could serve as a blueprint for SA's economic future will be debated by the National Executive Committee of the ANC next week.

The document, discussed by about 50 ANC economists and members at a workshop in Harare last weekend, is said to present a “new direction in ANC thinking”.

Balanced
Delegates were drawn from the ANC's Department of Economic Policy (DEP) structure abroad and most of the ANC regions within South Africa.

ANC economist Tito Mboweni said the document recognised that growth should be encouraged through investment and not only through redistribution of wealth.

He said a balanced economic growth would have to be in the interest of all the people of South Africa.

However, he added that the State would still retain an important role in influencing private sector investment.

He said the document recognised the important role the private sector would play in a post-apartheid economy.

The document had been prepared for debate within the ranks of the ANC.

"It does not represent an agreed policy but rather a new direction in ANC thinking." Mboweni said.

The ANC believed that economic policy should address itself to the demands and needs of the majority of the people and that active discussion and debate were essential.

Mboweni said the ANC had long recognised the necessity for political liberation and constitutional changes to be accompanied by socio-economic transformation.

Research
He said both the Freedom Charter and the constitutional guidelines recognised the need for economic restructuring to be part of the process of constitutional change.

He said the Harare workshop agreed to propose the establishment of an ANC institute of economic policy research which would coordinate research.

The document will be made public next Friday after the NEC has debated its content.
WASHINGTON - It was unfortunate that President Bush had made the observation that President de Klerk's reforms were irreversible when the negotiations in South Africa were in the balance, Mr Patrick Lekota of the African National Congress said here yesterday.

Lekota, in the US for a conference, told a news briefing at the national Press Club in Washington that in recent actions by the South African Government had indicated it wanted to negotiate with a weakened ANC. The Government had been content to allow the violence in the country to continue unchecked because it intimidated ANC supporters and undermined their confidence in the movement.

He said it was true that violence had subsided in the country in recent days, but this could be only in order to allow Mr de Klerk to have a successful US visit.

**Scared**

"We remain certain the assault on the ANC will continue," he said.

Lekota said that in many parts of Natal ANC members were too scared to carry their party membership cards or to wear T-shirts which identified them with Mr Nelson Mandela or the movement.

He said the ANC did not object to Mr de Klerk's visit to the US. The organisation hoped the US authorities had impressed upon the State President the need to act in good faith.

If the situation in South Africa did not improve, he added, the ANC would have to consider whether it should take the responsibility of defending its members in their communities. This would be a serious development as it could derail the process of negotiation in the country.

Lekota urged the international community not to think of easing sanctions against South Africa.

If the ANC felt there was inadequate pressure on Pretoria it might be obliged to revert to the armed struggle.

**His view**

Lekota said he did not believe the so-called Third Force in the country emanated directly from the ranks of officers of the security forces, but the supply of equipment and training of of persons responsible for Third Force killings were most likely connected with the security forces. - Sowetan Foreign Service.
Back to the future for ANC stalwarts

By MONO BADELA and CHIARA CARTER

THE ANC regional congress in Cape Town this weekend holds a nostalgic significance for ANC interim committee member Mr Christmas Tinto.

While many of the delegates to the congress are part of the youthful generation of mass democratic movement activists who emerged over the past decade, others like Tinto represent an old guard of ANC stalwarts whose membership dates back to before the ANC was banned.

For them, the first ANC congresses to take place inside South Africa in more than 30 years are indeed a case of "back to the future".

This weekend's historic PWV and Western Cape congresses are the first in a series of regional congresses leading up to a crucial national conference in Johannesburg on December 16.

About 400 delegates are expected to attend the two-day Western Cape congress at the Cape Peninsula Technikon.

The delegates will represent about 70 branches in areas ranging from Namaqualand to Plettenberg Bay in the Southern Cape.

The congress begins on Saturday with an open session during which ANC treasurer Mr Thomas Nhobi will give the keynote address.

Key issues to be discussed in commissions during the closed sessions include a programme of action, affirmative action for women, the Women's League, the Youth League, rural affairs, security, conduct and how to strengthen the ANC in the region.

ANC stalwart Mr Waiker Similo will deliver the main address to the PWV regional congress and the ANC's chief of intelligence, Mr Jacob Zuma, is billed to speak on current violence in the townships.

Congress convener Ms Barbara Hogan said delegates would discuss current violence and formulate a programme of action.

The PWV area has more than 31 000 signed-up members.

The region has more than 60 branches in Boston, Sedgefield in the Vasi Triangle, Athlone and Mamelodi in Pretoria, Tembisa, Katlehong, KwaThema, Daveyton, Atterville/Wedewville in Benoni, Brakpan, Vosloorus, Thokoza and Delmas on the East Rand.

Soweto alone has 23 branches and other Johannesburg branches include Kempton Park, Soweto Central, Johannesburg North East, Mayfair and Yeoville.

According to Hogan, the ANC is being severely affected by the violence that is sweeping the townships, especially in Katlehong where a workshop was cancelled last weekend because of the fighting.

"The curfew is making it impossible for branches to hold meetings," Hogan says.

"People will have to be very creative in shaping this era."

Meanwhile, the Eastern Cape is gearing up for its congress next month.

ANC convener for the Eastern Cape region Mr Mike Xhogo said the regional congress will take place on October 13 and 14. About 50 branches have already been launched in the region and a further five are due to launch this weekend.

"The Eastern Cape has set itself a target of 50 000 members by the time the national conference is convened," Xhogo said.

"We have been told to go outside our region and invite others to be members.

"This weekend, the ANC is undertaking a door-to-door membership drive in an effort to double the membership.

STALWARTS: ANC stalwarts Mr Christmas Tinto and Mr Oscar Mpeha, will "go down memory lane" on Saturday at the launch of the Western Cape region of the ANC.
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Hallo Young People!

When I wrote to you the other day I said that we need qualified people to raise above mediocrity that the present educational system and political deprivation has forced us into.

However, I realise that a changed mental attitude and a new perception of our own role in our new society is not enough to prepare us for the examinations. Time is of the essence. Time is what we now require to give us a fair chance of proving to ourselves and others that we are indeed capable of taking responsibility for our own future.

I call therefore on the authorities to heed the request of the NECC to postpone the examinations. This can surely only be a small investment in a South Africa which will proudly be able to take its rightful place among the nations of this world.

DR ALLAN BOESAK
The Back to School Student Support Campaign

Countdown to exams: week 6

NECC statement

At the beginning of the year the NECC called on all students to return to school. The outcome of this was that a significant amount of students registered for the 1990 school year. Many of our students had previously been excluded by the State's education departments for reasons such as political involvement and previous failures.

As a result of this mass enrollment the limited resources available to the State were pushed to the limit. To this day the situation has not been addressed. Students have not yet received textbooks or the DET study aids.

The NECC says:

All students must take responsibility that the 1990 school year is not entirely lost and that the maximum number of our students successfully complete this year.

This must be done through effective learning and teaching, discipline and a commitment to passing.

FORWARD TO PEOPLE'S EDUCATION FOR PEOPLE'S POWER

Issued by Cosas, Sayco, The National Teachers Unity Forum, Cosatu, Udusa, Sansco and Nusas.

IN THE NEXT 6 WEEKS THE FOLLOWING TOPICS WILL BE COVERED:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 6</td>
<td>Countdown Timetable Activities Barometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>Setting realistic study goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drawing up personal study timetable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>Active study / Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>Organising and working in study groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>Previewing / summarising / revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>Exam techniques - Exam paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam questions / time budgeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXAMS!!!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the exam date approaches, reduce extra activities and increase study time, as shown below:

---

Below are some questions which we hope will give you some guidelines for exam preparation. Think about them - next week we will give more suggestions as well as examples. We will go through the process of setting up your own time-table.

**THINK ABOUT YOURSELF AS A LEARNER**

1. What is your best time of day for studying?
2. For how long can you concentrate at a time?
3. What steps do take to be ACTIVE while studying, not passive?
4. Have you taken steps to form a study group?

**THINK ABOUT YOUR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT**

1. Can you find a quiet place where there are few distractions?
2. Can you ask for the support of your family, or from those with whom you live?
3. Can you ask a teacher for help with a particular subject?
4. Can you say "no" when people are making too many demands on your time?

**THINK ABOUT YOUR SUBJECTS**

1. What are your subjects?
2. Which are your strongest?
   Which are most difficult and require more attention?
3. Can you work through some old exam papers so that you can start practising answering questions?

**THINK ABOUT LOOKING AFTER YOURSELF**

1. Are you eating regular and balanced meals?
2. Do you get enough sleep?
   i.e. 6-8 hours every night?
3. Can you find the time for exercise e.g. walking or jogging?

Acknowledgements: EIC, Khanya College, ESP, TELIP, Teachers.
A DISCUSSION on "affirmative action" to develop the rural areas is a high on the agenda of the ANC's regional congress. Although the ANC has branches in the Western Cape, South-East Cape, Langeberg, Namaqualand and the Karoo, members in these areas complain that the organisation gives preference to urban areas. ANC members complain that because of the high proportion of rural dwellers being farm workers with low educational standards, the task of building

RURAL DEMANDS: ANC regional executive member Trevor Manuel speaks at a meeting in the Boland - one of hundreds of engagements

AFTER travelling thousands of kilometres throughout the Western Cape and the interim regional committee (IRC) of the ANC in the Western Cape is about to stand down. Since their appointment in April, the 10 members of the IRC were faced with the exhausting task of establishing branches in the biggest ANC region in the country. Their task of recruitment and establishing branches began a mere five months ago.

Turbulent

The start was rather turbulent. The IRC - which was appointed rather than elected - invited 500 activists to a meeting at the Pinnacle Theatre on April 21 to get the process of building the ANC underway.

Although some activists were dissatisfied with the manner in which ANC activities were started, they quickly swung into action to begin the task of recruiting 100 members in each area to start the process of launching branches.

For many members, this task involved at least two ANC meetings a week and 20 hours of door-to-door visits to recruit new members.

When the ANC Women's League was launched, extra effort was required from female members to bring this organisation into fruition.

The IRC coordinated all these efforts, acting as an interim regional executive committee.

Despite the fact that nine out of 10 IRC members were employed full-time outside of the ANC, in the five months of their operation they managed to address more than 600 meetings.

These included meetings of the ANC, supervising branch launches, national gatherings, and meeting diplomats and allies.

The IRC also acted as organisers for the ANC, monitored in conflict situations, monitored violence in accordance with the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes, conducted inter-branch meetings and workshops and planned regional events.

Mammoth

They were also given the mammoth task of providing logistical support for national executive committee members when they came to Cape Town for the Groote Schuur talks in May.

"It was very exciting, most of our work was high-profile events," said IRC member M. Trevor Manuel.

"Most importantly, we were able to break no-precedent."

"For me, the work in the rural area was the most exciting." All the IRC members in the Western Cape were drawn from the Peninsula.

Advantages

While this had certain advantages, like the ability to meet frequently, rural areas were not adequately represented. This compelled IRC members to make frequent visits to the rural areas.

"We haven't touched every rural town, but I believe we have the capacity to establish a branch in every town," Mazzutti said.

"We could not reach every town only because we did not have sufficient time to do so."

In building the ANC in the Western Cape, the initial emphasis in the major plan was on rural structures.

The IRC identified 20 zones, 11 of them in the Peninsula.
and maintaining benches is practically impossible, or, at best, extremely difficult.

They argue that it will be necessary for the ANC to practice "positive discrimination" towards these deprived communities.

Factions vying for progress in the rural areas included a lack of infrastructure, the distance between areas, and a lack of transport and funds.

Skills training seldom took place in rural areas and ANC media was published only in English, although most rural dwellers spoke Afrikaans and Xhosa.

The congress will also examine a code of conduct for the ANC, including emulsion in the present constitution.

The most important discussions at the congress will centre on drafting a programme of action for the ANC in the region and their activities. Programmes for recruitment will also be examined, making the ANC more accessible to people who wish to join.

Political education is another important area for discussion at the congress, with suggestions that monthly discussion forums be held where members can debate contemporary issues.

Relationships with other organisations will also be discussed. This will include relationships with allies such as the SACP and Cosatu, other mass democratic movement organisations and other political organisations.

A timetable for ANC activities in the Western Cape should emerge at the end of the congress.

Also identified for discussion at the congress is the relationship between the ANC and its Youth and Women's Leagues.

While these structures will recruit people who are already members of the ANC, it is suggested that they operate autonomously of the organisation.
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ANC seeks backing for peace talks with Gatsha

DURBAN.—ANC Deputy President Nelson Mandela will visit Natal next weekend in what appears to be an attempt to muster membership support for peace talks with Inkatha chief Gatsha Buthelezi.

The ANC national executive committee (NEC) decided last week to invite Buthelezi to a meeting of homeland leaders on October 5, and, according to an Inkatha source, the KwaZulu Chief Minister is likely to attend.

Power
Mandela will address a mass rally at Stanger next Saturday after visiting Chief Albert Luthuli's grave.

On Sunday he is expected to address a rally in Pietermaritzburg.

Most ANC supporters in Natal are not opposed to a meeting with Buthelezi provided it does not take place in his area of power, Umtata.

However, there is widespread discontent among the ANC that the meeting will take place without more consultation or ratification by the region.

Mandela's visit is seen as an attempt to mollify this.

ANC NEC member, Mr Jacob Zuma, held a two-hour meeting with Buthelezi earlier this month.

Gesture
At the meeting Zuma extended an invitation to Buthelezi to attend the October 7 meeting—a gesture which Buthelezi welcomed.

Inkatha sources said Zuma's invitation to Buthelezi was significant in that it was the first indication that the ANC did not wish Buthelezi cut off from the peace process.

This week also saw the second round of a meeting between ANC NEC members, led by Zuma, and Inkatha Central Committee (ICC) members led by their chairperson, Dr Frank Mdlalose. The meeting focused on ways to begin a local peace initiative.

The success of local peace initiatives could lead to a one-on-one meeting between Mandela and Buthelezi.
Azapo calls for meeting on consumer boycott

From VUYELWA QINGA

EAST LONDON.—The Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) has called for a local consultative conference to discuss the current consumer boycott here which it opposes.

The call follows a similar attempt by Azapo in the Transvaal to convene a consultation on the violence.

The local boycott coordinating committee is expected to respond to an Azapo invitation when it reviews the boycott.

The invitation came after several Africanist and black consciousness organisations voiced their opposition to the boycott. They claimed the decision to launch the boycott had been taken undemocratically.

Azapo’s local political commissar and projects coordinator, Khumbulele Mnikina, said the invitation was an attempt to get the committee’s views on the issue and present the viewpoint of those opposed to it.

Organisations opposed to the boycott have formed an alliance. The boycott, now in its third week, was endorsed by the African National Congress, the United Democratic Front and the Congress of South African Trade Unions.

The chamber of commerce has said it is between 60 and 80 percent effective.—ELNEWS
Mandela to address PE youth on negotiations

From XOLA SIGONYELA
PORT ELIZABETH. — ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela is due to address a regional conference on negotiations organised by the South African Youth Congress (Sayco) in Port Elizabeth this weekend.

Sayco has invited a range of youth groups, including those opposed to negotiations, to the conference. ANC security chief, Mr Joe Nhlanhla, will also attend.

A Sayco spokesperson said preparations were being made to accommodate more than 1,000 delegates from all centres of the Eastern Cape.

He said invitations had been sent to all fraternal organisations, and positive feedback had been received.

"What we want is the youth from other groupings to seek clarification from the ANC's leadership on negotiations."

Other issues to be discussed during the conference include the role of the youth during the negotiations process.

Areas expected to send delegates include the Albany zone, Great Karoo, Port Elizabeth and the Midlands district.

According to the spokesperson, invitations had been sent to the Azanian Students Movement (Azasm), Azanian National Youth Unity (Azanyu), Azanian Youth Organisation (Azayo), Pan Africanist Students Organisation (Paso) and the Democratic Party Youth."
Mbeki faces protesting students

ANC flags set alight

PRETORIA. — About 30 conservative students at the University of Pretoria yesterday burnt two African National Congress flags outside the venue where the ANC's head of international affairs, Mr Thabo Mbeki, was due to speak.

Wielding tyres, described by one student as the "Toys of the ANC", the Vierkleur-waving students also sang "Die Lied van Jong Saaid Afrika" (The Song of South African Youth).

Some of the demonstrators were wearing red headbands and one student waved a placard which read "I love Inkatha".

They said they were members of various right-wing organisations including the CP of Tuks, the Afrikaner Studente Front and Die Afrikaner Volkswag. Mr Mbeki was asked by the Centre for Human Rights Studies at the university and the Pretoria branch of the National Association of Democratic Lawyers (Nadel) to speak on negotiating human rights for all in South Africa.

He was not fazed by the cool welcome and emphasised that everyone had the right to protest.

In his speech, Mr Mbeki said the process of change in South Africa was not yet irreversible and that sanctions should not be dropped as "they have been an important element in bringing us to where we are now".

"I won't contest that (President F.W) De Klerk is irreversibly committed to change. This does not mean the process itself is irreversible," Mr Mbeki said.

Many things, including violence, could derail it. Violence was not erupting spontaneously, he said. "It is organised, orchestrated and inspired by people opposed to the reform process."

He said the Iron Fist measures were misdirected. "They are aimed at ordinary people. It is not ordinary people (who are) initiating the violence."

The ANC was committed to finding a negotiated settlement as soon as possible, Mr Mbeki said. "The first thing to decide is a set of principles which will provide the framework for a new constitution."

He said it was also essential to discuss the economy.

"There is an enormous amount of poverty in the country. It is useless to deliver one-man, one-vote if you can't deliver at least one meal per day per person.

"A political solution must include an economic one."

Afterwards, right-wing students presented Mr Mbeki with a petition. He shook hands with all of them, except one who refused to do so. — Sapa
LEBOWA Chief Minister Mr Nelson Mogoboya Ramodiike, faced with a huge strike, must be asking himself what it is he did or did not do to deserve the harassment by his civil service.

Up to nearly two years ago, almost all bantustan leaders except Mr Enos Mabuza of KaNgwane, were roundly condemned as puppets and collaborators by all liberation movements.

Mabuza, then the only "comrade puppet", was welcomed: as a comrade by ANC aligned organisation who feted in the country and in Lusaka when it was still very fashionable to undertake that trip.

Black Consciousness and Africanist formations, however, never differentiated between what they regarded as puppets.

Then came the generals and their coup and the era of comrade generals had arrived.

**Applauded**

These men of uniform applauded efforts of the ANC and declared their willingness to join hands with the organisation.

For most of these bantustan leaders, this was sufficient to get even the situation at home cooled.

And so it was that the coup in Venda in April left local ANC supporters in a tizzy.

When the then Colonel Gabriel Ramushwana was invited to Lusaka, it sealed his acceptability and, led to a dramatic cooling down of strikes and killings in the bantustan.

This was again the same with generals Bantu Holomisa and Oupa Qiozo in Transkei and Ciskei respectively.

Ramodiike also did the same.

He embraced the ANC. He went to Orlando West after Mandela’s release and even intervened when SABC president Mr Peter Mokaba was detained by Security Police in Pietersburg.

When State President FW de Klerk called all bantustan leaders to a meeting in Cape Town in what was seen as an attempt to rope them onto his side for the negotiations, and when Mandela telephoned each one of them to ask them to boycott De Klerk’s meeting, Ramodiike dutifully obliged.

But for him there has been no peace at home. Strikes by civil servants have been going on intermittently since February.

First it was Lebowakgomo’s Civic Association which called for a work stayaway by civil servants over lack of school books.

**Discriminated**

Then came the personnel officers who said they were discriminated against. Of late, hospital workers, including doctors and nurses, have been staging wildcat strikes.

When the Lebowa show was due to open early this month, the Lebowakgomo branch of the ANC called for a boycott, precipitating a stinging rebuff by Ramodiike.

He has had ad hoc consultations with senior ANC members, leading to the issuing of what was termed the "Lebowakgomo Minute" calling for restraint among ANC members in Lebowa in their dealings with the bantustan government.

Last week, the civil service came to an abrupt halt.

Magistrate’s offices are deserted and those who get arrested now, for theirs will be a long stay in prison without court appearances.

Labourers joined the strike on Monday, leaving many essential services such as rubbish removal and basic maintenance unattended to.

Clarks all over the 13 districts are also out on strike. The present action has brought the entire civil administration to a standstill.

While other bantustan leaders "are having it nice" without undue problems from mainly ANC activists, Ramodiike is plagued by controversies.

Why is it so? What is the magic that the others have that he lacks? We tried to get Ramodiike’s opinion since Wednesday last week without success.

He was said to be either busy or not available.

The second most senior member of his cabinet, Chief MM Marishane, told this reporter through his secretary on Monday that he had authority from Ramodiike to speak to the media about the strike.

The strike was called by the Northern Transvaal Public Service Union, a union formed specifically this year and dominated by ANC supporting activists.

There are, however, also Black Consciousness activists in the steering committee.

In trying to unravel the missing link in Ramodiike’s formula of acceptability, we spoke to officials of both the LCA and NOTRAPSU.

Mr Godfrey Selepe, a civil servant, executive member of the ANC and official of both the LCA and NOTRAPSU, said Ramodiike ignored grassroots structures of the ANC and preferred to deal with the organisation’s head office.

**Aggressive**

Ramodiike speaks the language of the ANC when he deals with national leaders but is aggressive and bullying when he deals with the lower ranks of leadership, says Selepe. To his credit, however, Ramodiike has met numerous delegations from ANC-supporting structures in the bantustan who until recently, were to be seen besieging his office daily with various petitions and memorandums.

According to NOTRAPSU Press liaison officer, Ms Cebile Khanye, the strike has nothing to do with politics.

Had the cabinet, which met the last weekly cabinet, been prepared to listen to the grievances of the workers, the strike might have been averted, she said.

Instead, Ramodiike and his cabinet colleagues came into the meeting and pulled rank, said their piece and walked out without listening to the union.

Ramodiike also allegedly accused NOTRAPSU of being involved in political programmes of the ANC, according to NOTRAPSU’s general secretary, Mr Mpho Mogale.

Both of them insist that their strike is strictly work related. To back this up, they point to their demands which led to the strike.

These include:

* Union recognition;
* Labourers who are treated as permanently temporary should be taken on full-time;
* An end to unfair dismissal, transfers and "punishment of both casual and permanent staffs;
* Promotion of meritorious officers should be effected forthwith;
* An end to preferential treatment of white officials and the implementation of study schemes which were other officials were allegedly punished for not being in the good books of their seniors;
* Maternity benefit for women;
* Parity in salaries with other civil servants in other bantustans and central government employ as well between blacks and whites within the Lebowa service; and
* An end to favouritism in housing subsidy allocation and a right to contract out of the medical aid scheme.

**Requested**

The union requested that these demands be met before September 7. When this did not happen, the workers downed tools last Wednesday. The demands themselves show no political inclination.

Whether the matter has any political connotation or not, to the ordinary citizen who pays his taxes to the government and expects services, the reality is that today, there is no one to repair the blocked drain or collect the rubbish.

Could another approach by Ramodiike last Tuesday evening, instead of the allegedly bullying tactics, have averted the strike?

This is uncertain. It is uncertain whether his government is able to meet all or most of the demands. What is clear is that for now, all is bleak in the bantustan with no hope of a solution.
Azapo calls for meeting on consumer boycott

From VUYELWA QINGA

EAST LONDON. — The Azanian People’s Organisation (Azapo) has called for a local consultative conference to discuss the current consumer boycott here which it opposes.

The call follows a similar attempt by Azapo in the Transvaal to convene a consultation on the violence.

The local boycott coordinating committee is expected to respond to an Azapo invitation when it reviews the boycott.

The invitation came after several Africanist and black consciousness organisations voiced their opposition to the boycott. They claimed the decision to launch the boycott had been taken undemocratically.

Azapo’s local political commissar and projects coordinator, Khumbulele Mnike, said the invitation was an attempt to get the committee’s views on the issue and present the viewpoint of those opposed to it.

Organisations opposed to the boycott have formed an alliance. The boycott, now in its third week, was endorsed by the African National Congress, the United Democratic Front and the Congress of South African Trade Unions.

The chamber of commerce has said it is between 60 and 80 percent effective. — ELNEWS
ANC wants
summit talks
with govt

JOHANNESBURG. — The ANC hopes to hold a
summit meeting with the government within the
next week.

The decision to request a summit on the scale of
the one that led to the signing of the Pretoria Minute
was taken by the organisation’s national executive
committee when it met last week.

However, Constitutional Development Minister
Dr Gerrit Viljoen said yesterday that no discussions
on a summit had taken place yet.

It is understood any decision on a such a meeting
has been put off until the return of President F W de
Klerk. But it is most likely the meeting will be held
next week as ANC deputy leader Mr Nelson Man-
dela leaves on an overseas tour on October 8.

The ANC welcomed President De Klerk’s declara-
tion at the National Press Club in Washington that
voting in a new South Africa would probably take
place on a basis of one man, one vote on a common
voters’ roll, but was now looking for this kind of
statement to filter down into the National Party’s
constitutional proposals, spokesman Mr Saki Maco-
zima said yesterday.

It was important, he said, that Mr De Klerk accept-
et that all votes should have equal value in a new
South Africa.

Conservative Party leader Dr Andries Treurnicht
asked if Mr De Klerk had gone back on his promise
of a white election or referendum by telling Mr
Bush that the last all-white election had already
taken place.

The CP leader said that as a white South African
he felt humiliated by Mr De Klerk and Mr Bush.
ANC: Who split on Zelda Dalling?

A photocopy of a cheque signed by Mr Dalling for his wife's R12 annual ANC membership fee was sent to a Johannesburg newspaper this week by someone claiming to be an employee at First National Bank in Sandton.

However, it emerged yesterday that the information could not have been leaked by the bank as the cheque had not yet been deposited by the ANC.

Mr Dalling said last night: "Having investigated the matter I am satisfied it has nothing to do with First National Bank."

There was speculation that a "spy" within the ANC might have leaked the information in a bid to embarrass Mr Dalling or his wife.

However, both said yesterday that they were not at all embarrassed by the ANC membership issue and emphasised that it was, in their view, "no big deal".

Mrs Dalling said yesterday: "I am not in any way upset about the reports about my joining the ANC and I have no problem about people knowing about my membership. "I just don't see what the fuss is about. It's not as if there is something to be ashamed about.""

Mrs Dalling said she would write to her Bryanston MP, Mr Rupert Lorimer, to cancel her membership of the DP since the party leadership had made it clear they did not favour dual membership.

Commenting on his wife's decision to join the ANC, Mr Dalling said: "That is her prerogative and I support her."

"Zelda has exercised her democratic right in line with her conscience and that is good enough for me."

Mr Dalling, who made a strong plea for closer links between the DP and the ANC at the party's recent congress in Johannesburg, said he was not an ANC member and had not applied to join the organisation.
ANC wants summit next week before Mandela travels again

THE ANC hopes to hold a summit with government within the next week.

The decision to request a summit on the scale of the one that led to the signing of the Pretoria Minute was taken by the organisation's national executive committee (NEC) when it met last week.

However, Constitutional Development Minister Gerrit Viljoen said yesterday that no discussions on a summit had yet taken place.

It is understood that any decision on such a meeting has been put off until the return of President F W de Klerk. But it is most likely it will be held next week, as ANC deputy leader Nelson Mandela leaves on an overseas tour on October 8.

ANC members said they felt a summit was necessary to attempt to restore trust, and repair the working relationship with government which had come under severe pressure as a result of the township violence and the various parties' responses to it.

A summit was also necessary in terms of the Pretoria Minute.

Last week's NEC meeting instructed the ANC delegation to meet government to 'bring to government's attention our profound anxieties regarding the future and integrity of the peace process'. The delegation was also instructed to demand that government take steps to end the activities of pro-apartheid armed groups.

In terms of the Pretoria Minute, the political offences working group was to have submitted a plan for the phased release of ANC-related prisoners before the end of August.

The group has submitted a report which has since been considered by principals on both sides but has yet to be ratified.

The Pretoria Minute stipulates that the granting of indemnity to categories of exiles and release of categories of prisoners start from October 1.

The "armed action" working committee appointed in Pretoria was to have reported by September 15. However, because of controversy following government's decision not to renew Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Chris Hani's indemnity, the committee has been able to submit only an interim report. Apparently all that has been agreed on so far is an agenda of issues to be discussed.

The ANC is hopeful that the Hani issue can be resolved at a summit meeting.

The Pretoria Minute also stipulated that exploratory talks on negotiations be held before the next summit, "which will be held soon".

Delegations led by deputy Constitutional Development Minister Roelf Meyer and ANC international head Thabo Mbeki were appointed to hold these talks, but because of the violence the groups have met only once. The delegations apparently agreed on a list of topics to be discussed.
HARARE - The PAC will meet the South African-based Consultative Business Movement in Tanzania tomorrow. Zimbabwe's news agency Ziana reported yesterday.

A statement by the PAC's external headquarters in Dar es Salaam said the CBM delegation would consist of 13 members, including executive directors and representatives of Caltex, Barlow Rand and Anglo American Corporation.

The one-day meeting would concentrate on the PAC's economic policy for a post-apartheid South Africa. - Sapa.
UMKHONTO we Sizwe Chief of Staff Mr Chris Hani has been granted further temporary immunity until December 31 after an assurance that he was committed to the letter and spirit of the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

This was announced yesterday by the Ministry of Justice. The Ministry said in a statement the African National Congress leadership was of the firm view that Hani "is now committed to stability and to a peaceful process of negotiations".

The government revoked Hani's temporary immunity on August 19. As a result he has been unable to lead the ANC team at meetings of the joint ANC/government working group dealing with matters arising from the suspension of the armed struggle.

The working group met in Pretoria yesterday for a third round of talks.

The Ministry disclosed that Hani's immunity was granted after a letter was received from ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela.
A tense peace appears to have been achieved in the townships by the security operation known as Iron Fist — but the calm could be deceptive. Ironically, one of the sparks for future unrest could be government’s measures to stop violence. Defiance campaigns were being mooted as police began to enforce curfews — which have been angrily denounced by the ANC as providing opportunities for “hunting parties” against township residents. The allegation seems absurd but perceptions can be as inflammatory as facts. Whites, on the other hand, seem to have become markedly more impatient with what they regard as the ANC being difficult.

Yet an air of unreality pervaded the political scene this week. There was President FW de Klerk’s triumph in Washington and the ANC’s contradictory position on security; Winnie Mandela made a preliminary court appearance on charges of kidnapping and assault; and it was announced that Northern Transvaal would play the Barbarians in a goodwill rugby match at Soweto’s Orlando Stadium. Seven bodies were found next to a railway line in Soweto and right-wing detaine Piet Rudolph reportedly abandoned his hunger strike.

A shaky accord was reached between the Transvaal Provincial Administration, town councils and civic associations in an attempt to resolve the crippling rent and services boycott; the Democratic Party agonised over whether to defend one of its own seats in a by-election.

In such conditions it is difficult to read the political wind but, whatever happens, De Klerk cannot allow more violence to divert his hard-won gains.

The ANC is not sure how many members it has and is unlikely to know for some time. The organisation is looking for money to buy a computer to facilitate the streamlining of membership lists. The R12 annual membership fee is still under debate; recruiting methods are still being discussed.

What is clear is that membership is not up to expectations. Barbara Hogan, PWV regional organiser, blames the recent violence for seriously impeding the formation of branches. The curfew is also expected to affect recruitment.

Though there are three branches in “white” Johannesburg — Houghton, Mayfair and Yeoville — with a fourth soon to be launched (Melville), recruitment in white areas has been almost non-existent. Most white members are drawn from the ranks of known activists and sympathisers.

DP member and former Prog MPC Selma Browde is one of those DP members who is also a member of the ANC — which is against DP policy. Other white members of the ANC include novelist Nadine Gordimer, singer Jennifer Ferguson, actress Grethe Fox and lecturer Wilhelm Liebenberg.

The organisation has launched 60 branches in the PWV region, with more than 31 000 members. Soweto has 10 000 members in its 22 branches (Orlando East with 804 members is the biggest).

One of the largest and best organised branches is Kablehong with 1 500 members. The Pretoria sub-region has about 3 000 members in nine branches; the West Rand has 480 in two branches; and the East Rand has 3 500 in nine branches.

Johannesburg (including Alexandra and the “coloured” townships) has 3 337 members in 11 branches.

DET INQUIRY — 1 FM 28/1/70

MORE WORMS

The Treasury condemned irregular deposits of more than R500 000, made by the Department of Education & Training (DET) to private camp owners — in a manner which indicated that treasury officials could not have known what they had condoned. This is the finding of Justice Leo van den Heever. In her latest report on the DET youth camp scam, which was first exposed by the FM, she severely criticises the lax role played by the Treasury.

“The Treasury’s conditional approval (of the deposits) was non-inquisitive (onnauws-kierig) and is evidence of a ‘passing-the-buck’ attitude,” says Van den Heever. The Treasury may also have known that the Auditor General does not necessarily come across things that are wrong within a department, she says.

ANC, PAC clash at congress

By Brendan Templeton

A constituent assembly was needed if a credible democratic future government was to be created in South Africa, top spokesmen from liberation movements said yesterday.

They were speaking at the third biennial congress of the National Council of Trade Unions at the Nasrec showgrounds outside Johannesburg.

The general secretaries of the African National Congress and the Pan African Congress, Alfred Nzo and Bennie Alexander, received warm applause from the 500 delegates.

Although they agreed on the need for a constituent assembly, Mr Alexander slammed the ANC for negotiating with the Government and said the armed struggle needed to be stepped up.

"No liberation movement, party or organisation has the right to make promises to workers on the basis of an economic policy if it does not at the same time intend to control effectively state political power to such a meaningful degree that it is able to implement that policy without obstructions," he said.

Mr Nzo said the ANC was quite aware of the Government's attempts to ensnare the movement in negotiations while "trying to weary us" but said the movement knew its strength lay in mass action.

He described the State's recently imposed "Operation Iron Fist" as an assault against the communities it was supposed to be protecting.
ANC set out to crush us.

Inkatha man

By Stan Hlohe

The ANC was always a common denominator in the violence in Natal and on the Reek, according to a member of Inkatha's Central Committee, Musa Myeni.

Mr Myeni was a guest speaker of Liberal Student Action at the Rand Afrikaans University on violence yesterday.

The Inkatha executive member said the ANC would either be involved in a violent conflict with Inkatha, PAC, or Azapo. He added that in all conflicts in which the ANC was involved, the police were blamed. Inkatha also bitterly complained about the police role.

He believed that Inkatha and the National Party were on the centre stage as they faced violence from the Left and Right. However, there was hope for peace after the accord signed in Natal between the ANC and Inkatha recently.

And he maintained that if Chief Buthelezi and Mr Mandela had held joint rallies in Natal, peace would long prevail.

Outlining the origins of violence Mr Myeni said the ANC had resolved to crush Chief Buthelezi and Inkatha after he had rejected a proposal to be swallowed up by the ANC in 1979. And when the ANC rejected Inkatha's hand of friendship after the UDF was formed in 1983, the war started.

He appealed to the media to refrain from "bombarding" the public with one organisation at the expense of others.

"ANC, Inkatha, the PAC, Azapo and the CP should be given equal space and attention," he emphasised.
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Government and ANC to hold further talks

A HIGH-LEVEL delegation of the ANC, possibly comprising the same men who signed the Pretoria Minute agreement with the Government on August 6, will meet a senior Government team soon for further talks over the country's future, the ANC said yesterday.

ANC spokesman Ms Gill Marcus said the meeting, the third formal contact between the Government and the ANC since they first met in Cape Town in May, will take place before October 8 when ANC deputy president Mr Nelson Mandela will embark on a month-long international tour.

First meeting

The historic first meeting between the two groups at Groote Schuur in Cape Town yielded the Groote Schuur Minute which led to the release of a number of political prisoners.

The second resulted in the signing of the Pretoria Minute on August 6, the day on which the ANC announced the suspension of its armed struggle.

Marcus said the next round of talks would focus on the next stage of the negotiation process and seek to find out "how we proceed from here".

Also to be discussed at this meeting will be the violence in the country and the way the Government was dealing with it.

She said the two teams would again consist of five men each, and the ANC delegation would again probably include Mandela, foreign affairs secretary Mr Thabo Mbeki, Umkhonto we Sizwe commander Mr Joe Modise, secretary-general Mr Alfred Nzo and South African Communist Party chief Mr Joe Slovo. - Sowetan Correspondent.
Mandela goes to Australia and Russia next month

SYDNEY - African National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela will visit Australia next month to hold talks with Prime Minister Bob Hawke and thank Australians for supporting the anti-apartheid movement.

The trip also includes planned stops in the Soviet Union, India, Singapore and Japan between October 8 and November 2.

The ANC's Australian representative, Mr Eddie Funda, said yesterday that Mandela would meet Hawke and government ministers in Canberra on October 23 before going to Sydney and Melbourne for meetings with union, church and business groups.

Asked if the three-day visit was aimed partly at firming up the government's commitment to economic sanctions against South Africa, Funda said: "I think they have been firm but we need them to stay firm."

He said there were moves around the world to ease the sanctions to "reward" South Africa for recent reforms.

The visit also was intended to lay the groundwork for assistance with problems in the "post-apartheid" era when the black movement's focus would be on the economic gap between the races.

**Problem**

"There are legacies - like the gap in the social conditions between black and white," Funda said.

"Unemployment is quite a large problem, and we have enormous economic tasks to overcome."

Highlights of the visit will be a rally in Sydney in the forecourt of the Opera House and an ecumenical service at St Mary's Cathedral.

In Melbourne, there will be a chorale and a State reception.

A Foreign Affairs Department spokesman said yesterday that the visit was the result of a long-standing invitation by the government.

Foreign Affairs Minister Mr Gareth Evans had met Mandela in Nigeria earlier this year and reconfirmed the invitation.

Mandela (72) was released from jail in February after serving 27 years for sabotage and threatening to overthrow the South African Government.

He has just completed a six-week tour of Africa, Europe and North America. - Sapa-AP.
73rd ANC branch

THE seventy-third branch of the ANC was launched in Heidelberg last night with a pledge by the organisers to quadruple membership figures within a year.
ANC feud in city

By ANTHONY JOHNSON
ANC stalwart Mr Christmas Tinto has been brought in to defuse the growing rivalry and conflict between supporters of two ANC heavyweights in the Western Cape — Ms Cheryl Carolus and Mr Johnny Issel.

The rival factions have formed two competing ANC branches in Bonteheuwel — landing the ANC with a giant headache on the eve of its crucial first regional congress in Cape Town this weekend.

Mr Issel, one of the conveners of the congress, has been a high-profile activist in the Western Cape for a number of years and is a salaried adviser to the Churches Urban Planning Mission.

Ms Carolus, who formed part of the ANC's delegation at the Grootte Schuur talks, is also a member of the SA Communist Party's central committee.

Sources yesterday said the conflict between the two factions was fuelled when the "Issel group" arranged to launch the ANC's Bonteheuwel branch and install him as chairman while Ms Carolus was attending the SACP's launch in Johannesburg earlier this year.

Questions were raised whether the Bonteheuwel launch was constitutional as some claimed that insufficient members attended to constitute a quorum.

Disgruntled supporters of Ms Carolus then decided to form a rival ANC branch in Bonteheuwel, setting the stage for the present conflict, sources said.

Yesterday UDF Western Cape president and ANC interim leadership figure, Mr Christmas Tinto, confirmed that he had been asked to mediate in the conflict which he described as "a misunderstanding".

Mr Tinto said it was not clear at this stage who was the ANC's leader in Bonteheuwel and how large the respective factions were.

He did not believe the issue would be formally raised at this weekend's congress.

He hoped to get to the bottom of the matter when he met the different parties next week.

Asked if he was confident about resolving the differences, Mr Tinto responded: "Nothing is impossible in politics."
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Youth leader shot in raid.

Johannesburg. —
The general secretary of the SA Youth Congress, Mr Rapu Molekane, has been detained after he was shot and wounded during a raid on his home in Soweto on Wednesday, police confirmed yesterday. They were quoted as saying they confiscated firearms during the raid. The ANC has protested against his detention. Mr Rapu is now being held under Section 29 of the Internal Security Act, the organisation said. — Sapa
Armed struggle:
PAC speaks out

26/9/70
Political Staff

PAC prisoners on Robben Island this week defended their support for the armed struggle, denying they had resorted to such support because it was the last option open to the "oppressed people".

This was disclosed last night by the PAC's Western Cape co-ordinator Mr Barney Desai, who, together with the organisation's secretary for foreign affairs Mr Patricia de Lille, met 17 PAC members who are jailed on Robben Island — at Pollsmoor Prison this week.

A message from one of the prisoners, Imam Achmat Cassim, was read out at a meeting commemorating the death in detention 21 years ago of Imam Abdulla Haron.

It said the PAC resorted to the armed struggle because "every human being and animal has a legitimate right to self-defence; we are non-violent to non-violent people only.

"Our minimum demand is for a just social order and our maximum demand is for a just social order."
Chris Hani can come in from cold

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG.—The government has renewed the indemnity of Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr Chris Hani until the end of the year following representations by Mr Nelson Mandela, the Justice Department said yesterday.

According to a department statement, Mr Mandela said in a recent letter he had no doubt that Mr Hani remained "committed both to the letter and spirit of the Groote Schuur and Pretoria minutes".

Mr Hani and two other senior ANC members, Mr Mac Maharaj and Mr Ronnie Kasrils, lost their indemnity from prosecution when the government renewed the immunity of 41 ANC leaders last month.

Since then he has remained in Transkei and recently refused to take up a 41-hour indemnity offer for him to confer with the ANC leadership.

On being told of his renewed indemnity, Mr Hani said from Umtata yesterday the news was unexpected and added he did not "know whether to laugh or cry".
Own Correspondent
WASHINGTON. — President FW de Klerk was refusing to institute an independent judicial inquiry into the latest violence because "he knows it will expose him and his strategy." National Union of Mineworkers general secretary Mr Cyril Ramaphosa said here yesterday.

Speaking to a packed audience at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace after Mr De Klerk's widely applauded visit here, he said the government had "embraced a sophisticated programme to destabilise the democratic movement".

The violence, which he described as a "reign of terror" instigated by the police and an Inkatha determined to "shoot its way" to the negotiating table, was being "used by de Klerk as a strategy to emasculate the ANC and MDM" and strengthen Inkatha as a potential "alliance" partner.

While admitting he had no evidence that would stand up in court he also alleged that a "Renamo-type" of organisation is being established in South Africa which might involve "actual Renamo personnel."

He argued that the government had adopted a "two-track policy" — to negotiate, on the one hand, and, on the other, to "devise stratagems to weaken the ANC, UDF and Cosatu."

Despite his tough rhetoric, Mr Ramaphosa also hailed Mr De Klerk as "courageous enough to carry on regardless" of the fact that the NP was ruling "without the consent of its constituency." And he admitted that ANC supporters were not entirely blameless in the killings.
Now Winnie’s fans resort to gay-bashing

By MARK GEVISSE

SOME of Winnie Mandela’s supporters have resorted to gay-baiting in an attempt to clear her and members of her football club of the charges against them.

Among the banners being waved by the 200-odd people outside court was one that said: “Homosex is not part of black culture!” Another said: “Homosexual youths need church discipline!” and a third called for the trial of the Methodist minister accused of running a “training camp for homosexuals”, and from whose custody Stompie Moeketsi and three other men were abducted.

In the trial of football club coach Jerry Richardson, the accused claimed that he had removed the boys because of allegations of homosexuality. The three survivors of the abduction and assault testified that they were beaten and told to confess to sexual relations with Reverend Paul Verryt. The court found that there was no evidence to substantiate any claims of sexual misconduct.

While the homophobic placard-wavers clearly identified themselves with the African National Congress, the ANC yesterday declined to comment.

Lawyers in the ANC have, however, been considering the insertion of a clause forbidding discrimination based on sexual orientation into its constitutional guidelines. At a recent seminar on the subject held in Lusaka, there was agreement by the Constitutional Committee and the Women’s League that because gay rights was a human rights issue, it should be addressed by the ANC.

Nelson Mandela himself has said, with specific reference to gay rights, that “I will personally see to it that the rights of all people shall be discussed”. And, in 1987, Thabo Mbeki (ANC director of international affairs) said the protection of human rights “must surely extend to the protection of gay rights”.

Simon Nkoli, the ANC member and former Deimis treason trialist who is co-chair of the Gay and Lesbian Organisation of the Witwatersrand, said: “There have always been homosexuals in black culture... My personal existence disproves such nonsense. The reason why conclusions are otherwise drawn is the oppression against gays in black society has meant that black gay people have tended to stay in the closet.”
We can talk and fight at the same time, says Sayco

He said there had been many attempts to trap Sayco into a course of action contrary to the ANC's policy of suspending armed struggle. Provocateurs had come to the Sayco office saying they were "people who want to join MK and who do not have passports". Sayco had refused to help them, and would not be prised away from the leadership of ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela.

But at the same time "we cannot negotiate with barrels of guns facing us". To safeguard talks, Sayco would fight back by means of mass mobilisation, he said.

"We need to go back to our people and point out that the government has double standards, using both its hands. We have to correct the impression that now that we have entered into the peace process we will pursue it at all costs."

According to a statement issued by the police division of public relations in Pretoria, the search at Molekane's home followed their discovery of two men in possession of a machine pistol.

"Members of the police tried to take a suitcase from a cupboard in the house. During this an RG hand grenade was grabbed out of the suitcase and a member of the force wounded the person who grabbed it in the left forearm," police said.

Molekane's attorneys, who were able to visit him in hospital, said their client had emphatically denied an attempted escape or attack on the police.

They said that their client alleged he had been kicked and slapped after being shot. Seven grenades, one AK-47 and one Scorpion pistol were found during the search, police say.

ANC member Lyndall Shope Mafele, who was with Molekane at the time of the raid, has also been taken into custody. A recent returnee, she has been granted temporary indemnity against prosecution by the government.

Molekane's attorney said he was presently being held under the Criminal Procedure Act but it was possible he would soon be detained under section 29 of the Internal Security Act.
Hani gets indemnity until end of this year

By GAVIN EVANS

MK chief of staff Chris Hani has been granted indemnity from prosecution until the end of the year ahead of a third summit between the government and the African National Congress. The meeting, aimed at putting the fragile peace process back on track, is expected to take place early next week, government and ANC sources confirmed yesterday.

The ANC, which has become increasingly unhappy with the government's response to the PWV violence, requested the meeting in a bid to help restore trust between the two parties. Government representatives yesterday confirmed their approval for the meeting.

According to ANC representative Gill Marcus there has been contact at the "highest level" to set up the summit, and it is possible that President FW de Klerk and ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela would meet to plan the agenda.

"The decision to request the meeting was made by the ANC's National Executive Committee on September 20, and its purpose is to discuss the peace process," she said. The ANC "looked forward to Chris Hani's free and unhindered participation" at the meeting.
The ANC should stop retreating to the past

AN we move to a "new South Africa" while the ANC remains so firmly embedded in the old one? Eight months after February 2, many who greeted that day with euphoria have subsided into predictable despondency.

Their present gloom is as misplaced as their euphoria was then.

It was always going to be hard to move from decades of apartheid to a stable democracy; the last few months have shown how hard. They have also shown how heavily the past weighs upon us.

Eight months ago, we lived in a society which was deeply polarised, in which most people had never experienced free political activity, which "boasted" the most unequal income distribution in the world, in which millions had been denied the education they need to take part in a free political system.

We still do. Events since February 2 brought into the open obstacles to democracy and peace which were hidden for decades.

Many of these events were as inevitable as they were tragic. As other societies have found too, the problems created by the old order always make it difficult to enter the new.

Since our current problems are a legacy of the past, it obviously makes no sense to return to that past. If the problems are to be solved, the society will have to continue moving toward a future in which it will be possible to reduce the tensions and inequalities which make a new order so difficult to achieve.

But that can only happen if the key forces in our society, including the major political actors, decide to begin building the future rather than seeking shelter in the past.

Despite the traumas of the past few months, some key groups are doing that by negotiating agreements which might begin to create the democracy and greater equality which February 2 promised.

The unions and employers who have just agreed the three-year wage agreement are probably the most important of these groups. Their agreement is not a matter of the government's weakness but of the government's strength.

Instead, peace may have been achieved by the government. More galling for the ANC may be that it was not it which drew tens of thousands to a rally to call for peace but the king of the Zulus and the president of Transkei who, months ago, seemed to be men of little influence over anyone in the townships.

The ANC's response has been a retreat to the rhetoric of the past. That may satisfy many of its activists. But it may not satisfy many township residents who want peace and know the ANC hasn't got it for them.

The second issue, highlighted by FW de Klerk's visit to the US this week, is foreign pressure.

The ANC, which has enjoyed much foreign exposure recently, has used it to repeat the well-worn rhetoric of the past -- to insist that pressure must be maintained if apartheid is to be ended.

The argument that a democracy will only be born if foreign pressure continues unabated is unconvincing.

If all foreign pressure ended tomorrow, what is the government likely to do? End negotiations so that pressure can resume? Return to politics to fight another election it may lose?

The government is committed to negotiation because it has nowhere else to go. A relaxation of foreign pressure would probably not alter its direction -- but it might ensure that the government takes a bigger part of its constituency with it.

And, at a time when community organisations are beginning to win a say over how inequality is to be redressed, strategic foreign investment might help them do that.

The ANC's insistence on continued pressure may be designed to show its influence in world politics. Ironically, it might be having the opposite effect.

Pressure may be reducing despite the ANC's efforts -- Mr Mandela's tour of America may not have stopped his government supporting an International Monetary Fund loan for Pretoria.
We still do. Events since February 2 brought into the open obstacles to democracy and peace which were buried for decades.

Many of these events were as inevitable as they are tragic. As other societies have found too, the problems created by the old order always make it difficult to enter the new.

Since our current problems are a legacy of the past, it obviously makes no sense to return to that past. If the problems are to be solved, the society will have to continue moving to a future in which it will be possible to reduce the tensions and inequalities which make a new order so difficult to achieve.

But that can only happen if the key forces in our society, including the major political actors, decide to begin building the future rather than seeking shelter in the past.

Despite the traumas of the past few months, some key groups are doing that by negotiating agreements which might begin to create the democracy and greater equality which February 2 promised.

The unions and employers who have just persuaded the government to enact a labour relations system which they negotiated, the civic leaders and provincial authorities who this week signed a pact which might begin creating democracy in Soweto and Johannesburg are two examples.

But the ANC, which before February 2 was expected to be a force in building the future, lags behind them. Two issues suggest it is missing important opportunities to shape the future.

In both cases, the future may be happening without it. Because it still enjoys such great symbolic support, it may well benefit from that future, perhaps by becoming the government.

But, if it fails to shape it, it may find that future much less worth having. So might the rest of the society.

The first issue is township violence. Whether it has now ended is unclear. But, if it has, the ANC played no part in ending it.

In the past, the longer violence continued, the more it weakened because it was supposed to preserve peace. Now the ANC is also weakened because it is partly responsible for peace.

To show its strength, it would have had to exert enough influence over the warring parties to end or reduce vio-
The battle hymns of the people's republic

BY MONDLI MAKHANYA

"MANDELA says, let's arm and go to war" is a message that still resounds at political funerals and rallies - almost two months after the signing of the Pretoria Minute.

The call to arms dominates many resistance songs.

Most freedom songs are punctuated with references to "shooting the boers", a favourite target of the songs is Inkatha President Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

The militarism of resistance songs may be due to the fact that many originated in MK training camps.

The tunes are derived from traditional ethnic songs and church hymns.

In the past freedom songs reflected current campaigns and the issue of the day. For instance in the early years of the rent boycott a popular song went: "Esoweto ake kho nayedwa okakh" irenai, joyina mitanami. ("In Soweto there's not one person who pays the rent, so join the struggle, my son.")

When residents of coastal cities invaded white beaches as part of last year's Defiance Campaign the rallying call was "MDM, thina silwela amalungelo. Sisha nase beach, thina silwela amalungelo." ("We're the MDM and we're fighting for our rights. Even on the beaches we're fighting for our rights.")

At their first mass rally at Soccer City after their release last October, Walter Sisulu and the other seven Rivonia trialists were welcomed with a song especially composed in their honour: "Walter Sisulu, Walter Sisulu ahona o tswana le yena." ("Walter Sisulu, Walter Sisulu, there's no other like him.")

The peace campaign in Natal also received a cultural boost after Nelson Mandela's "Weapons into the sea" speech in Durban earlier this year.

Days later young township warriors marching on the streets sang: "U Seshishe n'thanda, uhlizi masiye ukuhulululana sitha iklwa sitha isiphele" ("Mandela says let's stop killing each other, our real enemy is in Pretoria.")

Despite the fact that no pangs washed out into the Indian Ocean, the message of peace was nevertheless being propagated by those in the frontline. Why then are "negotiations" and "the Pretoria Minute" not becoming part of the grassroots music?

South African Youth Congress's Parks Mankatana said the militaristic nature of current songs was not a reflection of a rejection of the peace process: "We have said that the armed struggle has not been abandoned but merely suspended. The songs people are singing are in line with our movement's policies."
PAC on talks: Yes, No, Well maybe. Wait till November

BY ANDREW MELDRUM Harare
THE Pan Africanist Congress has been unable to formulate a response over President FW de Klerk's invitation to talk with the government. A disagreement between hardline opposition factions and more conciliatory PAC members has prevented the movement from coming to an agreement on the terms for talks, according to party insiders.

After a three-day consultative meeting last week, PAC vice-president Cosmo Makweni said the movement would "all the grassroots structures have been consulted and reported back". Makweni said the PAC would continue to "armed struggle" against apartheid, but would not describe it as "terrorism". He added, "We don't call it "armed struggle" against apartheid, but when questioned by journalists he would not describe it as "terrorism".

Some PAC officials suggested an announcement for talks could be expected in about three weeks, but Makweni said a final decision would come from the PAC's annual conference in Pretoria on 17 November.

He called for the government to issue its own terms for talks, and for the PAC's exiled leadership to return to South Africa. He also suggested the PAC's exiled leadership and supporters in the country might be able to return to South Africa before the conference.

Ironically, the PAC is debating whether or not the de Klerk government has abandoned the Five Point Declaration for talks. The ANC-drafted declaration was issued in Harare in August 1989, and other leaders of the movement indicated they did not value the five-point declaration.

Now the PAC is arguing that the ANC has abandoned the declaration. The ANC's late deputy president, Thabo Mbeki, said the ANC was not considering a declaration for talks.

The PAC's statement on the talks issue, according to a source close to the PAC's Harare headquarters, is likely to be that some PAC leaders have ensured a "hierarchical" position inside the country, with a national position outside the talks. For instance, PAC external affairs chief secretary, Joe Mzwanele, has been accused of "betraying" PAC's former president by entering into talks.

Other PAC officials do not want to see their organisations left out of any talks, and want to see their organisations left out of any talks.

The PAC's statement on the talks issue is likely to be that some PAC leaders have ensured a "hierarchical" position inside the country, with a national position outside the talks. For instance, PAC external affairs chief secretary, Joe Mzwanele, has been accused of "betraying" PAC's former president by entering into talks.
Slate of ANC women to stand in local elections

By PHILIPPA GARSON

At the African National Congress' first PWV regional conference to be held this weekend, a 12-member regional executive will be elected.

More than a thousand delegates from various branches in the PWV will be voting at the East Bank Hall in Alexandra tomorrow.

An all-woman slate of 12 will stand on one ticket as a tactic to get more women into key positions in the ANC, according to one of the nominees, Beta Lipman.

Other nominees include Barbara Hogan (nominated as chairperson), Andrey Coleman, Sheila Sisulu, Amandla Kwa-dl and Phezo Adam. "It is time women played a more prominent and active part in this slightly paternal and patriarchal organisation of ours," said Lipman.

ANC Vaal representative Bumile Vilikazi said the drive to get more women into executive structures was "basically a good thing. We have always been non-sexist and non-racist," he said.
Platteland problems at ANC congress

BY BARRY STREEK

The ANC will give priority to "nuts and bolts" issues at its two-day Western Cape congress this weekend, according to its regional interim committee.

Organisational issues as well as ANC policy, planning and structures will be discussed.

One of the problem areas on the agenda is the feeling among rural branches that the ANC in the region is showing "favouritism" towards urban areas.

A rural areas commission, which consulted branches in the West Coast, South Cape, Langeberg, Namaqualand and Karoo regions, concluded: "We can say that our position within the ANC has not changed in any way which would allow us to talk about a transitional phase."

The fact that no ANC offices had been established in rural towns was causing tension between the regional interim committee and rural areas.

Telephones, fax machines, typewriters and photocopiers were seen as luxuries in all towns and the fact that these facilities were only used by a small group meant that thousands of rural towns were not reached, the commission concluded.

About 500 delegates, including 100 from the rural areas, who represent 70 branches are expected to attend the conference at the University of the Western Cape, much of which is to be held behind closed doors.

Details of decisions taken and the names of people elected to the new regional executive are to be disclosed at a press conference on Sunday afternoon.

The ANC has 18 203 signed-up members in the Western Cape, 3 362 in the rural areas, and 10 881 in Khayelitsha and other townships.
Govan Mbeki spells out ANC's 'new SA'

The Argus Foreign Service

LONDON. — Mr Govan Mbeki, an African National Congress national executive councillor, has pledged a "humane, nonracial, non-sexist democracy" for South Africa, with a future that belongs to all.

He said such an ideal would take time, however, and there were many problems — not least the fact that blacks had "yet to be reassured that our perception of the new South African society is one that is entirely shared by the Pretoria regime".

Plans of the past

He warned that "powerful elements" were activating long-laid plans of the past to destabilise the country, including the arrest and assassination of black leaders.

Delivering the Canon Collins Lecture in London last night, Mr Mbeki paid tribute to the "inevitable, yet courageous, step" taken by President De Klerk in unbanning the ANC, Communist Party and other organisations, which "opened the window of opportunity for a relatively peaceful and negotiated settlement of the conflict in South Africa".

However, he repeated warnings of a "third force" at work in South Africa. "A lot of difficulties are being put in the way of our vision of the future by forces similar to those that supported Renamo and Unita."

"South Africa is on the threshold of change. In the course of our struggle we have travelled a long and difficult road. Yet, the last mile may be the most intractable and difficult."

The violence wracking the country was "unacceptable" and reflected "powerful elements within the State structures opposed to a negotiated settlement."

Mr Mbeki appealed for international pressure to help bring about the release of leaders still in prison in South Africa, and urged the continuation of sanctions in order not to send "the wrong signals" to those who exercised economic and political power.

The Argus Correspondent in Durban reports that Umkhonto we Sizwe chief of staff Mr Chris Hani has been granted further temporary immunity until December 31 after an assurance that he was committed to the letter and spirit of the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes.

"Committed to stability"

This was announced yesterday by the Ministry of Justice, which said in a statement that the ANC leadership was of the firm view Mr Hani "is now committed to stability and to a peaceful process of negotiations."

The government revoked Mr Hani's temporary immunity on August 19.

As a result, he has been unable to lead the ANC team at meetings of the joint ANC/government working group dealing with matters arising from the suspension of the armed struggle.

The working group met in Pretoria yesterday for a third round of talks.
FOREIGN governments are encouraging KwaZulu Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi to attend the October 5 meeting of homeland leaders called by the ANC to devise a joint strategy for ending violence.

Diplomatic sources said yesterday that foreign governments, including major EC countries with which Buthelezi has a good working relationship, believed the meeting could play a role in ending violence and were encouraging him to attend.

ANC spokesman Gill Marcus yesterday would not comment on whether the organisation had received a formal response from Buthelezi.

She said details of the meeting were still being worked out.

Buthelezi could not be contacted for comment. A spokesman said he had issued no further comment since Friday when he stated he would have to consult the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly caucus.

He said he would be in contact with ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela to "confirm that the ANC's intention is genuinely to attempt to bring about the lessening of violence". He would then attend the meeting as Inkatha president.

In a later statement that caucus urged Buthelezi to seek a one-on-one meeting with Mandela.
Violence is part of govt strategy — Ramaphosa

WASHINGTON — President F W de Klerk was refusing to institute an independent judicial inquiry into the latest violence because "he knows it will expose him and his strategy", NUM general secretary Cyril Ramaphosa said yesterday.

Speaking at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, he said government had "embarked on a sophisticated strategy to destabilise the democratic movement".

The violence, which he described as a "reign of terror" instigated by the police and an Inkatha determined to "shoot its way" to the negotiating table, was being "used by de Klerk as a strategy to "emasculate the ANC and MDM" and strengthen Inkatha.

While admitting that he had no evidence that would stand up in court, he also alleged that a "Renamo-type of organisation is being established in our country" which might involve Renamo personnel.

He argued that government had adopted a "two-track policy": to negotiate; and to "devise stratagems to weaken the ANC, UDF and Cosatu".

He veered between blaming government as a whole of acting in bad faith, and indicting rogue elements within the security services that wished to derail negotiations.

Despite his tough rhetoric, he also hailed De Klerk as "courageous enough to carry on regardless" of the fact that NP was ruling "without the consent of its constituency". And he admitted that ANC supporters were not entirely blameless in the killing.
Step up armed struggle, says PAC's Alexander

PAC general secretary Benny Alexander yesterday called for an escalation of the struggle on all fronts, including the armed struggle, before a constituent assembly could be established.

Sapa reports his call was met by a roar of approval from the 200 delegates at the third biennial congress of the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu).

In an apparent reference to the PAC's recent Harare deliberations on the government's invitation to join exploratory talks, Alexander said the PAC had no mandate to negotiate with the "illegal settler minority", and the only democratic and legitimate process for negotiating a new constitution was based on a constituent assembly.

Theo Rawana reports the congress was also addressed by ANC secretary-general Alfred Nzo, who said the democratic movement should continue deploying the most lethal weapon it had — mass action — against every aspect of oppression.

Nzo said: "The De Klerk regime has embarked on a two-tracked strategy which entails talking to the democratic movement while it tries to weaken us. "It wants to give the semblance of freeing the political process from the straitjacket imposed by decades of colonial oppression while it uses all measures to declare war on our people."

He also said that "now that the Cabinet committee has accepted the recommendation drawn up jointly by Nactu, Cosatu and Sacola, we need to continue examining ways for the leading trade union federations of our country to find common ground and build unity."

The ANC, he added, was committed to the policy of a single trade union federation.
Mandela for second world tour

ANC deputy president Nelson Mandela will visit seven countries during a 22-day international tour in October, the ANC announced yesterday.

Mr Mandela will leave South Africa on October 8 and will return on November 2.

He will visit France, the USSR, India, Malaysia, Brunei, Australia, Indonesia and Japan on his second major international tour.

Mr Mandela will be accompanied by his wife Winnie. The ANC could not confirm who else would accompany the deputy president.

The itinerary provides scant details of Mr Mandela's schedule, but says he will meet France's President Francois Mitterrand on October 9.

It could not be confirmed whether he would meet Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev during a five-day visit.

The Australian Government confirmed that Mr Mandela would hold talks with Prime Minister Bob Hawke.
ANC stops delegate
OWN CORRESPONDENT

DURBAN — The World Bank has declined an offer to send a delegate to a conference organised by the Durban City Council after being urged to boycott it by the ANC.

This was disclosed last night by city councillor, Mr Peter Corbett, who said the World Bank's refusal had been confirmed by the office of the Town Clerk.

The call was made by the ANC because of the way the so-called "ultra-right" on the City Council had ousted more liberal councillors from positions of power in last week's council committee elections, said an ANC statement.

The ANC called on all delegates not to attend the conference and made a special appeal to the World Bank.

The conference was to be followed by an international seminar next year designed to bring overseas and local investment to the greater Durban region.
ANC puts out feelers for staff

The African National Congress has gone on an extensive employment drive.

The organisation, which was unbanned on February 2 this year, is also looking at ways and means which will ensure that an equal number of people inside and outside the country are employed within its structures.

In an interview with Saturday Star, ANC spokesman Jill Marcus said there was a dire need for manpower within the organisation's structures.

She said the finance department in particular needed skilled people.

"We are in need of staff all round. At present we have a not-enough staff of 120. We are looking at ways of ensuring that exiles as well as people in the country will be employed equally," Ms Marcus said, adding the process might take a long time.

She said exiles who would be employed by the ANC would be those who wished to stay with the organisation. "Some of them might want to take on other jobs as part of an orientation to their mother country," she added.

Ms Marcus said prospective ANC employees would be taken into employment only on the basis of their skills — and not according to "who knows who".

The number of posts available depended on the amount of money the organisation had.

Two weeks ago, the ANC advertised 24 positions in a weekly newspaper.

Vacancies advertised varied from secretaries, an information systems manager to a national accountant. Most of the posts advertised were in the ANC's treasury department.

Asked what kind of salaries the ANC paid its employees, Ms Marcus replied: "Our objective is to pay people a living wage and we try very hard."

She told Saturday Star the ANC had started 360 branches countrywide.

The number would increase, as many new branches were in the pipeline.
Police siding with ANC - Khoza

WITWATERSRAND Inkatha Youth Brigade chairman Themba Khoza yesterday accused the South African Police of using the Government's "Iron Fist" strategy to harass Inkatha members, thus siding with the African National Congress in the conflict.

Mr Khoza told a press conference in Johannesburg that it appeared the police, who had now "gone beyond merely disarming our people", were taking sides with the ANC.

He said his arrest together with about 136 other Inkatha supporters in Sebokeng on September 4 - "when they had not done anything illegal" - was clear evidence of this latest police harassment of Inkatha members.

The Inkatha members' lawyer, May Mosselson, told the press conference that although no formal charges had yet been drawn up against his clients, the Attorney-General had indicated that they faced charges ranging from public violence to attempted murder.

About 100 of them have since been released without being charged and the rest were released on bail and are due to appear in court on October 31.
Bontheuwed tit
Members confirm ANC disputes rivalry

ANC
'State wants ANC weak'

By FRANS ESTERHUYSE
Weekend Argus
Political Correspondent

A TOP African National Congress official today accused the government of calculated moves aimed at weakening the ANC and "destroying our spirit of resistance and defiance."

Mr Thomas Nkobi, ANC treasurer-general, and a member of the movement's national executive committee, told the ANC's first Western Cape regional congress in Cape Town: "They want us to bow down to their bayonets and jackboots."

He said the government had a double agenda: on the one hand to negotiate with the ANC in response to international pressure, and on the other hand "promoting nation-wide violence in order to weaken the ANC."

Basic rights

"They have used the violence as an excuse to introduce 'Operation Iron Fist'. This move is aimed at controlling the movement of black people. It is not aimed at finding the perpetrators of the violence. It is being used to strip our people of basic civil rights."

Mr Nkobi said the continued detention of ANC national executive committee member Mr Mac Maharaj and other activists was "another obstacle the regime is placing in our path."

The movement's "enemy" would not allow the process of rebuilding the ANC to continue unhindered. "They are using every vile tactic possible to weaken our movement."

Mr Nkobi called on members to frustrate such attempts and to build the ANC.

He said 315 ANC branches had already been launched and recruitment had been "very successful" throughout the country.
Stompie’s mother—still seeking truth

Struggle to hold back tears as she tells of son’s wish to be a lawyer

By NOMAVENDA MATHIANE
Westcliff, Argus Correspondent
OUTSIDE Tsumabule township in Parys, Free State, a shanty town is mushrooming near the garbage dump. Its inhabitants have called it Mandela Village.

Among the many shack dwellers are the mother of the murdered 14-year-old activist whose name became known round the world, James "Stompie" Moeketsi Seipei.

She lives with her common-law husband and their four-year-old daughter, a little girl who hardly remembers the elder brother murdered in Soweto on New Year’s Eve in 1988.

Ms Seipei is lonely in her grief, but not alone. She is guarded by youths, apparently “concerned” her verbal contact with people like reporters. But she says she has no need for that.

RIDICULED

Ms Seipei tells of having been ridiculed by groups of youths the day after her son was buried. They taunted her and claimed it was not Stompie she had buried, but a grown man with a full beard.

They claimed to have seen the body, and her claims that she had buried the child activist were an attempt to make money.

“My son’s death has nothing to do with the African National Congress, and it could never harm the organisation. I do not care even if they appear not to be on my side. I do not need anybody on my side. What I want is justice.”

She speaks reverently of Nelson Mandela, deputy president of the ANC. She says: “The old man was not around when my son died. He has nothing to do with it.”

Ms Seipei has never set eyes on Mrs Mandela, who was not there when Stompie was buried in his home town.

At the time Mrs Mandela insisted Stompie was alive, and there were wild claims — officially denied by Buthelezi Police and the Dikwene refugee camp — that the youngster had fled to a camp for fugitives in Botswana.

Ms Seipei says she has dreams about her son many times.

She says: “At times he is laughing and teasing me, though in many cases I dream he is crying. In real life he never cried.”

WANTED TO BE LAWYER

“I remember once when the police came to pick him up. One of them told him to bid me goodbye because they were going to lock him up for a long time. He looked at me and laughed.

"He was a brave boy who loved school. He wanted to be a lawyer but I told him we were too poor for him to entertain that dream.”

He was a very talkative child. It was ‘Mama this’ and ‘Mama that’, all the time telling me about the struggle. I would ask him why he was doing all these things and he would say ‘for the Freedom Charter’.

She feels her son died for the nation. But she also asks: “Why would a boy that young be obsessed with freedom?” Look where we live, look at my shack. End of the month we must pay R17 for services. What services?”

The shack town where she lives has no electricity, no sewerage, and no running water. There are also no toilets, and its inhabitants must go for relief to neighbouring Tsumabule or head for the bush.

GET INTO TROUBLE

Ms Seipei’s dream is to lay her hands on a photograph of Stompie. “I have seen one in a newspaper where his hair was in a perm. I would love to have a copy of that photograph.”

She has developed heart problems, she says, since her son’s death.

Initially she was reluctant to talk to us.

She was upset and battled to hold back the tears, and told us her refusal to speak was “because I got into trouble and get accused of saying things I have not said.”

She had refused to be interviewed at her shack, and disclosed she had been given instructions to hold interviews only at the office centre in town.

When we arrived at the office with her, one of the youths called her outside for lengthy discussion.

On her return, she was more upset. The same youth held a telephone conversation with someone she said was Ms Seipei’s lawyer. But she was not aware of any lawyer acting for her and, in fact, seemed in desperate need of one.

Ms Seipei kept looking around, clearly scared to talk to us. But as she saw us she told us she had expected Winnie Mandela to have at least done what Jerry Richardson had — come and see her and tell her what had happened.

'NOBODY KNOWS'

She said: “If anything happens to anyone staying at my house I am bound to explain to their next-of-kin what happened. It is in that vein that I expected Mrs Mandela to come and tell me what happened to my son while he stayed at her house. As Stompie’s mother I deserved to know.”

Ms Seipei is not at all excited or moved by news that Mrs Mandela will be prosecuted on allegations relating to her murdered son’s abduction and assault on him before his death.

She says quietly: “That will not bring my son back, though I still want to know the full story. And until that happens I cannot see any of us being at peace.”

One of the youths in the Parys office interrupts.

He says, without being asked: “We do not know who murdered Stompie. Nobody knows. And we are not going to allow Mrs Mandela’s name to be dragged in the mud. There are a number of anti-Mandela people around here. They are responsible for all the rumours about Stompie’s death. They and the police are responsible for anti-Mrs Mandela graffiti on walls.”

Richardson, former “coach” of Mrs Mandela’s “soccer” club, has been sentenced to death for the murder of the young activist, who was abducted from the Methodist Church mase in Orlando West on December 29, 1988, and was murdered three days later.

Richardson was sentenced to 26 years jail for kidnapping, assault, and for the attempted murder of another youth.

As the youth continues talking Ms Seipei says she does not know exactly how her son died, but never expected him to die at the hands of black people.
Some comrades are more equal than others

There is still a gap between ANC policy and practice on sexual equality, says Women's League activist Fréné Ginwala. However, the organisation had made major strides in counter gender re-pression. CHIARA CARTER reports:

"There is a legacy of patriarchy and this continues in people's attitudes, including ANC members," Ginwala comments.

She says the league launch was plagued with difficulties.

The meeting was cut short for fear of an Inkatha attack on a nearby hostel and this precluded other women from speaking. The main speaker, ANC representative in America Lindwe Mabuza, was delayed.

Ginwala does, however, acknowledge that the predominance of male speakers reflected just how few women are in leadership positions within the ANC.

There is a move afoot to amend the ANC constitution to ensure that women make up at least 30 percent of the NEC.

**Male domination**

Ginwala says the solution lies in women becoming involved in the ANC and challenging the organisation to live up to its policies.

"Change comes through struggle, not least by women," she says.

Women within the ANC have challenged male domination.

The constitutional guidelines released for discussion last year were produced by an all-male committee.

This evoked a storm of protest from the Women's Section.

But, says Ginwala, the newly-appointed constitutional committee is again a male affair with only one woman appointed, while there are 19 men on the body.

"How can these men serve on such a committee? If there were 19 whites and one black, they would have refused to serve. Did they not notice that they represent the minority of the South African population?" asks Ginwala.

Another example which she cites is that the revisions to the constitutional guidelines agreed at the women's seminar have still not been circulated.

**Non-sexist, dealing with the nature of gender re-pression and its legacy. It says the state is responsible for implementing a programme of combatting sexism.**

They recommend that discrimination against women be declared unconstitutional.

They also address the question of removing patriarchal rights from the family and in a major breakthrough for women, assert that the land should belong to those who work it — which in most cases means women.

**Wife-beating**

The recommendations also look at the judicial system and chiefs' rights.

They assert that, while cultural rights should be guaranteed, such rights cannot exist at the expense of women.

The ANC also has a code of conduct dealing with issues like sexual harassment and wife-beating.

Ginwala says, while it is unfair to say nothing is being done in the ANC about gender re-pression, it would be a fair assessment to say that not enough is being done.

She agrees there is a gap between policy and practice.

"It is not enough to have a statement. We must look at implementing this.

Ginwala believes change will come about through women actively challenging sexism. This will be a process which will have to include education.

She views the formation of the Women's League as another major move forward, particularly because it will not be a department of the ANC but an autonomous body with ANC members.

While the league will take up local issues, it will also campaign nationally for a constitutionally-enshrined Women's Charter.

Ginwala says it is important for the charter to be drawn up from grassroots level with the demands of ordinary women as a starting point.

The league will hold a major conference in October which will pull together policy recommendations.
Steyn’s R2-b touch

The United Democratic Front and other groups have agreed to a state-funded R2-billion development scheme for the disadvantaged in South African society. Former judge Jan Steyn is heading the Independent Development Trust (IDT) to oversee the scheme. SOUTH’s editor MOEGSIEN WILLIAMS spoke to him:

Jan Steyn

When the Minister of Finance, Mr Barend du Plessis, phoned him earlier this year with an offer to head the scheme, “I said no, immediately expressed an interest in what the Minister had to offer.”

Steyn said, however, that he set two conditions. First, the trust must be set up independent and free of government ideology. Second, the government had to give an undertaking that all discriminatory legislation be removed.

“Good development anywhere in the world can never take place in a bad political environment.” He said he had also requested, before an announcement was made, to approach as many people as possible.

“Consulted with people, without mentioning names, in leadership positions across the political spectrum.”

Steyn said his career was based on an independent approach to matters.

“So, I did not seek people’s endorsement for the scheme but their participation.”

Likewise, the people chosen as trustees are his choices entirely and, although they’re representative of the community as a whole, they don’t represent organisations.

Steyn said, however, he was mindful that the scheme would be useless and rejected by the people at whom it was directed if there was no participation by them.

“So far no decision has been taken on structuring except the establishment of ‘focus committees’ which will look at ways to involve the representatives of communities in every aspect of the trust’s development activities.”

Bureaucracy

“The size of the IDT’s office is deliberately small, with space for only four officials, to prevent the growth of a bureaucracy which will absorb resources intended for development.”

He rejected the notion that the scheme should be rejected because it was “funded with government money”.

“Yes, the government took the decision to allocate the funds for this specific purpose.”

“But it’s the taxpayers, the people’s money, and it presents an enormous challenge to use it in a dynamic way. I hope that the trust, by the injection of resources, can assist in rebuilding and reviving these organisations so they can take their rightful place in our society.”

“There is also the structural defects in the allocation of resources. Housing subsidies, for instance, in my view purely stimulate demand and supply.”

“We hope to use the leverage of the trust to address the housing problems of the very poor.”

“The issue of redistribution is essentially going to be decided on the ground and the key challenge is to ensure that the resources that circulate essentially within a first world economy—break free and penetrate to levels where poorer people have access.”

Proud

“I’m confident that if as South Africans we stand and work together we will, by the end of this century, see a change from the faceless shacks all over the country to homes people can be proud of.”

Steyn said he was motivated by the need to create a more just South Africa. Justice and democracy would never flourish in South Africa if the high levels of deprivation and poverty continued to exist, he said.
Toekomsrus residents air their grievances

A PEACEFUL crowd of about 1 000 Toekomsrus residents handed over a petition of grievances to the Randfontein Town Clerk Mr Louw Brits yesterday morning.

Toekomsrus Crisis Committee secretary Shadene Butler said Brits had been given an ultimatum to reply to the petition within a week.

There was a strong police and SA Defence Force presence along the road from the township playing fields into town but there were no incidents.

White residents along the way kept a low profile.

Another Toekomsrus resident, Mr Cecil Byron, said high rents were the main source of unhappiness in the area.

For a four-roomed house "very old, nothing more than a matchbox", said Byron, residents paid R380 a month.

Another woman said although many residents in Toekomsrus had bought their homes, electricity and water rents were crippling - R400-R500 a month she claimed.

Another resident from this Western Transvaal township, Mr John Eldred, said Labour Party leaders the Rev Allan Hendrickse and Mr David Curry were desperately needed to help the community. - Sapa
COMMENT

Bold move on Gatsha needed

BEING prepared to take bold steps and calculated risks usually separates great political movements and leaders from the ineffective and the mediocre.

Some bold and principled decisions are required from the ANC specifically and the MDM as a whole to end the horrible bloodlettings we have witnessed in Vaal townships over the past few weeks — and in Natal over the past four years.

There seems to be consensus that a Nelson Mandela/Gatsha Buthelezi meeting will not stop the violence. This may be so.

Buthelezi will undoubtedly exploit such a meeting to enhance his own image as a leader and a person to be reckoned with when it comes to deciding the future of South Africa.

But what are the long-term implications for the ANC?

Squander

The ANC’s greatest advantage over any other political movement is that it has been entrusted with the hopes and wishes of millions of South Africans to bring about justice, equality and peace. It faces the gravest danger if this trust is ever squandered because of short-term tactics.

Its image as a harbinger of peace took a severe knocking this week. Instead, “peace” was seen to be restored by a ring of steel thrown around the townships of Thokoza, Katlang and Vosloorus.

FW de Klerk, custodian of the most violent political system in the world (in the eyes of many South Africans), is being seen as a greater man of peace than Mandela.

Why is the ANC squandering this advantage simply because it does not want to meet Buthelezi?

The ANC may have to review its stance of not speaking to Inkatha leader Gatsha Buthelezi if it wants to retain its image as harbinger of peace:

South Africans, especially those living in the affected areas of Natal and Transvaal, went peace.

They are tired of the grim headlines and the ongoing statistics of violence and destruction.

The toll of four years of civil war in Natal is measured in thousands, while a few weeks of fighting in the Transvaal have already cost more than 500 lives.

While the analysis debate the whys and wherefores of violence, and political leaders fling accusations at one another, the killing continues.

Hotchpotch

It is only with peace that the country will be able to begin to address the damage done by decades of apartheid.

It is only with peace that a sound economy to serve as an engine for development in this troubled sub-continent can be built.

While the roots of the fighting are complex and deep, at a political level there can be no doubt that a meeting between Mandela and Buthelezi would go a long way towards easing tensions.

Mandela has the necessary stature and authority within the democratic movement to allow him to meet Buthelezi without losing face.

A bold move, albeit risky, is required.

Certainly, the experience of the UDF and Cosatu in Natal — where there have been numerous failed attempts at peace missions and joint monitoring — gives weight to the view that nothing will be achieved on the ground.

One viewpoint holds that it is precisely because the MDM stuck to a peaceful line that Inkatha has been able to flourish, and it would have been bet

Gatsha Buthelezi
ter to declare war on the organisation years ago.

On the other hand, it is difficult to understand what the ANC has to lose from a meeting with Buthelezi.

The ANC has met with a range of groups — from the right-wing to the discredited Labour Party.

Unlike such groups, Buthelezi undoubtedly has a base, although the extent of this support is questionable.

Strategic

While a meeting between Mandela and Buthelezi would undoubtedly give the KwaZulu leader the national stature he wants, it would also give the ANC the moral high ground.

Beyond strategic considerations, the ANC has a duty to make every attempt to end the violence.

If it is difficult to understand why the two leaders do not meet, it is still more difficult to understand how Mandela could leave for Algeria while a war is raging in his backyard.

The spreading of the killing fields carries serious lessons for both the govern-
PAC to launch two branches

THE Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) is launching branches in Stellenbosch and Old Crossroads this weekend.

The Stellenbosch launch will take place at the AME church in Idas Valley at noon on Saturday.

The Crossroads branch is scheduled to be launched at the Nxolo school at noon on Sunday.

PAC secretary Mr Bennie Alexander is the guest speaker at both launches.

Alexander will also address students at a lunchtime meeting at the University of the Western Cape on Friday.

The meeting has been organised by the Pan-Africanist Student Organisation.

The PAC intends holding two mass rallies in Cape Town next month.

The Khayelitsha branch will hold a mass rally in the township next weekend.

Another rally is scheduled to take place at the Hanover Park Civic Centre on September 15.

The theme of the meeting is “Unity or negotiations. Which comes first?”

The meeting will be addressed by members of the PAC, New Unity Movement, Azanian People’s Organisation, Qibla and the Workers Organisation for Socialist Action.
Unions pile on pressure as four out of 10 workers put out of a job

SANCTIONS: ANC U-TURN

THE ANC is poised to call for the lifting of sanctions amid mounting pressure from trade unions over horrifying levels of unemployment.

The way could be eased for the ANC to dump one of its most controversial and damaging policies by dramatic concessions from the Government - including the early suspension of the Population Registration Act.

Top ANC sources said this week that the organisation's official position remained pro-sanctions.

But senior ANC men have already opened discussions with foreign business about investing in South Africa after sanctions are lifted - which could be soon.

Other sources indicated the ANC is desperate to find an excuse to dump sanctions because of soaring unemployment and growing union pressure.

Latest statistics disclosed in Business Times today indicate 200 000 jobs in the

THE JOBLESS PIT: New Business Times

The number of people who have been lost in the last 15 years.

Only 1.2 million jobs were created during this period for 4.7 million new job seekers. Unemployment in the pe

Reading and writing the news with Ellen in the hot seat!

By STEPHANIE HULL

GOLDEN girl Ellen Strenske is all the talk in the revolutionary newbreeding in South Africa.

The bubbly blonde who takes over the hot seat from Gillian van Rooyen on TVS and yesterday was the first to write a lot of news scripts herself.

The SABC news team will be moving away from

Ken Owen is the new Sunday Times editor

KEN OWEN, editor of Business Day and former editor of the Sunday Express, has been appointed editor of the Sunday Times.

Mr Owen, 55, succeeds Tertius Myburgh, who is taking up a diplomatic post abroad. Mr Myburgh relinquished his job on Friday. He is taking early retirement.

Mr Owen, who served as assistant editor of the Sunday Times from 1977-1991, and later for a brief period as managing editor of the Rand Daily Mail, is widely known as a political columnist. He spent 10 years in the United States representing Argus newspapers.

From 1986 until this week he was editor of Times Media's Financial Mail Business Day. His column on Monday quickly became the most talked-about political commentary in any newspaper. Mr Owen said yesterday: "The Sunday Times is a great challenge. The rate of a newspaper, especially during a time of transforming change such as we are now entering, is to digest all the conflicting times so that its readers can make informed judgments."

However, the Sunday Times is an institution. It is a

NEW CHALLENGE

Ken Owen
Other sources indicated the ANC is desperate to find an excuse to dump sanctions because of soaring unemployment and growing union pressures.

Latest statistics disclosed in Business Times today indicate 250,000 jobs in the formal sector have been lost in the last 18 years.

Only 1.2 million jobs were created during this period for 4.7 million new work-seekers. Unemployment in the potential workforce is now 41 percent.

Thabo Mbeki, the ANC's director of External Affairs, conceded this week that his organisation had already started negotiating with foreign governments and major international companies about ending the sanctions and divestment campaign and re-investing in South Africa once the negotiation process was completed.

"We appreciate that major economic decisions cannot be made overnight," he said.

Concern

"Top companies will have to plan in advance for such an eventuality — sometimes up to 18 months ahead," he said.

However, he said the ANC was not yet in a position to call for the lifting of sanctions or an end to divestment.

"We do not yet believe the process of change is irreversible — in spite of President De Klerk's statements," he said. "It may be true that he and his Government may be 'irreversibly' committed to reform, but there are a number of things that still have to be done before the process becomes irreversible."

A member of the ANC's National Executive, Aziz Pahad, confirmed that "a series of discussions have taken place between ANC delegations and foreign governments and business."

Mr Pahad said the ANC was seriously concerned about the state of the economy and rising unemployment.

"We have never seen sanctions as a weapon to destroy the economy — but rather as a means to pressure the Government to change its course," he said.

According to Mr Pahad, the ANC had recent discussions with "major US foundations" about investment possibilities in "the new South Africa."

Discussions were also conducted with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund about a possible "Marshall aid plan" to help develop the region.

Trade

"We realise that this country will need a major influx of foreign reserves to stimulate economic growth to provide for the needs of the population."

"We hope that the time will arrive soon when investors can be encouraged to return to South Africa and South African trade will again be acceptable abroad."

Mr Pahad said the economic needs were "one of the main reasons" why the negotiations should get underway as soon as possible.

The most important concern was to get the violence issue out of the way. The longer we delay, the longer it will take to get agreement on other important issues," he said.

The timing of the call to lift sanctions has been a subject of intense, sometimes
Escaped fighters call for end to violence

By DE WET POTGIETER

TWO young ANC members who fled from their camps in Tanzania and Zambia this week called on Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi and Nelson Mandela to join hands and stop the bloodshed in South Africa.

The two, a Zulu who escaped from an ANC camp at Dakawa in Tanzania on February 28 and his Sotho comrade, were extradited to South Africa this week after Namibian police found them at Katimo Mulilo in the Caprivi.

In an interview with the Sunday Times, the two young men said the exiles in the camps were homesick and tired of the struggle.

The Zulu appealed to Mr. Buthelezi to make a public pledge to all Zulus in exile that they would be allowed back into Inkatha if they returned.

“Our place is with our people and the Zulu in exile wants to come back to take part in building the new South Africa,” he said.

Uncertain

The two men, who asked not to be named for fear of reprisals against their families, said several other exiles had escaped from the camps and had taken other routes back to South Africa.

They said young exiles were upset because they had left the country to be educated — but received only military training.

“What is going to happen to the thousands of young comrades coming back to the new South Africa?” one of the men asked.

“There is a lot of unemployment in the country. Our comrades are concerned about their future in the country in these uncertain circumstances.”

They also complained about the way Xhosa members in the ANC received preferential treatment in the camps.

“They are saying the struggle is for the Xhosa and we — the Sotho, Zulus, Shangaans, Pedi, and Ndebeles — are just the manpower,” explained one of the young men.
ANC ready to throw down gauntlet to Nats

A MAJOR recruitment drive among whites was unveiled at the ANC's historic first Western Cape regional congress since its unbanning in Cape Town.

The Western Cape's chief co-ordinator of the ANC and executive member of the SACP, Reggie September, who recently returned from 27 years in exile, told the 500 delegates representing about 100 ANC branches in the area that the white population was 'not only the preserve of the existing white NP, DP and CP political parties'.

'We shall have to challenge these parties and win the allegiance of people in the white community,' he said.

The ANC was moving from the 'politics of protest to the politics of challenge for power'.

The tone of Mr September's speech indicated that the ANC was about to throw down the gauntlet to the NP and try to block its attempts to form alliances with black and coloured political and civic groups.

Mr September said that, in the process of opening their ranks to blacks, the NP would not doubt 'be looking to convert among the Labour Party and coloured management committees.'

He assured the delegates that 'the people's flag will be flying over the Union Buildings and Parliament much sooner' (than is thought).

The ANC in the Western Cape was planning a campaign to recruit a million members before the national congress in Johannesburg in December, at a date to be announced.

On the ANC's commitment to a Constituent Assembly, Mr Nkobi urged the stepping up of a campaign for an interim government.

'Ve cannot allow the Government to be a player in the negotiations process and be the referee,' he said.

'That is why we must push for an interim government to oversee the peaceful transition of power.'

In the elections for a Constituent Assembly, all parties will have the opportunity to air their views,' he told about 1 500 delegates in his speech entitled, 'The National Congress.'

The names of the 10 Western Cape provincial executive members, the first to be elected at an ANC conference and who will replace the nominated interim committee, will be announced this afternoon.

Meanwhile, at an ANC regional conference in Johannesburg, internal leader Walter Sisulu said yesterday that pressure should be stepped up for the Government to create the right conditions for negotiations and peaceful transfer of power to the black majority.

In a keynote speech, he said the time was ripe for the Government to transfer power to black people, but warned that blacks would have to be judicious.

'We must continue campaigning for the creation of a climate conducive to the peaceful transfer of power,' he told about 1 500 delegates in his speech entitled, 'The National Congress.'

'The period we find ourselves in is ripe for the transfer of power to the people.'
In an attempt to obtain fresh support for negotiations, Pretoria has extended a formal invitation to the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) to take part in talks on a new constitution.

Pretoria's move was revealed yesterday by PAC president Zeph Mothopeng, who said his organisation had not yet rejected the invitation, but would make its stance known once its formations had discussed it.

"A letter dated August 17, 1990, and signed by the Minister of Constitutional Development, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, was hand-delivered at my home," said Mothopeng.

"After consultation with members of the National Working Committee, I decided that the matter should be referred to all PAC structures and Africanist formations for discussion.

The PAC leader said receipt of the letter had been acknowledged and pointed out that a decision would rest on the shoulders of the members of the organisation.

Mothopeng added that a broad range of groups and organisations outside of "Africanist formations" would also be consulted, but declined to name them.

The PAC is the first organisation to the left of the African National Congress to receive a formal invitation to talks.

Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) national organiser Lusike Ntloko said Azapo had as yet received no indication of an approach from the authorities.

"I spoke to Azapo president Dr Imeleng Mosala, and nothing came up about an invitation. If the government has extended an invitation or is in the process of doing so, we are completely unaware of such a move," said Ntloko.

The invitation to the PAC is surprising considering the organisation has so far maintained a hardline position on negotiations with the government.

Its position is that until the "five pillars of apartheid" — the two Land Acts, the Group Areas Act, Bantu education and the Population Registration Acts — are scrapped, there can be no basis for talks.

— Sapa
Concern over Winnie’s new post

By ELSABE WESSELS

A GROUP of African National Congress social workers met on Tuesday with ANC leaders to register their concern about the appointment of Winnie Mandela as head of the organisation’s Social Services department.

The ANC’s department of information and publicity yesterday confirmed that the meeting had taken place, but would not comment further.

Mandela’s appointment has sparked controversy in welfare circles. Social workers are unhappy that existing welfare groups were not consulted about the setting up of the social services department.

Several Mass Democratic Movement-affiliated medical and social work groups this week declined to comment on the controversial appointment.

The South African Black Social Workers Association, South African Health Workers Congress, and Nanda said they regarded the matter as an “internal ANC-matter.”

Child Welfare director Adele Thomas has indicated that she would pursue the matter in her capacity as a member of the Action Group on Social Services.
Albie’s truce could lead to war

Albie Sachs’ call for the retraction of the revolutionary doctrine of culture as an instrument of political struggle could lead to antagonism between two different kinds of artists.

LIONEL ABRAHAMS

Albie Sachs...truce was welcomed

Jeremy Cronin...practised poetic art

Kelwyn Sole...defends position of engagement

I WAS one of those who, with relief and excitement, welcomed the argument of African National Congress constitutional expert Albie Sachs for the retraction of the revolutionary doctrine of culture as an instrument of political struggle. This was a call, from an unexpected and potent source, for a truce which we hoped would curb radical attacks on artistic independence.

But I wish now to voice an anxiety arising from Sachs’s decree. We may be heading for a useless and wasteful antagonism between two different kinds of artists abetted or led by their defenders.

It is difficult to find appropriate labels for the two kinds that will avoid begging questions that deflect attention from the main issue. I might suggest “cultural workers” as against “artists”, which has the virtue of acknowledging that members of the second category don’t usually think of themselves as makers of culture but merely as poets, actors, sculptors, musicians and so on. “Culture” is a term usually left to anthropologists, corporation PRs, politicians and watchdog bureaucracies. However, to suggest that “cultural workers” are never artists would be arrogant and would confuse the issue.

Another pair of labels is “engaged” and “free”, but participants in the liberation struggle may well take offense at the suggestion that they are dissociated from freedom. So I propose “committed” and “uncommitted” as provisional labels.

The larger majority of committed artists will be members of an oppressed community who, by virtue of circumstances, backed by communal expectations, will tend to dictate that they dedicate their talents to the political struggle against that oppression, and act not as individuals but as instruments of a collective. To them their dedication is hardly a matter of choice and becomes a necessary and cherished article of faith. Moreover, only the exceptionally talented among them will not be moved to find how to combine craft, originality and beauty with the essential function of committed art – which is, to try out into acceptable conditions and so serve as an ingredient in the cement of revolutionary solidarity.

The approach of these representatives of the conscientised oppressed earns them particular kinds of attention and neglect, specific satisfactions and specific disadvantages (among the last, their extreme susceptibility to communal pressure).

On the other side there will always be, as I believe, individuals to whom the fine and unpredictable disposition of their talents, under the hegemony of personal choice, is the essence of their creativity. Though some of these, moved by conscience or a special vision, may elect, permanently or temporarily, to engage their artistic talents in the struggle for a political cause (as others may in the interest of a religion), I am designating this category as committed. To them originality and beauty are prime considerations, and they put themselves in line for a different kind of attention and neglect, rewards and penalties.

I am deliberately leaving the vast category of the “artists of the market” out of the discussion, since most of them are skilled at keeping aloof from debates about the politics of art and culture.

I believe there is too little common ground between the “committed” and the “uncommitted” to permit of a fruitful debate. If they confront each other the result is bound to be a spiral of destructive antagonism rather than a dialogue that may produce some illumination.

In a healthy situation, I suggest, the two kinds would go about their business without being overly conscious of each other. But the debate around Sachs’s call may be causing disproportionate distress to committed artists who, on the one hand, experience a bewildering questioning of deeply felt principles from the side of their leaders who, on the other, find themselves on the side of the triumphant uncommitted (against whom they can only freely react), and on the other, feel belittled from the side of the triumphant uncommitted (against whom they can and need to fight back).

Such feelings would not be justified. Albie Sachs, surely, did not lay down a law of cultural production, but merely argued the case for an imperative which he saw to be burgeoning creativity. His call must have been addressed primarily to cultural administrators, rather than to artists themselves. And to the extent that committed artists are not affected, his message is not, “Thou shalt not” but merely, “You need not.”

For an attack from those I have called the uncommitted, I speak as one of them, yet I well understand (and so do most of my colleagues) how issues of survival under the creedal conditions and the agonies of creative work will compel artists into commitment. I can see reason in most circumstances why the uncommitted artists should feel affronted or threatened by the work of the committed artists, and vice versa.

When it comes to their defenders, however, the case seems to be different. Critics identified with either category are likely to deplore unrepresentative works and to express anxiety about the opposite position. The best critics know how to produce the distinctions they must make in the spirit of disinterested inquiry, and affirm the values they believe in with passion but without gratuitous affectation. Some, however, apparently prompted by convictions arising from topical theories rather than the inherent insights that tend to guide artists, are more combative.

When such critics adopt an exclusive commitment to the artistic approach, they are advocating, an authoritarian and provocative bellicosity follows. Jeremy Cronin, Kelwyn Sole and Michael Chapman are three defenders of the approach, who have engaged in polemics and in debates about the politics of art and culture.

I am not concerned here with the question of who was right or wrong in the various arguments which have been fought, but with the fact that they were ever fought at all. It is not just that the conflicts which have arisen have often been in the spirit of the uncommitted. It is not just that, with the benefit of hindsight, Cronin and Sole have sometimes appeared to have had a point. It is that they have at times apparently practised their poetic art in the spirit of artistic freedom. And up to or three years ago Chapman was a committed artist, himself concerned with the questions of form, style and subtlety of meaning.

The structure of expression is such that I have said “party”, but a crucial point is that there is no “party of the uncommitted artists”. There are individual artists struggling to do what they have to do right with themselves according to their understanding. Since in the nature of things they cannot but respect each artist’s right to be different (even if they happen to dislike much of the resulting work), they would not be fairly represented by an excessively quick or ill-conceived rejection of Sachs’s liberal wisdom, leading to its stifling into a counter-imperialist backlash by an aggressive and contemptuous militancy. Such a stance (besides betraying the principle of respect for choice, even if some choices are expressions of collective sentiment and were induced by socio-economic conditioning, ie the choices of the people “with no choice”) could not avoid producing a sense of uniformity and exclusion, which in turn would provoke a defensive opposition on the political side in the form of a reinforced determination to regiment artists behind the lines of “relevance” and ideological conformity.

However it might be instigated, a continuing quarrel between uncommitted and committed artists will tend to break down all cultural work and speak nothing but weak-minded, low-spirited intolerance. Now that Sachs has given notice that some in the ANC leadership feel that their struggle may be able to get by without the regimentation and coercion of artists, the quarrel is less than ever justified for, either side. I think the democratic South Africa we are hoping for would have a better chance without such a “debate.”
Mandela delays his return for a visit to Luanda

AFRICAN National Congress deputy president Nelson Mandela has postponed his return to South Africa.

He is due to arrive in Zambia tomorrow to consult President Kenneth Kaunda and to meet exiled ANC members in Lusaka, an ANC source said yesterday.

The bulk of ANC exiles had not yet returned to South Africa and many were waiting in the Zambian capital, ANC information chief Pallo Jordan said yesterday.

"Mr Mandela is using the opportunity of stopping over in Zambia to hold meetings with our exiled membership in Lusaka and to consult President Kaunda before he returns to South Africa on September 3," Jordan said.

Another spokesman in the ANC information office said a large group of exiles would be returning to South Africa in mid-September.

He said it was not anticipated at this stage that Mandela would be visiting any other African countries during this tour.

Mandela's secretary at the ANC headquarters in Johannesburg confirmed that the ANC leader's tour of the Cape, to meet a broad cross-section of the community, had been postponed.

Originally Mandela was scheduled to return to South Africa today after his visit to Norway, where he addressed a conference on the Anatomy of Hate, and his visits to the heads of state in Libya and Algeria. — Sapa
NEGOTIATIONS: Man to head peace talks team is fugitive MK chief

Hani to head ceasefire talks

By JO-ANNE COLLINS
UKHUMALO webSize chief of staff Chris Hani — the man Pretoria reckoned was too hot to guarantee against prosecution — will soon be working out the nuts-and-bolts of the liberation movement's suspension of armed struggle alongside Minister of Law and Order Adrian Vlok.

The African National Congress announced yesterday that Hani would head its team on the joint ANC/government Working Group set up in terms of the Pretoria Minute to finalise details of the ceasefire announced by the ANC on August 6.

According to the ANC, the Working Group is to meet next week. Late yesterday it was still an open question whether Hani would be under threat of arrest and prosecution when heading the seven-member team into the meeting.

Hani took refuge in the "independent" Transkei when the government refused to renew his indemnity against prosecution on August 19. Last night, however, there were strong rumours that he had left his sanctuary in Umtata. He could not be reached by The Weekly Mail as a contact number in the Transkei capital.

This development heightened speculation that his indemnity would be proclaimed in a Government Gazette later today. A spokesman for the Department of Justice was unable to confirm this by the time of going to press.

A 48-HOUR indemnity has been granted to Chris Hani, Justice Minister Kobi Coetzee said in a statement last night. Coetzee said the indemnity had been granted so Hani could consult National Executive members. He must abide by the provisions of the Groote Schuur and Pretoria Minutes. He is allowed to be in South Africa from 6am on September 4 to 1pm on September 5.

MK commander Joe Modise is an ex officio member of the Working Group. Other ANC members on the ceasefire Working Group are National Executive Committee (NEC) members Thabo Mbeki, Jacob Zuma, Joe Nhlanhla and Pallo Jordaan, and legal expert Matthew Pasha.

The government representatives, according to an ANC statement, are: Vlok, Deputy Minister of Constitutional Affairs Koes Meyer, General BJ Beneke of the Security Police, Johan Geyser of the Department of Justice, Dr HP Fourie of the Department of Foreign Affairs and M Spuurwaar of the National Intelligence Service. Among the matters likely to be addressed by the Working Group are the conditions attaching to the continued suspension of armed activity by the ANC. The specification of conditions is likely to lend a more bilateral character to the suspension of armed struggle and to cast it more closely in the mould of a formal ceasefire.

The ANC's decision to release details of the Working Group breaks a silence maintained by both parties. Its statement that the first meeting of the group is to take place next week appears to conflict with an earlier comment by a government source that the group was already "functioning".

It has until September 15 to accomplish its brief of resolving "all outstanding questions" arising from the ANC's decision to suspend "all armed actions with immediate effect" and to report back to the principals.

The other Joint Working Group, set up in terms of the Groote Schuur Minute to address questions of amnesty and indemnity, has completed its report on the planned release of ANC-related prisoners and the phased return of exiles. ANC executive committee member Jacob Zuma has announced. He said the report would be submitted to his organisation's NEC. Any further announcement would be made jointly by the ANC and the government.

Release of political prisoners in terms of the Pretoria Minute is scheduled to begin on Saturday.
Jagged edge to suffering of war victims

AN OFFICIAL WAR; Inside the conflict in
Pietermaritzburg
by Matthew Kerndige

IT is history told from the darkness of a torched shop, observed through the shattered windows of a kwazulu transport corporation bus, weighed in the stench of a soggy Natal cemetery where fresh graves gape.

Matthew Kerndige's An Unofficial War is remarkable for its capacity to lift individuals above the terrible monotony of violence and death in Natal; to create them in flesh and habit; and to restore an edge, a jagged edge, to the suffering endured by black residents of Natal.

It is a collection of perspectives, rather than an unbroken narrative. The focus switches from Inkatha’s “brave people,” to “Mr Average Journalist,” to church leaders, political activists, Inkatha warlords and a police brigadier. The scene moves from the graveyard to the schoolyard; from the court room to the newsroom; and, naturally, into the hills and valleys, where settlements are sharply divided, owing allegiance either to Inkatha or to the United Democratic Front/Congress of South African Tract Unions.

Kerndige has been accused of bias. Indeed, he states in his conclusion that “of alternative histories, a decade of conflict between Inkatha and the UDF and its forerunners, the non-Inkatha account is more plausible. It has fewer omissions and inaccuracies, and unlike Chief (Marguaxha) Buthelezi’s recital, it avoids any appeal to conspiracy theory”.

The greater part of the book is devoted to UDF/ Cosatu-sympathetic accounts of the conflict. But they are certainly not all from UDF/Cosatu sources. A fair number of academics, journalists, service workers and even representatives of business embody or incline to this position.

The fact that they do, suggests that Kerndige’s stance is not an imposed one, but a function of the process of investigation and of the nature of the war itself where the only available statistics put the loss of lives by Inkatha to attacks initiated by the UDF at about 45.

The story is undoubtedly told with emotion. But this is no way debases the store of factual information at the heart of the book.

The anecdotal presentation is deceptive — and it is a deception that keeps the reader turning the pages. Within the give-and-take of interviews, under the vivid and sometimes stilted descriptions of the writer, many of the central themes and serious questions of the Natal war.

The central dynamic of the war — as a struggle for sectional sovereignty which breaks no neutrality and swallows the political innocents along with the rest — permeates the book.

The constantly frustrated peace initiatives are related sequentially and treated with rare coherence.

The complete erosion of the rule of law, the bludgeoning of the press and the allegations of police constituting a “third force” in the conflict are substantially discussed in An Unofficial War.

The complete erosion of the rule of law, the bludgeoning of the press and the allegations of police constituting a “third force” in the conflict are substantially discussed.

The characterisation of the conflict is necessary. The summing up of available explanations and political interpretations of the conflict is accessible.

But there are two things that make the book special and potent. One is Kerndige’s willingness to make transparent his interaction with those he interviews — to disclose some of the bias of which he stands accused, and allow the reader to take him into account.

The second is his capacity to focus on minute visual detail.

For the reader who is not prepared to cross the researcher, to regard him as a divining stick, An Unofficial War might be hard to swallow. But for the reader who recognizes a ring of authenticity in Kerndige’s meticulous detailing of chronology, in his resort to court records and in his attempt to speak to officials who are clearly dismissive of his research, the book brings him or her within smelling distance of the boiling pot.

The book starts with the almost accidental killing of Gladys Sangweni, a woman who “had a notion that she was about 73 years old.” It restores a measure of self-hood to the old woman, who died while going to the toilet, her body left sprawled outside, her nostrils stopped with “blood and earth.”

It tells of a woman who was seen at the site of the explosion, her body later found by the police, who strolled onto the street, her second victim visible.

Take, for instance, Kerndige’s thoughts in Mountain Rise cemetery: “Within a pugnaciously short time the ‘fallen’ disappeared into anonymity as their crosses were broken and their graves covered over. But that, after all, is what war is like, any other. It all about: living people with their histories, thoughts and passions simply vanishing into the tithe.”

Jo-Anne Collinge
DURBAN: It was unfair to blame the African National Congress for being committed to nationalisation, Foreign Affairs Minister Pik Botha said yesterday.  

"I want to urge the private sector to talk to the ANC about this," he told the Natal National Party congress. "It is my impression that Mr Nelson Mandela stands ready to be persuaded."

Botha said he had told Mandela that, even if sanctions were lifted, South Africa would not easily obtain funds because of the violence.  

"I told him we should set aside our ideological differences and send clear message that our future cannot be determined through violence."

"I warned him that we are all doomed if we cannot create jobs or provide houses for his followers. If we don't get our act together, we'll have nothing to govern."

Botha predicted less stark differences on the African continent.  

"The will to survive will force us together to move Southern Africa into a new future. In that frame, the security of whites is ensured. That security lies in making ourselves indispensable."

He said the State President, FW de Klerk, had taken severe risks when making his February 2 speech, but he had taken South Africa out of its isolation and was giving it international respect again.  

"We may not smell of roses yet, but we are no longer the polecat of the world. I am aware of the growing doubts and even despondency of our followers, but there was no smooth or easy way to do what we did ... It had to be like this."

"We were on our way to becoming a bankrupt state where effective military force could have been used against us."

--- Sapa